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Introduction 

 

The Habsburg lands are renowned as the locus classicus of a polity whose ethnicities were 

notably marked by language.  

Robert Evans1 

 

In 1938 as another major war seemed likely, the Viennese university professor Wilhelm 

Czermak published a study of the Habsburg army during the First World War, In deinem 

Lager war Österreich. Die österreichisch-ungarische Armee, wie man sie nicht kennt (In your 

camp was Austria. The unknown Austro-Hungarian army). The subtitle promised his readers 

that the author would show them the Habsburg army they had never known. During the 1920s 

and 1930s, hundreds of memoirs and novels were published across Central Europe that 

focused on the Habsburg Monarchy’s final war. Czermak may have simply wanted a catchy 

title to increase sales in an already saturated literary market, because for the most part the 

author provided a narrative that informed readers largely already knew. Like most 

contemporaneous authors, Czermak stressed the Habsburg army’s diversity, its mixture of 

ethnicities, religious affiliations, and languages, painting a picture of soldiers fighting for or 

against their homeland. Czermak also made an unusual assertion: he blamed the myriad 

languages used in the Habsburg army's regiments and battalions for its operational failures 

instead of the usually argued national. He briefly mentioned the reason why concluding that 

way: He, himself, had fought in the ranks of a Hungarian artillery regiment without speaking 

the language.2 However, Czermak did not indicate whether he meant operational 

ineffectiveness arising from that linguistic difference or if and how this difference affected the 

willingness to fight and the morale of the soldiers. In contrast to Czermak's assertion, 

however, autobiographical and military sources from wartime demonstrate that soldiers’ 

language diversity neither greatly hampered operations nor increased desertions. For example, 

the Procurement Officer Josef Leb asserted in his 1933 memoirs that “every officer 

commanded soldiers of all nationalities, and they would agree that diversity alone would not 

have caused major problems.”3 Who was correct, Czermak or Leb, or maybe both to a certain 

 
1 Evans, Language and State Building, 1. See also: ÖStA/KA/Terr, Befehle, 13th Corps Command 

Zagreb/Agram, box 76, no. 70, 8 October 1911 
2 Czermak, In deinem Lager war Österreich, 27-8. This argument is also apparent in literature. For example: 

Wawro, The Outbreak of World War I and the Collapse of the Habsburg Empire. See also: Rauchensteiner, Der 

Erste Weltkrieg und das Ende der Habsburgermonarchie. 
3 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/580, Josef Leb, Aus den Erinnerungen eines Trainoffiziers, unpublished manuscript, autumn 

1933, 6. 
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degree? 

 

The First World War, which began in August 1914, ended with the destruction of the 

centuries-old Monarchy. Before the war, some Habsburg army officials had already questioned 

the loyalty of a number of the Monarchy’s nationalities. They even expected some of them to 

refuse to mobilize en masse.4 In fact, for the duration of the war, the vast majority of military-

aged men fulfilled their obligations irrespective of their backgrounds.5 The policies of Austria-

Hungary for the first two and a half years of the First World War eliminated many of its own 

Rechtsstaat traditions of respecting citizens’ rights. Of course, many European states whether 

empires or nation states restricted citizens’ civil rights during the war. As a result, they incurred 

significant popular opposition. But in the cases of Austria and Hungary, these restrictions were 

often framed specifically in nationalist terms as attacks on particular nationalities.6 During the 

war Habsburg bureaucrats and army officers increasingly accused some nationalities of being 

disloyal to the throne and the army.7 But what did loyalty mean in an army in which soldiers 

belonged to eleven recognized nationalities and languages?  

 

 Drawing on years of research about the nature of loyalty and the late Habsburg 

Monarchy, Jana Osterkamp and Martin Schulze Wessel recently published a cross-disciplinary 

study, “Texturen von Loyalität: Überlegungen zu einem analytischen Begriff” (The fabric of 

loyalty: Reflections of an analytical term). The authors analyze this complex term, loyalty, 

which scholars of different disciplins so often employ. They stress that historians in particular 

have often used the term not as an analytical category, but rather uncritically accept the term as 

it is employed in the sources (Quellensprache), and are examining without interrogating the 

context in which the various authors were writing. Osterkamp and Schulze Wessel also argue 

that loyalty should not be considered only unidirectional, that is, of the citizens-subjects to the 

ruler. Rather, loyalty should reflect the complexity of a society and state, in particular when 

these two are characterized by ethnic and linguistic diversity.8 I argue that the Habsburg 

 
4 A general suspicion was also traceable for other armed forces of that time. For example, Russian army officials 

suspected all Yiddish-speaking Jews being German spies because they considered Yiddish a German dialect, one 

that enabled Jews to conspire with the enemy: Bischitzky, and Schreiner, Einführung, 18. 
5 Scheer, Ringstraßenfront, 9-10. The front experience stood in contrast to the home front experience where 

thousands of civilians were arrested owing to their alleged disloyalty to the state: Cornwall, The Undermining of 

Austria-Hungary. 
6 Judson, Critical Issues for a History of the Habsburg Monarchy, 381. 
7 Judson, Guardians of the Nation. 
8 Osterkamp, Schulze Wessel, Texturen von Loyalität, 553-73. 
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military, owing to its administrative structure, ethnic and linguistic diversity, offered a multi-

layered environment for loyalty and disloyalty during the last decades of the Monarchy.  

 

My aim is to debunk the notion that loyalty or disloyalty in a multilingual army was so 

often connected to people of a particular nationality, or language, and that many decisions 

reflected national convictions. The army is the test case par excellence for this argument, 

because its functioning was essential to the security of the Monarchy and due to compulsory 

military service, it affected annually many thousands of new conscripts. In this study, I 

demonstrate that the army’s language system offers an example of how the conscripts and 

officers were affected by the army language system, shaped it, and identified with it despite 

their linguistic and ethnic backgrounds. Moreover, this study contributes to what historians such 

as Pieter M. Judson have argued that even in the case Habsburg citizens preferred a particular 

language or identified with a particular nationality did not necessarily mean that they turned 

against the monarch and the state. I build on Judson’s notion who explores in his recent book, 

The Habsburg Empire: A New History that even in late modern times, the ethnically and 

linguistically heterogenous citizens who were loyal to their nationality as defined by language 

use often also identified with the state and army simultaneously.9 Unlike many historians, who 

have analyzed the loyalty and disloyalty of particular Habsburg nationalities, I examine the 

military bureaucrats, officers and conscripts who interpreted language rules, and how and why 

they did so. Archival sources I have examined reveal that were numerous motives for flexible 

interpretation of the army language system, and nationalism was only one. This is a novel 

perspective for the most important and widespread institution of the late Habsburg Monarchy: 

the army. No other study has focused on the army’s language diversity, which probably became 

its most important characteristic – for the military and civilians. 

  

 The examples of other scholarly studies referred to throughout this book demonstrate 

that when dealing with the army language system four main topics have to be treated separately. 

In the first part of my study I analyze the legal framework and the language regulations. They 

stipulated that conscripts were allowed to use their language during their military service. I 

demonstrate that these regulations permitted elasticity in interpreting them. As a result, state 

authorities until 1914 were regularly asked for changes, or more suitable and clearer definitions 

and interpretations. Although army bureaucrats were aware of the language system’s 

shortcomings, between 1868 and 1914 the Ministry of War issued virtually no orders to clarify 

 
9 Judson, The Habsburg Empire, 368. 
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and explain to army officials of how to adequately implement them. I demonstrate that the 

flexible interpretation of the language rules might be the result of misinterpreted or wrongly 

understood regulations instead of being exclusively an outcome of a particular political or 

national(ist) standpoint. The army language system was influenced by army bureaucrats’ 

conviction that every Habsburg citizen had to have a distinct nationality that was first and 

foremost related to the language use. The army language system did not only allow conscripts 

to use their native tongues during military service, but they were also obliged to serve among 

soldiers who spoke the same languages.  

 

The second part of my study takes a closer look at how the conscripts and the officers 

interpreted, navigated, and affected the army language system. Historians have often tended to 

treat the rank and file as recipients of the language system, while they depicted officers as active 

adherents of it. The army language diversity affected the millions of male Habsburg conscripts, 

and like the military authorities and the officers, they, too, helped shape the acceptance of the 

army language system. I argue that the rank and file often affected the implementation of the 

system, while officers sometimes were required to obey orders and had no opportunity to 

influence it. Recruits’ as well as officers’ flexible adaptation of the language system were often 

not owing to their linguistic backgrounds (and therefore nationality), but rather often depended 

on a particular undertaking by making use of the elasticity of the rules.  

 

The army language system and its flexible interpretation played an important role in the 

political, social, cultural, and public history of the late Habsburg Monarchy. It had a significant 

impact on the state and its citizens which is discussed in the third part. There was virtually no 

city or town in the Monarchy were at least one Habsburg army institution was deployed.10 Thus, 

the army's language system became known and affected also civil residents. Indeed, in a modern 

empire, no longer just imperial bureaucrats, but also ordinary civilians, journalists, and 

politicians contributed in debating and shaping the system.11 The army language system was 

often part of the political discussion across the Monarchy: in the parliaments, provincial diets, 

and mayors’ offices. Until 1914 the most widespread press was in German, although since 1867 

other languages increased in importance.12 When the word, “language,” appeared in print or 

 
10 See: Seidels kleines Armeeschema. 
11 Parsons, The Rule of Empires, 7. He asserts that premodern empires were reatively stable, because local 

customs and identities were strong enough to mitigate the crushing effects of foreign rule. Nationalisms, which 

imagined that populations were culturally and ethnically homogenous, made it more difficult to recruit citizens 

as allies. 
12 Hantsch, Die Nationalitätenfrage im alten Österreich, 33-4. 
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was mentioned in the parliaments in any Habsburg tongue, it tended to launch a public debate. 

I demonstrate that not every public criticism, even when it was primarily raised as a national 

issue and the full range of nationalist rhetoric was used, was necessarily disregarding the 

language rules or disloyal to the army and the state. However, army bureaucrats tended to 

downplay public criticism as being exclusively nationally motivated, and rejected it, even when 

they were fully aware that it was correct.  

 

 Before 1914, a variety of political military aims and hopes were tied to the army's 

language system. However, the most important peacetime duty of every army of conscripts is 

training to ensure successful wartime combat. The first three parts of this study demonstrate 

that the army officials became increasingly concerned about the war readiness and efficiency 

of the army, in particular in terms of the linguistic diversity and the loyalty of its speakers. But 

which role did language actually play when soldiers who spoke more than ten idioms were 

mobilized and sent to the front, and even during the First World War – at least officially – the 

military leadership had to respect the language rights of the conscripts. I show that prejudices 

toward so-called disloyal nationalities influenced many officers and conscripts. They then 

treated their comrades or subordinates and their languages worse than these of alleged loyal 

soldiers. The last part therefore shows that it was not the legal framework of language rules that 

hardened soldiers’ life, rather how superiors treated the soldiers of particular nationalities.  

 

The Late Habsburg Monarchy 

 

The Habsburg army’s language system dates from 1867. It was among the results of the attempt 

to end the domestic conflicts that had led to the revolutions of 1848 and in the next two decades, 

had regularly threatened imperial Austria’s integrity. Firstly, politicians and nobles from the 

Hungarian provinces demanded their historic right for self-government, including their own 

constitution, parliament, and territorial defense. The Ausgleich, an imperial settlement, 

fulfilling these demands and creating Austria-Hungary, was negotiated to in 1867. Among the 

consequences of this settlement was the division of many formerly centralized state 

responsibilities between Austria and Hungary. Three joint ministries remained in the 

Monarchy: the army, foreign affairs, and finance. Joint ministers and the minister presidents of 

both halves of the now dual monarchy regularly met in the so-called delegations and the joint 

Council of Ministers (Delegationen and gemeinsamer Ministerrat), in either Vienna or 
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Budapest.13 These two were the most important political institutions for joint army issues, such 

as the number of soldiers recruited annually, and the budget.14 Historians such as Kurt Peball 

and Gunther Rothenberg called the army’s role in the late Habsburg Monarchy on the one hand 

as the “the Achilles heel of the dualist system,” but at the same time they argued that it was 

perceived to be “the vital link of the two halves of the Monarchy.”15 When the delegations met, 

Austrian/joint and Hungarian representatives regularly disagreed about a variety of army issues. 

Indeed, the joint army language system would be among the hotly contested topics throughout 

my period of investigation.16  

 

Another immediate cause of the revolution of 1848, one that afterward had regularly 

threatened Austrian integrity, was the lack of political participation. Liberals from across 

imperial Austria demanded constitutions granting civil rights, and parliaments based on male 

suffrage. In addition to parliaments, Francis Joseph17 promulgated a Hungarian constitution of 

1867 and that same year, Austrian constitutional laws, the so-called Dezemberverfassung.18 

Article 19 of the Austrian constitution gave all ethnic groups or nationalities (the so-called 

Volksstӓmme) the right to use their language in public institutions.19 Although the Hungarian 

constitution differed from the Austrian as it imposed Hungarian as state language,20 the 

Habsburg army language system employed Austrian language requirements throughout the 

Monarchy. The Austrian and Hungarian constitutions both implemented compulsory military 

 
13 Between 1867 and 1906 they met 459 times. During the first four years, there were 120 meetings. Somogyi, 

Der gemeinsame Ministerrat der österreichisch-ungarischen Monarchie, 92-5. See also: Staatsgrundgesetz vom 

21. Dezember 1867 betreffend die allen Ländern der österreichischen Monarchie gemeinsamen Angelegenheiten 

und die Art ihrer Behandlung (Delegationengesetz), in: RGBl. 142/1967; Galántai, Der österreichisch-

ungarische Dualismus, and Katus, Hungary in the Dual Monarchy. 
14 Vogt, Die europäischen Heere der Gegenwart, 42. The delegation members renegotiated the number of 

recruits each decade. Until 1889, it was about 800,000. See also on the initial debate: Schweizer, Die 

österreichisch-ungarischen Wehrgesetze, 266f. 
15 Peball, and Rothenberg, Der Fall U, 89-90. 
16 Somogyi, Der gemeinsame Ministerrat der österreichisch-ungarischen Monarchie, 95. In addition to the 

delegation meetings, the Hungarian parliament had the opportunity once in a decade during the course of the 

settlement negotiations (Ausgleichsverhandlungen), to influence army efforts, budget and number of recruits: 

Peball, and Rothenberg, Der Fall U, 90. See also: Zsuppán, Die politische Szene Ungarns, 108f. 
17 After the Ausgleich Emperor Francis Joseph became also the Hungarian king. To ease reading I decided not to 

mention his titles. Thus, he is only referred to as Francis Joseph or the monarch throughout this study.  
18 The Habsburg provinces that were not part of the kingdom of Hungary, collectively Cisleithania or Austria, 

were after 1867 represented in the Reichsrat, the imperial parliament in Vienna. These were the hereditary lands 

(Erblande), Tyrol, Carniola, Lower Austria, and Upper Austria, as well as Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia, Salzburg, 

the Littoral, Galicia, Bukovina, and Dalmatia.  
19 Staatsgrundgesetz vom 21. Dezember 1867 über die allgemeinen Rechte der Staatsbürger für die im Reichsrate 

vertretenen Königreiche und Länder. In: Reichsgesetzblatt (1867), Nr. 142. Instead of the term used in the 

Austrian constitution, peoples (Volksstämme), bureaucrats usually referred to the citizens as nationalities.  
20 The Hungarian nationality law of 1868 sought to combine a civic that is Western European interpretion of the 

nation and an ethnic with Central and Eastern Europeian interpretation of the nation: Marácz, Multilingualism in 

the Transleithanian part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, 277. After 1868, tolerance for langages and cultures 

other than Hungarian gradually declined: Romsics, Dismantling of Historic Hungary, 13. 
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service making a fundamental army reform necessary.21 After 1867, the Habsburg army no 

longer comprised professional soldiers, but was rather an army of conscripts who had 

constitutional civil rights, although as concerned language use they differed in Austria and 

Hungary. Francis Joseph expected his newly created joint army “a brotherly unity and 

enthusiastic cooperation […] reliable support for the throne, a horde of my peoples, respectful 

toward foreign countries, protecting the domestic legal order.”22 The focus of imperial debates 

and concerns in 1867/68 was, however, the unity of Austria and Hungary. Conscripts’ language 

rights became a focus only later as part of this unity.  

 

The conscripts’ language rights in the years after 1867 posed a challenge to state 

bureaucrats because they confronted a Habsburg society whose language use changed over 

time. Generational affiliation is important in a study of the army language system that spans 

five decades. Language teaching in primary and secondary schools underwent significant 

changes between 1868 and 1914. Fewer students attended German-language grammar schools 

and gymnasia in Cisleithanian Austria. They were increasingly educated in their mother tongue, 

except in Galicia, where many speakers of other languages were obliged to attend Polish-

language schools.23 In the Hungarian half of the Monarchy, education served as tool of 

Magyarization that aimed to transform a multi-lingual population into a political nation on the 

French model.24 László Károly Marácz has argued that roughly seventy-seven percent of 

Hungary’s population was monolingual in 1867, a percentage that rose with forced education 

in the Hungarian language, which mostly affected German- and Slovak-speaking residents. 

However, he concluded about the limits of Magyarization that by 1910 seven million Hungarian 

citizens still did not speak Hungarian,25 although an increasing number of public schools used 

only the state language, Hungarian, for instruction.26 Joachim von Puttkamer has written that 

 
21 RGBl. Nr. 151/1868, Gesetz womit für die im Reichsrathe vertretenen Königreiche und Länder die Art und 

Weise der Erfüllung der Wehrpflicht geregelt wird vom 8.12.1868. On the results of the compulsory military 

service, see: Hämmerle, Die Allgemeine Wehrpflicht in der multiethnischen Armee der Habsburgermonarchie. 
22 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 82-3/14, 1868, Armeebefehl bei Sanctionierung des Wehrgesetzes und Landwehr-Statutes. 
23 Stourzh, Die Gleichberechtigung der Nationalitäten. Walter Wagner has written about the decrease of 

German-speakers among cadets and NCOs from Galicia, the territory of the 11th Corps Command which 

recruited from around Lviv: Wagner, Geschichte des k.k. Kriegsministeriums, vol. 2, 240. Ignac Romsics 

compares the Galician with the Hungarian linguistic environment in terms of the linguistic abilities of the 

military in the regiments: Romsics, Dismantling of Historic Hungary, 5. There were only a handful of so-called 

gymnasia that employed more than one language for instruction (gemischtsprachig) across the Monarchy. For 

just one example, these in Bukovina: Hannelore Burger, Sprachen und Sprachenpolitiken. Niederösterreich und 

die Bukowina im Vergleich, 122f. 
24 A brief overview on Hungarian school laws: Puttkamer, Nationale Peripherien, 97-110. See also: Weber, 

Peasants into Frenchmen.  
25 Marácz, Multilingualism in the Transleithanian part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, 281, and 293. 
26 Dolmányos, Kritik der Lex Apponyi, 233-304. See also: Galántai, Der österreichisch-ungarische Dualismus, 

93. 
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this process of linguistic and cultural magyarization was not primarily an outcome of a political 

effort, but rather resulted from demographic and social dynamics. Economic prosperity and 

social mobility were increasingly connected to the use of the Hungarian state language.27 

National-language policies became apparent across the Monarchy and affected all army 

members, soldiers, officers, reservists and the rank and file. “It must be remembered,” Nándor 

F. Dreisziger asserts, “that it was a strong political statement on the part of an educated Ruthene 

in Galicia not to consider himself a Pole, just as was for educated Slovaks, Serbs, or Romanians 

not to identify themselves as Magyars in Hungary.”28 In addition, family ties played a role in 

perceptions about national belonging as Ernst Bruckmüller argues.29 This was the case in both 

halves of the Monarchy especially when a family was multilingual or the father was employed 

in an imperial institution, for example, the Habsburg army. 

 

 Local civil society’s acceptance of the Habsburg army’s presence changed over time. 

In Cisleithanian Austria the reaction of civil residents (or parts of it) had a variety of reasons, 

nationalism, was not the sole determinant. In his memoirs, General Eduard Hentke von Hesshart 

later asserted that the German-speaking population of Sankt Pölten in Lower Austria in 1904 

was “not exactly unfriendly to the military, but residents kept their distance.” In his opinion, 

the reason for their attitude was the Social-Democratic mayor. Following the mayor’s departure, 

Hentke wrote, the army’s relationship with the population improved.30  The military was 

welcome – or at least tolerated – in other locations of the Monarchy.31 In a variety of 

autobiographical sources, authors asserted having experienced harmony between army 

members and locals. This positive attitude does not appear to have depended on a particular 

linguistic composition of the population, or to which part of the Monarchy a region belonged 

to. In his memoir career officer Theodor Lerch recalled that residents of Transylvania, although 

it was part of Hungary, were friendly to the military, although in many other parts of Hungary 

the Habsburg army members experienced contempt and hatred from among local residents.32  

 

 
27 Puttkamer, Magyarisierung, 480-6.  
28 Dreisziger, Ethnic Armies, 35. 
29 Bruckmüller, Zur Problematik kollektiver Identitätsstiftung, 20. 
30 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/98:77, Eduard Hentke von Hehshart, Leben und Wirken, 1858-1919, unpublished 

manuscript, undated, unpaginated. See for Social-Democrats: Brügel, Geschichte der österreichischen 

Sozialdemokratie. 
31 Laurence Cole provides a comprehensive overview of the military society’s relationship with civilians through 

the prism of veteran associations, and the numerous reasons for tensions and conflicts in Military Culture and 

Popular Patriotism.  
32 ÖStA/KA/NL, B:33/4, Theodor von Lerch, Die Todgeweihten, undated unpublished manuscript, 30.  
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 Following the violence of the 1848-revolution, Habsburg soldiers were seen in some 

quarters as occupiers. Fighting and devastation of cities and villages had affected Hungary the 

most, and for a long time, many native Hungarian speakers did not welcome Habsburg 

soldiers.33 Peball and Rothenberg concluded that “radical Hungarian nationalists saw the 

presence of the joint army in their kingdom as provocation, because it reminded them of their 

defeat in 1849.” Less than twenty years had passed since this defeat when the Ausgleich was 

signed in 1867. Some veterans of the battle against Habsburg rule were still living when the 

army was reformed, and compulsory military service initiated. Sometimes, even one’s own 

relatives ignored men when they were in uniform. National festivities took place annually 

throughout Hungary remembering the struggle for independence. These events regularly 

brought residents into conflict with locally deployed Habsburg army units.34 In many Habsburg 

regions the acceptance of army presence changed over time. As Tibor Hajdu has noted, it was 

not until the 1890s that Hungarian residents became friendlier toward Habsburg soldiers 

stationed in their midst.35 

 

 Many resident native speakers of Hungarian not only had a negative attitude toward 

the joint army in general, but also directed their ire at Croats. They still remembered the 

Hungarian defeat at the hands of the Croatian Ban, General Josip Jelačić. “It was not an easy 

task to eliminate the initially hostile attitude towards the Croats,” General Hentke later 

recalled.36 Croatia-Slavonia was part of the Kingdom of Hungary, but was described in officer 

autobiographical sources for a long time to be friendly toward the Habsburg army, despite the 

increase in Croatian nationalism.37 Many autobiographical records mentioned that South 

Slavs’ inhabited Bosnia-Herzegovina that Austria-Hungary had occupied in 1878 and would 

annex in 1908 to be a pleasant garrison too. For example, General Adolf Auffenberg-

Komarow recalled in his memoirs that this was especially the case in Sarajevo, the capitol. 

 
33 Hajdu, Das Alltagsleben österreichischer Offiziere in Ungarn, 111. This was not only the case for Hungary, 

but also for those provinces that later became part of the Kingdom of Italy. In both the imperial Austrian army 

was a symbol for „centralistic absolutisms“ (Das Heer als Vollstrecker des zentralistischen Absolutismus): 

Schmidt-Brentano, Die Armee in Österreich, 335.  
34 Peball, and Rothenberg, Der Fall U, 90. 
35 Hajdu, Das Alltagsleben österreichischer Offiziere in Ungarn, 103-11. 
36 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/98:77, Eduard Hentke von Hehshart, Leben und Wirken, 1858-1919, unpublished undated 

unpaginated manuscript. 
37 Cornwall, Loyalty and Treason in Late Habsburg Croatia, 97f. See also: Veliz, The Politics of Croatia-

Slavonia 1903-1918. 
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However, Auffenberg reported that the residents of different religions tended to struggle 

against one another rather directed their ire at the Habsburg army.38 

 

 In addition to Bosnia-Herzegovina, there were some other regions of the Monarchy 

where national activists struggled not only against central Habsburg power represented in the 

army, rather over local political power.39 In his memoirs, the reserve officer Robert Nowak 

asserted that there would have been not only conflicts “between Germans and non-Germans 

[but also] among Czechs and Poles, Poles and Ruthenians, Croats and Italians, in particular in 

Dalmatia, Slovenes and Italians, and Croats and Serbs.”40 In some parts of the Monarchy 

officers increasingly feared being drawn into conflicts among local nationalities. What often 

heated up the situation was that usually not all companies of a regiment were deployed in their 

recruiting region. For example, soldiers from Bosnian-Herzegovinian regiments were sent to 

Vienna, Graz, and Budapest.41 Battalions and companies replaced these soldiers in their home 

provinces that were transferred from other Habsburg regions. This deployment policy of the 

Habsburg army enriched local linguistic landscapes, and many officers and conscripts 

experienced in these garrisons for the first time other national struggles than the ones they knew 

from their home provinces.   

 

In addition to general trends of varying levels of civilian acceptance of the army being 

stationed locally, the symbolic character of language use changed until 1914. Finally, the very 

act of communication was politicized. In the late nineteenth century as Peter Urbanitsch has 

noted, “language was no longer a primary means of communication, but a distinctive feature 

for a group that wanted to be different from others.”42 Domestic nationalist struggles were not 

only fought over political influence, but also over language use in civil administration and the 

army. What is of additional importance was that the same language did not hold the same status 

throughout the Monarchy. German was the dominant language in the army, but in Hungarian 

civil society it played an increasingly subordinate role. While Polish, Hungarian, and Croatian 

only had the status of soldier languages among many others in the army, in Galicia, Hungary, 

and Croatia they dominated in bureaucracy. This superiority of certain local languages over 

 
38 Auffenberg-Komarow, Aus Österreichs Höhe und Niedergang, 103. See also: ÖStA/KA/NL, B/862:1, Adolf 

Stillfried von Rathenitz, Erinnerungen aus meinem Leben, unpublished and undated memoir, 15-6. 
39 See: Judson, Guardians of the Nation. 
40 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/726:4, Robert Nowak, Sammelsurium an kürzeren und längeren Fronterlebnissen, undated 

and unpaginated. 
41 See: Neumayer/Schmidl, Des Kaisers Bosniaken. 
42 Urbanitsch, Der Ausgleich zwischen den Nationen, 65. 
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others continued to a minor degree in other Habsburg provinces. In the Cisleithanian Littoral 

Croatian-, Slovenian-, and Italian-speaking national activists struggled against one another. In 

the capitol Trieste, the Italian language dominated public life, while German and Slovene were 

minority languages.43 Although German use predominated in the Habsburg army, regiments 

and battalions were legally obliged to use the conscripts’ languages. The army language system 

gave preference to German, but at no point one other language dominated even when this 

language dominated in a particular province. They all had the status of a regimental language. 

The only exception was Hungarian following 1905, when Francis Joseph approved exceptions 

that resulted in an increase in the use of Hungarian in Habsburg army regiments recruited from 

Hungary. 

 

Linguistic diversity has characterized the Habsburg Monarchy and its army for many 

centuries, but for a long-time language categorization was not formalized. There was a flexible 

use of terms. Until the second half of the nineteenth century the scholarly debate about what 

was a language and what only a vernacular was not ended. For example, native speakers of 

what would later be categorized as Slovenian, other terms were in use such as Styrian or 

Carniolan.44 However, only what state bureaucrats perceived to be a language was granted the 

right to be become recognized in the army, and served as the basis to make up a distinct 

nationality.45 During my period of investigation, the Habsburg army recognized the following 

language categories: Bohemian, Croatian, German, Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Romanian, 

Ruthenian, Serbian, Slovak, and Slovene.46 Although these language categories were often 

criticized in the public sphere, and even among officers, army bureaucrats continued to insist 

on their use. Archival records as well as the parliamentary and press debates I have examined 

indicate that the public was aware of the army’s categorization, and the percentages of speakers 

presented.  

 

In addition to the army, as it was also the case in other multinational empires, in 

particular the civil census helped affirm categories of national identification often defined by 

language use.47 Austria-Hungary’s bureaucratic practices, however, were inconsistent. The 

 
43 Czeitschner, Discourse, Hegemony, and Polyglossia, 71. 
44 Brix, Die Umgangssprachen in Altösterreich zwischen Agitation und Assimilation, 67-96. 
45 See: Stergar, and Scheer, Ethnic Boxes. 
46 Vorschrift zur Verfassung der Qualifikationslisten über Stab- und Oberoffiziere des Soldatenstandes, dann 

Kadetten im k.k. Heere (1884), 3. Rubrik, Sprachkenntnisse. 
47 Evans, Language and State Building, 2; see also: Kertzer, and Arel, Census and Identity; and Anderson, 

Imagined Communities, 168-74. 
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army’s language categorization differed from the categories and methods Austrian and 

Hungarian civil administration used. The first official census in Cisleithanian Austria was in 

1880 and employed the following language categories: German, Bohemian-Moravian-Slovak, 

Polish, Ruthenian, Slovene, Serbian-Croatian, Italian-Ladin, Romanian, and Magyar.48 Citizens 

were asked for their language of daily use (Umgangssprache) and in contrast to the army, every 

respondent was permitted to claim only one language.49 The introductory remarks of the 

Austrian statistical handbook made it clear that “language is a marker for nationality,” but it 

was added that “different conceptions of the nature of language use during the survey often lead 

to uncertainty among the people who are called to contribute or collect the information for the 

survey.”50 In five censuses conducted in 1869, 1880, 1890, 1900, 1910, the Hungarian 

government employed a third method. They asked for and reported only the mother tongue 

(anya nyelv) of the inhabitants.51  

 

In sum, Habsburg citizens were increasingly obliged to declare their native or preferred 

language, which was interpreted as a nationality. There was less and less opportunity to escape 

an assignment to a particular national category.52 Judson has noted: “As long as the respondents 

did not link their own language use to a larger national identity, [these percentages] conveyed 

little more than nationalist potentials, and certainly not national realities.”53 In the course of a 

state-imposed modernization process that took place throughout the nineteenth century the 

changed meaning of language use and the state’s categorization of citizens across the Monarchy 

became increasingly important.54 Many historians connect modernisation with rising 

nationalization. Puttkamer, for example, argues that the nationality conflicts of the nineteenth 

century resulted from modernization efforts.55 Dreisziger has called it a “vicious circle” that 

meant “giving up these pre-modern values would have involved surrender to nationalism.”56  

 

 
48 k.k. Statistische Zentralkommission, Die Ergebnisse der Volkszählung vom 31. Dezember 1910, 59. 
49 Kleeberg, Die Nationalitӓtenstatistik, 160-70. On the debate to use this term, see: Brix, Die Umgangssprachen 

in Altösterreich zwischen Agitation und Assimilation, 102f. Brix’s study also includes a survey on all Austrian 

census divided along provinces; see part IV. 
50 k.k. Statistische Zentralkommission, Die Ergebnisse der Volkszählung vom 31. Dezember 1910, 58-9. 
51 Marácz, Multilingualism in the Transleithanian part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, 277. See also: Gal, 

Polyglot Nationalism, 42; Varga, Multilingualism in Urban Hungary, 967. 
52 Stergar, Scheer, Ethnic Boxes, 575-91. 
53 Judson, Guardians of the Nation, 14 and 23. 
54 Evans, Language and State Building, 3. 
55 Puttkamer, Magyarisierung, 491. 
56 Dreisziger, Ethnic Armies, 46. 
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Modernization was also closely connected to nineteenth-century bureaucratization, both 

of which were trans-European, indeed, global phenomena, as Peter Becker has shown. Citizens 

were becoming increasingly likely to interact directly with state authorities on a regular basis 

as bureaucracy expanded. In this context, Becker draws the reader’s attention to the increasing 

importance and effects of statistical data.57 During the period I investigate, both contemporary 

scholars and bureaucrats were convinced of the need for a modern bureaucracy, one that 

intended to count their people in all possible ways. State officials asked residents among many 

other so-called facts about family size, education, religious affiliation, profession. Crucial for 

the political discussion, language use was often interpreted as marker for a distinct nationality.58 

Urbanitsch has called these bureaucratic efforts a kind of “compulsary national membership.”59 

I demonstrate that in the Habsburg army, conscripts were sometimes even assigned a particular 

native tongue, thus, nationality to ensure an efficient training, even when they might never have 

characterized themselves that way. 

 

Bureaucrats found in language use a suitable category, because they were primarily 

interested in an efficient (and inexpensive) administration. The main protagonists of 

nationalizing language use, however, were national activists. They imagined their nations' 

cultural characteristics for which language use played an important role.60 Nationalist activists 

aimed at raising the percentage of their nationality in order to outnumber other local 

nationalities and demonstrate their political importance. Both nationalists and bureaucrats 

considered language use the most important element of national belonging and created viable 

categories of identification for which language use became decisive for deciding a particular 

Habsburg nationality.61 In his analysis of so-called institutionalized ethnicity, sociologist Siniša 

Malešević stresses the “important distinction […] between the normative or official ideological 

narrative of the particular political order and its operative, which is to say institutionalized, 

counterpart.”62 In the late Habsburg Monarchy, the supranational image was the official 

narrative, but bureaucratic categorization became its operational counterpart. 

 

 
57 Becker, Sprachvollzug. Kommunikation und Verwaltung, 9-10. A number of historians have recently analyzed 

the impact of modernism on the multilingual Habsburg bureaucracy and bureaucrats, for examples: Deak, 

Forging a Multinational Empire; Heindl, Bürokratie und Beamte in Österreich; and Gammerl, Subjects, 

Citizens, and Others. 
58 Kleeberg, Die Nationalitӓtenstatistik, 160. 
59 Urbanitsch, Der Ausgleich zwischen den Nationen, 71-2. See also: Stergar, and Scheer, Ethnic Boxes. 
60 See: Anderson, Imagined Communities. 
61 See: Cole, Differentiation or Indifference; Judson, Introduction, Constructing Nationalities in East Central 

Europe; and King, The Nationalization of East Central Europe: Ethnicism, Ethnicity, and Beyond. 
62 Malešević, Identity as Ideology, 161. 
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Linguistic diversity characterized Habsburg citizens, including a large number who 

spoke more than one language. Bruckmüller has argued that many contemporary political actors 

not only interpreted language use as an affiliation to a particular nationality, but also considered 

monolingualism modern. Thus, this conviction became inevitably crucial for a state and its 

army whose citizens spoke more than eleven languages and aimed at modernizing.63 These 

speakers of more than one language were seen to be harder to assign to a particular nationality. 

They left space for nationalists identifying with the empire’s constituent nations to attempt to 

win them over as Judson has written. In particular bi- or multilingualism enabled what 

historians have termed with “national indifference” that Pieter M. Judson has recently explained 

with to be more “a particular strategy for understanding the 

situational character and appeal of nationalism, than as a particular substantive 

position of its own.”64 Speaking more than one language enabled to decide upon one’s 

nationality, respectively decide upon an identity based on other motives than so-called real 

national belonging, and to change it. Judson has characterized many Habsburg citizens with 

“people who continued to act, shop, vote, attend school, and respond to census questionnaires 

as if the very concept of “nation” meant nothing to them.”65 Anthropologist and linguist Susan 

Gal draws on an assertion from Johann Gottfried Herder who was in addition of being a poet, 

philosopher, and theologist, also a translator. Gal wrote that language was “assumed to change 

thought, and thus national character. Multilingualism was considered dangerous in that 

framework, raising the possibility that speakers had loyalties to more than one state [or 

nationality].”66 As shown above, methods and categories that state and army used made the 

recognition of multiple identities increasingly difficult, thus, bureaucratizing states required 

citizens to decide for one.67 

 

 Throughout the nineteenth century, there were contemporaneous authors – often 

overlooked in these years – who drew attention to the positive character of bi- and 

multilingualism for institutions of linguistically diverse states. For example, Max Graf von 

Coudenhove, the governor of multilingual Cisleithanian Silesia (1908-1915), and later of 

Bohemia (1915-18), considered personal and state multilingualism to be a useful basis for 

 
63 Bruckmüller, Zur Problematik kollektiver Identitätsstiftung, 40. 
64 Judson, Critical Issues for a History of the Habsburg Monarchy, 367. 
65 Judson, Guardians of the Nation, 5. See also: Zahra, Kidnapped Souls; Zahra, Imagined Noncommunities; 

Struve, Polish Peasants in Eastern Galicia. 
66 Gal, Polyglot Nationalism, 33. 
67 Urbanitsch, Der Ausgleich zwischen den Nationen, 71-2. 
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successfully managing multi-ethnic communities.68 Ursula Prutsch has pointed to the overall 

“linguistic adaptability of state representatives” in Habsburg administrative self-assessment.69 

This was also the case for the army. The military historian Christoph Allmayer-Beck has argued 

that the Habsburg officers themselves believed that they were far more “flexible and 

empathetic” when commanding their soldiers of different nationalities than their peers in so-

called mono-national armies which nonetheless often comprised speakers of other languages 

than just these of the dominant or state language.70  

 

 The army language system, at least officially, left no space for choosing one’s own 

language and therefore one’s own nationality. Most conscripts were assigned to a unit that used 

one particular language, and soldiers of different nationalities were usually trained separately 

from one another to ensure efficiency. Urbanitsch called these state and army efforts a 

“separation leading only to the alienation of the peoples [Volksstӓmme], in the end, meaning to 

alienate them from the supra-national imperial state.” He argued that “rather than living 

together, they live side by side”71 – or in the case of the army service, they were trained side-

by-side. According to the Zeitgeist this alienation could have resulted only in no longer 

identifying with a supra-national state and army, rather only with a particular nationality. This 

study demonstrates, however, that this was not the case for many of Habsburg soldiers, officers 

and the rank and file.  

  

Historians often tend to portray the Habsburg army language system as unique 

compared to the many other multinational armies of that same time. Indeed, studies of other 

armed forces demonstrate that general and particular problems states and bureaucrats faced 

were similar, although no other army of the time era employed the same system, and no other 

state granted similar language rights. However, there is scope for comparison. Some similarities 

can be found when it comes to language use, although many armies served different political 

aims, and the soldiers had been granted other language rights. Tomasz Kamusella has shown 

that modern European states pursued a wide range of strategies for dealing with language 

heterogeneity in the army. In most contemporaneous armies the declaration of more than one 

 
68 Urbanitsch, Der Ausgleich zwischen den Nationen, 82. Urbanitsch refers to Max Graf von Coudenhove.  
69 Prutsch, Historisches Gedächtnis in kulturpolitischer Machtstrategie, 75. She reflects on an administrative 

report from an Austrian consul who emphasized the difference between imperial German and Habsburg 

bureaucrats. 
70 Allmayer-Beck, Die Führung vielsprachiger Streitkräfte, 381. See also: Allmayer-Beck, Die bewaffnete Macht 

in Staat und Gesellschaft. 
71 Urbanitsch, Der Ausgleich zwischen den Nationen, 82. 
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language per person was not permitted, which “by default excluded the phenomenon of bi- and 

multilingualism from official scrutiny. The logic of this exclusion stemmed from the conviction 

that a person can belong to one nation only.”72  

 

In their edited volume, Languages and the Military, Hilary Footitt and Michael Kelly 

published some historical case studies of multi-lingual armies, among them the Frech and the 

British, and the situation of (language) minorities such as the Irish, that range from attempts to 

homogenize soldiers of different language backgrounds by using only one language to taking 

linguistic diversity into account.73 For example, native Polish- and French-speaking conscripts 

who served in the imperial German army had no linguistic rights. For a long time, these recruits 

were not even permitted to take the oath in their native tongues.74 In the French army, the 

process of transforming multiethnic “peasants into Frenchmen” as Eugen Weber has 

demonstrated only succeeded insofar as French-language schooling already ensured that all 

soldiers, including these from the colonies, at least spoke basic French.75 Some armies, 

however, recognized the rank and files’ languages in training. British officers in the Indian 

army, for example, were expected to learn the soldiers’ languages, primarily Hindi.76 In his 

path-breaking monograph, Beyond Nationalism: A social and political History of the Habsburg 

Officer Corps, 1848-1918, István Deák concludes that the British army in India was maybe the 

only one that could be compared with the Habsburg army in terms of the language system.77  

 

In addition to studies of other contemporaneous armies, this work has drawn on 

numerous case studies dealing with the Habsburg army. The publications of Christoph 

Allmayer-Beck, M. Christian Ortner, Erwin A. Schmidl, Peter Schweizer, and Walter Wagner 

dealing with the organizational structure of the army were a useful basis for contextualizing and 

framing my primary sources.78 In addition, there are some historians whose analytical case 

studies are particularly important. In addition to Deák’s classic monograph on the army 

bureaucrats’ challenge to classify Habsburg officers according to a certain nationality, 

 
72 Kamusella, The Politics of Language and Nationalism in Modern Central Europe, 9-10. See also: 

Blumenwitz, Gornig, Murswiek, eds., Ein Jahrhundert Minderheiten- und Volksgruppenschutz, 25. 
73 Footitt, Introduction, 1-11. See also: Weber, Peasants into Frenchmen. 
74 Boysen, Preußische Armee und polnische Minderheit. 
75 Weber, Peasants into Frenchmen. For language use in the French army see also: Heimburger, Fighting 

Together: Language Issues in the Military Coordination of First World War Allied Coalition Warfare; and 

Heimburger, Imagining coalition warfare? French and British Military Language Policy before 1914. See also: 

Göderle, Zensus und Ethnizität, 96. 
76 Innes, A Short History of the British in India, 353. See also: Gammerl, Subjects, Citizens, and Others, 82f. 
77 Deák, Beyond Nationalism, 5. 
78 A detailed list of publications of the authors referred to in this paragraph can be found in the bibliography. 
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published in 1990, there is more recent research, although most often focusing on one particular 

province of the Monarchy, or one nationality. For example, Irina Marin's article on Romanian-

speaking generals in the Habsburg army is important to my work, because she demonstrates 

that generals who were multilingual often strongly identified with their nationality while at the 

same time were loyal to the army.79 Rok Stergar has analyzed in numerous publications the role 

Slovene-speaking soldiers and local national activists played when it came to the criticism of 

shortcomings in the army’s interpretation of the language rules. During their military service 

many German- and Slovene-speaking recruits in what is today Slovenia were labelled as 

members of either German or Slovene nationality, although many of them would have not 

identified as such. Slovene as sole language category for Slavic-speaking conscripts from 

Carinthia, Styria, and Carniola was also not unquestioned. In addition to the work of Marin and 

Stergar, Laurence Cole’s study on veterans, Military Culture and Popular Patriotism, is 

important because they showed the daily practice of employing different languages in military 

associations, and how and when the army language system gained public attention.80   

 

In sum, what was a gap in historiography on the Habsburg army that this study aims to 

bridge, is to demonstrate how Habsburg language diversity was organized in the army, and how 

the army language system affected officers’ and recruits’ perceptions of loyalty and identity to 

the army, the state, and the monarch by employing a wide-range of primary and secondary 

sources from across the Monarchy. Thus, this study offers the first comprehensive overview on 

similarities and particularities among the many Habsburg nationalities and languages. I 

conclude that it was not exclusively a soldiers’ nationality, respectively native language that 

influenced decisions rather they had a variety of other motives of which nationality was only 

one. Thus, I am stepping into recent historiography that argues that throughout the late 

nineteenth century Habsburg citizens’ decisions were not exclusively an outcome of national 

affiliation. 

 

 

  

 
79 Marin, World War I and Internal Repression. 
80 Cole, Military Culture and Popular Patriotism. 
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Note on Sources, Methods, and Language Use 

 

In a complex governing system like the Habsburg Monarchy’s, imperial, provincial, and 

regional laws sometimes contradicted one another. I am analyzing a representative sample of 

archival sources from both halves of the Monarchy, as well as Bosnia-Herzegovina. This 

sample includes a selection of institutions engaged in the implementation and interpretation of 

the army language system. In addition to printed primary sources such as handbooks, army 

regulations, parliamentary minutes, and press, I have used a wide variety of unpublished 

archival material, including institutional sources from the Ministry of War and other army 

institutions, and the Military Chancelleries, all of which are housed in the Viennese State 

Archives. Other administrative material comes mostly from the archival military collections in 

Budapest, Innsbruck, Lviv, Prague, Salzburg, Sarajevo, and Zagreb. When I refer in the text to 

“military archival records,” or “the internal debate,” I sum up general trends after having 

analysed the documents mentioned above. Administrative archival documents often do not 

include records of the debate that took place before an approvement or decision was made, 

therefore in many cases they lack the intentions and motives. I have sought to fill these gaps by 

employing autobiographical comments of some of the army members involved. Throughout the 

text even when the chapter is not about army members’ experiences with the army language 

system, rather dealing with the legal framework, I refer to personal experience to better frame 

how and why decisions were made.  

 

Different types of autobiographical sources have become a major source for my work 

because there are few authors who did not mention the army language system at least once, 

thus, indicating that the army language diversity and system played a role in someone’s army 

experience.81 Following the start of my research in 2012, and thanks to generous financial 

support and increasing digitalization projects, I have been able to analyze the personal records 

of more than 500 Habsburg soldiers preserved mostly in archives and private collections all 

over the former Habsburg Monarchy. Thus, when mentioning “autobiographical records,” I am 

referring to published and unpublished material, including diaries, memoirs, letters, as well as 

political pamphlets and journal articles with autobiographical background. I have counted 

everyone’s autobiographical writings with “from an army member perspective” who had served 

in the army, regardless if they spent their entire professional life in the army, merely fulfilled 

 
81 Dusini discusses the particularities of a variety of autobiographical writings: Dusini, 

Tagebuch. Möglichkeiten einer Gattung. 
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their three-year peace time service requirement, or were called to arms during the First World 

War. These records differ by length, and character of sources. In some cases, someone’s 

Nachlass consisted only of a letter or five-page summary of his army experience, while others 

contain both diaries that cover an entire professional life, and dozens of letters exchanged with 

comrades. I also call “of autobiographical character” when (former) army members published 

an article about the army as long as they supposedly rely on own experience. Thus, 

autobiographical sources had to meet the criteria that authors reflected on own experience, 

rather drawing their knowledge from second hand. As even many Habsburg-era politicians and 

journalists have served in the army, their speeches, political pamphlets, and articles can also be 

called as of first-hand army perspective. 

 

My sources also differ greatly due to the purpose for which a text was written. Especially 

diaries are a critial source because they were often not for private use only, but many of them 

were written with the intention to be later read by others. What particularly influenced authors 

with literate background and secondary school grade is that writing a diary was a literary genre. 

Literary scholar Arno Dusini has argued that it had to meet certain criteria, and always reflected 

the author’s interest to “stage-manage his own lifetime.”82 In addition to private lifetime diaries, 

there were so-called war diaries of which officers were asked to note important incidents at the 

front that were only in few cases enriched by more personal experience, or political thoughts. 

This study also takes novels into account, but only these of authors who served in the army, and 

supposedly draw their knowledge from firsthand, even when the image of the army language 

system is exaggerated. Many novels and memoirs of army veterans, even when published years 

later, still tended to parallel actual experience as outlined in private diaries and letters.   

 

This study spans a broad time frame. Most of my autobiographical sources that are 

preserved in archives or private collections today deal with wartime or were written or compiled 

on the basis of earlier diaries or memorized experience after the dissolution of the Monarchy in 

1918. I needed stop research after a while of material that was written during wartime or in 

retrospective because the experiences described became redundant. I spent most of the time to 

find autobiographical sources that originated from the long period of peace between 1868 and 

1914. These records are rare. One reason might be that ordinary daily duty was not worth to be 

written down and preserved for such a long time, and the other that most of the material in 

archives was either donated by the author himself or his children or grandchildren after the 

 
82 Dusini, Tagebuch. Möglichkeiten einer Gattung. 
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First, or even Second World War. The writings of officers who were born in 1840 and served 

in the army in the first years after the settlement with Hungary simply did not that often survive 

in archives, or private collections. At least, I have not found many of them.   

 

When I started analyzing autobiographical sources, my approach was to in addition to 

present the internal army perspective, to bring in the actual experience, by avoiding a post-

Habsburg perspective to which historians often reflect with that authors created a Habsburg 

myth about a peaceful (multilingual) glorious past when compared to the post-war European 

political situation. Interestingly, my analysis of the soldier experience, regardless if the author 

was an officer or from the rank and file, with the Habsburg army language system in texts 

written before 1914 or after 1918 did not greatly differ. Authors portray the language system, 

its shortcomings, aims, challenges, stereotypes of certain linguistic groups, and their own role 

similarly. However, of course, in post-1918 records authors often added comparisons with the 

current political situation in one of the so-called Habsburg successor states, and also the 

characterization of particular Habsburg nationalities differed which mostly resulted from 

wartime experience. 

 

What will become apparent in this study is that I sometimes refer more detailed to an 

author’s background, when and where an incident he described has happened, and framing the 

particular source I refer to. Over the past eight years, I have sought to gather enough context on 

the authors, their professional careers, when and where they served in the army. However, a 

complete portrait was not always possible. For example, in particular in memoirs authors often 

mentioned the army language system, mentioned places and comrades, but often did not 

indicate when and where exactly this experience took place. Even with the help of their 

personnel files, if preserved in archives, it was in some cases impossible to present their ranks 

when they described an incident, or where it exactly happened. However, these lacks should 

not undervalue an author’s experience, thus, I decided to refer to them by providing other 

important information to understand the role they played in the army, such as if they were career 

or reserve officers, army bureaucrats, war volunteers, or conscripts.   

 

Historical scholarship often focuses on the officer perspective. This shortcoming usually 

resulted from the fact that the bulk of records preserved nowadays are from officers who more 

often tended to write or to prepare their army experience for other readers. An exception is the 

time of the First World War. Owing to the increased interest all over Europe in the course of 
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the centenary of the First Wold War (2014-2018), many private owners of diaries made them 

public, either uploaded them, for example on Europeana,83 or donated these soldier diaries to 

state archives. However, these often-called ordinary soldier perspective has to be treated 

cautiously, because many of these texts originate from authors who were better educated, even 

with a secondary school degree, and consciouly refused to serve as reserve officers often out of 

political motives. A “real ordinary soldier” perspective, on the other hand, would have been an 

author with primary school education, who lived in a rural area. These soldiers made up the 

vast majority of the Habsburg army’s rank and file, but their diaries are often written in school 

essay style using short sentences most often dealing with rationing, and one’s own physical 

condition.  

 

I had another interest, in addition to portraying the internal army perspective by 

including members of all army ranks. As this study deals with language diversity, I aimed to 

bring in examples from all nationalities at least roughly based on their percentages as presented 

in the army yearbooks (Militärstatistische Jahrbücher).84 While for some languages I was able 

to analyze primary sources myself, German, Italian, Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian, and Hungarian, 

the autobiographical perspective from authors writing in the other Habsburg languages is 

mostly taken from scholarly work or translations of memoirs and diaries in one of the languages 

mentioned above. However, there is still an overhang of soldier autobiographical sources 

written in German because many of officers preserved in archives today were written in 

German. This is because Habsburg army officers most commonly used the German army 

language. I was often the language, they were most literate in. Many officers used German for 

autobiographical writings even after they have completed their army service. Thus, the use of 

German can not be called an indicator for identifying with a particular Habsburg nationality. 

For just two examples: Stjepan Sarkotić and Imre Suhay. I refer to these high-ranking Habsburg 

officers throughout this study. Both were most literate in German but identified themselves in 

their diaries with a Croat and a Hungarian nationality.85 Although, both kept diaries in German 

they were not presenting a so-called German perspective when it comes to the army language 

system.  

 
83 Europeana Collections offer a free research in “1914-18. Explore the untold stories and official histories of 

World War I in 378,386 items from across Europe” that also comprises private collections dealing with the 

peacetime until 1914: www.europeana.eu/portal/en/collections/world-war-I.  
84 All yearbooks published between 1870 to 1911 are digitalized, and researchable by keyword in the collection 

of the Digital Reading Room of the Ministry of Defense of the Czech Republic (Digitální studovna Ministerstva 

obrany ČR): www.digitalniknihovna.cz/dsmo. 
85 HDA, Sarkotić, War Diary, and HL, Personalia, Suhay Diaries. 
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My study shows that language use was not an indicator with which nationality the author 

identified. This was not only the case for officers but also for some of the rank and file. Two 

soldiers from Tyrol, Paolino Zardini and Vijo Vittur, offer an example. Both served during the 

First World War and identified as Ladins. While Zardini kept his diary in Italian, the military 

physician Vittur used German, which he learned in school because his parents spoke Ladin at 

home.86 There are plenty of other autobiographical sources which are referred to throughout 

this book, were the self-proclaimed nationality did not correspond with the language used for 

personal writings. What becomes apparent in the subsequent chapters is that I carefully use 

terms that indicate a certain nationality. I avoided whenever possible using categorizations such 

as a Croat officer, or a Czech soldier rather native Croatian or Czech speaker or more often I 

just added the region of a person’s origin or the languages someone spoke. This does not mean 

that these men had to nationality or better did not identify with one of them. It becomes obvious 

when analyzing the assessment of the army language system that these authors’ assertions 

regardless of when they wrote, their ranks, or which language backgrounds they had, did not 

greatly differ in their assessment of the army language system. Differences occur out of other 

motives such as the character of the person involved, or in which Habsburg province they did 

their army service. If a particular assessment of the army language system greatly differed from 

others, I discuss it in the text.   

 

When it comes to given and family names, I most often employ the language and 

spelling used in the archival sources. The Habsburg army's administrative sources tend to 

translate – if possible – given names into German (Josef instead of Josip), and long time 

Germanized the spelling of family names (Jellatschitsch instead of Jelačić). Hungarian military 

sources tended to Hungarianize the spelling of names. There was also an internal ministerial 

discussion of how to treat citizens' names that had no equivalent in German or a German form 

that differed greatly. In such cases the other forms were added in brackets such as Constantin 

(Szilard, Costa).87 In the case of Hungarian citizens Habsburg army sources sometimes used 

the Hungarian version, while in another case the German. Tomán János, whose name was noted 

in the published list of war casualties (Verlustliste) in July 1916, was actually the same person 

as Johann Tomann, a Brno-born NCO, who got wounded, and was noted in the list of war 

 
86 Zardini, Diario di Guerra 1915-1918, and Vittur, Na recordanza al dotur de Pescol Vijo Vittur. 
87 ÖStA/KA/Terr, Befehle, 4th Corps Command Budapest, box 44, no. 8, 26 February 1897. 
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casualties of the War Ministry in that same month.88 These sources demonstrate that even the 

army sometimes used different spellings. If a person is widely known, I use the most commonly 

employed spelling, for example, Stjepan Sarkotić instead of Stephan. For all others I refer to in 

my study I decided to use the spelling most often employed in my archival sources.   

 

 Finally, Habsburg language diversity caused that often more than one term for a place 

was in use. Historical studies employ different methods of naming. Most often in recently 

published studies in English or German, historians tend to use in the text a place name in all 

historical local languages, for example Ljubljana/Laibach. To ease reading, I decided to use the 

English version, if there is a commonly used. I even employ current names when the place was 

re-named only after the dissolution of the Monarchy, such as in the case of 

Pozsony/Pressburg/Prešporok, since 1919 Bratislava. If there is no commonly used English 

expression I use the term in nowadays main state language, even when this state allows other 

languages to be used, for example Bressanone instead of Brixen. This goes for the main text, 

while in original quotations I employ the term used in the sources by adding the today more 

commonly used in English in brackets. 

 

 

   

 

 

  

 
88 k.u.k. Kriegsministerium. Alphabetisches Verzeichnis der in den Verlustlisten angeführten Namen. Vienna: 

k.k. Hof- und Staatsdruckerei, 21 July 1916, 49, and: k.u.k. Kriegsministerium, Verlustliste ausgegeben am 

22.7.1916, 55. 
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Part I: The Legal Framework of the Habsburg Army's Language System 

 

The army language system and its legal framework date from 1867, when the Austrian 

constitution was promulgated in which Article 19 gave all so-called Volksstӓmme (later referred 

to as nationalities)89 the right to use their language in public institutions which the army was. 90 

The Austrian article also applied to conscripts from Hungary, and from Bosnia-Herzegovina 

after the Habsburg occupation in 1878, when in 1881 compulsory military service was 

introduced.91 Compulsory military service was implemented for all male citizens making a 

fundamental army reform and the need to make allowances in 1868 necessary. The language 

rights of conscripts in the years to come would challenge the bureaucrats because they 

confronted a Habsburg society whose language use was changing. Beginning from the late 

eighteenth through the early nineteenth century convictions about and attitudes towards 

language use also changed drastically among state and army bureaucrats. They increasingly 

considered someone’s native tongue to be the most decisive factor for national belonging.92  

 

A regulation of language use in the Habsburg armed forces was already the case before 

the army reform of 1867/68. For many centuries the imperial army reflected the linguistic 

diversity of the Austrian empire. Even German, which would later become lingua franca, was 

not always dominant. Historian Attila Réfi has written that the imperial army became more 

centralized only in the mid-eighteenth century with the imposition of the exclusive use of 

German for commands and for bureaucratic communication. German replaced languages like 

Italian and French that had been used locally.93 Robert Evans explains that “the issue was 

whether the Austrian monarchy could create enough state loyalty and structural coherence to 

flourish among its increasingly centralized, tightly administered European rivals. This raised 

national, but above all – for current purposes – linguistic complications of an unprecedented 

and unparalleled kind in terms of official policy.”94 The necessity of regulating linguistic 

 
89 On the difference between these two terms, see: Brix, Die Umgangssprachen in Altösterreich zwischen 

Agitation und Assimilation, 26f. 
90 ALEX, RGBl. no. 151/1868, Gesetz womit für die im Reichsrathe vertretenen Königreiche und Länder die Art 

und Weise der Erfüllung der Wehrpflicht geregelt wird vom 8.12.1868. 
91 Kronenbitter, Krieg im Frieden, 152. 
92 Judson Guardians of the Nation, 3. See also: King, Budweisers into Czechs and Germans.  
93 Réfi, Die Vorgeschichte der institutionellen Mehrsprachigkeit in der kaiserlich-königlichen Armee. In 

addition, Habsburg military regulated the soldiers' languages by calling them the regimental languages. On the 

organization of the War Ministry and the Army before 1867, see: Wagner, Geschichte des k.k. 

Kriegsministeriums, vol. 1. 
94 Evans, Language and State Building, 3. 
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diversity was neither only an invention of the constitution nor the result of implementing 

compulsory military service in 1867, rather resulted from practicality and efficiency of training 

conscripts who spoke that many languages.  

 

In the first chapter I analyze the army reform, the army language system’s legal 

framework, and the military institutions involved in the implementation. I demonstrate that the 

constitutional language rights as outlined in Article 19 permitted elasticity in interpreting these 

rights because subsequent regulations were often vaguely defined. I show that it was often not 

an easy task to respect the legal framework and act accordingly. Flexible interpretation of the 

language rules might be the result of misinterpreted or wrongly understood regulations instead 

of being exclusively an outcome of a particular political or national(ist) standpoint. The second 

chapter deals with the language rights of the recruits that became most obvious in the so-called 

regimental or soldiers’ languages. Both chapters show that army bureaucrats were aware of the 

system’s shortcomings between 1868 and 1914, but they issued virtually no orders to clarify 

and explain to army officials of how to adequately implement the conscripts’ language rights.  
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Chapter 1: Army Reform and Military Institutions  

 

We do not like to talk a lot about nationality in the army.  

Anonymous author in Danzers Armeezeitung, 189995 

 

The Ausgleich with Hungary caused that many formerly centralized state responsibilities to be 

divided between the two halves of the Monarchy. Only three joint ministries remained: the 

army, foreign affairs, and finance. The new Austrian and Hungarian constitutions both 

implemented compulsory military service, making a fundamental army reform necessary that 

resulted in Defense Acts in 1868.96 In addition to army reform, this chapter discusses the most 

important institutions to become involved in the army language system: The War Ministry that 

oversaw the corps commands, and the military schools, the Office of the Chief of General Staff, 

and the Military Chancelleries. Although the fundamental language rights demanded numerous 

institutions and laws to regulate the conscripts’ linguistic diversity, this chapter demonstrates 

that the degree to which they were implemented was limited. Regulations were also vaguely 

defined, thus opening a variety of possibilities for a flexible interpretation out of other motives 

such as praticability and efficiency. 

 

The Army Reform of 1867/68 

 

Starting in the early nineteenth century, particularly during the Napoleonic-era, and in the end 

against modern notions of national belonging, imperial Austrian army bureaucrats updated 

military service books. These guidelines stipulated that soldiers had to be treated equally, 

irrespective of the languages they spoke. Following the end of the French occupation of 

Habsburg lands in 1809, the army stopped mentioning the native languages of officers and 

soldiers in their personnel files. The same was the case for the soldiers’ natio,97 a term used in 

administrative records since the Middle Ages, indicating the region from which a person 

originated. Initially, natio was connected to neither language use nor ethnicity.98 

 

 
95 N.N., Zum 18. August, Danzers Armeezeitung, 17 August 1899, 1. 
96 RGBl. Nr. 151/1868, Gesetz womit für die im Reichsrathe vertretenen Königreiche und Länder die Art und 

Weise der Erfüllung der Wehrpflicht geregelt wird, 8 December 1868. The work and the debate on the Austrian 

and Hungarian Defense Acts are analyzed in detail in chapter 3: Schweizer, Die österreichisch-ungarischen 

Wehrgesetze. 
97 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/726:4, Robert Nowak, Sammelsurium an kürzeren und längeren Fronterlebnissen, 

unpaginated and undated. 
98 On the use and the changing meaning of the term natio, see: Judson, The Habsburg Empire, 43-4. 
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Before 1867, most officers were career officers who usually served in the same regiment 

during their entire professional life. In these years it was easier for the (usually aristocratic) 

heads of regiments (Regimentsinhaber) to require officers and non-commissioned officers 

(NCOs) to learn German to a certain degree, as well as the languages of their subordinates. As 

a prominent but not isolated example, Archduke Charles, who was an experienced military 

leader in the early nineteenth century, proposed that all officers should learn a second domestic 

language (Landessprache) in addition to German.99 Afterwards, the language education of the 

officers became more important, although in the cadet schools only classical Latin, French, 

Italian, Czech, and Hungarian were taught, in addition to German.100 Officers after 1868 often 

looked back proudly on these rules; for example, the procurement-officer Joseph Leb 

emphasized that in a modern Habsburg army, the soldiers’ education should be more in focus 

than the previously applied drilling. Educating the rank and file increased the importance of 

officers’ language abilities that became also apparent in the regulations for other military 

specialists of officer rank. In the 1850s, Catholic military priests were required to speak not 

only German, but also one of the other locally used languages.101 The same was required for 

military physicians.102  

 

 Officers and NCOs were responsible for the education and training of the rank and 

file. Already before the army reform, regulations stipulated that at the beginning of the NCO 

education students should be taught in their native tongues because the army needed for large 

numbers of NCOs who spoke other languages than German. Only later did the language of 

instruction change to German.103 NCOs were considered being the intermediaries between the 

officers and the rank and file.104 In practice “intermediation” often caused officers to use these 

NCOs as interpreters instead of learning their subordinates’ languages. This practice was 

regularly criticized in the press.105 As early as 1862, there was anonymous criticism in one of 

the most important military journals in the Monarchy, Streffleurs Militärische Zeitschrift, of 

 
99 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/580, Josef Leb, Aus den Erinnerungen eines Trainoffiziers, unpublished manuscript, autumn 

1933, 7. 
100 Regimental languages were taught in the cadet schools: Wagner, Die k.(u.)k. Armee: Gliederung und 

Aufgabenstellung, 495. 
101 Wagner, Die k.(u.)k. Armee: Gliederung und Aufgabenstellung, 266.  
102 Dienst-Reglement fuer die kaiserlich-koenigliche Kavallerie (1807), 54. 
103 Wagner, Die k.(u.)k. Armee: Gliederung und Aufgabenstellung, 494. 
104 Mikoletzky, Ernst Wurmbrand, 84. 
105 See several examples: Wawro, The Austro-Prussian War, and Rothenberg, The Army of Francis Joseph. 
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officers’ practice of using NCOs as interpreters for training the rank and file.106 The author 

reminded officers not to leave entire lectures to the NCOs but rather to learn the soldiers’ 

languages, and teach them personally. He also reminded the officers that during wartime 

interpreters would not always be available. He called the officers’ lack of ability to speak other 

languages the most severe shortcoming of the imperial Austrian army, noting “they [the 

officers] constantly made fools of themselves when speaking a language only in broken form.” 

This appeal was not only addressed to the officers, but also to army bureaucrats. The author 

emphasized that they should consider officers’ existing language abilities, when assigning them 

to a unit. These officers should then train soldiers of the same language jointly which would 

enable them to accept their officers more easily, “serving more joyfully,” and upon returning 

home, they would infect their neighborhood and family with their loyalty to the army and the 

monarch, “as is so often observed with former soldiers from the German provinces.”107 With 

“German provinces” the author stressed the predominantly German-speaking provinces of the 

Monarchy, such as Lower and Upper Austria, Styria, Salzburg, and Tyrol. 

 

In addition to authors from among the military, civilian journalists regularly criticized 

the officers’ language abilities. An anonymous author in Neues Fremden-Blatt emphasized in 

January 1867 that upon assignment to a new regiment, officers were expected to learn the 

soldiers’ languages within six weeks. He concluded that virtually no one was able to learn a 

hitherto unknown foreign language in such a short time, and that many officers did not care 

about this requirement, as failure to do so did not harm their careers.108 Regiment owners 

decided upon their promotion. Only after the army reform of 1868, did officer appointment and 

promotion became a prerogative of the monarch, based on specified criteria, among them 

language proficiency.109  

 

The army reform had become inevitable after the settlement with Hungary, and the 

promulgation of Austrian and Hungarian constitutions in that same year, both implementing a 

compulsory military service. The army reform of 1868 considered many of the above-cited 

authors’ suggestions. Many of them were, however, never fully implemented. When army 

 
106 The military journals are an important source in terms of the officers’ mindset, in particular as criticism was 

often published anonymously. For the impact of military journals, see: Foster, Military Newspapers and the 

Habsburg Officers’ Ideology after 1868, 175-95. 
107 D.N., Über die Truppensprachen unserer Armee, Streffleurs Militärische Zeitschrift 3, 2 (1862): 365-8, 366-8. 
108 N.N., Kurzmeldung, Neues Fremden-Blatt, 21 January 1867, 4. 
109 Deák, Beyond Nationalism, 167f. See also: Foster, Military Newspapers and the Habsburg Officers’ Ideology 

after 1868, 175-95. 
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bureaucrats debated the reform, Francis Joseph repeatedly pointed to that the army should 

ensure his peoples’ (Völker) unity, meaning almost exclusively the “unity” (Eintracht) between 

Austria and Hungary. The reform debate that followed among army officials focused on their 

opposition to what a report from the head of Francis Joseph’s Military Chancellery Friedrich 

von Beck-Rzykowsky, called: “the partition of the army.”110 Of less importance in this internal 

debate was unity among the soldiers of various nationalities who were expected to serve jointly 

in this army. The historian Peter Schweizer has written that only after the reform did army 

bureaucrats recognize that they should have focused on the future organization of the 

conscripts’ language rights, and the regulations they required, instead of exclusively dealing 

with the implementation of the reform in Hungary.111 However, it was impossible to ignore the 

claims of the Hungarian politicians. 

 

During the debate on the army reform state representatives from Austria and Hungary 

met regularly. Both aimed to see their interests respected as much as possible. From the 

Austrian and imperial point of view all of Hungarian minister president Gyula Andrássy’s 

demands threatened the army’s united and supposedly supra-national character. Among them, 

the exclusive employment of Hungarian officers in regiments recruited from Hungary. There 

was some confusion among Habsburg bureaucrats about what Andrássy had in mind when he 

used the phrase, “Hungarian officers.” Sometimes these officers were referred to as of 

“Hungarian nationality;” other times, as being “from the lands of the Hungarian crown.”112 The 

two phrases had different meanings. In Habsburg bureaucratic terminology, the first referred 

exclusively to native speakers of Hungarian, while the second meant all Hungarian citizens 

irrespective of their native tongues. Archival sources indicate that imperial bureaucrats did not 

make a great deal of effort to understand precisely what Andrássy meant, because they 

considered both unacceptable. In fact, as a result of the 1848-revolution native Hungarian 

speakers were almost not represented in the Habsburg officer corps in the years following the 

army reform. Schweizer has written that Beck stressed as the main reason for the lack of interest 

among middle- and upper-class Hungarians in becoming officers in what was still called an 

enemy army; thus, officers from other nationalities had to fill these gaps.113 

 
110 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 82-3/14, 1868, 27 November 1867. On Beck see: Lackey, The Rebirth of the Habsburg 

Army, as well as: Glaise-Horstenau, Das Leben des Generalstabschefs Grafen Beck. 
111 Schweizer, Die österreichisch-ungarischen Wehrgesetze, unpaginated foreword. 
112 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 71-1/76, 1868, MKSM to Andrássy, 20 July 1868, as well as Andrássy to Francis Joseph, 

27 July 1868. 
113 Schweizer, Die österreichisch-ungarischen Wehrgesetze, 114. Wagner, too, stressed the lack of Hungarian 

speaking officers: Wagner, Geschichte des k.k. Kriegsministeriums, 42. 
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Andrássy also demanded that Hungarian should replace German as the sole language of 

command in joint regiments stationed in and recruited from Hungary.114 The Habsburg 

authorities rejected this demand, because they believed it threatened the dominance of the 

German language, and thus would weaken the army’s military strength and efficiency. Beck 

also stressed a third reason for rejecting the demand that was connected to the fact that native 

Hungarian speakers in the future would constitute only a minority in the bulk of the regiments 

recruited from Hungary. Beck, like Francis Joseph, was concerned that such concession would 

immediately result in similar demands from other Hungarian nationalities and would lead to 

unrest in particular among Serbs and Romanians. To end the debate, Francis Joseph decided 

that the language issue should be mentioned at all neither in the Defense Acts nor in any 

regulations referring to it.115  

 

In the end, the future military organization on Hungarian soil dominated the debate 

aimed at reforming the joint army. Francis Joseph sanctioned the Austrian Defense Act 

(Wehrgesetz) in December 1868 followed by the Hungarian. Beginning in 1869, the language 

system of the army was reformed, stipulating the three levels of language use in the army: the 

language of command (Kommandosprache) and the bureaucratic language (Dienstsprache), 

both German, as well as the regimental language (Regimentssprache) which recognized the 

conscripts’ language rights (to be discussed in chapter 2). In his dissertation, Die österreichisch-

ungarischen Wehrgesetze der Jahre 1868/69 (1980), Peter Schweizer analyzes the army reform 

debate among military bureaucrats. He shows meticulously how important the language issue 

was. The Act referred neither to the conscripts’ language rights nor to how to regulate them in 

the future. The language of command and of internal correspondence among army institutions 

were mentioned only in a very limited manner. Army bureaucrats did not debate the language 

rights of the soldiers and the future organization of the regimental languages.116  

 

 
114 ÖStA/KA/RKM, 14-5/3, 1868, Konv. Diskussion um Wehrgesetz. 
115 Wagner, Geschichte des k.k. Kriegsministeriums, vol. 2, 41-9. Wagner cites: ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 82-3/2, 1868, 

Sitzung in Ofen, Vorsitz Kaiser, Beust, Beck, 18-29 April 1868. 
116 ALEX, Reichs-Gesetz-Blatt für das Kaiserthum Oesterreich, Gesetz vom 5 Dezember 1868, womit für die im 

Reichsrathe vertetenen Königreiche und Länder die Art und Weise der Erfüllung der Wehrpflicht geregelt wird, 

437-48. There was no mention of the language system in the new Defense Act issued in 1912:  ALEX, 

Reichsgesetzblatt für die im Reichsrate vertretenen Königreiche und Länder, Gesetz vom 5 Juli 1912, betreffend 

die Einführung eines neuen Wehrgesetzes, 411-37. For the debate in Hungary see: Schweizer, Die 

österreichisch-ungarischen Wehrgesetze. 
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Schweizer notes that the military issued no general handbook for the future organization 

of the language system in the course of the reform or immediately afterward. In this, the army 

language system paralleled what Urbanitsch has termed the Austrian civil administration’s 

“scarcity of subsequent regulations.”117 The army reform, however, necessitated the publication 

of many new handbooks and guidelines. References to the language system can be found among 

general educational orders for recruits, curricula for cadet schools, orders dealing with 

enlistment and officer promotion. The Ministery of War updated these handbooks and 

guidelines regularly. Over the course of forty years these updates show that language rules 

changed little, but army bureaucrats saw a necessity in developing them. It is likely that the 

experience with the language system showed that military officials and lower-level officers 

applied them inappropriately. Thus, the sections in the numerous handbooks referring to the 

language system became increasingly detailed and incomprehensible, as demonstrated in detail 

in the following chapters. 

 

In addition to the language system, the settlement with Hungary, the two constitutions, 

and the army reform required a reform of the main military institutions. Following the passage 

of the Defense Acts, a number of army institutions became involved with the execution of the 

language regulations. Between 1868, the year of the army reform, and 1914, the year of the 

outbreak of the Great War, the Ministry of War (Reichskriegsministerium) and His Majesty’s 

Military Chancellery (Militärkanzlei Seiner Majestät) were the two most influential military 

institutions in terms of the implementation and development of the army language system. The 

chiefs of the general staff, and the army inspectors, as well as the Military Chancellery of 

Archduke Francis Ferdinand, heir apparent to the throne, were involved to a lesser degree.  

 

In addition to military institutions that organized the Habsburg joint army, other armed 

forces were set up or reformed in 1867. Among these were the two territorial defenses (in 

Austria, the k.k. Landwehr, in the Kingdom of Hungary, the Honvédség and the Croatian 

Domobranstvo, as well as the Navy, the Kriegsmarine). In addition to having their own 

personnel and language rules, the other armed forces were also differently administred. While 

the Ministry of War in Vienna was responsible for the joint army and the navy, the Austrian 

Ministry of Defense and the Hungarian Ministry of Defense headed their territorial defences. 

For this study these other armed forces are important insofar, as there was a regular exchange 

of army personnel during peacetime, and during wartime they had to operate jointly. My study 

 
117 Urbanitsch, Der Ausgleich zwischen den Nationen, 64. 
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focuses mainly on the joint army because of its standard organization across the Monarchy, 

which affected all recruits irrespective of their citizenship, language use, and nationality, while 

the others were limited to their territory.   

 

The Defense Act stipulated for the Austrian Territorial Defense the same language 

system as for the joint army. The language of written communication and commands was 

German. The languages of the conscripts had to be recognized. Nineteen units were to be 

monolingual, forty-four bilingual, and one recognized three languages.118 In the Honvédség, 

only Hungarian was used for bureaucratic communication and commands.119 The recruits’ 

languages were not, at least officially, recognized. However, the Honvédség-soldiers were as 

linguistically diverse as in the joint army and the Austrian Territorial Defense. Regiments such 

as the Budapest Honvédség Infantry Regiment No 1, with ninety-one percent Hungarian 

speakers, were an exception. For example, the Infantry Regiment No 15 which recruited from 

northwestern Hungary around Trenčín, comprised eighty-five percent Slovak speakers, and 

only a few among the conscripts of this so-called Hungarian Honvédség-regiment spoke 

Hungarian as their first language.120 Following the Hungarian-Croatian settlement (Nagodba) 

in 1869 there were two territorial forces in the Kingdom of Hungary, the Honvédség and the 

Domobranstvo. The latter recruited from Croatia-Slavonia and employed Croatian for 

bureaucratic correspondence and commands. The Domobrani, as the soldiers were named, 

recruits were permitted to speak only Croatian with their superiors.121 Because most Domobrani 

spoke Croatian and/or Serbian the force was almost monolingual.  

 

 In terms of peacetime troop deployment, the Austrian and Hungarian territorial 

defenses were limited to their territory while the joint army had garrisons and recruited from 

across the Monarchy, including Bosnia-Herzegovina after 1880.122 When in 1886 the Habsburg 

army deployed forty-seven infantry regiments, eighteen cavalry regiments, six artillery 

regiments, and some other military service branches in Hungary, the Honvédség had twenty-

eight infantry regiments and ten hussar regiments.123 In addition to the joint army, the territorial 

defenses were responsible for training the annually enlisted conscripts. Recruits were assigned 

to them in increasing numbers. During peacetime some of them served more to provide an 

 
118 Allmayer-Beck, Die bewaffnete Macht in Staat und Gesellschaft, 98. See also: Dreisziger, Ethnic Armies, 24. 
119 Allmayer-Beck, Die Führung vielsprachiger Streitkräfte, 380. 
120 Dreisziger, Ethnic Armies, 22-4. 
121 Gumplowicz, Das österreichische Staatsrecht, 288.   
122 Neumayer, and Schmidl, eds., Des Kaisers Bosniaken. 
123 Horel, Soldaten zwischen nationalen Fronten, 179. 
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administrative framework that could be filled up in case of war.124 Archival records indicate 

that sometimes the respective commanders decided how many recruits were transferred to a 

territorial defense unit each year, a process which differed throughout the Monarchy.125 For 

example, the 1840 Slavonia-born general staff officer Marko Crljen noted in his 

autobiographical report that in 1876 he found the Domobranstvo-battalion, to which he was 

newly assigned, existed “on paper only.” He recalled taking over a battalion from his 

predecessor that consisted only of forty-eight recruits.126  

 

 Many officers from the Habsburg army regardless of their linguistic background 

asked to be transferred to the Honvédség or Domobranstvo. They did so, in part, because a 

promotion was often possible in a shorter time than in the joint army, as long as they spoke 

Hungarian or Croatian. After a few years, some of these men returned to the joint army with a 

higher rank than their comrades of the same age. The Hungarian Territorial Defense simply 

needed officers to serve for example as much needed instructors for the conscripts’ military 

education. Not until 1897 were Honvédség/Domobranstvo officers educated in an own officer 

school, the Ludovika Academy in Budapest. There, for purely practical reasons, German and 

Hungarian were initially the languages of instruction. Many of the applicants and many of the 

teachers – who were originally enlisted in the joint army – did not speak Hungarian. In later 

years, this changed, and German was taught together with Croatian as a foreign language, but 

classes were obligatory for all students. Other languages that the Honvéd-conscripts spoke, such 

as Romanian, Serbian, and Slovak, were not taught.127 

 

There was another Habsburg armed force. In contrast to the territorial defenses had less 

exchange of personnel with the joint army. Like the Honvédség and Domobranstvo, the navy 

did not recognize the conscripts’ languages. The main navy ports of the Habsburg Monarchy 

were Kotor and Pula. For centuries most sailors were native speakers of Italian, but as early as 

the 1860s, this was no longer the case, although many of them were of Croatian-Dalmatian 

 
124 HDA, 1190, Varaždin Infantry Regiment No 16, box 1, Regimentsgeschichte, unpaginated.  In the 

Honvédség, in the first stage (from 1870) it was eight weeks of training and a two to three weeks long military 

manoeuvre in autumn. Following 1896 this changed and every man had to serve for two consecutive years. See: 

Szurmay, A Honvédség fejlodesenek története. 
125 In the territorial defenses the compulsory military service lasted for three years, reduced to two in Hungary 

1890, and in Austria 1893. Kronenbitter, Krieg im Frieden, 152. 
126 NSK, R 6151:4, Marko Czerlien, Spuren meiner militärischen Tätigkeit, undated and unpaginated. For his 

biography see: NSK, R 6151:1, Marko Czerlien, Mein Lebenslauf. 
127 Horel, Soldaten zwischen nationalen Fronten, 116. See also: Allmayer-Beck, Die Führung vielsprachiger 

Streitkräfte, 275. 
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origin and spoke Italian.128 As a consequence of the loss of the provinces after 1859 that 

constituted the Kingdom of Italy, the navy solely recognized German, and no longer Italian, as 

language of command. As Italian and Croatian speakers constituted the vast majority of sailors 

and the employees on land-based installations, the so-called ship language (lingua borda) was 

often a mixture of German, Croatian, and Italian. In contrast to the land forces, ships’ personnel 

were never separated by languages. This had a purely practical reason. In addition to ordinary 

sailors, many specialists were needed who recruited from across the Monarchy, although native 

Croatian speakers increased, and finally accounted for more than a third of total naval 

personnel.129 An admiral's order of July 1907 even called for the implementation of Croatian 

instead of German as the official colloquial language on board. Francis Joseph and the Ministry 

of War never took this claim into consideration. 

 

The Ministry of War, the Corps Commands, and Military Schools 

 

The Ministry of War was responsible for the organization of the joint army, its administration, 

its jurisdiction, and the deployment of the troops and other military service branches. It 

consisted of some fifteen departments headed by the Prӓsidialbureau, the ministers’ office. All 

departments from time to time dealt with the language regulations, but most often the personnel 

department played a role. The heads of the departments often brought contradictory solutions 

before the minister, who then often decided by consulting Francis Joseph’s Military 

Chancellery. The Minister of War was only responsible to the monarch and the delegations, and 

decided what to present to the monarch, or how to answer a political query from the parliaments 

(to be discussed in chapter 6).130  

 

 
128 See: Sondhaus, The naval policy of Austria-Hungary, as well as: Donko, Österreichs Kriegsmarine. Owing to 

its Venetian history, it was the Italian language and literature that had influenced Dalmatia culturally despite the 

fact that over ninety per cent of the population spoke a Slavic dialect, Kirchner Reill, Adriatic Multi-Nationalism 

in Habsburg Dalmatia, Trieste, and Venice, 118-9. On the organization of the navy before 1867, see: Wagner, 

Geschichte des k.k. Kriegsministeriums, vol. 1, 90f. 
129 Hugelmann, Boehm, Das Nationalitätenrecht des alten Österreich, 251-252. 
130 Following the 1867 Settlement, the Ministry of War was named k.k. Imperial Ministry of War 

(Reichskriegsministerium). The term Reich was used to demonstrate its joint character. In 1889, the Ministry was 

renamed to k.u.k. Imperial Ministry of War (Reichskriegsministerium). A u. was added between the ks’ in the 

prefix k.k. to distinguish it from the Austrian k.k. Territorial Defense. In that same year, the joint army, 

heretofore using the prefix k.k., also got a u. in between (k.u.k. Heer). There was another renaming in 1911. The 

word Reich (k.u.k. Kriegsministerium) was dropped by considering Hungarian demands. In this study – except 

for direct quotations – I avoid using these prefixes (k.k., k.u.k., k.u.) by referring to the Ministry of War, or 

joint/Habsburg army, and Austrian/Hungarian Territorial Defenses. Vogt, Die europäischen Heere der 

Gegenwart, 42. Peball, and Rothenberg, Der Fall U, 91. On the organization and duties of the War Ministry 

before the reform, see: Wagner, Geschichte des k.k. Kriegsministeriums, vol. 1. 
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 All ministers of war were army officers. Following their appointment by Francis 

Joseph, they usually reached the peaks of their military careers. Between 1868 and 1918 eleven 

war ministers were appointed. Many held their posts for years. Most were nobles, while others 

were descendants of high-ranking bureaucratic or military families.131 Both ministers and many 

high-ranking ministerial bureaucrats were long-time veterans of the army, but they experienced 

the army language system differently. Some of them left troop service very early and worked 

exclusively in offices where they were only required to speak the German army language 

adequately. Others served for a long time as troop commanders, and therefore were aware of 

the practical challanges language diversity posed for both the officers and the rank and file. 

How ministers and military bureaucrats interpreted the language rules often depended on both 

their language abilities and their social as well as nationality backgrounds, as I will demonstrate 

in this study. Ministers and their bureaucrats regularly had to decide on requests, complaints, 

and questions from military institutions, parliaments, and provincial governments across the 

Monarchy. Answering political queries in the parliaments or during delegation meetings 

required abilities beyond bureaucratic and military competence. Political-diplomatic abilities 

were often critical whether parliamentarians were satisfied with an answer (at least for a while) 

or a conflict escalated. The ministerial archival records indicate, however, that even a 

multilingual minister with empathy for soldiers’ language rights could have failed when serving 

during times of severe political crisis, while others never got into trouble just because there was 

no such crisis to resolve (to be discussed in chapter 6).  

 

 Beginning in 1882, the War Ministry headed sixteen corps commands. These military-

territorial areas did not always follow civil-administrative borders. In ascending numberical 

order, the corps commands were responsible for the areas sourrounding the following cities and 

towns: Cracow, Vienna, Graz, Budapest, Bratislava, Košice, Timişoara, Prague, Josefov which 

is today part of Jaroměř, Brno, Lviv, Sibiu, Zagreb, Innsbruck, Sarajevo, and after 1909 

Dubrovnik. The commanders of these corps were the highest military authority in these areas, 

and were responsible for the troop deployment, and for communication with civil authorities.132 

 
131 Wagner separates his book chapters along the ministers of war: Wagner, Geschichte des k.k. 

Kriegsministeriums.These ministers were: Franz Kuhn von Kuhnenfeld (1868-1874), born 1817 in Prostějov, 

Moravia;  Alexander Freiherr von Koller (1874-1876), born 1813 in Prague; Arthur Maximilian von Bylandt-

Rheidt (1876-1888), born 1821 in Vienna; Ferdinand von Bauer (1888-1893) born 1825 in Lviv; Edmund von 

Krieghammer (1893-1902) born 1832 in Lanžot, Moravia; Heinrich von Pitreich (1902-1906) born 1841 in 

Ljubljana; Franz Xaver von Schӧnaich (1906-1911), born 1844 in Vienna; Moritz von Auffenberg (1911/12), 

born in 1852 in Opava; Alexander von Krobatin (1912-1917), born 1849 in Olomouc; and Rudolf von Stӧger-

Steiner von Steinstӓtten (1917-1918), born 1861 in Pernegg, Styria. 
132 On the organization and duties of the corps commands: Wagner, Geschichte des k.k. Kriegsministeriums. 
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Thus, corps commanders could prove decisive for acceptance of or frictions over the language 

use among conscripts in the barracks, as well as among civil residents in a garrison town. 

General Stjepan Sarkotić, who became the commander of Bosnia-Herzegovina during the First 

World War, asserted that the corps commanders were not only military leaders, but also 

administrators (Verwalter)133 with duties comparable to those of provincial governors.134 Corps 

commanders were responsible for many military bureaucrats who administered sanitation and 

food supply, and had jurisdiction over all locally employed army members. Based on a corps 

commander’s leadership abilities and language knowledge, his duties enabled him to 

understand the mood of both his uniformed subordinates and civilians. Sarkotić emphasized 

that commanders regularly came into close contact with local nationalist debates and therefore 

“were no greenhorns” (Neulinge auf diesem Gebiet).135  

 

 Corps commanders were required to regularly submit lengthy reports to the Ministry 

of War. These reports allow a deep insight into the implementation and interpretation of the 

army language rules across the Monarchy.136 My sources reveal that some corps commanders 

showed flexibility in interpreting the language regulations, making them more suitable for 

provincial linguistic practices, while some followed their own agendas, depending on their 

prejudices against particular nationalities. The corps command reports often caused debates 

among ministerial bureaucrats which resulted in new orders of how to properly implement 

language rules, or how to react on political queries. In addition, all corps commands regularly 

published orders directed at all subordinate military institutions in their territory indicating how 

and when language diversity mattered.137 Companies recruiting from a particular Habsburg 

province were often deployed in another corps command area. Thus, the home commanders 

had to deal not only with the language composition of their own areas and soldiers, but also 

with those of others. Both reports and orders of corps commands are a useful source for the 

organization and implementation of the army language system, as well as shortcomings, thus 

they are referred to throughout this study. 

 

 
133 HDA, Sarkotić, box 5, War Diary, 23 September 1918. 
134 On the role of civil governors for example see: Wullschleger, Running the show in the Adriatic provinces, 

129-47. 
135 HDA, Sarkotić, box 5, War Diary, 23 September 1918. 
136 Not all reports of all corps commands are preserved in archives. Almost entirely preserved are the records of 

the 9th Corps Command in the VHA in Prague.  
137 These orders consisted of the so-called secret orders, for officer use only, and open orders which commanders 

had to address also to the rank and file. The most comprehensive collection of corps command orders today is 

preserved in the Austrian State Archives.  
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 The Habsburg army consisted of roughly 300 regiments, and so-called other service 

branches (Truppenkörper). Many regiments had centuries-old traditions that long predated the 

army reform in 1868. Each regiment had its own regimental day, and regularly celebrated 

victories in famous battles. The regimental commanders were often decisive for the linguistic 

training environment of the recruits. Their abilities to assign officers and NCOs in accordance 

with their language knowledge often influenced the acceptance of or frictions over the language 

system (to be discussed in chapters 3 and 6). Conscripts’ autobiographies indicate that they 

identified with the corps commands only to very limited degrees. It was the smaller units, 

battalions, or regiments in which they served that became their so-called military homes. This 

was the case for officers, to a limited degree, because they changed regiments and battalions 

quite often. Regiments were often also a strong point of reference for civilian residents. Many 

civilians were proud of regiments deployed locally (Hausregiment), even in cases where the 

soldiers originated neither from the area nor spoke the local language(s).138 For example, the 

so-called Deutschmeister, Infantry Regiment No 4, was the Viennese Hausregiment. Although 

bearing the word Deutsch (German) in its name, it comprised a great number of native Czech 

speakers who resided in and around Vienna. Salzburg was proud of its Rainer, Infantry 

Regiment No 59. Most of the conscripts were recruited from Salzburg, while officers hailed 

from across the Monarchy, as was standard in the Habsburg army.139  

 

 The Ministry of War was also responsible for the organization of military schools. 

These ranged from military preparatory schools for young boys, through cadet schools, to 

military academies.140 Schools were located throughout the Monarchy. Christoph Allmayer-

Beck has written that the main purpose of these schools was to “form a uniformed type of officer 

who was committed to the emperor alone.”141 Overall, these schools’ purpose was to prepare 

students for a future army officer career, including teaching the languages that these men might 

be required to use during the course of their careers. German was the dominant language of 

instruction in all schools, although there were some exceptions to this rule. Regimental 

languages were also taught, although not all of them were taught everywhere. 

 

 Military preparatory schools for boys were located throughout the Monarchy. An 

application to one of these schools was not bound to a particular linguistic background, 

 
138 Dreisziger, Ethnic Armies, 40. 
139 Spitzl, Die Rainer, 45. 
140 For a comprehensive overview see: von Poten, Geschichte des Militär-Erziehungs- und Bildungswesens. 
141 Allmayer-Beck, Die Führung vielsprachiger Streitkräfte, 275. 
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respectively nationality. Potential students could apply to a school anywhere in the Monarchy, 

and they did. The classes were in German, although first-year students were permitted to sit for 

exams in the language in which they were most fluent. The army’s approach was to encourage 

boys from all nationalities to become officers, and also to ensure that given other excellent 

abilities, a lack of German knowledge would not threaten an admission. Even students of upper 

grades were permitted to take their exams in a language other than German, as long as there 

were committee members who spoke the said languages. An exception was made for candidates 

who before admission had attended a Hungarian-language school. These boys were always 

allowed to take the exams in Hungarian.  

 

 Seemingly, the right to use one’s own language in the admission process was not always 

guaranteed. For example, Jožef Pogačnik, a member of the parliament from Carniola and 

delegate of the Croatian-Slovene Club, argued in a 1905 speech that “in some army and navy 

schools the degree to which applicants were expected to speak German, was so high that only 

a minority of our applicants pass the exam successfully. Pogačnik emphasized this ignorance 

of students’ rights would result in the army lacking highly requested officers who spoke more 

than one language fluently. Non-native German speakers would already bring knowledge of 

another regimental language while “German students” would have to learn them. He ended with 

the rhetorical question: “What is more important for the army – the missing German knowledge 

of a fourteen-year-old boy, or the missing regimental language knowledge of an officer in front 

of the enemy?”142 Because there were not standardized examinations the application process 

often depended on the examiners’ own language skills and their willingness to support a 

particular candidate. Indeed, all military preparatory schools enrolled students from a variety 

of language backgrounds. For example, the annual report of the most renowned military school 

in the Monarchy, the Academy in Wiener Neustadt in Lower Austria, recorded for the 1913 

cohort: 63.2 percent Germans, 16.2 percent Hungarians, 8.0 percent South-Slavs (Serbs, Croats, 

and Slovenes), 6.4 percent Czechoslovaks, 3.7 percent Poles, 1.1 percent Italians, 0.7 percent 

Romanians, and 0.2 percent Ruthenians.143 

 

 All students in all types of military schools were expected to learn German fluently 

which the bulk of them did. Although not mentioned in the school regulations one reason for 

 
142 ALEX/SPAR, 1905, Pogačnik. 
143 Auszüge aus dem Jahresbericht der k. und k. Theresianischen Militärakademie in Wiener Neustadt (1912/13), 

75-8. There were also two Chinese students. 
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this might be as the Carniolan parliamentarian Ignac Žitnik, a delegate from the Slovene-Club, 

complained “that it was forbidden for non-German students to communicate with comrades of 

the same nationality in their native tongues.”144 To ensure that all students soon understood the 

German-language instructions, they were obliged to use only German, when speaking to one 

another during their first year in school. Deák has argued that this ban on speaking any 

languages other than German often forced many students to later acquire better knowledge of 

their native tongues.145  

 

 The military preparatory schools were very popular even among parents without a 

military background and even among those who did not plan a military career for their sons. 

Military schools were simply cheaper than other boarding schools. Some families had 

additional motives for sending their sons to these schools as Jaro Zeman, son of a naval officer, 

described his schooling in Istrian Pula: “Croatian schools did not exist yet. The children had to 

attend either Italian- or German-language institutions. The naval school was popular among 

Croats, because proficiency in German laid the groundwork for a career in the navy or in other 

state institutions, and the supranational attitude of the Austrian military made denationalization 

impossible. Moreover, in the Italian community schools, children did not just learn Italian,” but 

were nationalized.146 Francis Joseph, himself a polyglot, had a clear point of view on language 

classes’ purpose in the military schools. He believed that the officers' language knowledge was 

the most important tool to win over the hearts and minds of the recruits. In his memoirs, Vienna-

born cavalry career officer Willy Elmayer recalled his days as a student in a military preparatory 

school. In 1897 Francis Joseph visited his school in St. Pölten, in Lower Austria: “The emperor 

reminded us not only to behave well and become good soldiers. The monarch’s words showed 

that the old gentleman in his innermost nature was not so unfashionable.” Francis Joseph 

reminded him and his classmates: “An officer must be an educator first […] he must know a 

lot. To educate is not just commanding […] educate yourselves as well as you can. Above all: 

learn languages! Languages are the bridges from one person to another.”147 

 

German was the dominant language of instruction in all schools, but classes were also 

offered in the other regimental languages. Students could choose freely. An exception was the 

schools in Eisenstadt, Košice, and Kőszeg, all in Hungary, where students with Hungarian 

 
144 ALEX/SPAR, 1907, Žitnik, 42276. 
145 Deák, Beyond Nationalism, 78f. 
146 Zeman, Pola, Verlorene Heimat, 58. 
147 Elmayer, Vom Sattel zum Tanzparkett, 22. 
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citizenship were obliged to learn the Hungarian language. Students from Cisleithanian Austria 

had the right to choose between learning Czech or Hungarian as second language in addition to 

German. Following a ministerial decree in 1891, Czech-language instruction was dropped, and 

Hungarian became obligatory for all students at these three schools for the first and second year, 

irrespective of the students’ citizenship. Hungarian became the educational language for 

subjects such as history, physics, chemistry, and religion in 1904, as long as at least fifteen 

students spoke fluent Hungarian. In addition, students were required to enrol in two hours of 

weekly conversational courses in their native tongue. The privileging of Hungarian over the 

other languages for Hungarian citizens was not limited to schools in Hungary. At the Technical 

Military Academy, and the Military Junior Secondary School (Militӓrunterrealschule) in St. 

Pӧlten, Hungarian language classes were compulsory for Hungarian citizens, while other 

students were permitted to choose between Hungarian and Czech.148 The Hungarian 

government argued for this prioritization by claiming that, “although these changes severely 

affect the children of Austrian background, these students are given the opportunity to learn 

another language, a language some have already basically acquired by being in contact with 

Hungarian classmates.”149 Autobiographical records, however, indicate that this statement was 

unproven. Indeed, career officer Theodor von Zeynek recalled one of his native Hungarian-

speaking classmates during the first year in a military academy: “On the one hand we had a 

student named Thorday who initially had only basic German knowledge but by the end of the 

first year had learned to speak German very well. I learned only a few words in Hungarian.”150  

 

While all of the students appear to have learned to speak German fluently, my analysis 

of these schools' curricula indicates that the quantity and quality of courses for the other 

languages differed throughout the Monarchy and over time. What is relevant for this study is 

that in addition to the German educational language, Hungarian classes were those most often 

provided, followed by Czech, and Polish. Politicians as well as army bureaucrats repeatedly 

insisted that more classes should be offered at more places in all regimental languages. These 

demands most often went unfulfilled. As a result, even young men who later became officers 

and attended military preparatory schools often did not have the opportunity to apply for courses 

in all these languages they later needed in their regiments or battalions to train their recruits 

themselves. Army bureaucrats and politicians regularly debated teaching methods and the 

 
148 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 14-10/3, Änderungen im Sprachen-Unterricht der Militär-Realschulen, 1 January 1891. 
149 Horel, Soldaten zwischen nationalen Fronten, 119. 
150 Broucek, Theodor Ritter von Zeynek, 32. 
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weekly amount of hours used for already offered language classes. The Ministry of War decided 

it was necessary to focus on speaking instead of grammar knowledge. Additional conversation 

classes were thus introduced in all schools in 1891.151 The limited amount of language 

education, attending classes for only one or two hours weekly, did not enable all students to 

become fluent in a new language. The Plzeň-born general Julius Lustig-Prean von Preanfeld 

attended a military preparatory school in the 1880s, before the implementation of language 

conversation classes. He noted in his memoirs that “no one has ever learned an additional 

language in one of these schools, neither foreign nor regimental: basic grammar, basic 

pronunciation, but no one learned to speak.”152 The 1898 curriculum stipulated that in addition 

to German other languages had to be taught two hours weekly, to enable students to teach their 

future recruits themselves. The technical academies offered only one hour of language class per 

week. In the first two years, the teaching methods were a mixture of grammar lessons and 

translations of parts of the military training regulations (Exerzier- und Dienstreglement, 

Adjustierung). Only in the third and last year was there more emphasis on speaking and 

understanding.153 In addition to pedagogical methods, army bureaucrats stressed the quality of 

the teachers. Language teachers in the military schools were usually officers who did not 

themselves learn the languages they taught at universities.  

 

 A quantitative analysis of students’ language acquisition in these schools is virtually 

impossible. The Ministry of War never published figures. Only officer personnel files offer 

insight into language acquisition because they sometimes contain school certificates. When 

comparing these certificates with the officers’ later language proficiency as assessed by their 

army superiors, it becomes obvious that some students managed to learn a language adequately 

for use in daily military interaction, but many did not. Some were even given a good mark in 

school but afterwards were assessed as not speaking a language. For example, Captain Eduard 

von Handel-Mazetti, born in 1885 in Innsbruck, attended the Technical Military Academy in 

1905-6, where he received a second grade in Italian. His superiors assessed him in 1909 as 

speaking Italian fluently when serving in a regiment which comprised Italian-speaking recruits 

from Trento.154 The Bohemian-born career officer Engelmund Kube, on the other hand, learned 

 
151 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 14-10/3, MKSM to RKM, 22 December 1891. 
152 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/5:1, Julius Lustig-Prean von Preanfeld, Aus den Lebenserinnerungen eines alten k.u.k. 

Offiziers, unpublished manuscript, winter 1940-1, 4. 
153 Lehrplan der k.u.k. Militӓr-Akademien (1898), 8, and 41. 
154 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Eduard Freiherr von Handel-Mazzetti, born 1885.  
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Italian in Innsbruck, but his personnel file indicates that he was later assessed as having only 

basic speaking knowledge.155 

 

In addition to military preparatory schools, there were cadet schools, which educated 

men who later became officers. Applicants to these schools had either already attended military 

preparatory schools but failed to gain a place at a military academy or finished a civil secondary 

school. These schools were located throughout the Monarchy, in Bratislava, Budapest, 

Innsbruck, Karlovac, Královo Pole, today a district of Brno, Liebenau, today a district of Graz, 

Lobzow in the vicinity of Cracow, Lviv, Maribor, Petrovaradin, Prague, Sibiu, Timişoara, 

Trieste, and Vienna.156 An application was not linked to citizenship, or a particular nationality. 

With only a few exceptions, students were allowed to apply from throughout the Monarchy. 

Applicants were asked to name three schools that they wanted to attend. The army then decided 

on the basis of existing language knowledge, as well as of the languages the applicants intended 

to learn.157 Students and their parents considered some places in the Monarchy as fashionable 

and/or exclusive. Students of these schools, such as those in the capital, Vienna, came from a 

broader variety of nationalities, than those located on the periphery. Sopron-born career officer 

Anton Lehár recalled his days in the Viennese cadet school: “The students hailed from all 

nationalities. There were even Muslims from Bosnia. There was therefore a love for national 

peculiarities, while all of them eagerly studied Czech or Hungarian.”158 Since some schools, 

like that located in Vienna, were more often requested, it happened that many applicants did 

not get their school choices and were enrolled elsewhere. For example, career officer Kube later 

wrote his father that he had been assigned to the cadet school in Innsbruck, although he applied 

elsewhere. Kube wrote that he assumed that army bureaucrats sent him there because he spoke 

German.159  

 

In Cisleithanian Austria, cadet school exams were held in German, while in Hungary 

they were also held in Hungarian and Croatian. In all schools, regardless of where they were 

located, students had to have some German knowledge in order to understand the instructions. 

However, when there was something students could only explain in their native tongues, they 

 
155 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Engelmund Kube, born 1894. 
156 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/401:15, Engelmund Kube, Studentenkalender für Mittelschule (1909), Wien 1908, Verlag 

Perles, 133. 
157 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/401:7, Engelmund Kube, k.k. Landwehrkadettenschule, Einteilung der Zöglinge des 1. bis 

3. Jahrgangs, 1 March 1912. 
158 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/600:1, Anton Lehár, Geschichten erzählt, vol. 2, 13. 
159 ÖStA/KA/NL, B 401:17, Engelmund Kube, Letter to his father, Vienna, 1912. 
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were allowed to do so.160 In one of his satirical short stories published after the dissolution of 

the Monarchy, career officer and future novelist Colonel Rudolf von Eichthal, born 1877 in 

Třebová, in Moravia, recalled such an exam during which language diversity played a crucial 

role. He himself had attended the Military Academy in Wiener Neustadt in the 1890s, and he 

described the moment when students had to pass the exam. At this time, they were already 

informed about their future regiment or battalion, and knew which languages they were 

expected to speak in the near future. The examination contained questions asked in their future 

regimental language. The examiner for the Czech language was an army veterinarian. His 

German was bad and barely comprehensible even to the attending native speakers. The 

examiner asked the student to translate just one sentence meaning that a squirrel is jumping 

from one tree to the next: “Eichkutz springt sich von des Baumes eines des Baumes zweiten.” 

The student responded in fluent Czech that he was unable to carry out the translation. Another 

examiner, of higher military rank than the veterinarian stepped in to help out the student, and 

decided that he had successfully passed as even he, as fluent Czech speaker, would not have 

been able to provide a translation.161 My archival research shows that not many portraits of 

these examinations are provided in archives. Thus, this satirical episode, which is certainly 

exaggerated, is a rare one. It is likely that similar happened across the Monarchy regularly. The 

episode offers two important points: first, that it was difficult to provide examiners who spoke 

all necessary languages adequately, and second, that it was often unclear to students what 

passing a language exam signified.  

 

 Army bureaucrats were aware of the shortcomings in language classes, their methods, 

and the quality of the teachers. In their opinion, the school curriculum was to be sufficient to 

enable students to learn a language as long as the officers in these schools respected them. Thus, 

as early as 1872, the Minister of War presented Francis Joseph with a new curriculum for the 

cadet schools. Language courses were planned to ensure a sufficient number of officers for 

recruits' education. The local military commands had the opportunity to decide which languages 

should be taught in the cadet schools located in their area. The choice was to be based on the 

number of recruits speaking a particular language. The cadets then had to be grouped according 

to their native tongue. When a language group of soon to become officers did not reach a certain 

number, they were given the opportunity of deciding themselves which language class they 

 
160 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/401:15, Engelmund Kube, Studentenkalender für Mittelschule (1909), Wien 1908, Verlag 

Perles, 133-5. 
161 Eichthal, Zapfenstreich, 68. 
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preferred to take. The curriculum stipulated that teaching was to focus on learning to speak, 

instead of grammar knowledge. Army bureaucrats considered three hours weekly to be 

sufficient. In addition, the Minister of War suggested assigning career officers as teachers, but 

only temporarily.  

 

 Francis Joseph approved all of the suggestions in the Ministry of War’s draft from 1872, 

except for one. He suggested employing professional language teachers instead of temporarily 

assigned career officers.162 It does not appear that Francis Joseph's suggestion was realized. 

Indeed, the anonymous author of an article about the cadet schools in the army journal Danzers 

Armeezeitung insisted in 1899 that officers only needed to teach military subjects, while 

languages should be taught by civilians who had at least studied a few semesters at a 

university.163 Until 1914, temporarily assigned career officers continued to teach the bulk of the 

language classes, an obligation they often had to fulfil in addition to their regular work. For 

example, the career officer Robert Michel, born 1876 in Kutná Hora, taught German for a 

couple of years in the cadet school in Innsbruck. He had studied neither the German language 

at university nor pedagogy.164 Not only did army bureaucrats and army journalists discuss the 

language curricula and the teaching methods, but members of the parliaments in Vienna and 

Budapest also often targeted them.165 My analysis shows that the complaints made in the 

Austrian and Hungarian parliaments were only in a few cases followed by a serious debate in 

the Ministry of War on how to improve the system accordingly. However, the internal debate 

among military bureaucrats demonstrates that these complaints were correct.  

 

We do not know to which languages students spoke, or to what degree, before joining 

the cadet schools. Their personnel files indicate that some of them apparently managed to learn 

a language sufficiently, while others failed. As in the military preparatory schools, officers who 

graduated from cadet schools and learned a language there were in many cases later assessed 

as not speaking it. For example, career officer Lothar Weindorfer, born in Wolfsberg, in 

Carinthia, learned Slovene in the Infantry Cadet School in Liebenau-Graz. Following 

graduation, he was stationed at numerous garrisons among them Celje, Graz, Klagenfurt, Lviv, 

 
162 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 14-5/3, MKSM to RKM, 22 November 1872, Ah. Entschließung, 23 November 1872. 
163 N.N., Militärische Nachrichten. Österreich-Ungarn, Neue Bestimmungen für die Lehrer der Cadettenschulen, 

Danzers Armeezeitung, 1 June 1899, 4. 
164 ÖL/NL Robert Michel, box 125/99, 125/W403, Robert Michel, Mein Weg als Dramatiker, undated 

manuscript, 12. 
165 See for example: N.N., Die Delegationen, Bericht des k.k. Telegraphenkorrespondenzbureaus, Wiener 

Zeitung, 18 May 1904, 6; and: N.N., Aus den Delegationen. Die Rede des Kriegsministers, Grazer Tagblatt, 16 

June 1893, 13. 
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Maribor, Mezzolombardo, Riva, and Trento. Although Weindorfer had earlier been assessed as 

speaking Slovene, he was now given a deadline to learn it. Apparently, his lack of language 

abilities did not harm his career because he retired at the rank of captain.166 Second Lieutenant 

Robert von Wohlgemuth, born in a small town in Lower Austria, learned Hungarian in the 

infantry cadet school in Bratislava. When assigned to his first regiment his knowledge of 

Hungarian was assessed as being sufficient for recruit education.167 Apparently, many other 

officers whose language abilities were assessed as sufficient did indeed speak the given 

language. First Lieutenant Eduard Breitenfeld, born in Požega in Slavonia, got the best mark in 

Croatian in his certificate from the Infantry Cadet School in Karlovac, in Croatia. After 

graduation, he was deployed in Croatia, in Bjelovar and Zagreb. His personnel file assessed 

him from the beginning as fluent in Croatian.168 In addition to already existing language 

knowledge, it mattered where a school was located, and which languages local civil residents 

spoke. Joining the cadet school in Innsbruck without knowing a word of Italian, having classes 

only two or three hours per week, by not living in an Italian-speaking environment would have 

needed a great deal of additional ambition, and talent. It is important to consider that many of 

these young men hardly spoke German when they joined these schools. They therefore had to 

focus on first reaching a certain level in the army language. 

 

After they graduated from a cadet school, future officers had the right to name two 

regiments or battalions to which they wanted to be posted. In many cases, they were assigned 

elsewhere, because most of the cadets named the same places, among them Graz, Prague, and 

Vienna. For example, General Julius Lustig-Prean von Preanfeld, born in 1871 in Plzeň, wrote 

in his memoirs that his wishes were not considered. He was sent to the Monarchy’s easternmost 

garrison, Brody in Galicia, although he spoke none of the local languages, Ruthenian and 

Polish. Only later in his career, in 1897, was he deployed in Graz, which had been his first 

choice.169 The military academy graduates were attached to their first regiment or battalion with 

the ranks of officers (second lieutenants). The cadet school graduates were not in officer rank 

(Kadett-Offiziersstellvertreter) and belonged to the rank and file. However, they were already 

expected to fulfil officer duties, and were closely involved in the training and education of the 

rank and file. Those who attended cadet schools had to sign up for at least three years of so-

 
166 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Lothar Weindorfer, born 1867. 
167 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Robert Freiherr von Wohlgemuth, born 1887. 
168 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Eduard Breitenfeld, born 1879. 
169 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/5:1, Julius Lustig-Prean von Preanfeld, Aus den Lebenserinnerungen eines alten k.u.k. 

Offiziers, unpublished manuscript, winter 1940/41, 6. 
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called troop service.170 Usually, it took three years before the cadets were promoted into the 

lowest officer rank that of a second lieutenant.171 

 

The Military Chancelleries and the General Staff  

 

In addition to the Ministry of War, His Majesty’s Military Chancellery (Militärkanzlei Seiner 

Majestät) played an important role in the implementation of the army language system.172 Aside 

from supreme command (allerhöchster Oberbefehl) during peacetime, the Chancellery was 

responsible for all agendas “reserved for the monarch.”173 These included human resources, 

including officer appointments, and the sanctioning of orders.174 In addition, Francis Joseph 

appointed military inspectors to ensure the correct and consistent implementation of the 

language rules across the Monarchy. Archduke Albrecht was the sole inspector for all service 

branches of the army from 1869 to 1895. Afterwards, several high-ranking generals were 

appointed to regularly assess the training of recruits and the language abilities of their 

commanding officers.175 These inspectors had to intervene when officers’ language abilities 

were not assessed or were noted adequately in their personnel files. 

 

 The records of the Military Chancellery offer a unique insight into Francis Joseph’s 

opinion on the language system, particularly how and why he made decisions. Many historians 

and contemporaneous authors, such as General Josef Stürgkh in his memoirs, assert that Francis 

Joseph’s politics “was to let things go.”176 The Chancellery’s correspondence indicates however 

that the general standpoint towards the language system was an intentional tactic that the head 

of the Chancellery, Beck had proposed to Francis Joseph in 1871. It was to avoid any 

fundamental decision (keine prinzipiellen Entscheidungen), when the language system was 

critized and improvements demanded, and to decide only on a case-by-case basis.177 Both 

 
170 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/401:15, Engelmund Kube, Studentenkalender für Mittelschule (1909), Wien 1908, Verlag 

Perles, 133. 
171 Holler, Offizier in der alten Armee, 65. 
172 Wagner, Geschichte des k.k. Kriegsministeriums, vol. 2, 25f. 
173 During the constitutional reorganization of the state and the army in July 1867, and taking the Ausgleich into 

account, a renaming took place. From that time onwards, it was called Military Chancellery of His Majesty the 

Emperor and King. On the history of the Supreme Command, see: Führ, Das k. u. k. Armeeoberkommando. On 

the time before the reorganization, see: Wagner, Geschichte des k.k. Kriegsministeriums, vol. 1. 
174 Vogt, Die europäischen Heere der Gegenwart, 42. 
175 Verordnungsblatt für das k.u.k. Heer, Normalverordnungen (1895), 9. Stück. 
176 Stürgkh, Politische und Militärische Erinnerungen, 300. 
177 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 16-1/10, 1871, Beck to Francis Joseph, reflecting on the new statutes of the Bürgerliches 

Schützencorps in Jičin, 11 September 1871, as well as Ah. Entschließung, 11 September 1871. This tactic 

endured and was also adopted by subsequent ministers of war: ÖStA/KA/RKM, 2. Abt., 31-3/2, internal note, 4 

March 1899. 
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Francis Joseph and generations of his army officials maintained that principle. In 1899 the 

Minister of War, Edmund von Krieghammer was still ordering his subordinates to avoid “giving 

a general statement, and to decide only on a case-by-case basis.”178 Military archival records 

indicate that army officials followed this principle until 1914. In the rare cases when a 

fundamental decision was absolutely inevitable revised regulations were approved, but not 

executed immediately. Military bureaucrats were ordered to take them up step-by-step 

(sukcessives Übergehen), and to avoid publicity at all cost.179 

 

 Francis Joseph’s Chancellery was called the Schӧnbrunn-party, after his residence. For 

a short period, there was also a Belvedere-circle named after its resident, heir apparent to the 

throne, Archduke Francis Ferdinand.180 A Military Chancellery (Militärkanzlei Franz 

Ferdinand) was set up for Francis Ferdinand, the heir apparent to the throne, via a resolution 

from Francis Joseph on March 29, 1898. This Chancellery aimed to introduce Francis Ferdinand 

slowly but steadily to his future military duties. Thus, an increasing number of responsibilities 

were transferred from His Majesty’s Military Chancellery to Francis Ferdinand’s Chancellery. 

Although the Archduke’s office never held decisive power over the language system, the public 

was increasingly interested in his opinion on the nationality question and the army language 

system.181 When Francis Joseph acceded to Hungarian demands in 1905 to increase the use of 

Hungarian in the Habsburg army, Francis Ferdinand sought to uphold the privileged position 

of the German language, and met with representatives from the German minority in Hungary.182 

Günther Kronenbitter has written that the Archduke and the Chief of the General Staff Franz 

Conrad von Hötzendorf advocated the same ends, but for different reasons. While Francis 

Ferdinand advocated “political and tactical reasons”183 for language equality in the army (with 

the exception of German), Conrad argued on the basis of “efficiency.” As Francis Joseph grew 

older, both officers and journalists carefully oversaw Francis Ferdinand’s opinion on the 

language system. Deák has concluded on the Archduke’s standpoint: “Passionate hatred of the 

Magyars, whose language he was unable to speak, because unlike many of the other members 

of the Habsburg family, he was utterly untalented for languages.”184 Because Francis Ferdinand 

had no decisive power, he is only rarely mentioned in this study. When Gavrilo Princip 

 
178 ÖStA/KA/RKM, 2. Abt., 31-32, Minister of War to 1st Department, 4 March 1899. 
179 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 14-10/3, MKSM to RKM, 22 December 1891. 
180 Kronenbitter, Krieg im Frieden, 67. 
181 Francis Joseph’s political style was also recognized in foreign countries, such as in Great Britain. See: Otte, 

The British “Official Mind” and the Habsburg Monarchy, 145. 
182 Kronenbitter, Krieg im Frieden, 287. 
183 Kronenbitter, Krieg im Frieden, 209. 
184 Deák, Beyond Nationalism, 66. 
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assassinated Archduke Francis Ferdinand in Sarajevo on 28 June 1914 the activities of this 

Chancellery of course ended abruptly. 

 

 In addition to the Ministry of War and the Military Chancelleries, the chiefs of general 

staff affected the army language system from time to time. They were initially only allowed to 

report to Francis Joseph via the Minister of War. After 1881, they ha the right to report directly 

to His Majesty’s Military Chancellery. When Conrad became Chief of the General Staff in 

1906, he finally became a member of the exclusive circle of the Supreme Command 

(Allerhöchster Oberbefehl).185 The chiefs of general staff oversaw the General Staff Officer 

Academy (Kriegsschule), the Military Geographical Institute (Militärgeographisches Institut), 

and the War Archive. All of them were located in Vienna. Following the army reform in 1868, 

the duties of the general staff officers increased. In 1914 they were deployed in all military 

branches, commands, and foreign military missions. The chiefs of general staff intervened in 

cases where subordinate general staff officers were criticized for not speaking particular 

languages or where more language knowledge was required of them, as well as in the terms of 

language education in the General Staff Officer Academy.  

 

 

  

 
185 On the history of the Supreme Command see: Führ, Das k.u.k. Armeeoberkommando.  
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Chapter 2: The Army Language System  

 

The language system of the army was reformed following the Defense Acts in 1868. Three 

levels of language use were stipulated in the army: the language of command 

(Kommandosprache), the bureaucratic language (Dienstsprache), and the regimental or soldier 

languages (Regimentssprachen/Soldatensprachen). The bureaucratic and command language 

were often mentioned together, and referred to as army language (Armeesprache).186 The 

Habsburg army’s language of command referred to a set of about eighty orders in German.187 

The bureaucratic language was German, and its usage was required in correspondence among 

military institutions and with civilian authorities.188 All official documents, orders, handbooks 

and forms were published in German. German was also the language officers and NCOs were 

to use when speaking to one another. The German army language was implemented as a symbol 

of unity, for reasons of efficiency, and as the Hungarian politician Gyula Andrássy commented 

in 1903 “the monarch [Francis Joseph] aimed avoiding Babylonian language confusion.”189  

 

Francis Joseph declared in 1868 that instead of drilling mercenaries, a modern army had 

to “teach” soldiers and “gain their confidence.”190 He maintained this conviction in the coming 

years, and so did most of his officers. For example, in 1906, someone – most likely a Habsburg 

officer – published a lengthy article about the purpose of taking the conscripts’ languages into 

consideration in the German-language Budapest daily, Pester Lloyd. The author asserted that 

“modern warfare demands individualized soldier education to enable them to act 

independently.”191 Indeed, modern military training, education, and duty consisted of more than 

just daily exercises, during which soldiers learned to follow German-language commands.  

 

  

 
186 Von einem k.u.k. Feldmarschall-Lieutnant, Die Kommando- und Dienstsprache, Pester Lloyd, 2 March 1906, 

2.  
187 Stone, Army and Society in the Habsburg Monarchy, 100. 
188 Only one other contemporaneous state institution employed German as lingua franca: the state railway, which 

with the exception in Galicia during a mobilization used German for internal and outbound communication and 

correspondence: Wagner, Geschichte des k.k. Kriegsministeriums (vol. 2), 245. German was also the colloquial 

language (Umgangssprache) among officers: Dreisziger, Ethnic Armies, 40.  
189 N.N., Die Wehrvorlagen in Ungarn, Neues Wiener Tagblatt, 6 February 1903, 4. In 1867 this daily was 

Austria’s newspaper with highest circulation, and remained widely read until 1918: Olechowski, Die 

Entwicklung des Preßrechts in Österreich bis 1918, 479. 
190 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 82-3/14, 1868, Sanction of the statute (Wehr-und Landwehrstatut), December 1868. 
191 N.N., Die Regimentssprache, Pester Lloyd, evening number, 2 July 1906, 1.  
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Army Reforms and the Language System 

 

Following the 1868 army reform, there was a brief attempt to translate all military 

administrative terms into the soldier languages to ensure the conscripts rights. Army authorities 

aimed finding proper expressions for administrative and military terms such as back area 

command (Etappenstationskommando) or sanitary unit (Sanitätstruppe). The Army General 

Inspector Archduke Albrecht commented in 1886 on the outcome of this attempt. He 

emphasized to Francis Joseph that “a mutual understanding was made virtually impossible.” 

Moreover, he argued, it would be a complete waste of time teaching all these terms to soldiers 

who did not really need them.192 Furthermore, especially during wartime, the Archduke 

continued, it would be absolutely necessary for joint combat denoting place names and military 

institutions precisely. In his comparative study on European armies, Hermann Vogt commented 

the initial years after the army reform with “an inefficient addiction to translation.”193  

 

In 1886, Minister of War Arthur Maximilian von Bylandt-Rheidt called the still ongoing 

extensive translational work a “covert attack on the German army language.” It was not until 

1886 that a ministerial decree forbade translating the administrative military terms into the other 

languages.194 Afterwards, soldiers had not only to memorize command words in German, but 

also administrative terms. Stone has concluded that the purpose for this requirement was “that 

a Pole and a Magyar serving the field-gun might know to which parts the other was referring.”195 

His comment reveals that the army bureaucrats did not only forbid the translation of 

administrative terms, but also these of military items. Translations were majorly narrowed down 

and – at least officially – the army more often used German. Ministerial records indicate that 

the expanded use of German was aimed at improving military efficiency and did not stem from 

German nationalist convictions. 

 

While there was a debate about the translation of administrative terms and military items 

into the soldier languages, the German command language was beyond debate. It was a set of 

some eighty military terms and orders in German that every soldier, independent of his native 

language, had to memorize. The set of terms differed owing to the service branch 

 
192 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 21-2/1, Archduke Albrecht to RKM, 24 February 1886. 
193 Vogt, Die europäischen Heere der Gegenwart, 42-3. 
194 Hugelmann/Boehm, Das Nationalitätenrecht des alten Österreich, 152. The authors refer to the ministerial 

order from 26 February 1886. 
195 Stone mentioned about 1,000 of these so-called technical terms were in German. Stone, Army and Society in 

the Habsburg Monarchy, 100. 
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(Waffengattung). To make teaching these terms easier, manuals were printed for the most part 

on privately or at the initative of officers, but with ministerial approval. Manuals were usually 

meant to serve as a guide for commanding officers and NCOs rather than for recruit use. As a 

result, most of the books’ content was in German, and did not explain the meaning of the 

commands. The manuals explained how to teach the commands and how soldiers were to 

memorize them. Often commands were not a single word, but a sequence of words and phrases. 

The officer commanded and the soldiers had to answer and/or perform. For example, a 

handbook stipulated that at prayer time, the officer was to command: “Stellt Euch zum Gebet” 

(To Prayer!). The word Gebet (prayer) was in bold face. The officer was to stress it. The order 

“Prayer” was followed by: “Helm ab, zum schwören!” (Helmet off! Vow!). Here the words ab 

(off) and schwören (swear) were highlighted. The highlighting indicates that soldiers were not 

expected to memorize the entire sentence or phrase, but only the highlighted words.196 Other 

commands were vorwärts (advance), or Feuer (shoot). Many of these so-called German 

commands were not of German origin. The use of some French terms, such as pariren (fence) 

and exerziren (practice), reflected the historical importance of French as military language.197 

Ernst Bruckmüller has argued that the late nineteenth century was the period of the “language 

cleansing of foreign words.”198 However, only some of these traditional terms in French were 

dropped over the years following the army reform in 1868. Thus, the command language did 

not strictly follow the Zeitgeist, and until the First World War still many French terms were 

used in the army such as Menage for ration.199 

 

Francis Joseph and his military bureaucrats mainly advocated practicality and efficiency 

as the reason for the use of German as the sole bureaucratic language. German was the only 

language permitted in correspondence among military branches of the same and different 

administrative levels, and for the daily reports. Even when an incident in a garrison took place 

in one of the other languages and no one involved had German as native language, the officer 

had to write his report in German. There were templates for this.200 Officers learned the required 

reporting style in the military academies and cadet schools. German was also the language to 

 
196 Kommando-Worte aus dem Abrichtungs-Reglement für die k.k. Kavallerie (1857). 
197 Kommando-Worte aus dem Abrichtungs-Reglement fuer die k.k. Linien- und Grenz-Infanterie (1854). See 

also: Kommando-Worte aus dem Abrichtungs-Reglement fuer die k.k. Kavallerie (1857).  
198 Bruckmüller, Zur Problematik kollektiver Identitätsstiftung, 40. 
199 During the First World War when France had become an enemy of Austria-Hungary the use of these French 

terms was forbidden. However, soldiers still used them: HGM/Archivalien, Kriegstagebücher, 2004/43/6/3-4, 

Kriegstagebuch des Feldwebels Franz Klojpustek. 
200 Bancalari, and Kuderna, Lehr- und Handbuch für den Unterricht im deutschen Aufsatze militӓrischen 

Inhaltes, 125. 
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be employed in oral and written communication among officers, NCOs, and military specialists 

such as clergy, physicians, and auditors during their service hours.  

 

Military archival records indicate that Francis Joseph most likely had efficiency rather 

than political values in mind when insisting on German as a sole language for commands and 

army bureaucracy. He and the majority of his officers argued in internal and public 

correspondence with military necessity, practicality, and efficiency. They sought to ease 

administration in peacetime, and to ensure successful operations during a war. A joint language 

of command in the end had to raise the combatants’ possibility for survival. I have found no 

ministerial document in the archives from the times of the Monarchy indicating that the 

domination of German aimed at demonstrating German superiority over the other languages, 

or to germanize conscripts as many politicians and journalists have argued (to be discussed in 

chapter 6). As was the case in the debate over the language of command, there was on-going 

criticism among politicians over the Germanizing character of the bureaucratic language – not 

only affecting conscripts, but the army in general. Stone has correctly concluded that this 

dominating “German element made it difficult for the army to maintain itself as a true supra-

national force capable of attracting the lesser peoples of the empire,” simply because it appeared 

German.201 The German army language was the reason why the army and its personnel across 

the Monarchy appeared in public to be of German character. For example, many South-Slavic-

speaking residents of Bosnia-Herzegovinia referred to Habsburg officers as Schwabians 

(Švabas), because they often heard them speaking to one another in German. The word 

Schwabian was even employed in cases where the officer had a South-Slavic background.202 In 

South-Slavic languages the term Švaba has a double meaning. It either refers to people from 

Swabia, civilian German residents who had lived there for centuries, or means cockroaches. 

 

Some German nationalists among military officials, however, publicly asserted that 

employing German as the language of command aimed at ensuring the German character of the 

army, and its privileged position of the other – to them – less important languages. Francis 

Joseph tended to reject such argumentation vehemently throughout his reign. Thus, in 1907 the 

Chief of General Staff Franz Conrad von Hötzendorf emphasized that “each recruit, whatever 

his nationality is, should feel that he has equal rights in the armed forces, and that nothing 

 
201 Stone, Army and Society in the Habsburg Monarchy, 101. 
202 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/600:1, Anton Lehár, Geschichten erzählt, Bd. 2, 22. See also: Bethke, Einwanderung und 

Kolonisten im k.u.k. Bosnien-Herzegowina, 240. 
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should give rise to an impression that there exists in the army a privileged master race 

(Herrenvolk).”203 Archival material indicates that it often happened that army officers 

advocated the German character of the Habsburg military. Thus, even Jaroslav Hašek's 

character Dauerling in Good Soldier Švejk who addressed recruits during training with “you do 

not even get to the gallows with your Czech. Our supreme warlord is also a German. [...] I also 

want you all to answer German,” is only partially exaggarated.204 

 

In addition to the language of command and the bureaucratic language, there were the 

soldier languages which had to be used during military training. Archival records employed 

different terms for the soldier languages, although they all referred to the conscripts’ language 

rights. Because the bulk of recruits were assigned to an infantry regiment the system was most 

often called regimental language (Regimentssprache). When recruits served in a military 

service branch that was not in regiment size such as so-called independent battalions the term 

battalion language (Bataillonssprache) was applied. Within a regiment, conscripts of different 

languages were separately trained at the company level if possible. Thus, the system was also 

called company language (Kompaniesprache).205 In military handbooks, or when officers who 

were not serving in a multilingual regiment were required to learn a language other than German 

the term national language (Nationalsprache) was used.206 Army bureaucrats employed the 

term national language also for particular service branches such as the sanitation. In these, not 

the percentage of speakers determined the language(s) to be recognized, but the Ministry of 

War made the final decision. Quite often, contemporary witnesses referred to the soldier 

language (Soldatensprache or Truppensprache) meaning the language spoken by the recruits.207 

Sometimes archival sources employed the term soldier colloquial language 

(Umgangssprache),208 or more specifically referring to the military education the term language 

of instruction (Ausbildungssprache).209 In this study, I am exclusively using the terms, 

regimental or soldier language, because they are the terms that appear most often in the military 

archival records.210 

 

 
203 Stone, Army and Society in the Habsburg Monarchy, 98. 
204 Hašek, Die Abenteuer des braven Soldaten Schwejk, part 2, 125. 
205 Pitreich, Meine Beziehungen zu den Armeeforderungen Ungarns, 33. 
206 Vorschrift zur Verfassung der Qualifikationslisten über Stab- und Oberoffiziere des Soldatenstandes, dann 

Kadetten im k.k. Heere (1884), 3. Rubrik, Sprachkenntnisse. 
207 Allmayer-Beck, Die bewaffnete Macht in Staat und Gesellschaft, 98.  
208 N.N., Telegramme des Pester Lloyd, Pester Lloyd, 28 June 1891, 2. 
209 N.N., Aus dem Reichstage, Pester Lloyd, 6 February 1907, 9. 
210 These two terms were also most often employed in archival records that were in other Habsburg languages, 

such as ezred nyelv and katonák nyelv in Hungarian. 
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Annually, the army evaluated the conscripts’ language abilities. They became decisive 

for two reasons. The first was to ascertain how many officers and non-commissioned-officers 

were needed for training particular languages every autumn when the new cohort of recruits 

started their military service. Second, the information was published every year in the army 

yearbook. Although the recruits were exclusively asked for their language abilities, the tables 

in these statistics presented affiliations to particular nationalities based on their supposed first 

language.211 The first army yearbook published after the army reform appeared in 1871, and 

did not provide any percentages for nationalities of the NCOs and recruits.212 This changed in 

1876 when the following categories for nationalities were noted: Germans, Magyars, Poles, 

Ruthenians, Slovenes, Croats, Bulgarians, Romanians, and Italians. Each of them constituted 

an individual category. Czechs, Moravians and Slovaks were put together in a joint category. 

There was also a category called “Serbs (including Slavonians and Dalmatians).”213 Indeed, the 

categories employed in the yearbooks differed from those permitted as categories for regimental 

languages, perhaps reflecting the difference between possible spoken languages, and 

recognized nationalities. Until the early 1880s, the above-mentioned categorization remained 

unaltered in the army yearbooks. In 1886, Slovaks constituted a separate category. The phrase 

“including Slavonians and Dalmatians” was dropped, and Croats and Serbs noted jointly. This 

categorization remained the norm up until the First World War.  

 

The army yearbooks distinguished between NCOs, conscripts, and officers. Each group 

was presented in an own table. A table in the 1894 yearbook listed the officers’ possible 

nationalities: Germans, Hungarian/Magyars, Bohemians/Moravians, Slovaks, Poles, 

Ruthenians, Slovenes, Croats/Serbs/Serbo-Croats, Bulgarians, Romanians, and Italians.214 An 

analysis of these yearbooks’ language/nationality categories shows that bureaucratic 

classification and assignment methods were inconsistent for both officers and conscripts, and 

changed regularly over the years. I have found almost no mention in my archival sources about 

 
211 ÖStA/KA/RKM, Präs, 50-31/1, War Ministry to Austrian Minister President, 18 November 1905, attached: 

RKM-Erlass, Abt. 1, 27 January 1876, Über die Regimentssprachen. ÖStA/KA/RKM, 1. Abt., 93-2, Comments 

on the draft, 15 January 1876. 
212 Militär-Statistisches Jahrbuch für 1871. Kann distinguishes between national groups with independent 

national history (Germans, Magyars, Czechs, Poles, Croats, and Italians), and these without, among them 

Sovaks, Serbs, Slovenes, Rumaniens, and Ruthenians: Kann, The Multinational Empire. 
213 Militär-Statistisches Jahrbuch für 1876. There was no ministerial order clarifying, for example, if only Slavic 

speakers from Dalmatia had to be categorized as Serbian, or everybody from this province, in particular native 

Italian speakers. Bulgarian was among the recognized language categories in Hungary: Marácz, Multilingualism 

in the Transleithanian part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, 275. Most of these Bulgarian speakers lived in the 

Banat, in Hungary: Belić, and Nomachi, Banat Bulgarian and Bunyev. The authors call the language Banat-

Bulgarian.  
214 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 87-2/1, 1894, List of troop officers (Offiziere des Soldatenstandes). 
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the internal debate. Maybe there was none, or it is not preserved. The Ministry of War added a 

new table to the army yearbook in the mid-1890s. Now, not only soldiers but also regiments, 

independent battalions, and other service branches were listed according to the languages used 

in recruit education, called “national languages” (Nationalsprachen). For example, in the 1896 

issue the following languages were listed: German, Magyar, Slovak, Polish, Ruthenian, 

Slovene, Bulgarian, Romanian, and Italian. Bohemian and Moravian were categorized together, 

as were Croatian, Serbian, and Serbo-Croatian.215 This categorization remained unchanged until 

the First World War.  

 

The regimental language system based on a fundamental right, but not all conscripts 

were trained in their languages while fullfiling their compulsory military service. Limitations 

were imposed from the beginning. As early as 1868, Friedrich von Beck who headed Francis 

Joseph’s Military Chancellery informed the Minister of War Franz Kuhn that “all the peculiar 

linguistic conditions of the Monarchy have to be taken into account, but only to an extent as 

efficient service and an efficient warlike formation of the army require.”216 Thus, up until the 

end of the First World War the army language system was characterized by two main often 

contradicting aims: they were either argued with military efficiency and practicality, or with 

the fulfillment of a constitutional right. This dichotomy affected the system’s implementation 

as efficiency and practicality often required to ignore soldiers’ rights, while taking these rights 

fully into account would have often resulted in spending much more effort, budget, and 

personnel on the military training. Archival sources demonstrate that army bureaucrats sought 

to avoid higher expenses at all cost. However, military officials were also required to avoid a 

public debate, which increased as soon as the soldiers’ rights were not fully guaranteed. This 

vicious circle characterized the internal and public debate up until 1914 (to be discussed in 

chapter 6). 

 

Categorization and Restrictions of the Regimental Language System 

 

Four main restrictions were imposed from the beginning on the conscripts’ right to use their 

language while fullfiling their military duty. The first restriction of the conscripts’ language 

rights had a military administrative reason and aimed easing officers’ duties. The bureaucrats 

of the Ministry of War claimed the main reason for this restriction was “to prevent that the 

 
215 Militär-Statistisches Jahrbuch für 1896. 
216 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 71-1/76, Beck to RKM, July 1868. 
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linguistic requirements posed on officers and NCOs from becoming too extended.”217 The 

greater the number of languages recognized in a regiment, battalion, or service branch, the more 

officers and NCOs had to be assigned who spoke the various languages. Officers were only 

required to learn a regimental language up to that rank when they were no longer responsible 

for training the rank and file. Thus, the rank and file had only the right to use their language 

when communicating with their superiors lower than the rank of a captain.218 

 

 The second restriction was that only particular languages were recognized. There had 

long been linguistic diversity in the Habsburg Monarchy, and many idioms were spoken until 

the second half of the nineteenth century that both state bureaucrats and linguists later assessed 

as not being specific languages but rather vernaculars. Thus, only what was officially perceived 

to be a language in 1867 was granted the right to be recognized as a regimental language. The 

following language categories were employed for possible regimental languages: “German, 

Hungarian, Bohemian [Czech], Polish, Ruthenian [Ukrainian], Slovene, Slovak, Croatian, 

Romanian, and Italian.”219 These recognized languages in the army also served to make the 

basis for a distinct nationality.220  

 

The military’s third restriction came from Austrian civil bureaucratic practice. Even 

when a language was recognized as regimental this still did not mean that all conscripts had the 

right to be trained in their language. Speakers of particular languages had to reach twenty 

percent in a regiment or battalion for their language to be recognized.221 The twenty percent 

most often made sense for military practice because the army aimed at assigning speakers to 

monolingual training units. Most recruits were trained in infantry regiments that often consisted 

of five battalions, and each battalion of five companies.222 In service branches such as pioneers 

or sanitation often no other language than German reached the required twenty percent as the 

personnel was recruited from across the Monarchy. In these cases, the Ministery of War decided 

 
217 ÖStA/KA/RKM, Präs, 50-31/1, Note to the Austrian minister president, 18 November 1905, Annex:  

Regimentssprachen. 
218 Beförderungsvorschrift für die Personen des Soldatenstandes im k. und k. Heere (1895). 
219 Vorschrift zur Verfassung der Qualifikationslisten über Stab- und Oberoffiziere des Soldatenstandes, dann 

Kadetten im k.k. Heere (1884), 3. Rubrik, Sprachkenntnisse. 
220 See: Stergar, and Scheer, Ethnic Boxes. 
221 Stourzh, Die Gleichberechtigung der Nationalitäten, 122. See also: Allmayer-Beck, Die Führung 

vielsprachiger Streitkräfte, 380. A ministerial decree from 1905 specified more than nineteen percent: 

ÖStA/KA/RKM, Präs, 50-31/1, War Ministry to Austrian Minister President, 18 November 1905, Annex: RKM-

Erlass, Abt. 1, 27 January 1876 about regimental languages. 
222 HDA, 1190, 16th Varaždin Infantry Regiment, box 2, Konv. Geschichte, Bd. II, 1818-1872, 1. Band. 
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which additional language(s) were to be recognized.223 

 

The military employed a fourth restriction from Cisleithanian bureaucratic practice. A 

language had to be recognized in the soldiers’ home province (landesüblich). Austrian 

provincial constitutions (Landesstatute) laid out which locally used languages received this 

status. Which language was landesüblich and where had been specified in 1867 and virtually 

never changed. German was a regional language (Landessprache) in much of Cisleithanian 

Austria: Upper and Lower Austria, Styria, Carinthia, Carniola, Salzburg, Tyrol, Vorarlberg, 

Trieste, Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia, Bukovina, and Galicia. German was not a regional language 

in Dalmatia, Gorizia, and Istria. Czech was a regional language in Bohemia, Moravia, and 

Silesia, while Polish was a regional language in Galicia, and Silesia, Ruthenian in Galicia and 

Bukovina, Slovene one in Styria, Carinthia, Carniola, Trieste, Gorizia, and Istria, Italian in 

Trieste, Gorizia, Istria, Tyrol, and Dalmatia, Serbo-Croatian in Dalmatia, and Istria, and 

Romanian in Bukovina.224 Peter Urbanitsch has asserted that provincial autonomy as stipulated 

in the Austrian constitutional law resulted in “inconsistent” language rules across Cisleithanian 

Austria. Laws and regulations were often vaguely defined and left open the possibility of 

different interpretations. Indeed, provincial courts regularly ruled on language regulations that 

finally had no effect on the army language system.225  

 

Austrian conscripts were usually enlisted at the location of their so-called right of 

residence (Heimatzuständigkeit). This right was automatically passed from father to son. To 

change the right of residence was very difficult until 1896.226 Afterwards anyone who lived in 

a community for more than ten years received it automatically. My analysis of recruits’ files 

had demonstrated that in many Habsburg provinces, the majority of them were born and had 

right of residence in the same province, among them, for example, Salzburg and Galicia.227 

There, the languages conscripts spoke for the most part paralleled the locally recognized. 

Bearing in mind increasing labor mobility in the second half of the nineteenth century, right of 

 
223 Vorschrift zur Verfassung der Qualifikationslisten über Stab- und Oberoffiziere des Soldatenstandes, dann 

Kadetten im k.k. Heere (1884), 689. 
224 Hugelmann/Boehm, Das Nationalitätenrecht des alten Österreich, 150-51. See also: Brix, Die 

Umgangssprachen in Altösterreich zwischen Agitation und Assimilation, 60f. 
225 Urbanitsch, Der Ausgleich zwischen den Nationen, 64-5. See also: Brix, Die Umgangssprachen in 

Altösterreich zwischen Agitation und Assimilation, 46f. 
226 For a detailed overview on the development of right of residency on Habsburg soil, see: Heindl, and Saurer, 

eds. Paßwesen, Staatsbürgerschaft, Heimatrecht und Fremdengesetzgebung in der österreichischen Monarchie. 
227 LAS, Evidenzreferat, Grundbuchblätter, box 37a, 1876, H-K; and: LAS, Evidenzreferat, Grundbuchblätter, 

box 51, 1880, L-Q; and: TDIAU/OBVO, 780, 3: no. 126, 130, 133, 355, 366, and 370, for 489 rank and file with 

right of residency in Galicia. 
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residence sometimes did not correspond to the actual place of residency. Thus, many young 

men had right of residence in a part of Austria where their native tongues were not landesüblich. 

They then had no right to have military training in their native tongue. This was the case above 

all in cities where there had been large-scale internal migration from other-speaking areas, 

including Vienna, Trieste, and Graz. The imperial capital, for example, was part of Lower 

Austria, where solely German was landesüblich. During the nineteenth century Czech and 

German speakers from Bohemia and Moravia migrated to Vienna en masse for labor work.228 

As a result, even when Czech speakers reached the twenty percent in a regiment that recruited 

from Lower Austria, their language was not recognized (to be discussed in the next 

subchapter).229 Military records I have examined indicate that the case of the Czechs in Lower 

Austria was exceptional as no other place in Austria had such a large number of migrants who 

spoke a language other than a recognized in the respective province.  

 

There was also mass internal migration to Budapest throughout the late nineteenth 

century.230 Because there was no landesüblich-system in Hungary, the actual linguistic 

percentages were more often reflected in the army than in Austria. The Hungarian civil 

administration had a set of recognized language categories. For example, in the 1910 census 

residents of Hungary were noted to speak German, Slovak, Romanian, Ruthenian, Croatian, 

Serbian, Slovenian, Bunjev, Czech, Polish, Rome, and Italian.231 The annual army statistic 

showed all army branches that recognized one, two, or three languages. Regiments and 

battalions that recruited from Hungary more often tended to recognize more locally spoken 

languages.232 The Habsburg army recognized the languages of all Hungarian conscripts as long 

as they were among the categories of possible regimental languages, and their speakers reached 

twenty percent within a regiment or battalion. Thus, the regiments and battalions that recruited 

from Hungary more tended to reflect the actual linguistic composition of conscripts than did 

those that recruited from Cisleithanian Austria. In the Kingdom of Hungary two more languages 

became possible regimental languages, Hungarian and Slovak, which were nowhere 

landesüblich in Austria. Thus, from the above-mentioned categories employed in the Hungarian 

 
228 Zahra, Roma, Migration Panics, and Internment in the Habsburg Empire, 715-6. Steidl, Wanderungsmuster 

nach Wien, 379f. The statistical yearbook from Vienna from 1883 demonstrates that beside Vienna (127,909), 

the second most often birth-places of male residents were Bohemia (54,688), followed by Lower Austria by 

excluding Vienna (45,011), and Moravia (34,830): Statistisches Jahrbuch der Stadt Wien (1883), 20. 
229 In contrast to schooling in Lower Austria, archival records indicate that there was no serious debate to 

recognize Czech as second language in regiments: Burger, Sprachen und Sprachenpolitiken. Niederösterreich 

und die Bukovina im Vergleich, 125f. 
230 John, Vielfalt und Heterogenität, 52f. 
231 Marácz, Multilingualism in the Transleithanian part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, 275. 
232 Militär-Statistisches Jahrbuch für 1910, 192-4. 
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census only Bunjev and Roma were never recognized in the Habsburg army. In Bosnia-

Herzegovina compulsory military service was implemented in the early 1880s, and the army 

employed four language categories for conscripts: Croatian/Serbian/Serbo-Croatian, and 

German.  

 

Classification Methods  

 

The army imposed a set of restrictions from the very beginning. However, more than only these 

restrictions became decisive if a regiment or battalion recognized another language, and 

conscripts were allowed to be trained in their native language. In particular, the classification 

methods and how to count conscripts who spoke more than one language influenced the army 

language system. The army noted the language(s) conscripts’ spoke in their personnel files. In 

addition to implement restrictions, the army bureaucrats issued orders of how to categorize 

recruits, in particular, when someone spoke more than one language which was the case for 

many Habsburg regions. Army officials who recorded recruits’ language knowledge in their 

personnel files had to list them in a particular order. This started with German, followed by 

Hungarian, Croatian, Bohemian (Czech), Polish, Ruthenian, Slovene, Slovak, Serbian, 

Romanian, and Italian.233 The Ministry of War required until 1904 that only the alleged native 

tongue of the recruits, the “Umgangssprache (Nationalität),” be counted for the regimental 

language and the annual army statistics. Following years of Hungarian political pressure aimed 

at increasing the percentage of Hungarian speakers and the use of Hungarian in the joint army, 

after 1904 the Ministry of War ordered to take into account all language abilities listed in the 

personnel files which meant that speakers of two or more languages were counted more than 

once in the army yearbook.234 This practice resulted in an increase in languages that were most 

often spoken as second languages across the Monarchy such as German, Hungarian, and Polish. 

At the same time, the Ministry of War ordered army officials to ask recruits about their 

language/nationality (Umgangssprache/Nationalität),235 or mother tongue (Muttersprache).236 

In an internal report to Francis Joseph, the Minister of War explained in 1905 that this was 

already the practice when assigning recruits to training units, although not when reporting the 

overall language knowledge of the recruits every year (I provide examples of how these two 

 
233 Vorschrift zur Verfassung der Qualifikationslisten über Stab- und Oberoffiziere des Soldatenstandes, dann 

Kadetten im k.k. Heere (1884), 3. Rubrik, Sprachkenntnisse. 
234 ÖStA/KA/RKM, Präs, 50-31/1, 1905, War Ministry to Austrian Minister President, 18 November 1905, 

Annex: Regimentssprachen. See also: ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 33-1/75, 14 July 1906. 
235 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 9-2/2, 1905. 
236 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 33-1/75, 14 July 1906. 
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classification rules influenced percentages in training units and in statistics below).237 In the 

course of the passing of new regulations in 1904/1905 the Ministry of War informed all 

subordinate army offices of the language categories to be employed from that point in the 

personnel files and the annual reports: “German, Hungarian (Magyar), Bohemian, Slovak, 

Polish, Ruthenian, Slovene, Croatian/Serbian/Serbo-Croatian, Bulgarian, Romanian, Italian-

Ladin.”238 

 

The military asked recruits, what languages they spoke during the enlistment process. 

Recruits’ language abilities were first noted in the enlistment protocals (Assent-Protokolle), 

then in their personnel files (Grundbuchblätter), distinguishing between writing and speaking 

abilities. Conscripts’ military personnel files were not centralized at the Ministry of War in 

Vienna, but maintained in military institutions across the Monarchy.239 All of the languages a 

recruit spoke were listed, although all often meant only those languages a conscript mentioned, 

or those army officials noted. The army needed this information for two reasons in terms of the 

obligatory military service. The first was to ascertain if a language reached the twenty percent 

to be recognized. Second, the information was needed to know how many officers and NCOs 

were needed every autumn when the new cohort of recruits started their training.240 Third, the 

results were published annually in the army yearbook. 

 

Those recruits listed as speaking only one language were for the most part easily 

classified. There were many Habsburg regions where the overwhelmingly majority of 

conscripts tended to be monolingual throughout my period of investigation. I have taken 

examples from two boxes containing information on recruits from Salzburg born in 1867 and 

 
237 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 9-2/2, 1905. 
238 ÖStA/KA/RKM, Abt. 2, 49-3/3, 1904. 
239 The dissolution of the Monarchy in 1918 caused the relocation of the personnel files often more than once. 

Many files were lost, while others grouped in a different order. Today, these files are not organized according to 

regiment, so this analysis can only offer a rough insight into the language abilities of recruits in a regiment in a 

particular year. In Austria they are divided by province (Bundesland) and can be found in the Austrian State 

Archives in Vienna, except for Salzburg and Tyrol. In the Tyrolian provincial archive in Innsbruck, an Italian 

archival delegation took all of the files of men whom they considered Italians. These files are now housed in the 

Trento Archive. The files for the majority of soldiers from the Kingdom of Hungary have been lost. One 

exception is Burgenland, which was annexed to Austria in 1921, and some regions of Slovakia that are in the 

military archive in Prague. Files for soldiers from Bohemia, Moravia, Slovakia and Austrian-Silesia are 

organized alphabetically according to their year of birth. There are also files in Trieste for recruits from this 

province, and in Lviv for soldiers from Galicia (containing also some files for recruits from Bukovina and 

Silesia). The files of the Bosnian-Herzegovinian soldiers are no longer available. A few files for Croatia and 

Dalmatia can be found in the Croatian State Archive in Zagreb. 
240 ÖStA/KA/RKM, Präs, 50-31/1, War Ministry to Austrian Minister President, 18 November 1905, Annex: 

RKM-Erlass, Abt. 1, 27 January 1876 about the regimental languages. ÖStA/KA/RKM, 1. Abt., 93-2, Internal 

notes on the draft from the 1st and 2nd Department, 15 January 1876. 
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1880. The first example shows 278 solely German-speakers faced by only one who spoke two 

languages, and one who spoke three.241 The second example shows 254 solely German-

speaking recruits, and five who spoke two languages.242 The personnel files from Salzburg 

where only one language was landesüblich, German, demonstrate that there was no increase in 

bilingual conscripts, and that in such provinces language categorization as well as classification 

methods would not become decisive for changing language percentages in regiments and 

battalions. 

 

Army officials had more opportunity to flexibly interpret and count in provinces where 

a large number of conscripts spoke more than one language, and more than one language was 

locally recognized (landesüblich), thus changing the official linguistic composition of a unit 

and statistical data. Conscripts’ personnel files indicate that sometimes army officials sought to 

highlight the language that they assumed was the conscript’s mother tongue. Some army 

officials underlined one language, while others intententionally ignored the requested sequence 

to highlight the mother tongue. They aimed at easing the work for their compads who wrote the 

annual report and requested the officers who spoke particular languages to train the next cohort 

of recruits. When I began my research, I assumed that army officials either did not know or 

ignored the language rules. I became convinced that most of them probably ignored the 

sequence, because they aimed at easing the categorization of the bi- and multilingual conscripts. 

We do not know if this highlighting took place, because a recruit mentioned the language as his 

first, or if the army official decided on his own. It is virtually impossible to trace how often 

mistakes occurred, or which motives were dominant in designating a first language. The 

Ministry of War regularly addressed notes to the Corps Commands – which they forwarded to 

all subordinate military offices in their territory – indicating that the data in the personnel files 

often appeared not to reflect the actual mother tongues, thus nationalities to which the recruits 

belonged to.243  

 

My analysis reveals that army officials when categorizing bi- or multilingual recruits to 

particular native tongues often favored German over other language abilities. Military archival 

records I have examined indicate that the most common motive for a preference of the German 

language over other languages was convenience because there were always sufficient numbers 

 
241 LAS, Evidenzreferat, Grundbuchblätter, box 37a, 1876, H-K. 
242 LAS, Evidenzreferat, Grundbuchblätter, box 51, 1880, L-Q. 
243 ÖStA/KA/Terr, Befehle, 4th Corps Command Budapest, box 44, no. 43, 30 June 1899. 
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of German-speaking military personnel available to train the recruits. Norman Stone has also 

observed that “the use of the German language remained largely a matter of convenience rather 

than prejudice.”244  Military records from my period investigation, however, indicate that the 

practice of favoring German over other languages also appeared of nationalist motives to 

uphold a regiment’s alleged historic German character, or to demonstrate German superiority. 

Ministerial archival records show that at least officially both Francis Joseph and his ministerial 

bureaucrats did not welcome such nationalist reasons for flexible interpretations of the language 

rules, but in many cases, misconduct was not punished. It might have been possible that army 

officals tended to ignore such manipulative practices to avoid a public debate in the parliaments 

and the press. 

 

My analysis of some rank and file personnel files shows how it was possible to change 

(or in some cases, perhaps, manipulate) nationality statistics and the linguistic composition of 

training units, thus, ignoring the conscripts’ language rights and the army’s own language rules. 

Personnel files reflect language abilities usually by the end of a recruit’s military service. We 

do not know which languages recruits learned after they joined the military. It is thus virtually 

impossible to trace the classification methods in the corps commands and regiments at a 

particular moment in time. However, it is possible to analyze how many soldiers spoke one or 

more languages, how their language knowledge changed over time owing to the changing 

educational system, and which categories were employed for languages. The information in 

these files also provides insight into possible methods of classification and categorization which 

determined the officially recognized languages in a particular regiment or battalion, and the 

annual nationality statistics.245 Below, I analyze examples from various regions of Austria and 

Hungary, in particular these where more than one language was spoken, and demonstrate the 

various results that can be achieved when different classification methods are applied.  

 

In my first example of recruit personnel files, I analyze two Austrian provinces, 

Bohemia and Moravia, where two languages, Czech and German, had the status of landesüblich 

and could therefore be given the status of a regimental language. Surviving personnel files for 

recruits from Bohemia and Moravia are housed in Prague’s Military Archive. They are 

organized by birth years in alphabetical order. I analyze here four sample boxes from recruits 

 
244 Stone, Army and Society in the Habsburg Monarchy, 100. 
245 For this study I recognized only Habsburg domestic languages, and not the so-called foreign languages. 

Among the most often noted were Russian, English, and French. 
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who were born in 1874, 1880, 1884, and 1885. They contain the files for 337 recruits. There 

are files for 114 men who were reported to be fluent only in German, and 132 who were listed 

as fluent only in Czech. In ninety-one cases, soldiers spoke both German and Czech.246 I do not 

take here into account the other languages noted in these files.  

 

Before 1904/5 the army bureaucrats could have designated 205 recruits as native 

speakers of German, and 132 recruits as native speakers of Czech, if they designated all those 

who were listed as bilingual as native German speakers. This would mean some sixty percent 

to be categorized as of German, and forty percent of Czech nationality. The army officials could 

also have designated all of those who were bilingual as native Czech speakers. The result would 

have been 114 Germans (thirty-three percent), and 223 Czechs (sixty-seven percent). Under the 

new regulations adopted in 1904/1905 – to count all languages – the result would have been 

205 Germans (forty-five percent), and 246 Czechs (fifty-four). There is an increase in the 

percentage of these recruits categorized as German who previously made up only thirty-three 

percent, and now an almost equal number with these of Czech nationality. In this sample, both 

languages irrespective of the classification method reached the required twenty percent needed 

to be recognized as regimental language, before and after the 1904/1905-regulations were 

decreed. However, there were many places in Bohemia and Moravia where the classification 

method could have become decisive as one language-group or the other did not reach the twenty 

percent necessary for recognition as a regimental language. 

  

Galicia is another useful example for a multilingual Habsburg province in which the 

classification method could have become decisive for the recognizition of regimental 

languages. I analyze a sample from the Ukrainian State Archive in Lviv of six boxes more 

closely that contains information on 489 conscripts born between 1868 and 1898. These men 

had the right of residency in Galicia.247 All boxes demonstrate that most of rank and file spoke 

more than one language, for the most part Ruthenian, Polish, and German are noted. The few 

examples were soldiers spoke other Habsburg languages were mostly these who were not born 

in this province but received residency there later. The overwhelming bulk of the rank and file 

who were noted to speak German were of Jewish faith, respectively, almost all Jews were noted 

to speak German. Yet, we do not know if they spoke standard German or more likely their 

 
246 VHA/KL, box 69 (1880, surnames begin with Dolezal through Don), box 427 (1884, Tyl-Ulb), box 315 

(1874, Ma), box 397 (1885, Uh-Ulman). 
247 The Lviv-collection also contains some rank and file with right of residency in Silesia, and Bukovina. 
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Yiddish idiom. Thus, army bureaucrats noted Yiddish as German, and Jews from Galicia ended 

up in the army statistics as of German nationality.  

 

One of my sample boxes contains information on ninety-eight conscripts. Most had been 

born in 1868, and their surnames started with Jabloner through Jurwoce. Seventeen spoke 

German and Polish, thirty-one spoke Polish, and Ruthenian. There were four who spoke 

German, Polish, and Ruthenian. Fifteen were noted to speak solely Ruthenian, twenty-seven 

solely Polish.248 Classification was easier in Galicia, as in contrast to Bohemia, where most 

rank and file were Roman-Catholics regardless if they spoke solely German or Czech. In 

Galicia, faith might have been an indicator to count someone as of Polish or Ruthenian 

nationality. My sample shows that almost all Roman-Catholics were noted to speak Polish, 

while almost all Greek-Catholics spoke Ruthenian.  

 

The more languages were spoken in a province, the more variations for deciding how to 

designate speakers to a particular native language were possible. For example, in Western 

Hungary, which in 1921 became part of Austria as Burgenland, three languages were spoken 

that the army recognized as possible regimental languages. In Hungary all languages recognized 

as regimental languages spoken by conscripts had to be recognized as long as they reached 

twenty percent. Employing samples from two different birth years, I also show how the 

Hungarian government’s policy of Magyarization, meaning more and more schools used 

Hungarian as language of instruction, changed which languages citizens spoke. I begin with 

1872, a generation who went to primary school at the beginning of Magyarization, and was 

primarily enlisted in the 1890s.249 The second example I analyze is the birth years 1897 through 

1900.250 This period marks the peak of Magyarization.251 These recruits enlisted in the final 

year of the First World War.  

 

The first sample box from 1872 contained a total of 239 recruits. Among them were 153 

men who spoke German, thirty-eight who spoke German, and Hungarian, twenty-three men 

who spoke German, and Croatian, and eighteen spoke German, Hungarian, and Croatian. There 

 
248 TDIAU/OBVO, 780, 3, 366, Jabloner to Jurwoce. A rest of four spoke each solely Romanian, 

German/Ruthenian, German/Hungarian, and German/Hungarian/Polish.   
249 ÖStA/KA/Gbbl, box 5775, 1872, Burgenland, surnames begin with A through Z. 
250 ÖStA/KA/Gbbl, box 5804, 1897 through 1900, Burgenland, surnames begin with W through Z. 
251 Even during the peak of Magyarization large numbers of Hungarian citizens did not attent schools in the state 

language. However, between 1890 and 1914, a growing number of cititzens either identified with a Hungarian 

nationality, or spoke the language: Zsuppán, Die politische Szene Ungarns, 115. 
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were only two recruits who spoke Hungarian and German/Slavic, while one each spoke 

German, Hungarian, and Slovak, German, and Czech, and German, Hungarian, Serbian, and 

Romanian. Employing the pre-1905 designation method, when only the supposedly first 

language was counted, army officials already had more than one option for classification. For 

example, if the officer who edited the annual report for the Ministry of War at the local level 

exclusively priorized German over Hungarian, and Croatian over Hungarian, the recruits would 

have been categorized: 214 Germans (89.53 percent), twenty-three Croats (9.62 percent), and 

two Hungarians (0.84 percent). These numbers would have meant that a regiment whose 

recruits hailed from Western Hungary would have had only one regimental language, German. 

Conversely, army bureaucrats might have prioritized Hungarian speakers over German and 

Croatian speakers, although that seems unlikely. In that case the number of Hungarian speakers 

would have increased. Ministerial and autobiographical archival material indicate that many 

army officials opposed Magyarization, thus they tended to recognize other languages soldiers 

spoke before taking the Hungarian language into account. The Burgenland example 

demonstrates that the recruits might have been categorized as: 153 Germans (64.01 percent), 

sixty Magyars (25.10 percent), twenty-four Croatians (10.04 percent), and one Czech. 

Employing this method the same regiment would have been bilingual, employing German and 

Hungarian, and not only German.  

 

Following the army reform in 1868, Hungarian politicians regularly sought to increase 

the use of Hungarian in the joint army. In 1904, the Hungarian Minister President István Tisza 

insisted that Hungarian replace German as the army’s bureaucratic language for regiments 

recruiting from the Kingdom of Hungary. Francis Joseph resisted his demand.252 While Francis 

Joseph also rejected the implementation of Hungarian as language of command in 1905, he 

acceded to what was then called the special or expanded regimental language (besondere or 

erweiterte Regimentssprache).253 Norman Stone has concluded that the Hungarian demand for 

the extended regimental language aimed at extending Magyarization efforts on to the so-called 

last remaining German bastion in Hungary: the joint army.254 The Hungarian political interest 

behind the changed classification method was the hope that Magyarization and school education 

had reached a point where almost all Hungarian citizens spoke the state language.  

 

 
252 N.N., Ungarn. Ministerieller Plan wegen der magyarischen Regimentssprache, Deutscher 

Geschichtskalender, 1905, 210. 
253 Anton Chroust, Die österreichische Frage III, Hochland 16, 2, 1919, 178. 
254 Stone, Army and Society in the Habsburg Monarchy, 104. 
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Hungarian citizens irrespective of their native languages who at least spoke limited 

Hungarian, had to take their military training in Hungarian. In 1904, Albert Apponyi, a 

Hungarian parliamentary delegate who had opposed the Ausgleich, and became Minister of 

Education in 1906, that the expanded regimental language would soon prove to be far more 

effective than a Hungarian language of command could have ever been, because “the latter is 

simply a mechanical memorizing of a lot of terms.”255 The parliamentary delegate Franz Stein 

in 1905 emphasized in the Hungarian parliament that their demands were successful as the War 

Ministry confirmed that in the future regiments had to count no longer the native-speakers to 

determine the recognized languages rather count these who spoke Hungarian. Stein concluded 

with: “Thus, the regimental language system will become the most suitable tool for 

Magyarization.”256 Stone has concluded that “the emperor viewed this programme [of 

expanding the use of Hungarian in the army] with sympathy, thus showing that he preferred to 

sacrifice Slovaks and Romanians to denationalization instead of breaking his alliance with the 

Magyar gentry.”257  

 

Indeed, the new classification method resulted in an increase in Hungarian-speaking 

conscripts. Samuel Uhercsik who was born in 1884 in a suburb of Bratislava exemplifies what 

the new counting method meant for the rank and file. He was listed as speaking German, 

Hungarian, and Slovak in his personnel file. Following the pre-1904 designation method, an 

army official would have decided his first language and therefore his nationality. Under the new 

system, officials had to count all three languages for statistical purposes, but Uhercsik would 

have been put into a Hungarian-language training unit.258 Of the earlier cohort for Burgenland 

mentioned above 25.1 percent spoke Hungarian, the second sample shows 39.8 percent. This is 

an increase in about fourteen percent. It appears that General Maximilian Csicserics was correct 

when he wrote in a diary entry that “despite intense Magyarization effort, often not without 

violence, soldiers still spoke only to a limited extent Hungarian.”259 At least in my example for 

Western Hungary, the process of Magyarization is not very visible in the soldier files. The 

following examples that I analyze show the categorization of western Hungarian recruits after 

1904/05, following the enaction of the new classification method. The example I analysed 

 
255 N.N., Ungarisches Abgeordnetenhaus, Die ungarische Kommandosprache, Redner: Tisza, Grazer Volksblatt, 

4 March 1904, 3. For the so-called Lex Apponyi, see: Marácz, Multilingualism in the Transleithanian part of the 

Austro-Hungarian Empire, 269-98. 
256 ALEX/SPAR, 1905, Stein, 31263. 
257 Stone, Army and Society in the Habsburg Monarchy, 105. 
258 VHA/KL, Samuel Uhercsik, born 1884. 
259 Eder, Der General der k.u.k. Armee und geheime Rat Maximilian Csicserics, 194. 
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above now totaled 341 recruits, in contrast to 239 before 1904, because from now on, recruits 

who spoke more than one language were counted more than once. The nationality 

categorization of recruits was: 236 Germans (69.20 percent), sixty Hungarians (17.59 percent), 

forty-one Croats (12.02 percent), and one each Czech, Romanian, Serb, and Slovak. The 1905-

regulations, at least in my example for Western Hungary, resulted in an increase in languages 

other than Hungarian. 

 

Following the implementation of the 1905-classification method percentages of 

languages that were recognized in the army changed throughout the Monarchy. In November 

1905, the Ministry of War presented a statistic about recognized languages in the army’s 

regiments and battalions. From among fifty-five regiments recruiting from Austria, in twelve 

one more language had to be recognized for training. Two regiments from Bohemia in which 

German had previously been the sole regimental language became bilingual, Czech and 

German. There were two regiments in which the Slovene language had to be recognized. Five 

regiments that formerly recognized only Ruthenian as a regimental language now recognized 

both Ruthenian and Polish, while three in which solely Polish had been the regimental language 

now also recognized Ruthenian. Excluding the six from Croatia-Slavonia, among forty-one 

regiments in Hungary, three regiments now also recognized Hungarian, three, Croatian/Serbian, 

two, Romanian, and one, Ruthenian. One regiment from Hungary now no longer had Slovak as 

regimental language.260 For example, in 1903 twenty-five regiments had a majority of 

Hungarian speakers. Three years later, after the implementation of the expanded regimental 

language system, there remained only four regiments in which Hungarian was not recognized, 

because less than one fifth of the rank and file were able to speak at least basic Hungarian.261 

Although Hungarian politicians aimed at increasing the percentages of Hungarian speakers, 

thus, an increase in regiments which recognized Hungarian, this did not always result in that 

conscripts from Hungary were trained in that language. The reason was purely practical. The 

expanded regimental language system meant that army commanders had a greater need for 

Hungarian-speaking personnel. The reserve officer Robert Nowak referred to the practical 

challenges the expanded regimental language system posed in his undated memoirs: “There 

 
260 ÖStA/KA/RKM, Präs, 50-31/1, War Ministry to Austrian Minister President, 18 November 1905, Annex: 

Regimentssprachen. See also: ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 9-2/2, 1905. 
261 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/726:4, Robert Nowak, Sammelsurium an kürzeren und längeren Fronterlebnissen, 

unpaginated and undated. 
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were not nearly enough Hungarian-speaking officers and NCOs available from one year to the 

next.”262 

 

The annual military handbook for 1910 for all regiments, battalions, and other service 

branches show that 130 recognized one regimental language, most often German and 

Hungarian, 145, two languages, most often German/Czech, German/Hungarian, and 

Polish/Ruthenian, while nineteen recognized three regimental languages. The regiments which 

recognized three or even more regimental languages were among others the Infantry Regiment 

No 66 which recruited from around Hungarian Uzhorod, where recruits spoke Hungarian, 

Slovak, and Ruthenian, the Infantry Regiment No 72 which recruited from around Bratislava, 

where recruits spoke German, Hungarian, and Slovak, Infantry Regiment No 85 which recruited 

from Maramureş, where recruits spoke Hungarian, Ruthenian, Romanian, and Infantry 

Regiment No 100 which recruited from Silesian Cieszyn/Český Těšín, where recruits spoke 

German, Czech, and Polish. More than only infantry regiments, also many other service 

branches recognized three languages such as the Pioneer Battalion No 9 which was located in 

Melk, in Lower Austria, and recognized German, Czech, and Polish.263 The numbers prestend 

in the yearbook demonstrate that it was more likely that units recruiting from Hungary tended 

to recognize more than one language. This certainly resulted from the fact that the landesüblich-

restriction was not employed in Hungary, but all languages conscripts spoke had to be 

recognized. 

 

Many conscripts were aware of the language categories, the sequence noted down in 

their personnel files, as well as the classification methods. Their military identity passes 

contained the same information.264 Thus, in addition to the classification methods that army 

officials employed, also the languages recruits mentioned during enlistment could have become 

decisive if languages were recognized. Archival sources indicate that many, particularly these 

recruits who spoke more than one language, were able to outwitt the system because they might 

not mention all of the languages they spoke. However, so far, I have found neither any 

autobiographical record that a conscript wrote about such an intention nor that army bureaucrats 

suspected recruits to withhold a particular language. Thus, examples for a manipulation on 

 
262 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/726:4, Robert Nowak, Sammelsurium an kürzeren und längeren Fronterlebnissen, 

unpaginated and undated. 
263 Militär-Statistisches Jahrbuch für 1910, 192-4.  
264 ÖStA/KA/RKM, 2. Abt., 12-13, 15th Corps Command to Ministry of War, 4 December 1902. See also: 

ÖStA/KA/RKM, Präs, 50-29/3, Petitionen mährischer Gemeinden um Einführung der böhmischen 

Dienstsprache, 1905. 
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behalf of recruits can only be traced second hand through their personnel files. For example, 

the personnel files for Bohemia and Moravia indicate that there were many educated and 

workers among conscripts whose job required the knowledge of German. However, many of 

their personnel files only noted Czech. In many cases, army bureaucrats later added German 

which indicates that the recruits during enlistment probably refused to mention it.265 We also 

do not know if these recruits learned German during their military service or if army officials 

discovered that these recruits had failed to list all of their language abilities, or if someone failed 

to note it during the enlistment process. It is likely that some recruits did so, because they 

wanted to avoid being put into a wrong language training unit, while others did so, based on 

nationalist reasons to strengthen their languages’ and nationalities’ percentages in the Habsburg 

army. There were also these who preferred one over another language out of private motives 

such as being trained together with villagers whom they knew and stemmed from a different 

mother tongue.266 Others may have simply wanted to be put into another language training unit 

to learn another language (to be discussed in chapter 3). However, it is a source unrelated to the 

army classification method that indicates the army bureaucrats’ awareness: In orders referring 

to soldiers who aided in the civil census taking in 1910-census in Austria. Recruits went from 

house to house by collecting information on local residents, thus, the Ministry of War informed 

all corps commands “that it has to be looked upon that an unbiased and correct answering of 

the questions in the forms takes place [...] in particular that the information given by the citizens 

about their language of daily use and mother tongue, moreover, proceed with the utmost 

conscientiousness and strictly avoid any influence whatsoever.”267   

 

I assume that in some cases, in particular in Hungary and Galicia, recruits refused to list 

all of the languages they spoke, because they wanted to avoid to be categorized as Hungarians 

or Poles. As army bureaucrats had already feared in 1868, this concession caused demands from 

Galicia where German language knowledge has decreased steadily even among officers and 

cadetts.268 A suitable example is the rank and file from western Hungary that I have discussed 

above. Owing to the Budapest government’s Magyarization efforts increasing numbers of 

citizens had to learn Hungarian in school. In his comparative European study from 1915, Rudolf 

Kleeberg referred to the weaknesses of the classification methods used in censuses, in particular 

 
265 VHA/KL, box 69 (1880, surnames begin with Dolezal through Don), box 427 (1884, Tyl-Ulb), box 315 

(1874, Ma), box 397 (1885, Uh-Ulman). 
266 An example is described in: Wittlin, Das Salz der Erde, 154. 
267 ÖStA/KA/Terr, Befehle, 13th Corps Command Zagreb/Agram, box 76, no. 88, 19 December 1910. 
268 Wagner, Geschichte des k.k. Kriegsministeriums, vol. 2, 240-1. 
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in Austria-Hungary. He argued that respondents might often had answered out of a “national 

creed” (nationales Glaubensbekenntnis), in particular in terms of their Hungarian 

knowledge.269 It is likely that many non-Hungarian native speakers did so during their army 

enlistment. However, not everybody in Hungary opposed Magyarization. The Bunjevci who 

settled in southern Hungary are a suitable example for the other way round. They were a South 

Slavic tribe, sometimes described as Catholic Serbs or Serbo-Croats. In the Hungarian census 

Bunjev was used as a language category, but not in the army.270 The Bunjevci spoke a Slavic 

idiom that was often mixed with Hungarian and German words. Eric Beckett Weaver has 

asserted that as early as the 1880s, most Bunjevci would have tended to “assimilate with 

Hungarians,” by nationality but also through language use.271 Although their own language, 

Bunjev, was Slavic, they perhaps increasingly tended to be categorized as Hungarians when 

serving in the army and it is possible that they highlighted their Hungarian-language knowledge. 

 

Methods applied and categories employed often became decisive if a particular language 

was recognized in a Habsburg regiment, battalion, or other service branch. Interestingly, 

although the Hungarian political aim was to increase the use of Hungarian as a training language 

in the joint army, in the end it resulted in that more other languages had to be recognized. This 

subchapter analysed mostly languages that were recognized in the army, although personnel 

files show that sometimes other languages were noted, which is demonstrated below.  

 

The Marginalization of Languages  

 

Wolfgang Göderle has written that the nineteenth century nationalist and state efforts to 

categorize and educate citizens in standard languages, resulted in that vernaculars across Europe 

steadily wittled away.272 Deák has written that during the same time the “peoples of the 

Monarchy spoke ten major and scores of minor languages.”273 The examples discussed in the 

previous subchapter shed light on the conscript languages from Bohemia, Moravia, and western 

Hungary. These cases show recognized ones, or in Deáks words, recruits spoke some of “the 

ten major languages.” However, there were some Habsburg provinces where terms for 

 
269 Kleeberg, Die Nationalitӓtenstatistik, 139-40. Göderle analyzes Kleeberg’s study in the framework of 

European statisticians during the late nineteenth, and early twenteeth century: Göderle, Zensus und Ethnizität, 

218f.  
270 Marácz, Multilingualism in the Transleithanian part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, 275. 
271 Beckett Weaver, Hungarian Views of the Bunjevci, 84-9. See also: Mandić, and Belić, Eine Fallstudie zur 

bunjewatzischen Sprache. 
272 Göderle, Zensus und Ethnizität, 96. 
273 Deák, Beyond Nationalism, 5. 
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languages were used that were not recognized as possible regimental languages to which Deák 

most likely referred to as “scores of minor languages.” This opened up the question of how to 

categorize the recruits who spoke them. The existence of recognized language categories as 

presented above did not exclude others from being used in military administrative files. This 

practice indicates that both army bureaucrats and officers failed to act uniformly. Wrongdoings 

posed a challenge to army officials of how counting these men or better assigning them to a 

distinctive linguistic training company, thus, nationality. My analysis of thousands of both 

recruit (Grundbuchblätter) and officer personnel files (Qualifikationslisten) reveals that many 

other language categories were noted, often resulting in a – above all in Austria and Bosnia-

Herzegovina – energetic discussion about the army’s language categorization. The examples 

below analyze only the most often used and discussed terms: Ladin, Windisch, Bosnian, and 

Yiddish. 

 

Some personnel files contained popularly used local terms for languages. For example, 

until the mid-nineteenth century, linguists and politicians regularly argued about the 

categorization of the Slavic language spoken in Carinthia, Carniola, and Styria.274 Although 

army guidelines stipulated that only Slovene could be employed as a regimental language (by 

following the local civil administrative practice), the terms windisch, krainerisch (Carniolan), 

and steirisch (Styrian) still appeared in recruits’ personnel files. A sample archival box in the 

Austrian State Archives for Carinthian conscripts born in 1864 and with last names starting 

with “G,” contains a total of 288 recruits. The various languages noted in the files reveal that 

203 recruits spoke solely German, thirty-three spoke German and Slovene, twenty-three spoke 

German and Windisch, fifteen solely Windisch, twelve solely Slovene, one-each spoke 

German, and Italian, and German, and Croatian. As in western Hungary, Carinthia offers a 

variety of opportunities to classify the rank and file. The additional challenge for army officials 

was how to categorize the (solely) Windisch-speaking recruits.   

 

The pre-1905-regulations required army officials to count only the recruits’ alleged 

native language. If an army official was interested in having as many German speakers as 

possible for a particular regiment or battalion in the army yearbook, he could have classified all 

German/Windisch and all German/Slovene speakers as Germans. Those who spoke only 

Windisch could only be classified as Slovenes. This classification would have resulted in the 

following figures: 261 Germans (90.62 percent), and twenty-seven Slovenes (9.3 percent). The 

 
274 See: Stergar and Scheer, Ethnic Boxes.  
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officer who counted might have counted in favor to support the German character of a regiment 

or followed the army's interest in treating all recognized languages equally. In the second case 

he could have classified all bilingual recruits as Slovenes. The result would have been 205 

Germans, and eighty-three Slovenes. In this case, the regiment would have comprised of 71.18 

percent Germans, and 28.81 percent Slovenes.275 In the first case, Slovene- or Slavic-speaking 

recruits would have never reached the required twenty percent to be recognized in the regiment. 

Therefore, Slovene and Windisch speakers had to be assigned to training units that used the 

German language exclusively. In the second case, both German and Slovene would have 

become regimental languages. 

 

Rok Stergar has argued that Slovene-speaking citizens claimed that some regiments lost 

Slovene as their second language owing to manipulation during classification. For example, 

Infantry Regiment No 7, which recruited from Carinthia, for many years recognized two 

languages, German and Slovene. In the early 1890s the regiment turned into a solely German-

speaking when Slovene speakers no longer reached the twenty percent. Beginning in 1892, 

Slovene members of the parliament had regularly – and unsuccessfully – demanded their 

language to be again be recognized in this regiment. Following the 1905-reform, both languages 

German, and Slovene automatically had to be recognized. The regiment became bilingual 

again.276 Army officials no longer had the opportunity to categorize speakers of both local 

languages as Germans. The figures for that regiment after 1904 would have been: 261 Germans 

(75.43 percent), eighty-three Slovenes (23.98 percent), as well as one Italian, and one Croat.277 

 

 Elsewhere in Austria, for example in Tyrol a term was used in personnel files as a 

language which was not among the possible regimental languages.278 Ladin, in contrast to 

Windisch for the Carinthian example, had however been employed for a while in the army’s 

nationality statistics where it was categorized together with Italian as “Italian-Ladin.”279 By the 

late nineteenth century, a lively Ladin cultural movement in Tyrol aimed at distinguishing its 

speakers from speakers of the other local languages, German and Italian. As early as the mid-

nineteenth century, local cultural activists used the term “Ladin nation.” Many Ladin-speakers 

 
275 ÖStA/KA/Gbbl, box 5154, Carinthia, 1864, Gr. 
276 Stergar, Fragen des Militӓrwesens in der slowenischen Politik, 397. 
277 ÖStA/KA/Gbbl, box 5154, Carinthia, 1864, Gr. 
278 I have yet to find Ladin, as well as Windisch, mentioned in officer personnel files. Probably the reason was 

that in officer files only regimental and foreign languages were noted. This practice differed from that of the rank 

and file as in their personnel files these terms were regularly used.  
279 As just one example from 1904: ÖStA/KA/RKM, Abt. 2, 49-3/3, 1904. 
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resisted the army’s practice to categorize them jointly with Italians, thus this movement tended 

to highlight the non-Italian elements of their idiom. The Ladin Association published its 

calendar in Ladin and German language and often asserted that Ladins preferred to speak 

German instead of Italian as second language.280 Italian nationalists in Tyrol and in the 

Kingdom of Italy on the other hand regularly argued that Ladin should be treated as a form of 

Italian vernacular instead of a separate language.281  

 

As Ladins for a long time were categorized together with Italians in Habsburg army 

statistic indicates that army bureaucrats classified Ladin speakers as Italians and tended to 

assign them to Italian-speaking training units. Indeed, the Ministry of War apparently never 

issued general orders on how to deal with Ladin-speaking conscripts. Autobiographical records 

of Ladin-speaking soldiers indicate that many of them were unhappy with the army’s 

categorization, and that they would have preferred to have been placed in German-speaking 

training units as many of them spoke this language. For example, the volunteer Franz Pizzinini 

asserted in his diary having preferred to be assigned to a training unit that employed German, 

instead of serving among Italian-speakers.282 It is difficult to show the exact number of Ladin-

speaking recruits from Tyrol on the basis of personnel files. From a sample of 505 recruits from 

what is nowadays South Tyrol, in Italy, where most of Ladin speakers lived, only eleven were 

noted to speak Ladin. This low number might be a result of that in particular years Ladin had 

to be used in personnel files, while in others it was not allowed (like Windisch). As Ladin shared 

a box with Italian in the other years, my assumption is that local officers tended to classify them 

as Italian speakers in the years where the term was not allowed to be used. However, we do not 

know how an army official decided over mother tongue in the case a recruit spoke Ladin and 

German fluently. He could have decided in favor of the German language out of practicality, 

or out of nationalist motives to outnumber Italian speakers. From the eleven recruits mentioned 

above, seven were noted to speak German, and Ladin, three, German, Italian, and Ladin, while 

there was only one solely Ladin speaker.283 These numbers indicate that Ladins tended to speak 

German in addition to their native tongue, or that some refused to mention Italian during 

enlistment.  

 

 
280 A.L., Cie sons-a nëus Ladíns? Über Wesen und Zusammengehörigkeit der Ladiner, Calënder de Gherdëina 

per l‘ an 1912 / Ladinischer Kalender für das Grödnertal, 36-9. 
281 Pescosta, Geschichte der Dolomitenladiner, 257-309. 
282 PP, Chiara Costner (Brixen), Abschrift des Feldtagebuchs von Franz Pizzinini, geschrieben während der 

Kriegsjahre 1915-18, gedient im II. Kaiserschützenregiment. 
283 TL, Gbbl, Südtirol, Konv. 100, Innerkofler-Janes; Mayr-Malfatti; and Konv. 147, Mosheimer-Munding. 
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 There was a third example of a language term which was regularly used in personnel 

files. Bosnian was noted in both in the files of officers, and the rank and file, although the 

Ministry of War regularly reminded its subordinate military institutions that they were not 

allowed to employ this term. In the contrast to Ladin, ministerial bureaucrats and subordinate 

military officers in Bosnia-Herzegovina had a lively discussion about the use of Bosnian in 

military documents and personnel files. Locally stationed army bureaucrats insisted on its use 

for two reasons: firstly, they supported the local civil administration’s aim to create an 

overarching Bosnian identity among Roman-Catholic, Orthodox, and Muslim residents through 

a joint language category.284 Secondly, many locally deployed army bureaucrats were 

convinced that the existing language categories would marginalize recruits of Muslim faith, 

because only the Serbian and the Croatian languages and therefore nationalities were 

recognized. The army practice caused that Muslim recruits from Bosnia-Herzegovina were 

classified as Croats or Serbs in the army yearbooks. Muslim recruits were aware of the 

categories used because they were given military identity passes (Militӓrpӓsse). Therein the 

same language categories were noted as in their personnel files. Muslim soldiers regularly sent 

petitions to the Bosnian-Herzegovinian army bureaucrats protesting that they did not want to 

“become” Serbs or Croats when fulfilling their compulsory military service.285 

 

 Army bureaucrats in Bosnia-Herzegovina increasingly experienced soldiers of 

Muslim faith as reliable and loyal, thus, became convinced that they deserve their own language 

category. However, archival records indicate that most army officers were convinced that in 

Bosnia-Herzegovina only one local language was spoken for which three different terms were 

in use. For example, the Bosnian-Herzegovinian government emphasized towards the Ministry 

of War in 1903 that the bulk of Bosnia-Herzegovinian “inhabitants […] speak one and the same 

language.”286 Nevertheless, they asked for the recognition of Bosnian as regimental language 

more than once. The Ministry of War always rejected these demands.287 Even after the passing 

of the ministerial decrees which insisted on the exclusive use of Croatian and Serbian, the terms 

Bosnian-Herzegovinian language or Bosnian were noted as language category in personnel 

files. For example, career officer Scherif (Šerif) Kosmić was born in 1881, three years after the 

Habsburg army occupied Bosnia-Herzegovina, in a village near Jajce. Starting his military 

 
284 Ress, Versuch einer Nationenbildung um die Jahrhundertwende, 64-7. See also for the Habsburg 

Government’s effort to create a Bosnian identity: Okey, The Habsburg Ccivilizing Mission” in Bosnia, 1878-

1914, and Hajdarpasic, Whose Bosnia? Nationalism and Political Imagination in the Balkans, 1840-1914. 
285 ABH, ZMF, no. 16659, Governor to Ministry of War, 4 December 1902. 
286 ABH, ZMF, no. 10724, Government to Ministry of War, 31 August 1903. 
287 ÖStA/KA/RKM, Präs, 10-39/1, War Ministry Decision, 5 August 1903. 
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career in 1901, he was assigned to a variety of garrisons outside his home provinces before 

returning to Bosnia-Herzegovina where he was deployed in Trebinje and Mostar. His personnel 

file shows that Kosmić´s superiors noted that he spoke both Bosnian and German.288 Kosmić 

was a Muslim and born in the occupied territories, but my analysis of personnel files 

demonstrates that military officials employed the term Bosnian as a language category for local 

officers and recruits of all major domestic denomiations, Muslim, Orthodox, and Roman-

Catholic. For example, his military file dating from 1905 indicates that the Roman-Catholic 

reservist Stjepan Sukić born in 1883 in Bihać spoke Bosnian.289 The category Bosnian was even 

employed for soldiers who were born neither in these provinces nor served among Bosnian-

Herzegovinian recruits. For example, Pietro Tisot was born in Hungarian Arad and enlisted in 

Tyrol. He was recorded as speaking Italian, Bosnian, and basic German.290  

 

 Following the annexation of occupied territories in 1908, and the implementation of 

a provincial parliament (Landtag) in 1910, the Bosnian-Hercegovinian government advocated 

Serbo-Croatian to become the term used in local administration.291 Instead of previously used 

Croatian and Serbian a language table from 1912 published for the Bosnian-Herzegovinian 

Corps Command now recognized only one language category, Serbo-Croatian.292 According to 

the linguist Gordana Ilić Marković, a couple of years before the advent of the First World War 

the term “Serbo-Croatian” increasingly replaced the terms “Serbian” or “Croatian”, and became 

exclusively used throughout the Monarchy in administration and education.293 Although Serbo-

Croatian was a newly added category, there is nothing preserved in Ministry of War’s records 

explaining who advocated this category, and which soldiers were included. Only in 1918 a table 

indicated that speakers of Serbo-Croatian can only be found in the Bosnian-Herzegovinian 

regiments by constituting an individual category in addition to Croats and Serbs. This indicates 

that this category was exclusively used for the recruits of Muslim faith. This 1918-table, 

probably the last one the military issued, employed the following categories: Germans, 

Hungarians, Czechs, Slovaks, Poles, Ruthenians, Slovenes, Serbo-Croats, Croats, Serbs, 

Romanians, Italians, and Ladins.294  

 
288 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Scherif Kosmić, born 1881. 
289 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Stjepan Sukić, born1883.  
290 TL, Grundbuchblätter, Südtirol, Pietro Tisot, born 1874. 
291 Ekmečić, Society in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 269. 
292 ÖStA/KA/Terr, Befehle, 15th Corps Command, no. 17, 5 March 1912. 
293 Ilić Marković, Creating a Name for a Pluricentric Language: From Serbian to Serbo-Croatian, 

Bosnia/Croatian/Serbian, 443. 
294 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 30-1/2, 1918. Ladin was occasionally used in military archival records (to be discussed in 

chapter 3). 
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Yiddish, the language spoken by many Jews in Galicia and Bukovia, offers yet another 

example of a language which was not recognized in the army, but in contrast to Bosnian, and 

Windisch, was almost never noted in personnel files.295 Yiddish speakers overwhelmingly lived 

in Galicia and Bukovina, both part of Cisleithanian Austria. Jews were enlisted as citizens of 

other faithes. There were no exceptions or limits for military careers as was the case in other 

armies of that time.296 Yiddish was never recognized as a language in Habsburg Monarchy’s 

administration, although some politicians regularly demanded its recognition. Yiddish never 

became a language category in the joint army. As a result, speakers were forced to associate 

with one of the recognized languages. Jan Fellerer has emphasized that many Galician Yiddish 

speakers typically chose German, but there was an ongoing shift towards Polish as the then-

dominant language of the province.297 Nino Gude has recently written that in Galicia there were 

a limited number of Yiddish speakers who preferred the Ruthenian language.298 Gerald Stourzh 

has argued that especially in Galicia, Yiddish speakers tended to prefer being categorized as 

Germans because they aimed at avoiding being counted as Poles.299 In the Austrian census, 

however, Yiddish speakers were usually counted as Germans,300 although some regularly 

resisted this practice as Joshua Shanes has argued.301 

 

Similiar to other language categories, the Ministry of War seemingly never issued orders 

of how to classify Yiddish speakers. Thus, soldiers of Jewish faith were only recognizeable in 

the category indicating religious denominations. In my sample of 489 conscripts with right of 

residency in Galicia, the term Yiddish (jüdisch) was only noted twice as language category. 

The bulk of army bureaucrats were apparently convinced that Yiddish was not a real language, 

but a “German idiom from the Middle Ages,” or “an idiom related to German.”302 Military 

archival sources indicate that army bureaucrats tended to count Yiddish speakers as Germans 

primarily for practical reasons, because a communication with German-speaking officers and 

NCOs was almost always possible. The First World War volunteer officer, later novelist, Józef 

 
295 TDIAU/OBVO, 780, 3, 126, Babij to Bilec. I have analyzed a representative sample of six boxes (126, 130, 

133, 355, 366, and 370) for 489 rank and file with right of residency in Galicia.  
296 See: Schmidl, Habsburgs jüdische Soldaten. 
297 Fellerer, Reconstructing Multilingualism in Everyday Life, 223. 
298 Gude, Ukrainisch werden, jüdisch bleiben. 
299 Stourzh, Die Gleichberechtigung der Nationalitäten, 75-77. 
300 Wagner, Die Bukowina und ihre Deutschen, 17.  
301 Shanes has shown that many Jews in Galicia never identified with any of the “approved” ethno-linguistic 

nations although they could not choose Yiddish or Hebrew as their language of daily use in the census: Shanes, 

Diaspora Nationalism and Jewish Identity in Habsburg Galicia, 36. 
302 Bischitzky, Schreiner, Simon Dubnow, 18. 
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Wittlin sheds light on how this army practice may have functioned. In his war time novel, based 

on his own military experience, during mobilization and examination language speakers from 

Galicia were grouped for swearing the oath: “First, he [the officer] separated the small German-

speaking group, which was mainly Jews, from the Polish, and the Ukrainian [Ruthenian] 

group.”303 Most Yiddish speakers spoke more than one local language. In contrast to the 

Bosnian example, the military archival records do not indicate that Yiddish-speaking recruits 

officially complained to army institutions about this assignment, at least the Corps Command 

seemingly never forwarded a request to the Ministry of War.  

 

There was another group of Habsburg citizens, speaking a language hitherto not 

mentioned. They lived in many places throughout the Monarchy, belonged to several different 

tribes, and spoke a variety of idioms, although Roma were the numerically largest group. Army 

bureaucrats until 1918 tended to refer to them as Zigeuner (Gypsies). In contrast to Jews and 

Ladins, they did not organize a national movement.304 There was no public debate, and no 

representatives were speaking in their names in the parliaments or diets. Thus, it is almost 

impossible to analyse how they experienced the army language system who following the 

Hungarian census estimated 274,900.305 In Austria, Rome language was not a recognized 

language category. Rome was also never recognized in the Habsburg army. In the personnel 

files of the rank and file they are not visible as most of them were of Catholic or Orthodox faith. 

As many of Roma spoke more than one locally used language, they were possibly categorized 

according to one of them in the army, or as László Marácz argued, Roma of Hungarian 

citizenship were massively registered as Hungarians.306  

 

While the recognition of Bosnian was debated among army bureaucrats, many other 

languages were not, including Slavonian, Friulian, Hanáci, Istrian, Triestine, and Goral. It is 

therefore impossible to analyze how conscripts who spoke these languages were categorized in 

the army.307 These languages were recognized neither in provincial law nor in the army. Thus, 

these idioms never constituted a separate language and therefore nationality, and became prone 

 
303 Wittlin, Das Salz der Erde, 100f. 
304 Zahra, Roma, Migration Panics, and Internment in the Habsburg Empire, 708-10. 
305 Marácz, Multilingualism in the Transleithanian part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, 275. 
306 Marácz, Multilingualism in the Transleithanian part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, 275. 
307 For these and some more see: Stern, Nomachi, and Belić, eds. Linguistic Regionalism in Eastern Europe and 

Beyond Minority, Regional and Literary Microlanguages. As well as: ÖStA/KA/NL, B/862:1, Adolf Stillfried 

von Rathenitz, Erinnerungen aus meinem Leben, unpublished manuscript, undated, 26. Some of them I have 

never found in personnel files across the Monarchy, except for Slavonian that was sometimes used in personnel 

files from conscripts recruiting from Croatia-Slavonia: HDA, 152, box 138, Stefan Babić, born 1841. 
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for a flexible interpretation, enabling army officials to change percentages in a regiment or 

battalion. In most cases, however, marginalization of recruits’ languages appeared in Austria, 

because they were not landesüblich. The army personnel files for conscripts indicate that many 

Moravia- and Bohemia-born native Czech speakers successfully applied for right of residence 

in municipalities in Lower Austrian. Some of them were even noted not to speak German.308 

Their language was never recognized during training. I analyzed a representative sample of 343 

soldier personnel files (Grundbuchblätter) that included recruits who were heimatzuständig in 

Vienna.309 The files are preserved in the Austrian State Archives in alphabetical order by year 

of birth. The first box I analyzed contains files of men born in the 1870s whose family names 

begin with Ich. From a total of 171 recruits, eighty-seven recruits solely spoke German, twenty-

one solely Czech, and fifty-one spoke both Czech and German.310 These numbers reveal that 

native German speakers accounted for at least fifty-one percent, and native Czech speakers, at 

least twelve percent of recruits from Vienna. But, how do we evaluate the thirty percent of 

recruits who were bilingual? If we assume that most of Vienna residents who spoke two 

languages, Czech and German, were native Czech-speakers rather than German native-speakers 

learned Czech, at least in my sample Czechs made up forty-two percent of recruits from Vienna.  

 

The second box I examined contains the files of recruits from Vienna who were born in 

1870. Their family names start with Hoe through Hyn. From a total of 169 recruits, 122 recruits 

spoke solely German (seventy-two percent), six solely Czech (3.5 percent), and thirty-one 

spoke both German and Czech (eighteen percent).311 For the first sample shown above, if Czech 

would have been recognized in Lower Austria, it would have become a regimental language in 

addition to German regardless to which category the bilingual speakers would have been 

assigned to. In the second example, the recognition of Czech would have been dependent on 

how army bureaucrats assigned the bilingual recruits. According to the later introduced 

classification method, all language knowledge had to be considered. Thus, Czech would have 

become a regimental language in the second example irrespective of the assignment method. 

Despite the precentages shown above, Czech never became a regimental language for recruits 

from Vienna. 

 

 
308 Statistisches Jahrbuch der Stadt Wien für 1883, 20. 
309 So far, historians used these personnel files mostly only for particular soldier biographies. An exception is 

Alexander Losiev who analysed files from Galicia for Ruthenian speaking officers, NCOs and rank and file. 
310 ÖStA/KA/Gbbl, box 251, Vienna, 1870, Ichlitzka. 
311 ÖStA/KA/Gbbl, box 250, Vienna, 1870, Högler to Hynek. 
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Owing to internal migration during my period of investigation, the language landscapes 

of the Monarchy changed. Local Czech politicians’ attempts to have their language recognized 

as the second Landesübliche in addition to German in Lower Austria, including Vienna, failed. 

They even brought their requests before the imperial court which finally decided that Czech 

speakers were not “historical residents” of Lower Austria.312 Despite politicians’ and 

journalists’ harsh criticism of the landesüblich-system, the set of recognized languages was 

never expanded. Thus, some of the recruits mentioned above never got the right to use their 

native language during their military service. Even if recruits were not trained in their mother 

tongue archival records indicate that they most likely spoke with their comrades in their native 

language. For example, it could be argued for the Infantry Regiment No 4, the so-called 

Deutschmeister, the Viennese house regiment, that they had a Czech character too, simply 

because around twenty percent were Czech (native) speakers.  

 

  

 
312 Stourzh, Die Gleichberechtigung der Nationalitäten, 81-2.  
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Conclusion 

 

The Defense Acts and the army reform that imposed a new language system on the army, 

affected numerous military institutions. For the most part, the departments of the Ministry of 

War were engaged in regulating the linguistic diversity of both the officers and the conscripts. 

This chapter analysed that the initial debate about language regulations in Hungary stopped all 

future efforts to discuss shortcomings openly and publicly. Thus, many of the new language 

regulations had not been adequately defined, and thus offered army officials and officers the 

possibility for flexible interpretations.  

 

The army language system comprised three different levels: the language of command, 

for bureaucratic communication, and the so-called regimental languages, the languages spoken 

by the recruits. The army bureaucratic language was of internal and political importance and 

concerned mainly the army staff. They had to have excellent spoken and written knowledge of 

German. Owing to efficiency, German continued to dominate the army language system, but 

other languages were increasingly used. The regimental language system, however, affected 

both officers and the conscripts because the recruits’ languages became decisive in terms of 

communication during military training and education. The conscripts’ language rights were 

recognized in the so-called regimental language system that granted recruits to use their native 

tongues during military service. Francis Joseph and his subordinate bureaucrats took the 

conscripts’ languages into account for military efficiency and were convinced that only soldiers 

who fully understand orders, and knew what they were fighting for, would be successful in 

battle. Thus, they advocated a modern method of training recruits that was based on education 

instead of drill. But several restrictions were posed from the very beginning based on a variety 

of motives. Thus, not all conscripts were educated in their native tongues.  

 

In the army language system German was the predominant language. However, after 

1904/05 concessions were given to Hungary which resulted in a preference of Hungarian over 

the other regimental languages. The figures and percentages analyzed in chapter 2 reflect only 

particular moments in time. There were cases in which a language lost the status or (re)gained 

the status as a regimental language. Among the reasons for this change could have been internal 

migration or the educational system, but most often it resulted from the army officials’ 

categorization method, and army officials’ flexible classification, particularly of these recruits 

who spoke more than one language. Recognizing only a limited number of languages in the 
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army, might have been the result of practicality, but local practices of using language categories 

that were forbidden posed a challenge to army officials’ classification method, and opened 

possibilities for misconduct. The records of the Ministry of War indicate that there was no 

internal debate, although bureaucrats were aware of flexible interpretation. The Ministry never 

gave orders in terms of the army’s own classification methods, thus, enabling both officers and 

conscripts to ignore language rules. However, misconducts were usually not an outcome of 

nationalist prejudices, rather of practicality, ignorance, and/or convenience.  
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Part II: The Habsburg Army’s Language System and the Military Personnel 

 

This chapter analyzes how the military personnel navigated, affected, and interpreted the army 

language system. These men must be analyzed along the most distinguishing lines of an army 

system: the rank and file and the officers. Neither group, however, constituted a monolith. The 

recruits hailed from a wide variety of social, ethnic, linguistic, and religious backgrounds. 

Moreover, the rank and file included the NCOs who were on the one hand affected by the 

system, but on the other, also influenced it, because they applied the system to the recruits. 

Officers were a heterogenous group, and most importantly, they have to be distinguished 

between career and reserve officers. In addition, there were other members of the military who 

were also in officers’ rank: the military specialists. They included clergy, attorneys, physicians, 

and veterinarians. All of the specialists met different language requirements. 

 

 Many historians have tended to treat the rank and file as passive recipients of the 

language system, while depicting the officers as active adherents of it. I argue that the rank and 

file often actively shaped the system, and officers sometimes were required to obey orders and 

had no opportunity to influence the system. Both groups sometimes shaped the language system 

as the legal framework offered numerous opportunities for flexible adaptations, and therefore 

were able to influence its acceptance among other soldiers and civilians. This chapter 

demonstrates that the rank and file’s as well as officers’ flexible adaption of the language system 

were often not owing to their linguistic backgrounds (and therefore nationality), rather often 

depended on a particular undertaking by making use of the elasticity of the rules. In addition, 

the system was influenced by army bureaucrats’ conviction that every Habsburg citizen had a 

distinct nationality, which was first and foremost related to the language use. Conscripts had 

not only the right to use their native tongues during military service but were also obliged to fit 

into a recognized language category, thus, nationality.  
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Chapter 3: The Rank and File  

 

Following the implementation of compulsory military service in 1867/8 more men served in 

the Habsburg army irrespective of their social classes, native tongues, ethnic backgrounds, or 

religious affiliations than previously. In 1869, the Habsburg military journal Die Vedette noted 

that the army headcount doubled within a few months.313 Norman Stone has written about the 

challenges Francis Joseph and his army bureaucrats faced: “When the principle of universal 

conscription was first introduced […] the army became too large to permit extensive 

denationalizing of conscripts, and the language problem became of much greater 

importance.”314 Compulsory service lasted for twelve years, but only three (and, after 1904 two) 

years was active duty, which was undertaken in one of the many garrisons across Austria-

Hungary.315 For the remaining time the rank and file was in reserve, which meant in case of 

mobilization they were called to arms. The Military Statistical Handbook shows for 1885 the 

following nationalities among recruits: 29.7 percent Germans, 18.7 Magyars, 14 percent Czechs 

and Moravians, 8.1 Ruthenians, 7.9 percent Poles, 7.1 percent Croats and Serbs, 5.4 percent 

Romanians, 4.8 percent Slovaks, 3.5 percent Slovenes, and 0.8 percent Italians.316 The 1910-

issue indicates that percentages did not change significantly: 25.3 percent Germans, 23 

Magyars, 13 percent Czechs and Moravians, 8.8 percent Croats and Serbs, 7.9 percent Poles, 

7.7 percent Ruthenians, 6.8 percent Romanians, 3.6 percent Slovaks, 2.6  percent Slovenes, and 

1.3 percent Italians.317 

 

 For many conscripts, especially those from rural monolingual regions, their army 

service was the first time that they experienced the Monarchy’s linguistic diversity. This chapter 

demonstrates how army bureaucrats employed the language system in the conscripts’ 

enlistment and military training. In addition, there were many other daily military undertakings 

when the regimental language system mattered. Daily orders (Tagesbefehle) were addressed in 

front of the assembled soldiers in the barracks' yards, and had to be given first in the army 

language followed by translations into the recognized regimental languages.318 The army was 

also required to provide medical and spiritual support in the many languages of the soldiers. As 

 
313 N.N., Was wir wollen, Die Vedette, 20 October 1869, 1. 
314 Stone, Army and Society in the Habsburg Monarchy, 99. See also: Schweizer, Die österreichisch-

ungarischen Wehrgesetze, unpaginated foreword. 
315 Schweizer, Die österreichisch-ungarischen Wehrgesetze, 273f. 
316 Militär-Statistisches Jahrbuch für 1886, 131. 
317 Militär-Statistisches Jahrbuch für 1910, 146. 
318 Manescul, Meine Dritte Kompanie, 18. 
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was the case for the classification method and language categorization, rules were often unclear 

and left much space for a flexible interpretation of the language regulations. As shown in the 

earlier chapters the reasons for misinterpretation were not exclusively nationally motivated, but 

often resulted from practicality, convenience, and ignorance. 

 

Enlistment 

 

The year they turned twenty-one, the Monarchy’s male citizens were required to appear for 

enlistment at a location based on their residential right (Heimatzuständigkeit). Annually in early 

autumn, district authorities (in Austria, they were usually the Bezirksbehӧrde, in Hungary, they 

were the szék/Stuhlbezirk) began developing lists of conscripts. In Austria, these lists were 

compiled on the basis of parish documents, while in Hungary they were based on registration 

office data.319 The list of conscripts had to be publicly announced in October, either by poster 

or by another locally accepted practice. Even in the late nineteenth century, this might have 

meant that a town-hall employee, equipped with a drum or a bell, called out the information in 

town squares and at road crossings.320 Under threat of punishment all of the men whose names 

were listed had to report to their district authorities by November of the same year. They were 

to appear in person or if unable to do so respond by letter.321 They then were summoned for the 

examination at their place of residence.  

 

Many more men turned twenty-one annually than the Habsburg army needed in recruit. 

Indeed, Austrian statistics showed that 881,636 men reached the age of maturity in 1888. 

Among them were 55,114 men who had been temporarily exempted from army service (because 

they were students or had to work in their family business), failed to respond to the call, or did 

not show up for their examination. Only 826,522 men were declared fit for service.322 The 

number of recruits trained every year in Austria was 96,000, and 91,000 in Hungary.323 These 

numbers reveal that the compulsory military service affected less than a quarter of male citizens 

of an annual cohort. The proportions did not change severely in the period of investigation. 

 
319 Militär-Statistisches Jahrbuch für 1871. See also: Schweizer, Die österreichisch-ungarischen Wehrgesetze, 

259f. 
320 Berecz, German and Romanian in Town Governments, 155. 
321 Grießl, Vorschriften in Militär-Angelegenheiten. Für den Seelsorge-Clerus, 16-35. 
322 Militär-Statistisches Jahrbuch für 1886, 131.  
323 Vogt, Die europäischen Heere der Gegenwart, 43. 
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However, the number of conscripts rose from around 800,000 to 1,400,000, comparable to the 

overall number of Habsburg citizens.324  

 

The enlistment examinations started between mid-January and mid-March in Hungary, 

while in Austria they took place between early April and end of May.325 A committee 

(Stellungskommission) organized and carried out these examinations that local civil authorities 

set up. The committees comprised representatives of the local civil authorities and army 

officers. Some of the members had decisive vote on a candidate’s suitability, while others had 

only advisory vote such as interpreters.326 Committee members travelled from district to district 

to the various enlistment locations. The Ministry of War stipulated one comittee to examine a 

maximum of 200 recruits per day.327 

 

 Communities organized the enlistment, including examination localities 

(Musterungslokale). The location employed depended on the size of the community. In larger 

towns and cities, the examinations took place in military barracks, while in smaller towns and 

villages, they were often held in town halls, or even restaurants and pubs.328 The locality was 

publicly announced. The local press usually commented the entire procedure. Newspapers from 

across the Monarchy indicate that journalists regularly reported in which language the 

announcement was published, in which language the call for the examination was sent,329 which 

languages the committee members spoke, if the conscripts would have the opportunity to speak 

in their native tongue, and are understood. Austrian parliamentary delegates and journalists 

regularly demanded that both the commitee members and the conscripts should have the right 

to use their native tongues during the examination process. There was regular public criticism 

about the comittee members’ language proficiency.  

 

German was obligatory for committee members when speaking to one another. While 

the community representatives insisted on their right to use the locally recognized language(s), 

the Ministry of War argued that in this particular case imperial recruitment law had to be 

respected and not provincial law which allowed the use of all locally recognized languages.330 

 
324 Militär-Statistisches Jahrbuch für 1910, 145. 
325 Militär-Statistisches Jahrbuch für 1871. 
326 Grießl, Vorschriften in Militär-Angelegenheiten, 16-35. 
327 Militär-Statistisches Jahrbuch für 1871. 
328 N.N., Wildon, Grazer Tagblatt, 8 March 1899, 6.  
329 Parliamentarians regularly insisted that calls were sent in German to native Czech-speaking citizens. For just 

one example: ALEX/SPAR, 1905, Reichstädter, 27375. 
330 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 33-1/3-2, 1898. 
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Complaints and demands like that were regularly raised. Ministerial archival records indicate 

that Francis Joseph and his army bureaucrats never considered them or even seriously discussed 

them. For example, a 1905-petition from communities across Moravia called for the Ministry 

of War to ensure that comittee members should speak both of the local languages that is German 

and Czech.331 In 1911, Václav Fresl, a delegate from the Czech National Socialist Party, 

criticized the commitee members’ language use and abilities in the parliament: “The mayor 

does not speak one word of Bohemian [Czech], the captain only basics, and the physician not 

at all.”332 In addition to the recruitment procedure, newspapers often reported the outcome of 

the recruitment by publishing the names of local recruits and the units to which they were 

assigned. These reports often indicated in multilingual places which language group was 

allegedly more often enlisted. For example, the northern Bohemian daily Leitmeritzer Zeitung 

in 1883 concluded, or better complained, that unlike in earlier years this time “the number of 

the city's children compelled to serve rose extraordinarily.”333 

 

During the recruitment procedure young men underwent medical examinations to 

ascertain if and for what kind of military duty they were qualified. That was another undertaking 

which was regularly discussed in public. Among the issues raised was whether the committee 

members spoke the language of these men. As indicated above, this was not always the case. 

Language was crucial as medical examinations started with a recruit’s self-evaluation of his 

physical condition. Only afterwards physicians examined him.334 Interpreters were used when 

the military physicians did not speak the recruits’ languages.335 The examination for conscripts 

lasted for several days and all of them were obliged to remain in town for swearing in on the 

last day. Sometimes the swearing in became a public event in a town square which often resulted 

in public discussions as the men spoke with local residents about the procedure and the 

language(s) used. Sometimes incidents occurred, and nationalist slogans were raised in 

discussions. Army officials tended to equate the reason with personal frustration over the results 

of the examination, and that the discussions became animated because of alcohol 

consumption.336 In cases officers expected unrest the swearing-in ceremonies were held in the 

 
331 ÖStA/KA/RKM, Präs, 50-29/3, Petitionen mährischer Gemeinden um Einführung der böhmischen 

Dienstsprache, 1905. 
332 ALEX/SPAR, 1911, Fresl, 5533. 
333 N.N., Assentierung, Leitmeritzer Zeitung, 14 March 1883, 6. 
334 Myrdacz, Handbuch für Militӓrӓrzte, 108. 
335 Wittlin, Das Salz der Erde, 94. 
336 See for example: N.N., Wildon, Grazer Tagblatt, 8 March 1899, 6, and N.N., Assentierung, Leitmeritzer 

Zeitung, 14 March 1883, 6. 
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barracks (if there were some).337  

 

The recruits swore an oath to the monarch as the highest authority of the army 

(allerhöchster Kriegsherr). They did not swear to the constitution as in other countries because 

there were two, for Austria and for Hungary.338 The articles of war had to be read out loud and 

explained to the recruits in their native tongue.339 The conscripts did not take the oath 

individually. They were grouped according to their native language. The oath was read out to 

the recruits and they had to repeat. Every ceremony had to start in German followed by the 

other languages in the same order as stipulated for the personnel files: German, Hungarian, 

Croatian, Bohemian (Czech), Polish, Ruthenian, Slovene, Slovak, Serbian, Romanian, and 

Italian.340 A 1904 article in the Pettauer Zeitung reported that in the German- and Slovene-

speaking town of Ptuj the German speakers would have been sworn in first, followed by the 

“Slavic” speakers.341 This was a local newspaper and perhaps the use of Slavic was indicating 

that it was not necessary to name the language; it was clearly Slovene. Rudolf Kučera has 

written in his book chapter about the wartime experience of Czech soldiers that while one group 

was being sworn in, the other “uninvolved nation was standing at ease.”342 Peter Urbanitsch has 

written that already in these first minutes of the army service “a pacification through separation” 

took place, because not all swore at the same time rather one language group after another. 

Grouping these men who later became recruits according to their first language was an easy 

task in the case they spoke only one. The challenge to army officials was to find out the recruits’ 

native tongue when they were bi- or multilingual.343  

 

Especially the assignment of bi- or multilingual recruits left room for flexibility for 

officers as well as the new recruits to decide on a particular native tongue (and practically 

nationality) for other reasons than their so-called real affiliation. There are only few sources 

where authors described this process, and almost no one mentioned motives. An exception is 

Józef Wittlin’s wartime novel, in which he most likely reflected his own army experience. In 

Das Salz der Erde (The Salt of the Earth), the bilingual protagonist from Galicia decides to join 

the Polish-speaking recruits, although he identified himself as Hutsul with a Ruthenian father. 

 
337 ÖStA/KA/Terr, Befehle, 12th Corps Command, box 72, no. 82, 16 October 1895. 
338 N.N., Die Delegationen, Pester Lloyd, 3 December 1891, 2-3, 2. 
339 Grießl, Vorschriften in Militär-Angelegenheiten. Für den Seelsorge-Clerus, 16-35. 
340 Vorschrift zur Verfassung der Qualifikationslisten über Stab- und Oberoffiziere des Soldatenstandes, dann 

Kadetten im k.k. Heere 1884, 3. Rubrik, Sprachkenntnisse. 
341 N.N., Truppenbeeidigung, Pettauer Zeitung, 19 June 1904, 2. 
342 Kučera, Entbehrung und Nationalismus, 125. 
343 Urbanitsch, Der Ausgleich zwischen den Nationen untereinander, 68-9. 
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He joines the Poles as most of his fellow villagers were in this group. Wittlin also describes the 

swearing in ceremony: “The sergeant divided participants into three groups based on their 

language. He separated the small German group, which was mainly Jews, from the Polish, and 

Ukrainian [Ruthenian]. [...] The German group was sworn in first, then the Ukrainian, finally 

the Polish.”344 Perhaps Wittlin was taking artistic freedom because the usually required 

sequence stipulated that the Polish-speaking group came before the Ruthenian-speaking.345 The 

language assignment before 1914 in some cases failed to follow the army’s language rules, but 

during wartime became increasingly unmanageable. For example, Franz Pizzini, a 1915-recruit, 

hailed from a Tyrolian valley where three languages, German, Italian, and Ladin, were spoken. 

In his war diary, this German-speaking volunteer recalled that during the recruitment process 

the army officials assigned him to an Italian-speaking unit, because of his “Italian-sounding 

surname.” He sought help from his father who called upon a high-ranking provincial official 

for intervention. Only then Pizzinini was assigned to a German-speaking company, what he 

wished for at the beginning of his service.346 

 

During enlistment and examination of the conscripts, the committee members set up 

protocols (Assentprotokolle) including each man who had been assessed as fit for service. Later 

every recruit got a personnel file (Grundbuchblatt). These records contained the results of the 

medical examination as well as other data, including foot size, height, vaccination record, 

profession, and religion. In contrast to the protocols, personnel files distinguished between a 

man's reading and writing abilities in a particular language. All communities afterwards 

reported the examination results to the Ministry of War. Usually, they emphasized the number 

of speakers, but authorities in Bihać, in Bosnia, reported for 1907 a total of forty-one recruits, 

divided according to their religion: twenty-nine Muslims, five Orthodox, and seven 

Catholics.347 For the Bosnian-Herzegovinian case where most of recruits spoke the same 

language, army officials were primarily interested in the religious composition to provide food 

requirements and spiritual support. Usually, the army needed the number of speakers because 

it became decisive for the linguistic training unit of the rank and file, and the officially 

recognized language(s) in a regiment the subsequent year. The information was also used for 

 
344 Wittlin, Das Salz der Erde, 100. 
345 I have analyzed a sample of six boxes for 489 rank-and-file soldiers from Galicia. The term Ukrainian was 

only used once in these files. This case was the desertion file of Wasyl Iwanów from August 1918. 

TDIAU/OBVO, 780, 3, 355, Ilnicki to Jużyn. 
346 PP, Chiara Costner (Brixen), Abschrift des Feldtagebuchs von Franz Pizzinini, geschrieben während der 

Kriegsjahre 1915-18, gedient im II. Kaiserschützenregiment. 
347 ABiH/ZVS, Opšta Grada, 32-131, 1907. 
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the annual army statistics. In addition, the language data was reported to the regimental and 

other unit commanders to help them decide the number of officers and NCOs they needed for 

the next training cohort. The number was crucial when language percentages changed, 

particularly when a language newly reached the twenty percent. In this case, at least a company 

had to be equipped with training personnel that usually comprised two officers and twenty-one 

NCOs who were responsible for about 180 conscripts.348   

 

In addition to language knowledge and religion, the army officials were interested in the 

number of specialists among the new conscripts such as cooks, drivers, and craftsmen. These 

men were most likely assigned according to their profession rather their language abilities. For 

the most, there were no restrictions for speakers of particular languages to be designated to one 

or another military service branch. Military regulations stipulated only some exceptions from 

this rule. For example, recruits who spoke solely Romanian, Slovene, or Windisch should not 

be assigned to the technical branch. The sanitary branch required at least basic German 

knowledge. Army regulations stipulated that as many native Hungarian-speaking recruits as 

possible had to be assigned to the Cavalry.349 

 

 Active military service began for most men in September. Conscripts gathered in their 

barracks and were – at least in theory – assigned to a training company according to the 

language noted as their first. Across the Monarchy, the bulk of the recruits was assigned to one 

of the about 150 infantry and cavalry regiments located in or recruited from their home 

province. Thus, most infantry regiments’ recruits, NCOs, and many reserve officers reflected 

the local civil population. For example, the recruiting district of Infantry Regiment No 94 was 

in and around the town Turnov, in Bohemia. In August 1914, the regiment’s make up was 

seventy-six percent recruits of German nationality, twenty-two percent of Czech, and two 

percent of “other” nationality. Infantry Regiment No 95 recruited from around the Galician 

town Tschortkiw. Its recruits were twenty-one percent of Polish, seventy percent of Ruthenian, 

and nine percent of “other” nationality..350 While the first regiment used two languages, German 

and Czech, the Galician regiment recognized Polish and Ruthenian, although in both cases 

percentages barely reached the necessary twenty percent to be recognized. 

 

 
348 For an infantry regiment roughly seventy-five officers and 490 NCOs were needed to train about 2,500 

recruits. 
349 Militär-Statistisches Jahrbuch für 1871. 
350 See: Seidels kleines Armeeschema, 1914. 
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 But what happened with the two percent or nine percent of others? There was almost 

always a group of speakers whose numbers were below twenty percent, thus were not 

recognized. Dreisziger has asserted that “members of the same unit were more likely than not 

to speak several different languages.”351 General Maximilian Csicserics remembered that a “one 

hundred percent coverage was impossible.”352 Army officials usually tended to assign these 

men to one of the other training units, or if their number was sufficiently large they grouped 

them in a linguistically mixed company. Rudolf Kučera provides the example of the Infantry 

Regiment No 91 which recruited from around České Budějovice, in which one company was 

divided into a German-speaking, a Czech-speaking, and two mixed-language platoons.353 I 

assume that officers usually tended to fill up the monolingual companies first with these recruits 

who spoke only one language. Then they decided over the rest usually these who spoke more 

than one language. My assumption is that officers tended to put these bilingual recruits together 

who in addition to another language spoke German. They tended to make up another German-

speaking training unit, most likely out of convenience to avoid requesting more training 

personnel who speak the other language(s). 

 

Recognized languages in a regiment or battalion sometimes changed. There were 

various reasons for this. These changes most often happened, because the linguistic composition 

of the recruits from one cohort to the next changed, but they also happened, because the officers 

who classified bi- or multilingual recruits changed from one year to the next. This was most 

often the case in recruitment areas where the number of speakers of a language barely reached 

the twenty percent. For 1897, the Ministry of War reported that a battalion that formerly 

employed solely Slovene now recognized also Italian.354 What many Italian-speaking recruits 

certainly welcomed, meant for local army officers that they had to employ a sufficient number 

of Italian-speaking training personnel. My sources indicate that the motives behind the 

assignment procedure to either a particular language/nationality during the recruitment, and 

afterwards to one of the training units appear to have been a mixture of convenience, ignorance 

and/or nationalist interest, in particular when recruits who spoke more than one language were 

not grouped according to their first. I have found very few ministerial archival sources that 

contain information on the assignment procedure. One exeption is an example from Klagenfurt 

in 1873. The officers of the Infantry Regiment No 7 asked the Ministry of War for an exception 

 
351 Dreisziger, Ethnic Armies, 24. 
352 Eder, Der General der k.u.k. Armee und geheime Rat Maximilian Csicserics, 194. 
353 Kučera, Die Erfahrung tschechischer Soldaten der österreichisch-ungarischen Armee, 125. 
354 ÖStA/KA/RKM, 1. Abt., 33-16/5, 1898, Einsichtsakt RKM, 1. Abt., 8 April 1898. 
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from the obligatory use of the second recognized language, Slovene. It was argued that most 

Slovene-speaking soldiers understood German, the rest “can learn it rapidly,” and there was no 

need to have additional Slovene-speaking personnel assigned to this regiment that had 

“traditionally” a “German character.” The Ministry of War immediately rejected this petition.355 

In this case army bureaucrats respected the language regulations. However, in other cases 

ministerial bureaucrats tended to keep quiet about any wrongdoing by their subordinate officers. 

My assumption is that in this case the Ministry of War decided in favor of the Slovene-speaking 

soldiers, because the request was made officially.  

 

Over time it was exceptional that officers openly showed their unwillingness towards 

the Ministry of War to recognize the recruits’ languages and raised arguments which were 

clearly nationally motivated. In many cases subordinate military officers simply decided 

without asking the Ministry of War first. While ministerial archival records deal with 

shortcomings of the language system only to a very limited degree, journalists and politicians 

often criticized the assignment method (to be discussed in chapter 6). The Ministry of War 

usually responded to public criticism with the argument that regiments were often obliged 

(genötigt) to take recruits’ other languages into account instead of their native tongues when 

assigning them to training units.356 This most often happened to recruits who spoke German as 

second language, because there was always a sufficient number of officers and NCOs who 

spoke the army language.  

 

The Training Personnel  

 

In addition to the assignment to a particular unit, as shown above, the language environment in 

which recruits spent their military service depended on the availability and distribution of 

officers and NCOs. Archival material indicates that officers were often required to train recruits 

in languages which they did not speak. This was one of the most commonly criticized issues in 

the parliaments and in the printed press in terms of the army language system. Considering the 

officers’ language knowledge as shown in the nationality statistics public critics seemed to be 

correct. For example, army institutions reported that in 1895 officers constituted roughly 

seventy-one percent Germans, thirteen percent Magyars, 4.5 percent Poles and Ruthenians, and 

 
355 NUK, Manuscripts, no. 1387, Andrej Komel, Correspondence. The correspondence is preserved in the 

personnel files of officer Andrej Komel, who also authored military manuals in Slovene. I thank Rok Stergar for 

this material. 
356 ÖStA/KA/KM, Präs, 50-31/1, 1905, Annex: Regimentssprachen. 
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ten percent of “other Slavs.”357 A similar result can be taken from the officer personnel files 

which are preserved in the Austrian State Archives in Vienna. I analyzed a sample of a total of 

243 officers: 239 spoke German, sixty-six Hungarian, sixty-three Czech, thirty-seven 

Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian, thirty-three Italian, twenty-nine Polish, twenty-one Romanian, 

thirteen Slovak, thirteen Slovene, and eight Ruthenian.358 In Beyond Nationalism, Istvan Deák 

has argued that there were the always marginalized languages when it came to the officers’ 

language abilities. He mentioned in particular Polish, Romanian, and Ruthenian. These were 

the languages which only a small number of officers spoke.359 Historians for a long time tended 

to argue that the joint army never provided a sufficient number of officers who trained the 

recruits in these languages. Indeed, my analysis below demonstrates that it was not the officers’ 

overall language abilities that primarily mattered, but where they were deployed.  

 

Officers' job descriptions were often published in corps commands orders. However, 

they never targeted officers who were needed for training the recruits, rather only specialists. 

They show local military institutions looking for candidates by listing up the required skills, 

including language abilities. This indicates that army bureaucrats considered language 

knowledge more important for office or technical duties than for training the recruits. Only 

officers were then hired who spoke these languages fluently which was checked. For example, 

the Corps Command in Zagreb in 1911 announced an open post for an administrative officer 

for which proficiency in Croatian and Italian was required.360 In Bruck an der Leitha, a town in 

Lower Austria that bordered Hungary, an officer was needed in 1897 who spoke Hungarian.361 

Another job description from 1899 sought an officer responsible for the military food 

distribution in the Arad garrison, in Hungary, who had to speak Hungarian, and Romanian.362 

Such detailed job descriptions were usually not done in the case these officers were responsible 

for the training of recruits, but commanders relied on the information presented in the personnel 

files. 

 

The Ministry of War published a military handbook called Militär-Schematismus 

annually. It listed all officers by name, rank, and deployment as wess as the officer corps of 

 
357 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 87-2/2, 1895. 
358 ÖStA/KA/Quall, box 207, Blaschko to Blašković; box 274, Breitenegger to Brendl; box 2046, Michalsky to 

Michel; box 3393, Stunić to Sturm; box 3401, Sugár to Sukup; box 2343, Panc to Panek; box 3721, Weinberger 

to Weiner; and box 3821, Wohlfahrt to Wohlmutheder. 
359 Deák, Beyond Nationalism, 165f. 
360 ÖStA/KA/Terr, Befehle, 13th Corps Command Zagreb/Agram, box 76, no. 70, 8 October 1911. 
361 ÖStA/KA/Terr, Befehle, 4th Corps Command Budapest, box 44, no. 52, 16 September 1897. 
362 ÖStA/KA/Terr, Befehle, 4th Corps Command Budapest, box 44, no. 7, 6 February 1899. 
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each regiment, battalion, and other service branch. Considering that it was usually the officers 

of ranks up to second lieutenants who were responsible for training the recruits, their language 

abilities in that respective year became decisive. I have analyzed an example from a Galician 

regiment, because Galician regiments usually had Polish and Ruthenian as recognized 

languages which according to the statistic only a very limited number of officers spoke. The 

Infantry Regiment No 9 was headquarted in Stryi, and its rank and file comprised of about 

seventy-four percent Ruthenians, and twenty percent Poles. In 1875 the officer corps made up 

about seventy-five officers.363 I checked for a sample of twenty-one second lieutenants who 

served in this regiment in 1875 their language abilities in their personnel files at around that 

year. All of them spoke German. Three were fluent Ruthenian, and five spoke it sufficently. 

Thus, thirty-eight percent spoke Ruthenian. Eight officers spoke Polish fluently, and five 

sufficiently. This makes up sixty-one percent Polish-speaking officers. The second lieutenants’ 

other language knowledge included seven who spoke Czech fluently, and five sufficiently. Only 

two of the officers spoke solely German. These numbers indicate a more than sufficient number 

of Polish-speaking officers assigned to this regiment, while in the Ruthenian case their number 

was much lower. My analysis of personnel files from Galicia has shown that many of the 

recruits were bilingual, and spoke both recognized languages, Polish and Ruthenian.364 My 

assumption is that army commanders tended to gather the bilingual Ruthenians in a joint 

company or platoon commanded by a Polish-speaking officer. The percentages for this 

regiment show that in this particular year – 1875 – almost all recruits had, at least in theory, the 

opportunity to be educated in their native tongue as long as commanders assigned their officers 

in accordance with their language abilities.  

 

For the Galician regiment mentioned above, I have counted all officers whose superiors 

assessed them as of speaking a language sufficiently as speaking this language. Indeed, my 

sources indicate that the assessments often did not reflect reality. In addition to the availability 

that informed about the language abilities of officers in a particular training unit, regiment 

commanders were aware that in many cases the officers’ language knowledge was wrongly 

assessed in personnel files. As a result, they often had to consult the Ministry of War before 

posing a request for an assignment.365 Historian Günther Kronenbitter has pointed to the 

 
363 Seidels kleines Armeeschema. Dislokation und Einteilung des k.u.k. Heeres, der k.u.k. Kriegsmarine, der k.k. 

Landwehr und der königlich ungarischen Landwehr (1876). 
364 For just one example: TDIAU/OBVO, 780, 3, 366, Jabloner to Jurwoce. 
365 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 71-1/79, 1868, Besetzung. 
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“mostly very friendly evaluation of the [language] abilities.”366 Wrong assessments had a 

variety of reasons that were regularly raised and criticized in public. For example, member of 

the parliament Jožef Pogačnik, a delegate from Carniola in the Croatian-Slovene Club, argued 

in a 1905 speech that “We all know how it really is. One has no talent for language, the other 

has to play billiards, and the comrade-teacher closes both eyes and writes sufficient, just 

because he does not want to harm his comrade’s career.”367 Not only politicians complained 

about mis-management of the officers’ language assessment, so, too, did army officers 

themselves. For example, the military bureaucrat Oswald Straub mentioned in his memoirs that 

often someone who was “only able to count up to twenty and to scold” was assessed as knowing 

a language sufficiently.368 Ivano-Frankivsk-born General Alfred Jansa mentioned that in the 

early-1900s in his Infantry Regiment No 72, which recruited from around Bratislava and thus 

had many Slovak-speaking recruits, officers who spoke “a bit of a Slavic language” could get 

good assessments.369 Even Chief of General Staff Franz Conrad von Hötzendorf criticized the 

“lenient way in which this classification was often awarded.”370  

 

 The examples I have provided above demonstrate that personnel files as well as 

stastistics indicating the officers’ language abilities have to be treated cautiously. Although 

even high-ranking, influential army officers such as Conrad and Jansa criticized the assessment 

practice, the administrative archival material demonstrates that only little effort was made to 

improve the system. The Galician regiment mentioned above was not totally lacking officers 

who spoke Polish and Ruthenian, but it is impossible to know precisely how many of these 

officers spoke Polish and Ruthenian well enough to educate recruits, and for how many 

superiors wrongly noted sufficient language abilities. In the end, officers’ language abilities 

were in many cases far away of sufficiently ensuring that the rank and file were properly trained 

in their native tongues. In contrast to the complaints from politicians and journalists, but also 

army officers, there are only rare examples of recruits criticizing the officers' language abilities. 

Of course, some of them mentioned it, but seemingly they did not care that much as journalists 

and politicians did, or because in the bulk of cases they dealt with superiors who spoke their 

language, at least a bit, and because it was not only officers who were responsible for their 

training. 

 
366 Kronenbitter, Krieg im Frieden, 24. 
367 ALEX/SPAR, 1905, Pogačnik, 27524. 
368 Straub, Erlebtes und Erlauschtes aus dem alten Pola, 16. 
369 Broucek, Feldmarschallleutnant Alfred Jansa, 156. 
370 Conrad von Hötzendorf, Aus meiner Dienstzeit, 330. 
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 The men who were for the most part responsible for training the conscripts were the 

non-commissioned officers, the NCOs. In 1913, the joint army numbered about 50,000 

NCOs.371 Unlike in many other contemporaneous armies, the joint army had no career NCOs 

rather the Habsburg army recruited them annually from among the conscripts. Each year, some 

recruits were offered the opportunity to become NCOs. They were called the longer-serving 

(Längerdienende), because they served for longer than the required three, later two, years. For 

each company, the army needed twenty-one NCOs who were meant to support two officers in 

training some 180 recruits. At a regimental level that meant that in addition to seventy-five 

officers there were 493 NCOs available to help train some 2,474 men. As a result, regimental 

commanders every year needed a large number of NCOs that spoke the recognized languages. 

Indeed, every year, a larger number of recruits had to start training, because many would later 

be assessed as incapable for NCO duties.  

 

Annually, the so-called “educable” (Bildungsfähigen) were separated from the other 

recruits in the very beginning of their army service.372 They were trained in NCO schools 

(Unteroffiziers-Bildungsschule) instead of being educated in soldier schools 

(Mannschaftsschule).373 If they did not speak the army language, German, they were offered 

the opportunity to learn it.374 This is the reason that some NCO classes were – at least initially 

– held in one of the other languages.375 These men were expected to speak German after 

graduation, at least enough that they could “understand a brief instruction (einen einfachen 

Auftrag).”376 Owing to the need of NCOs, at least some who did not speak German were 

promoted.377 The requirement to speak German was dropped in 1903, when the duration of 

compulsory military service was reduced from three to two years. The Ministry of War then 

allowed men to be promoted to an NCO rank without speaking German.378 This improvement 

of the language system that supported recruits from other nationalities than German to become 

NCOs, was publicly discussed and heavily criticized. An anonymous author argued in a 

 
371 N.N., Die Delegationen, Wiener Zeitung, 20 December 1913, 4-10, 7. 
372 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/726:4, Robert Nowak, Sammelsurium an kürzeren und längeren Fronterlebnissen, 

unpaginated and undated. 
373 Hämmerle, ed., Des Kaisers Knechte, 91. 
374 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/726:4, Robert Nowak, Sammelsurium an kürzeren und längeren Fronterlebnissen, 

unpaginated and undated. 
375 Vogt, Die europäischen Heere der Gegenwart, 43. 
376 N.N., Oesterreichisch-Ungarisches Reich, 4. November, Deutscher Geschichtskalender, 1885, 54. 
377 Atanas von Guggenberg, Zum jüngst kundgewordenen Sprachenerlass für das Heer, Brixener Chronik, 4 

February 1904, 1. 
378 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 29-7/4, RKM-Erlass an alle Militärterritorialkommanden, 19 November 1903.  
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political pamphlet published in 1908 that this decree “lessened the German national property 

(Schmälerung des deutschen Besitzstandes)” of the Habsburg army.379 Francis Joseph and his 

army bureaucrats usually ignored such nationalist phrases. The main problem army bureaucrats 

faced was not the lack of German knowledge among NCOs rather that many NCOs had been 

promoted owing to their language knowledge even when they were assessed as lacking any 

leadership skills.380 At least officially an NCO could have been promoted until 1903 when not 

having mastered German if his other abilities were outstandingly good, and he had 

demonstrated his willingness to learn it. In such cases Francis Joseph ordered that exceptions 

be made.381 

 

Only one NCO rank always required fluent German that of a military accountant 

(Rechnungsunteroffizier) which was the highest NCO rank. These men were primarily engaged 

in office work and procurement. Therefore, they not only needed to speak and write German 

correctly, but they also often had to master other regimental and local languages.382 

Announcements of open positions were to be found in the regularly issued orders of the Corps 

Commands and highlighted requirements. For example, in 1898 the Budapest Corps Command 

was seeking an NCO as auxiliary worker who had to speak and write German, and 

Hungarian.383 In 1912, the Bosnian-Herzegovinian Corps Command was seeking a military 

accountant. Among requirements were writing and speaking German, Hungarian, and Slovak, 

“pretty and legible” handwriting, good military assessment (Konduite), and reliability. The 

application had to be handwritten and submitted together with a certificate of good behavior 

(Sittenzeugnis).384  

 

The Ministry of War collected data anually about the NCOs language abilities by 

regiments, battalions, and other service branches. For example, the Infantry Regiment No 43 

recruited from around Caransebeș a town in the Hungarian Banat. This regiment’s recruits were 

reported to be seventy-eight percent Romanians, twenty percent Hungarians, and two percent 

from other nationalities. In 1883 this regiment had 125 NCOs. Fifty-five spoke solely Romanian 

(forty-four percent), one solely Hungarian (1.25 percent), and forty-one solely German (32.8 

 
379 Mercator, Die Nationalitätenfrage und die ungarische Reichsidee, 25. 
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percent), while four spoke German and Romanian (3.2 percent), and twenty-four, German, 

Romanian, and Hungarian (19.2 percent).385 Of 125 NCOs, 66.4 percent spoke Romanian, the 

language used by the majority of recruits (seventy-eight). There were twenty percent of NCOs 

who were able to speak with the twenty percent of Hungarian speakers. These numbers and 

percentages indicate that there was a sufficient number of NCOs to ensure the recruits’ training 

in their native languages, although the fifty-six NCOs who spoke solely Hungarian and 

Romanian were unable to communicate with many of the regiment’s officers. I assume that the 

forty-one exclusively German speakers were usually used for office work, rather than for the 

more arduous military training. The knowledge of German was therefore often an advantage 

for a more convenient army career in an office instead of training the rank and file. 

 

Infantry Regiment No 62 recruited from around Târgu Mureș, in Hungary, and consisted 

roughly of an equal number of Hungarian, and Romanian speakers. Army statistics for 1904 

show that about forty-nine percent of the regimental NCOs had Hungarian as their first 

language, forty-six percent Romanian, and five percent spoke one of the other recognized 

languages. Twenty-four (13.3 percent) of the regiment’s 181 NCOs were fluent in three 

languages (German, Romanian, and Hungarian), fifteen (28.3 percent) spoke German, and 

Hungarian, six (3.3 percent), German and Romanian, and twelve (6.6 percent), Hungarian and 

Romanian. The largest group of those who spoke only one language were the 112 NCOs who 

spoke solely Hungarian, followed by twelve who spoke solely German. No NCO spoke solely 

Romanian.386 This means that 163 NCOs spoke Hungarian (ninety percent), fifty-seven German 

(31.5 percent), and forty-two Romanian (23.2 percent). In addition, this large number of 

Hungarian-speaking NCOs indicates that even after the implementation of Hungarian as 

expanded regimental language there was a sufficient number of training personnel. 

 

These numbers and percentages indicate that these NCOs who spoke solely Romanian 

usually had much less opportunity to become an NCO in this regiment that recruited from 

Hungary, while there were seemingly no obstacles when someone spoke solely Hungarian. 

Again, those men who spoke solely German were overrepresented among NCOs, although there 

were virtually no recruits of German nationality in this regiment. This indicates that among a 

small group of German native-speaking recruits, a much higher number of them were asked to 

 
385 ÖStA/KA/RKM, Präs, 50-24/1, 1903, Verzeichnis der Sprachkenntnisse jener Unteroffiziere, welche im Jahre 
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386 ÖStA/KA/RKM, Präs, 50-24/1, 1903, Verzeichnis der Sprachkenntnisse jener Unteroffiziere, welche im Jahre 
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become NCOs. In terms of training the rank and file, Hungarian speakers could communicate 

with 163 NCOs, while Romanian speakers to only forty-two, although these two nationalities 

constituted approximately an equal number of the regiment’s recruits. NCOs who spoke 

Romanian even when they could also speak German were more likely to be assigned to provide 

military education rather than to do office work that offered more job opportunities after their 

military service. NCOs who spoke Romanian were needed to train the units that recognized 

Romanian. There were about sixty-two percent of solely Hungarian-speaking NCOs who were 

unable to communicate with the majority of the officers.  

 

NCO’s personnel files can be found among the files of the conscripts, but they tend to 

contain much more information as many of them served for over ten years. Similar to officer 

personnel files their annual performance assessment of their superiors, additional military 

education, as well as language acquisition is noted. My sample of personnel files for Galicia 

demonstrates that most of the NCOs spoke after a while all languages neded, German, Polish, 

and Ruthenian. Many of them learned German, or one of the other local languages during their 

military service. For example, the NCO Johann Iwanski was enlisted in 1888 by speaking 

Polish, and poorly German. Over the years he learned to speak Ruthenian, and German 

perfectly, and made career in the army.387 

 

The examples analyzed above indicate that at least in theory the language abilities of 

NCOs were sufficient to provide military training in the recruits’ native languages as long as 

they were deployed accordingly. However, archival documents contain many examples of 

NCOs who were unable to communicate with the regimental rank and file (as it was the case 

for officers). For example, General Jansa recalled his Infantry Regiment No 72 which recruited 

from around Bratislava, in Hungary, and had three recognized languages, German, Slovak, and 

Hungarian. This regiment had a “thoroughbred Slovak” (Vollblutslowake) among its NCOs 

who did not speak his soldiers’ language, Hungarian, a man who openly demonstrated his 

unwillingness to learn it. Jansa concluded that this NCO was favored by his captain, and 

therefore his attitude did not have a negative effect on his career.388 The army bureaucrat 

Oswald Straub reflected in his short stories about his military experience an encounter with an 

NCO who had to teach Hungarian speakers, but spoke only German. Being asked of how he 

manages to teach them, the NCO answered that he would need to know only five words in 

 
387 TDIAU/OBVO, 780/3/355, Johann Iwanski, born 1888. 
388 Broucek, Feldmarschallleutnant Alfred Jansa, 156. 
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Hungarian: “If they do their job well, I tell them [you are doing] very well, guys (jol van 

emberek), if they are doing it incorrectly, I say, not good, you oxes (nem jo őkörök).”389 Both 

above-mentioned examples show that the rule that NCOs are only allowed to be promoted when 

lacking languages skills when they have outstanding other abilities, was often ignored as it was 

the case for many officers (to be discussed in chapter 4).  

 

All examples above indicate that NCOs in the bulk of cases ensured that officers' lack 

of language abilities was bridged as long as the NCOs were assigned from among the recruits 

carefully and then correctly deployed to a training unit in accordance with their language 

abilities. Officers’ autobiographical material demonstrates that these NCOs were not only used 

as interpreters but were the key for a successful military training. For example, career officer 

Adolf Stillfried von Rathenitz who was sent to Cracow in 1892, still was required to speak the 

regimental language. His Infantry Regiment No 20 consisted of a majority of Polish speakers, 

to whom he was unable to speak. He recalled that an NCO, who spoke basic German, helped 

him out to provide military education for his recruits.390 The young German-speaking career 

officer Franz Xaver Schubert recalled in his diary that upon arrival in Kolomyia, in Galicia, he 

was unable to speak with his recruits, because only his NCO spoke German, and helped him 

out.391 

 

Many archival records highlight that language proficiency was only among some criteria 

an advantage for a successful military training of the recruits. In 1911, Danzer's Armee-Zeitung 

concluded that because the German army employed career NCOs, these men had much more 

working experience than their peers from the Habsburg army.392 Indeed, the Habsburg army 

often faced the problem that NCOs had to gain respect and authority over recruits who had 

served only slightly shorter and were about of the same age. However, in the late nineteenth 

century Habsburg Monarchy, there was virtually no undertaking in which the nationality 

question did not play a certain role. There had usually been a sufficient number of educable 

recruits who spoke the necessary languages but were not asked to become an NCO. Who was 

given the opportunity to become an NCO was therefore in some cases a matter of supporting a 

particular nationality, rather then taking into consideration that the training of recruits needed a 
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range of personnel who spoke the recognized languages.  

 

The archival sources I have seen indicate that both officers and NCOs involved in NCO 

recruitment from time to time made decisions based on nationalist motives. Archival sources 

only rarely mention these assignments, and even rarer are the motives. Recruit Emil Geissler, 

born in 1876 in Vienna, in 1895 was enlisted in the Pioneer Battalion No 15 which was located 

in Klosterneuburg, in Lower Austria. The battalion mostly comprised rank and file from Pula, 

Trieste, and Rijeka, thus, were mostly Italian and Slovene speakers. As Geissler graduated from 

a technical school, he was asked to become an NCO. In his memoirs he recalled his NCO school 

where the bulk of men who later became NCOs did not speak German. The reason, he 

mentioned, was that the “Italian” sergeant preferred to offer this opportunity to recruits whose 

native tongue was Italian. When according to Geissler a “German” first lieutenant inspected his 

company, Geissler raised objections to the sergeant’s assignment practice. The lieutenant 

answered: “You are right, I visited this school, and was unable to speak to anyone there.” The 

lieutenant then went to the sergeant and told him that he was to “immediately remove the non-

German speakers from the course.” Geissler’s memoirs show he criticized the sergeant more 

than once.393 As indicated earlier, men who later became NCOs did not necessarily need to 

speak German when the classes started, because the army was in need for NCOs who spoke the 

recruits’ languages. In this case the sergeant may have been interested in educating enough 

NCOs to speak with the pioneer’s Italian- and Slovene-speaking recruits. In this particular case, 

it was Geissler and the lieutenant who seemed to ignore the army’s language regulations. If the 

seargent had made decisions solely because of nationalist motives, Geissler would have been 

right to call up an officer, but the rest of his memoirs indicate that his motivation was 

presumeably to strengthen the German character of his unit. That the lieutenant reacted on 

Geissler complaints without any obstacles indicates that he probably had a similar interest. This 

incident also demonstrates that it is not easily classifiable if someone did not know the language 

regulations, or ignored them, because of nationalist motives. 

 

I have found less internal debate in the Ministry of War archival records, that 

shortcomings in the assignment of NCOs was seriously discussed, although it is likely that such 

cases happened regularly throughout the Monarchy. From the army reform in 1868 through the 

outbreak of the First World War, the NCO-assignments only at the first glance tended to 

discriminate these “educable” conscripts who did not speak German at the beginning of their 
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military service. German, and increasingly Hungarian, knowledge was often the key to a 

successful army career. These NCOs were suitable for a variety of duties, in addition to support 

officers in training the rank and file. Even when the system preferred German speakers over 

non-German speakers, this did not mean that non-German speakers were excluded from an 

army career. Most often, the system priorized these among rank and file who spoke more than 

one language; these men usually did not speak German as a first language. However, 

shortcomings might have occurred regularly even in regiments and battalions where the officers 

needed interpreters because they did not speak the recognized languages themselves. 

 

After their extended military service, NCOs had the possibility to apply for a permanent 

post in the civil bureaucracy, which many of them did. Becoming an NCO therefore provided 

an excellent opportunity to climb the social ladder. Especially the military accountants were 

requested for office work throughout the Monarchy because they had to speak and write 

German and had to be reliable because they were often responsible for a unit’s budget. For 

example, in 1907, the former NCO Nikola Gjurgjević applied for a post with the provincial 

government in Sarajevo. He argued that as a Bosnian-Herzegovinian citizen he spoke the local 

language and was able to write both the Cyrillic and Latin script. In addition, he spoke German 

sufficiently well to carry out office work independently. His job application also contained his 

personnel file, and a recommendation letter from his superiors. They assessed this son of an 

Orthodox peasant as being “absolutely honest and reliable.”394 Unfortunately, archival sources 

do not mention if Gjurgjević’ application was successful.  

 

The Military Education and Training 

 

The theory lessons of the rank and files’ military education took place in soldier schools 

(Mannschaftsschulen, Truppenschulen) located throughout the Monarchy. Officers of lower 

ranks taught in these schools. The classes had to be held in the language of the recruits, which 

would have required that the recruits were to be grouped accordingly and headed by instructors 

who spoke their languages adequately. Thus, promotion requirements stipulated that officers 

should speak a language to a degree to “be able to give theoretical instructions” themselves.395 

Officers and NCOs were assigned to a particular group of recruits at the beginning of their 

military service, and they remained together until the recruits had fulfilled their military service.  

 
394 ABiH, ZVS, Opšta Grada, 32-105, Nikola Gjurgjević to Provincial Government, 13 February 1907. 
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 The curricula of soldier schools included the teaching of the German command 

language,396 how to wear the uniform, the use of a rifle and ammunition, as well as how to greet 

and report to superiors. In addition, writing and reading lessons in the soldiers’ languages were 

given, as well as basic knowledge of mathematics was taught.397 In addition, the clergy of the 

recruits' respective denomination gave religious lessons (to be discussed later in this chapter). 

History lessons had to go beyond the history of the recruits’ own regiment or battalion, and 

aimed at developing the recruits' awareness of their fatherland, Austria-Hungary, and the role 

their nationality played in the Monarchy (staatsbürgerliches Bewusstein und historisches 

Verständnis).398 Army bureaucrats were aware what Danzer’s Armee Zeitung, a widely read 

army journal, in 1911 wrote: “While the Germans, the French, and the Italians, who join the 

army as recruits, usually already consider themselves citizens, and identify with their state, and 

only need to be trained to become a soldier, recruits join our army every year that had often 

already undergone an anti-Austrian, nationalist pre-school, [...] out of this material [...] we have 

to form sacrificing citizens [...] which is not always possible in three years.”399 There were 

almost no books published for that purpose, and often officers were solely responsible for the 

teaching content. It is therefore likely that the content sometimes hugely differed, because it 

depended on an officer’s own educational background, interests, but also prejudices towards 

particular nationalities.  

 

 In theory, the soldier school curricula would have been manageable owing to its amount 

and content to ensure an organization in accordance with the army language regulations. But as 

archival material indicates, parliamentarians, journalists, and army officials regularly reported 

shortcomings. Criticism usually stressed the same issues. Historians, however, have to consider 

this archival material carefully. Usually, there is a tendency to reflect on problems, even when 

in the majority of cases these schools were organized in accordance with the required language 

system. Even when a generalization is virtually impossible, archival material enables us to get 

to know who usually acted not in accordance with the army regulations, and why they did so. 

Archival evidence indicates that even when leaving aside the official restrictions 

(Landesüblichkeit, Heimatzuständigkeit, and the twenty percent), there were many cases when 

a recruit was not trained in his own language (properly). 

 
396 Vogt, Die europäischen Heere der Gegenwart, 43. 
397 Dienst-Reglement für das k.u.k. Heer Infanterie und Jägertruppe 1889. 
398 Gooß, Der Anteil der Dynastie an der Entwicklung Österreich-Ungarns, 3. 
399 P., Am Vorabend der zweijährigen Dienstzeit, Danzer's Armee-Zeitung, 12 January 1911, 1-8, 1. 
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In addition to trying to master teaching duties with the help of a fellow officer, NCO, or 

even a soldier, officers tended to teach recruits as much as German as possible, an effort that 

went beyond than just teaching them the command words. Many of the soldier schools held 

courses either entirely or partially in German, although officially they were to be exclusively 

held in the other regimental languages. It was not only the army language that dominated the 

daily military practice. General Jansa remembered that Infantry Regiment No 72 comprised 

German, Slovak, and Hungarian speakers. Although the regiment was officially trilingual, 

knowing “German and Slovak was sufficient, and the few recruits who only spoke Hungarian 

learned so many German and Slovak words in a short time, that they could easily follow 

instructions.”400 Although many among the rank and file had no difficulties with learning other 

languages during their army service, such practices violated the army language regulations.  

 

 Former recruits only to a very limited degree reflected on the officers’ language use 

in these schools. It was most often the officers, who discussed the schools in their diaries and 

memoirs. However, they tended to highlight their duty as a challenge that they in the end 

mastered successfully despite missing language abilities. Success usually meant that it did not 

harm their future careers. Officers rarely referred to the long-term impact of their missing 

language abilities on the recruits. Officers' autobiographical material also reveals that some of 

them spent a great deal of time and effort on recruit education, while others made only a 

minimal investment. My assumption is that the effort to be spent on education often depended 

on officers’ own disposition rather than based on language knowledge or nationalist prejudices. 

However, I assume that an officer who did not speak the language of his recruits tended to 

minimize the amount of time teaching the rank and file and expected his NCOs to teach, 

including, the above mentioned, history lessons, and civic education. 

 

Army bureaucrats spent little effort to improve officers’ and NCOs language abilities. 

To ease officers’ and NCOs duties, handbooks were published in the soldiers' languages to 

facilitate teaching. Dozens of handbooks were printed between 1868 and 1914. They included 

Heinrich Ulrich Edler von Trenckheim's training manual for NCOs in Croatian,401 and Marian 

von Jasinki's handbook in Polish for infantry and cavalry NCOs.402 Another handbook in 

 
400 Broucek, Feldmarschallleutnant Alfred Jansa, 156. 
401 Mentioned in: Schmidl, Habsburgs jüdische Soldaten, 88. 
402 Jasinski, Podrecznik dla podoficerow piechoty i strzelcow w pytaniach i odpowiedziach. 
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German and Slovene explained how to teach by the question-and-answer method, which was 

often used.403 In addition, officers and NCOs were handed out so-called field dictionaries 

(Feldwörterbücher) providing them with the most important terms and sentences to interact 

with soldiers but also civilian residents.404 In addition, many handwritten booklets were 

compiled on private initative. Stergar analyzes in Slovenci in vojska (The Slovenes at war) the 

notebook of a Slovene-speaking NCO who put together the most important phrases and terms 

to be used in the soldier schools. It was primarily in Slovene, but also contained German 

words.405 General staff officer Franz Xaver Schubert remembered a private phrase book that 

one of his former classmates had compiled. This booklet contained about 200 words and 

phrases: “I go barracks, and you go left, for there was no modification of the nouns and verbs. 

But it worked!”406 

 

The bulk of the manuals were published on officers’ private initative, although publicy 

announced and advertised in the orders of the corps commands. However, the Ministry of War 

could have spent much more effort and pay for these booklets instead of leaving this important 

work to their officers’ initiatives. The deficit of ministerial initiatives to organize the language 

learning of their personnel was regularly criticized. In addition to politicians, corps commanders 

sent petitions to the Ministery of War asking for support in organizing professional language 

classes, or the printing of language handbooks. The Ministery regularly rejected requests, 

usually with the argument that it would be too costly. They expected that if they acceded to one 

such request, other corps commands would soon make a similar demand.   

 

The Ministry of War expended slightly more effort in terms of the recruits’ needs. To 

them instruction cloth (Instruktionstücher) was passed. These were in the size of a handkerchief 

which then everyone was required to wear in his pocket. They contained the most important 

military terms in German with translations into the various languages. In addition, they often 

pictured a military item such as parts of the weaponry, or the uniform. With this cloth the army 

recognized that many soldiers were poorly literate. There was different cloth available for the 

infantry, cavalry, and for sanitary units.407 

 
403 See: Comel, Sluzbovnik slovensko-nemski. Dienst-Reglement slovenisch-deutsch. 
404 Mocharitsch, Ruthenische Militärterminologie, 42-43. 
405 Stergar, Slovenci in vojska. 
406 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/833:2, Franz Xaver Schubert, Tagebuch, unpublished manuscript, compiled in 1943, 42. 
407 These items were not exclusively used by Habsburg armed forces, but also used in the French and Italian 

army. I thank Christoph Hatschek of the Military Museum in Vienna for this information. This museum shows 

two of these cloth in their permanent exhibition (www.hgm.at). 
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Both Francis Joseph and army bureaucrats were aware that more elements than language 

knowledge led recruits to accept and respect officers. Many autobiographical records show that 

officers were challenged with a multi-cultural army that also required a degree of respect for 

cultural particularities. Career officer Alexander Rosenfeld better known by his nome de plume 

Roda Roda of course by simplifying mentioned a few particularities of Habsburg nationalities: 

“ambitious Magyars, willing undaunted Croats and Serbs, Swabians a little slow, but 

hardworking.”408 Werner Schachinger, the editor of a Bosniak soldier’s memoir has called it 

“not only sensitivity, but being absorbed by the foreign way of thinking.”409 The reserve officer 

Robert Nowak emphasized in his memoirs that even when speaking their languages, recruits of 

the various nationalities “had to be treated in accordance with their [cultural] peculiarities.” For 

him and many of his comrades a “peasant from the Alpine region” had to be trained and 

educated differently than a “warlike Croat,” or “a good-willing Slovak.” Nowak concluded with 

that “Bosniaks were unable to follow the tact of the marshes but were the best soldiers.”410 The 

General Staff Officer Franz Xaver Schubert, born in 1883 in Vinohrady, remembered in his 

diary his days as young officer in the Carpathians. He travelled regularly across the region and 

mentioned that he and other young officers often regretted that they “were so unfamiliar with 

the cultural history of the peoples whose sons we had to train.”411  

 

While regimental languages were offered in officer schools, these additional skills were 

not taught. Deák has associated it with to be taught to understand the ethnic and cultural 

complexity of the Habsburg Monarchy.412 Many authors of archival autobiographical sources 

point on this additional shortcoming in the military school curricula, and so did the press. As 

early as 1868, a military journal, Die Vedette, highlighted that not only language knowledge 

mattered for successful training, but officers should also be “completely familiar with the 

characteristics and peculiarities of the nationality of which the regiment (battalion) recruits 

from.”413 Internal ministerial correspondence reveals that this subject was never seriously 

debated, although it was to a limited degree mentioned in the Dienstreglement. The clause 

entitled “Nationality” stipulated that commanders should take into account the nationalities' 

 
408 Roda Roda, Roda Rodas Roman, 384. 
409 Schachinger, Die Bosniaken kommen, 248. 
410 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/726:4, Robert Nowak, Sammelsurium an kürzeren und längeren Fronterlebnissen, 

unpaginated and undated. These positive stereotypes were not an invention of post-Habsburg times, see: Strigl, 

Schneidige Husaren, braven Bosniaken, feige Tschechen.  
411 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/833:2, Franz Xaver Schubert, Tagebuch, unpublished manuscript, compiled in 1943, 50. 
412 Deák, Beyond Nationalism, 78f. 
413 N.N., Mannschaftsschulen (Ein Entwurf), Die Vedette, 20 October 1869, 25. 
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particularities: “The soldier’s efficiency partially depends on the correct utilization of his 

national qualities.”414  

 

 The marginalization of cultural particularities did not seriously affect peacetime training 

but would become of vital importance during the First World War, which some 

autobiographical records indicate. For example, the Roman-Catholic military priest Bruno 

Spitzl emphasized that the deficit to teach cultural patterns of Habsburg nationalities would 

have caused higher casualty rates among Ruthenians, both soldiers and civilians. During the 

war, hundreds of Ruthenians were accused of being disloyal Russophiles, and many afterwards 

sentenced to death. Spitzl who served in Galicia at the Russian border guessed about the 

reasons: “If at least the officers had known the religious and ethnological conditions of the 

country [Galicia and Bukovina] well, it would not have been possible to suspect every Greek-

Catholic church to be Russian [Orthodox], and to consider every Ruthenian priest in such a 

church, most of whom (usually legally) married, to be a Russian priest.”415 Ministerial archival 

records did not directly address it, but it is likely that this ignorance of teaching national patterns 

resulted from the army’s aim as becoming supra-national. They therefore tended to downplay 

diversity in order to create an esprit de corps. However, Deák has written that such subject can 

not be found in any officer school curricula in any other European countries in the late 

nineteenth century.416 

 

 In addition to officers’ language abilities, their teaching skills affected the rank and 

file’s military service. None of the officers learned teaching methods in military schools. While 

some officers became talented teachers, others were reported to be incompetent. In 1911, an 

incident was discussed in the Vienna parliament that had happened in Prague. “Czech” soldiers 

were ordered “to write down a German phrase (Meldung) overnight 200 times.”417 Indeed, such 

practice had already been forbidden since 1886, when army inspector Archduke Albrecht 

stipulated that teaching the language of command should not be that the rank and file is 

“harrassed by parrot-like memorizing of entire phrases.”418 A Hungarian parliamentary debate 

highlighted what sometimes worsened the situation that “this ordinary man will never accept 

 
414 Dienst-Reglement für das k.u.k. Heer, Infanterie und Jägertruppe 1889. 
415 Spitzl, Die Rainer, 119. 
416 Deák, Beyond Nationalism, 78f. 
417 ALEX/SPAR, 1911, Fresl, 5532. 
418 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 21-2/1, Generalinspektor des k.k. Heeres (Erzherzog Albrecht) an RKM, 24 February 

1886. 
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an officer, who is unable to speak to him, rather can only ensure discipline through 

harassment.”419  

 

Dialects were another important issue in terms of language knowledge. Dialects were 

not only widespread in German, but also among other regimental languages.420 General Staff 

Officer August von Urbański remembered his military duty when being a young officer. His 

infantry company stationed in Transylvania in Hungary consisted of “Germans, Hungarians, 

Romanians, Gypsies, and Jews” who were trained jointly: “The Transylvanian Saxons’ idiom 

was difficult to understand, and the Jews spoke Yiddish.”421 Even when a native speaker of 

Croatian or Czech spoke standard German (Hochdeutsch) fluently, this did not mean that he 

was able to communicate easily with Tyrolians or Schwabs, and vice versa. Many recruits with 

limited schooling had simply never learned standard German properly or practiced it in daily 

communication at home. Indeed, even the Roman-Catholic military priest Pius Parsch, born 

1884 in Olomouc, noted in his diary that he had to practice speaking standard German to be 

properly understood by all German-speaking soldiers.422  

 

 The language rights of the conscripts were much more than just providing a sufficient 

number of officers and NCOs who spoke their languages for military education and training. In 

addition, the army had to organize their medical and spiritual support. Certainly, in a peacetime 

army recruits most often needed to speak with their superiors during their education and military 

training, therefore not being able to communicate did not affect their physical survival. 

However, already before 1914 the organization of the medical and spiritual welfare offered a 

pre-view on what to expect during a war. Similar to the military training personnel, organizing 

the army language system adequately included providing both a sufficient number of 

physicians, nurses, and clergy, and ensuring that they were deployed adequately where they 

were needed to be able to communicate with the recruits.   

 

 In the Habsburg army, only a limited number of physicians were career military 

physicians. These career army medical personnel were usually not responsible for the treatment 

of recruits, but responsible for administrative work, and training future military physicians who 

mainly recruited from among the reserve officers. The medical treatment of the rank and file 

 
419 Képviselőházi napló, 1901, 444. 
420 ALEX/SPAR, 1883, Wurmbrand, 10378. 
421 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/58:4, August von Urbański, Das Tornisterkind, unpublished undated manuscript, 95. 
422 PPA, Pius Parsch, War Diary, no. 6, 1916. 
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was therefore in many cases left to the reservists who where often students at a nearby 

university, and therefore reflected the linguistic composition of the recruits. As long as these 

reservists were deployed adequately, there was always a physician nearby who was able to 

communicate with the recruits. Although archival material points to these physicians’ 

insufficient knowledge of the regimental languages, at the same time it mentions that there were 

always nurses in NCO rank available who accompanied the physicians and helped out.423 

 

 Handbooks for military physicians that used a question-and-answer method in the 

recognized languages were already in use before the army reform in 1868.424 In addition to 

handbooks in the soldiers' languages for the use of the military personnel, the army issued 

instruction leaftlets (Merkblätter). These were usually affixed to the barracks’ walls. They 

explained to recruits how to avoid diseases. Corps commands orders regularly informed about 

plans of the Ministry of War to produce leaflets. Subordinate military institutions were asked 

to report how many of them were needed, and in which languages. Newly published leaflets 

were regularly announced in the orders of the corps commands. For example, in February 1914 

a Corps Command order informed about the publication of a leaflet for recruits that informed 

about the nature and the dangers of veneral diseases.425 

 

 The medical branch of the Habsburg army was much easier to organize as patients 

had only to be distinguished by linguistic lines while religious support had to provide sufficient 

members of clergy not only in all the languages of the recruits, but also in the seven recognized 

denominations. The army statistical handbook from 1910 listed the religion of the recruits as 

follows: 990,613 were Roman-Catholics, 159,868, Greek-Catholics, 132,056, Greek-Oriental, 

64,267, Protestants of Augsburg Confession, 81,128, Protestants of Helvetic Confession, 

46,573, Jews, and 11,498 were Muslims.426 What is not visible in these army statistic is that 

with the exception of the Muslims all denominations lived in different parts of the Monarchy, 

and their adherents spoke a variety of languages. Roman-Catholic spiritual care had to be 

provided throughout Austria-Hungary for recruits speaking almost all regimental languages. 

Protestants also lived across the Monarchy and used a variety of Habsburg languages.427 Jews 

 
423 N.N., Der Divisions-Chefarzt im Frieden. Der Militärarzt, 10 August 1883, 116-9, 118. 
424 Allmayer-Beck, Die bewaffnete Macht in Staat und Gesellschaft, 98. 
425 ÖStA/KA/Terr, Befehle, 15th Corps Command Sarajevo, no. 14, 18 February 1914. 
426 Militärstatistisches Jahrbuch für 1910, 190-1. Other denominations constituted 4,456, including 244 who had 

no denomination (konfessionslos). 
427 In the mid nineteenth century the legal framework across Habsburg lands changed: Schwarz, Zusammenbruch 

und Neuanfang – Der Untergang der Donaumonarchie und der österreichische Protestantismus, 329-50. 
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lived across the Monarchy. Many of them spoke Yiddish, but others identified with local 

nationalities, and preferred to speak one of their languages. Jews posed an additional challenge 

because they included a variety of practices. Some more traditional Orthodox Jews spoke 

Yiddish, while “liberal-progressive” often used the language/one of the languages of the non-

Jews among whom they lived. Still others did not practice their religion at all but were free 

thinkers.428  

 

Another important factor was that religion had different status across the Monarchy, 

particularly the role it played in the civil communities and in the political (national) movements. 

In some places, Roman-Catholic priests were at the forefront of local nationalist movements.429 

Indeed, some priests were members of the parliaments.430 Thus, the army had to deal with 

military priests regularly who spread nationalist ideas among recruits, although officially the 

Roman-Catholic church hierarchy during the nineteenth century advocated a supra-national or 

transnational character. Andreas Gottsmann has argued that similar to Austria-Hungary, the 

popes and their bureaucrats reacted on the ever-growing questions relating to nationalist 

movements first with “cluelessness,” while only later they tried to counter this Zeitgeist through 

tough policies of centralization.431 In contrast to the Roman-Catholic Church, the Greek-

Catholic Church in Galicia was not exclusively a religious community. Willibald Rosner has 

argued that it was the most important “national point of reference for Ruthenians.” To be Greek-

Catholic meant to distinguish Ruthenians from Roman-Catholic Poles, and Orthodox Russians. 

There was another distinguishing line in the Greek-Catholic Church. While the Romanian-

speaking Greek-Catholic Church in Bukovina in Austria advocated Magyarization, and called 

for Hungarian to replace Old Church Slavonic, Greek-Catholics from Transylvania in Hungary 

claimed their historic belonging to the Romanian nation, and preferred Romanian.432 

 

In addition to the various nationally motivated interests of some adherents of the 

recognized denominations, the variety of religious requirements that had to be respected 

posed a challenge to army bureaucrats. Some of them were easily rewolved, such as food 

requirements, not only for Muslims and Jews, but also for Christians as avoiding meat for 

 
Following the army reform the number of the Protestant officers increased: Tepperberg, Evangelische in 

Habsburgs Heer, 134-5. 
428 Rozenblit, Reconstructing a National Identity, 83. See also: Schmidl, Habsburgs jüdische Soldaten. 
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430 Stergar, Slovenci in vojska, 302-5. 
431 Gottsmann, Rom und die nationalen Katholizismen in der Donaumonarchie, 16, and 74. 
432 Rosner, Die griechisch-katholische Kirche Österreich-Ungarns im Ersten Weltkrieg, 266-9. 
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Friday meals or during fasting periods. The greater challenge to army bureaucrats was when 

recruits needed a clergy member for religious ceremonies that required communication, or 

pastoral care. The moment before a recruit died and the necessity that the clergy fully 

understood him was of major importance for Roman-Catholics, while for others, such as 

Muslims, it was more important how the corpses were treated which could have been ensured 

either by an imam or by an ordinary believer. Army bureaucrats therefore spent more effort to 

ensure that someone of Muslim faith was assigned to hospitals instead of providing a 

sufficient number of imams in all the garrisons where Bosniaks were deployed.433 

 

The regularly published orders of the local military commands demonstrate that the 

practice of moving entire companies around the Monarchy posed an additional challenge to 

army bureaucrats. They had to provide spiritual care for ever changing troops. Even foreigners 

were aware of the army language diversity and the challenges it posed for providing spiritual 

support. For example, in the 1890s, a Bavarian colonel visited garrisons throughout the 

Habsburg Monarchy. He reported that “All these garrisons have their military chaplains. [...] 

So he [the priest] recently rode to a post, fifty kilometres of poor trail. He met four Catholics 

there, one of them spoke German, the second Hungarian, the third Bohemian, and the fourth 

Serbian, and to all of them he had to say something which comforted their poor souls.”434 The 

corps command reports provide an overview of how military spiritual care was organized in 

peacetime, and when and why the army sometimes failed to provide it appropriately. For 

example, the Zagreb Corps Command ordered its local commanders in October 1911: “Spiritual 

service has to be organized in Agram [Zagreb], Peterwardein [Petrovaradin], Esseg [Osijek] 

und Semlin [Zemun] (for the Hungarian rank and file) three times weekly, in the other places 

only two times […] in Semlin (for the Czechs) chaplan Vesely will offer services.“435 This short 

note already indicates that clergy for some religions were available in sufficient numbers while 

others were not.  

 

 Corps command orders indicate that army officials began preparations for some annual 

religious holidays much earlier than the participating clergy did. The army sought to organize 

religious holiday as efficiently as possible by trying to ensure for all soldiers’ ceremonies in 

their native tongues. As for Easter or Christmas the army regulations stipulated that clergy had 

 
433 Myrdacz, Handbuch für Militӓrӓrzte, 107.  
434 Baumann, Militärtouristische Wahrnehmungen im Sandschak Novibazar, 13. 
435 ÖStA/KA/Terr, Befehle, 13th Corps Command Zagreb/Agram, box 76, no. 70, 8 October 1911. 
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to report in time how many recruits would attend service and in which languages. Clergy who 

spoke the soldiers’ languages were particularly needed for Roman Catholics for their 

confessions and religious exercises. As the army was aware that one priest can not ensure the 

service for all places outside the main garrison town where also hundreds of additional recruits 

were stationed, usually priests of the local parish were asked for this duty, if they spoke the 

needed languages.436 In the case that at one locality no local priest was available, they deployed 

a military priest there.437 Jews, except in regiments from Galicia and Bukovina, did not make 

up a significant number among recruits to provide military rabbis, they were usually required 

to attend local synagogues.438 

 

Indeed, organizing, for example, Easter celebrations often began in early February when 

corps commands ordered their subordinate offices to report the precise number of believers, 

where they were deployed and which languages they spoke. For example, the Budapest Corps 

Command in February 1895 asked for “the number of first, Roman- and Greek-Catholics, 

second, Greek-Orientals, third, Protestants of Augsburg, and fourth, Protestants of Helvetic 

Confession. In all places except for Budapest, Polna and Rakos-Palota, the commanders had to 

contact the local clergy of the mentioned denominations, and to find out if they were capable 

of providing Easter devotions in the rank and files’ languages. […] For the Greek-Oriental 

recruits in Stuhlweißenburg [Székesfehérvár] and Polna a military priest will be assigned who 

speaks the regimental language.” The order was followed by a table showing when and where 

military clergy was available, and which languages they spoke. Interestingly, this order 

distinguished between all languages, except for Slavic which was categorized as one.439 I 

assume that for a Polish-speaking priest providing Easter confessions for Croats would not have 

been an easy task.  

 

The Corps Command order shown above also demonstrates that civil clergy was often 

requested to provide religious services for the rank and file in the case that there was not a 

sufficient number of recruits at a place to send a military clergy member. However, in many 

cases army bureaucrats avoided asking local clergy for help, because some of them were already 

known for their nationalist attitudes. Archival material indicates that some clergy members, 

even the military ones, did not only strongly identify with a particular nationality, but were 
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openly nationalist. In case that the clergy was openly nationalist, it often took a long time to 

replace them, in particular when their language abilities were desperately needed. Therefore, in 

some cases, corps command orders had to add to their information that no service can be 

offered: “that for the recruits in Stuhlweißenburg [Székesfehérvár], and these of the Bosnian-

Herzegovinian Regiment No 3 no service can be offered, because of the lack of Croatian-

speaking clergy.” As in the case of officers, it was not only language knowledge that mattered. 

Some members of the clergy were reported to be incapable of providing spiritual care and 

celebrating liturgy in a military setting, or they lacked abilities of providing religious guidance 

for young recruits.  

 

Habsburg army clergy were not only expected to provide spiritual service, but also to 

give religious instruction as part of the recruit education as well as to provide spiritual exercises 

in the local religious facilities.440 Being well aware that officers often did not speak the 

languages of the rank and file, the clergy was even expected to give speeches during regimental 

jubilee days. One regimental history book even suggested to “relocate” these speeches from the 

garrisons into the “places of worship and to entrust the clergy, bringing the regiments' historical 

glories up in their homilies” and to remind the rank and file of their regiments' “success in 

combat, and their regimental heroes.”441 The transfer of these propaganda tasks to the clergy 

posed a challenge in particular to commanders of multilingual garrisons. The historian van 

Drunen has analysed the numerous patriotic celebrations that were held in connection with the 

bicentennial of Chernivtsi’s home regiment in 1901. He concluded that in Bukovina the 

religious services in the Roman-Catholic and Protestant churches, as well as in the synagogues, 

were to be held in German, in the Uniate church in Ruthenian, and in the Orthodox Cathedral 

in both Romanian, and Ruthenian.442 This meant that not only clergy had to be provided who 

spoke these languages, but such tasks also required lecturing skills, as well as that they had to 

identify with the army and the state. 

 

The Ministry of War was aware of the difficulty to provide clergy who spoke the 

relevant languages where they were needed. However, it was not the Ministry which compiled, 

printed, and paid for handbooks helping clergy out of the language dilemma, rather the military 

clergy issued most of them on own initiative – as was the case for officers’ language manuals. 
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Over the years, hundreds of manuals were printed across the Monarchy in all regimental 

languages providing, for example, Catholics with homilies for every military occasion. The 

Roman-Catholic military priest Rudolf Zhanel who belonged to the Brno diocese and spoke 

German and Czech443 published more than one manual: one was published in 1909 in Czech,444 

a year later a German translation followed.445 A second issue of the handbook in German was 

published only three years later.446 Many of these books had an immediate second print. The 

many issues indicate that these manuals met the needs of the clergy. 

 

Homilies for recruits (Rekrutenpredigten) did not only serve religious purposes, but also 

aimed at preparing recruits for an unfamiliar linguistic environment: “At home, dear young 

friend, you have heard only the sweet sound of your familiar mother tongue, here and elsewhere 

often unknown words and languages come to your ears.” These lectures also aimed to prepare 

recruits for the unfamiliar food and to remind them that they were not going to be awakened in 

the morning by their mothers, but by their superiors.447 The homilies also served propaganda 

purposes, for example, explaining to recruits the meaning of swearing the oath to the monarch: 

“Breaking the oath by desertion is a terrible offense against God.” The manuals also provided 

explanations for the meaning of the Ten Commandments in a military environment. 

Interestingly, in Zhanel’s widely used manual that comprised homilies for recruits, the 

Commandment, “Thou shalt not kill”, was passed by.448 

 

 In addition to manuals for clergys’ use, randomly on more local initiative religious short 

readings (kleine Lectüren) were published which often consisted only of a few pages. They 

were also for the use of recruits. Neither the Ministry of War nor regional military institutions 

published them on their own effort but approved them and advocated their distribution. For 

example, the Budapest Corps Command informed its subordinate officers in February 1895 that 

the military chaplain Adalbert S(z)uchy had published a pocket booklet in German and 

Hungarian that dealt with the military spirit and the morale of young soldiers. It was added: 

“This small work is recommended for the troops.”449 The same chaplain authored another 

 
443 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Rudolf Zhanel, born 1867. 
444 See: Zháněl, Pomocná vojenská duchovní správa.  
445 Zhanel, Rekrutenpredigten. 
446 Zhanel, Garnisonspredigten. 
447 Zhanel, Rekrutenpredigten, 16. 
448 Zhanel, Rekrutenpredigten, 77. This was not a Habsburg phenomenon. The interpretation of the Decalogue 

for army purposes, in particular during the First World War, became a “problem” war all Christian states and 

armies: Kurtz, The Decalogue in a Kaiserreich at War, 113. The Decalogue was regularly discussed in religious, 

philosophical, and “profane” literature during crisis and war: Markl, The Decalogue in History, 283f. 
449 ÖStA/KA/Terr, Befehle, 4th Corps Command Budapest, box 44, no. 10, 11 February 1895. 
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booklet in the same languages entitled “With god for our supreme warlord and the fatherland,” 

which the Corps Command recommended that officers should also use in the soldier schools.450 

Another example is a Soldier Lord’s Prayer in German that the Roman-Catholic military priest 

Heinrich Kranjec published in 1898. The Budapest Corps Command added: “This prayer 

booklet, which was also approved by the Church, could be published also in Czech, Slovene, 

and Croatian if there is sufficient interest. It is available from Styria publishing house in Graz. 

Price: 10 Kreuzer.”451 Until the First World War, this manual had more than one edition. The 

Ministry of War usually expected members of the clergy, officers, and the rank and file to 

purchase these manuals on their own. 

 

The military administration found it easiest to organize religious service for Muslims 

because all of the imams had only to speak the South-Slavic idiom. While Muslims 

concentrated in Bosnia-Herzegovina, other believers were scattered across the Monarchy. The 

effectiveness of the pastoral care and additional propaganda purposes required an assignment 

of the adequate clergy. Not only their overall language abilities, could have become decisive 

for an effective spiritual support. My sources reveal that it made a difference if the members of 

the clergy previously headed monolingual parishes, or bi- or multilingual civil parishes where 

they became already aware of how to navigate linguistic diversity. In the late nineteenth century 

most parts of a Roman-Catholic mass were in Church Latin, including chants. Priests decided 

whether they would chant in Latin or use another language. The homily was always in the 

language of the faithful, and so the prayer for the monarch. German- and Czech-speaking 

Roman-Catholic clergy employed in Bohemian regiments could have decided to provide two 

separate Holy Masses with homilies in both Czech, and German, or put all recruits together, 

holding the mass in Church Latin, but providing in the same mass a homily in Czech followed 

by German, and the other day or week vice versa. The Roman-Catholic priest Pius Parsch, who 

later supported masses in the believers’ language, compared the symbolic and practical 

character of Church Latin with the German army language: “And I realize that it is quite good 

to have Latin: Why is there the German command language in the army? […] And the mass, 

which is always the same in general, could be understood by all Catholics.”452 It was very 

important for Protestants that ceremonies were held in the language of the faithful. Military 

priests employed in regiments recruiting from Vojvodina or Bukovina with Romanian- and 
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Serbian-speaking Greek-Orientals could have decided to celebrate the entire mass in Old 

Church-Slavonic, or they marginalized one language over another.  Orthodox priests for the 

most part had the right to choose freely whether to say most of the mass in Old Church Slavonic 

or in the language of the faithful. The rabbis in the liberal synagogues decided for themselves 

which language they would use. Indeed, in some bilingual communities they changed language 

weekly. In any case, religious leaders of all denominations were ordered to say a prayer for the 

Monarch during the service in the language of the faithful.453 While there were some priests 

who were able to use several languages, most military clergy did not speak another regimental 

language other than their own. This was not that much of a problem during peacetime because 

members of the clergy often served exclusively in their regiment or garrison reflecting their 

own linguistic backgrounds.  

 

In addition to provide spiritual care, members of the military clergy reported that 

informal chats were most effective for the morale of the recruits. Many young recruits had left 

their families and businesses behind often for the first time in their lives. Some recruits had 

conflicts with their comrades or superiors. When there were no members of the clergy available 

who spoke their language, this important psychological moment to influence these recruits 

positively passed. It was not the shortcomings in the ceremonies which parliamentary delegates 

regularly criticized, but the lack of daily spiritual guidance. For example, Leo Pastor, member 

of parliament who represented rural provinces in Galicia emphasized: “The military chaplains 

should not wait until soldiers need pastoral care, but actively address them and approach them. 

During the training period they are to remind them more often in the church or in the barracks 

of their duties from a religious and moral point of view and to encourage them.”454 In addition, 

Pastor was critical of those members of the military clergy he believed would be too “engaged 

in bureaucratic duties,” because recruits considered them as officers instead of in the civil world 

as spiritual guides: “If a soldier has a spiritual need, he must report it officially, and wait until 

his request is accepted. Usually, the military clergy is not even able to speak the regimental 

language.”455 
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Chapter 4: The Officers  

 

What we want! […] We stand for […] each officer speaking the language of his men quite well 

and correctly in order to become a teacher, counsellor, and benefactor of the rank and file.  

An anonymous Habsburg officer in the military journal Die Vedette, 1869456 

 

In discussing the Defense Act in 1868, Friedrich von Beck-Rzikowsky who headed Francis 

Joseph’s Military Chancellery, reminded all Habsburg army officers of the “repeatedly issued 

regulations” to learn the regimental languages. He insisted that the officers’ existing language 

abilities should be considered, “if possible,” when assigning them to a regiment, battalion or 

other service branch.457 Beck’s suggestion remained the norm until 1914, and indicated that 

army bureaucrats only to a limited degree were required to take existing language abilities of 

officers into account when deciding about their assignment to a new regiment or batallion. This 

had a practical reason. There were many regiments and battalions that needed training personnel 

in languages for which the army never managed to provide a sufficient number of officers. The 

Habsburg officers analysed in this chapter were a heterogenous group. The 30,000 officers in 

the Habsburg army in 1913 were recruited from all over the Monarchy.458  

 

My sample discussed in chapter 3 demonstrated that from total of 243 officers: 98.3 

percent spoke German, 27.3 percent spoke Hungarian, 25.9 percent spoke Czech, 15.2 percent 

spoke Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian, 13.6 percent spoke Italian, 11.9 percent spoke Polish, 8.6 

percent spoke Romanian, 5.3 percent spoke Slovak, 5.3 percent spoke Slovene, and 3.3 percent 

spoke Ruthenian.459 These officers faced according to the Military Statistical Yearbook the 

following recruits in 1885: 29.7 percent Germans, 18.7 Magyars, 14 percent Czechs and 

Moravians, 8.1 Ruthenians, 7.9 percent Poles, 7.1 percent Croats and Serbs, 5.4 percent 

Romanians, 4.8 percent Slovaks, 3.5  percent Slovenes, and 0.8 percent Italians.460 This chapter 

demonstrates that it was not primarily native German speakers who benefited from the language 

system, but rather those officers who spoke a second regimental language fluently in addition 

to German, regardless of their native tongues. Indeed, most of the officers hailed from a variety 

 
456 N.N., Was wir wollen, Die Vedette, 20 October 1869, 5. 
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Michel; box 3393, Stunić to Sturm; box 3401, Sugár to Sukup; box 2343, Panc to Panek; box 3721, Weinberger 

to Weiner; and box 3821, Wohlfahrt to Wohlmutheder. 
460 Militär-Statistisches Jahrbuch für 1886, 131. 
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of religious, social, cultural, and linguistic backgrounds. They were both advocates and targets 

of the regimental language system, often at the same time, although historians as well as 

contemporaneous Habsburg politicians and journalists have often depicted officers as active 

adherents of the army language system. This chapter, however, demonstrates that officers 

sometimes were required to obey orders and had no opportunity to influence the system. In 

contrast to the conscripts, officers’ interpretation of the language system not only affected their 

own career, but also the military service of other soldiers. I argue that officers often interpreted 

the language rules flexibly for their own convenience or for career motives, undertakings in 

which they made use of the elasticity of the language rules. It was moste often not their 

linguistic backgrounds (and therefore nationalities) that influenced their decisions.  

 

Officers’ Linguistic Backgrounds and Nationalities 

 

In the late nineteenth century, the Habsburg army officers became increasingly ethnically and 

socially mixed owing to the reformed army system that dated from 1868. But they were already 

stemming from a variety of linguistic backgrounds in earlier centuries. However, until 1868 

most officers hailed from wealthy and/or noble backgrounds.461 Following the 1848-revolution 

there were virtually no native Hungarian-speaking officers in the Habsburg military, rather so-

called German officers were assigned to regiments stationed in Hungary. There were two 

reasons for the lack of native Hungarian-speaking officers. One reason was that bureaucrats in 

imperial institutions distrusted so-called ethnic Hungarians. The other reason was that many 

Hungarian nobles from whose ranks, officers were usually recruited refused to join an army, 

which they still considered an enemy. In the late 1850s the career officer Ernst Wurmbrand 

remembered that in the Innsbruck cadet school among all students there was only one native 

Hungarian speaker.462 The Military Statistical Handbooks show that the number of native-

Hungarian speakers increased steadily, at the turn of the century they made up the second largest 

group after these of alleged German nationality.463 

 

Officers were also heterogenous owing to their military ranks. According to their ranks 

the officers were divided as follows: about fifty-seven percent of them were second and first 

lieutenants, twenty-eight percent were captains (Hauptmann, Rittmeister), seven percent, 
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majors, three percent, lieutenant colonels, two percent, colonels, and about one percent were at 

the rank of general. Thus, only a minimum of career officers reached a higher rank than that of 

first lieutenant by the end of their army careers.464 In addition to their ranks, officers can be 

divided in three main categories: career officers, reserve officers, and military specialists of 

officer rank. The officers in each group had had different language education before joining the 

army, and different language knowledge was required of them. 

 

 The first officer category was the career officers who (usually planned to) spent their 

entire professional life in the army. Many of them were educated in military preparatory schools 

from first years in school (discussed in chapter 1). When they became officers, they were 

therefore already familiar with the language system and knew precisely what was expected of 

them. Most of them were deployed as troop officers (Truppenoffiziere) in one of the numerous 

regiments and batallions. Others were responsible for the organization of the military life in the 

barracks. They were required to speak the language of the recruits until they reached the rank 

of captain. General staff officers (Generalstabsoffiziere) were also career officers, but 

constituted a numerically small group, and were required to have other language abilities than 

troop officers (to be discussed later in this chapter). The second category was the reserve 

officers. Coming from across the Monarchy, though not in the same proportion from all 

nationalities, they usually had graduated from civil secondary schools (Gymnasium, 

Realschule) where they often did not learn another Habsburg language. Although they served 

for a few months only they were often responsible for the training and education of the recruits 

and they were expected to speak their languages. The third category was the specialists of 

officer rank, comprised military auditors, clergy, veterinarians, pharmacists, and physicians. 

This group was the most heterogenous as some of these men spent their entire career in the 

army, while others did only a few years active duty. During their military career some of them 

never came into close contact with recruits, and therefore the regimental language system. 

Others, particularly physicians and clergy, dealt with the rank and file when they were sick and 

dying and proper communication was even more needed than during military training.  

 

Officer personnel files (Grundbuchblätter) from 1868 to 1914 reveal that their linguistic 

and family backgrounds changed dramatically from the late nineteenth century through the 

outbreak of the First World War. Between 1868 and 1914 a growing number of officers were 

the sons of officers or bureaucrats, or of men whose employment, such as the railroads, required 
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them to live far from their place of origin.465 The officers’ autobiographical material I have 

examined shows that these young men were often referred to as Tornisterkinder. Tornister was 

the military term for a rucksack. The term referred to those families that followed their fathers 

from garrison to garrison. Some of them had lived in more than five Habsburg regions before 

their twentieth birthday. Career officer Alexander Rosenfeld better known by his nome de 

plume Roda Roda described these offspring in his novel: “This officer had no national feeling. 

May he be born in [Galician] Tarnopol, or in Riva [del Garda]: he was Austrian. And spoke 

Army-German. All the larger and smaller peoples (Völker und Völkchen) of the Monarchy had 

smeared (bekleckert) this military German with their linguistic mistakes.”466 In his unpublished 

memoirs, career officer Karl Nowottny described the image these officers often advocated of 

themselves: “Through marriages in the various garrisons they often mixed up with the different 

nationalities of the Monarchy, a German officer's son often had to attend schools in Polish or 

Hungarian language. Thus, these sons early got to know the different nationalities, and so they 

became the best leaders of these heterogenous recruits.”467  

 

One of the main characteristics of many of these Tornisterkinder-officers was their 

proficiency in more than one Habsburg language. Although their parents might have had a 

variety of native tongues, all career officers spoke fluent German. Recalling the postings of his 

father, a Habsburg officer, Jaro Zeman, commented his childhood. His father was deployed in 

Pula in Istria, where Croatian, Italian, and Slovene were the locally recognized languages. 

Zeman wrote that “father’s position now requires Italian that he does not speak. But he 

obviously has some talent for language, his school French helps him, he can communicate with 

his workers soon in an idiom that at least he himself calls Italian. Even mother quickly learns a 

kind of kitchen and colloquial language. Our maids are for the most part Italians, father’s 

military servants usually Croats. At home, languages are buzzing around, but the parents make 

sure that family members speak German to one another. [...] Outside our home and in school, 

we speak as our friend or classmate does.”468 Men like Zeman who already spoke more than 

one Habsburg language when starting his army service, certainly had an advantage in making 

career in the military. Others, without such family background, had to learn languages during 

their school or officer education, or had only a few months before joining a new regiment. 
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In addition to multlingualism, there was another characteristic of Tornisterkinder-

officers: Their family backgrounds made them not easily assignable to a particular nationality 

for army bureaucrats. For example, the career officer Hugo Kerchnawe has written that his 

subordinate First Lieutenant Erich Pospischill, whose father was an army officer, and who, 

despite his Czech surname did not speak a single word in this language: “He had served until 

recently in Hungary and therefore liked to play the Hungarian. [...] The cradle of his artillery 

ancestors had, of course, been in Bohemia, but scarcely a tribe of the great Danube Empire 

exists, whose blood does not flow through his veins. He had gone to German, Croatian, and 

Slovene schools before the Fisolenhaus [the officers’ school in Wiener Neustadt] accepted him, 

and injected him with a spirit that made him look for his home only where Old Austria's banner 

was blowing.”469 What becomes apparent is that such a Tornister-life opened the opportunity 

to claim a variety of nationalities. The motives contemporaneous authors have stressed are 

different. Some argue that officers had simply lived for a long time somewhere in the Monarchy 

were another language was spoken and adopted the particular nationality out of cultural 

sympathy, while others married women who hailed from a different linguistic background.470 

The reserve officer Robert Nowak pointed to marriage as the most frequent reason why officers 

claimed for another nationality.471 Others attended military preparatory schools from early 

childhood where they spoke almost exclusively German. Zagreb-born Habsburg diplomat 

Alexander Musulin von Gomirje recalled in his memoirs a particular general: Petar Preradović, 

who hailed from the Croatian-Slavonian military border and was educated at the military 

academy in Wiener Neustadt. Musulin asserted that Preradović had “served for so long in the 

Habsburg army that he almost completely forgot his Croatian mother tongue.” He asserted that 

Preradović was one of many examples of Habsburg officers who “unified loyalty to the state, 

and deeply inherited Croatian patriotism.”472 Parliamentary minutes indicate that delegates – 

regardless of their nationality – often criticized that military school students would become 

denationalized. In a 1910 speech, member of the Austrian parliament, Wladimir Kozłowski-

Bolesta, delegate of the Polish Club, responded to the question of “Officers and nationality:” 

“Why should an officer not identify in the warmest manner with his homeland and nation to 

which he belongs […]. It would be absurd – I am speaking openly and honestly here – if 
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someone worked to destroy or deny that feeling.”473 István Deák has argued that many bi- or 

multilingual career officers identified with an – officially non-existent – “Austrian” nationality, 

one that Habsburg citizens usually interpreted across the Monarchy to be loyal to the monarch, 

the state and the army.474 

 

 Students at officer schools came from throughout the Monarchy. Most of them spoke 

German fluently by the time they left, even if German was not their native language. Deák has 

written that these students themselves distinguished between those who only spoke German, 

irrespective of their nationality, and those who were ethnic, that is “real,” Germans. There were 

regular conflicts between these two groups. They called one another as being either Army-

Germans, which implied to be a loyal Austrian, or “Prussians,” which meant disloyal ethnic 

Germans, and was often used in Habsburg times as swearword.475 My autobiographical sources 

demonstrate that also these officers who had a distinct national feeling and identified 

themselves with one of the Habsburg nationalities not necessarily acted disloyal to the supra-

national state or strongly identified themselves with the army. 

 

 It is almost impossible to analyze how army bureaucrats categorized bi- or 

multilingual officers. Because all officers had to speak fluent German, it is possible that army 

bureaucrats tended to classify these officers as of German nationality, because army statistics 

for a long time showed an absolute majority of German officers. Norman Stone has asserted 

that the “career officers were overwhelmingly German in character. No nationality without a 

large middle class could provide many reserve officers; and virtually all of the civilian officers 

[reserve officers] were drawn from three nationalities: German, Magyar, and Czech.”476 Stone’s 

claim that most officers had a “German character” is correct only insofar as the colloquial 

language of daily use among the officers was overwhelmingly German. However, this German 

language use did not indicate with which nationality they identified, or if they identified with 

one particular at all.477 The officers’ personnel files do not contain information on assignments 

to a particular nationality by self-declaration or by army officials (contrary to the recruit files 

where in some cases army officials highlighted one of the spoken languages to indicate a 

presumed native tongue, discussed in chapter 3). The following three examples demonstrate 
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that multilingual officers could have been categorized in a number of ways: by self 

identification, by army bureaucrats, by their comrades, and finally by historians.478  

 

 Colonel Johann Fieldorf was the son of a railway official. He was born in Galicia in 

1861. During the first year in the army, his superiors assessed him as able to speak three 

languages (in this order): correct German, sufficient Ruthenian, and fluent Polish.479 Although 

the term correctly was forbidden in personnel files, it was often used, in particular in cases 

where someone was not fluent in a language, but spoke it much better than sufficiently for 

training the recruits (zum Dienstgebrauch genügend). Almost every second year an officer’s 

language ability was reassessed. In the years to come Fieldorf's superiors noted that his German 

became much better. At the end of his career, it was categorized to be fluent. Fieldorf offered 

the Habsburg army bureaucrats more than one option for assignment to a particular Habsburg 

nationality. Considering only Fieldorf’s latest entry in his personnel file it would have been 

possible to assign him a Polish, or a German nationality, but considering earlier assessments 

when he spoke solely fluent Polish, the army might have categorized him as of Polish 

nationality. Franz Xaver Schubert, who was one of Fieldorf’s fellow officers, described him in 

his diary thusly: “Captain Fieldorf, a Pole, speaks poor German.”480 However, in particular for 

soldiers from Galicia an important distinguishing factor was religion. Fieldorf was a Roman-

Cathlic, thus, army bureaucrats would not have assigned him a Ruthenian-nationality. I have 

found no record of whether or with which nationality Fieldorf himself identified.  

 

 Born in Vukovar in Slavonia in 1889, First Lieutenant Oskar Wohlgemuth was the son 

of an army career captain. His personnel file indicates that when he joined the army, he spoke 

fluent German and Croatian.481 We do not know which nationality army statistics assigned to 

someone who already spoke two languages fluently when starting their careers. Deák would 

have categorized him as of “mixed nationality,” a category that he employed for those who 

spoke more than one language fluently.482 Army bureaucracy never had such a category, they 

could have assigned him as of German or Croatian nationality, but usually they tended to 

categorize these officers as of German nationality. I have found no record with which 

nationality Wohlgemuth identified, if he did so, but one autobiographical record of one of his 
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fellow officers credited him a distinct nationality. In his memoirs the career officer Adolf 

Stillfried von Rathenitz asserted that Wohlgemuth was a “full-blooded Croat from the Military 

Border [Vollblutcroate aus der Militärgrenze].”483  

 

 In the two examples mentioned above, both officers had German surnames, but were 

not necessarily of German nationality. There were also many examples of officers who had 

surnames from other Habsburg languages who were probably categorized as of German 

nationality. The career officer Rudolf von Eichthal remembered having met a “real Tyrolian 

soldier (echter Tiroler Kaiserjäger)” during his military service: “This Colonel Hadaszczok, 

despite his Ruthenian surname, which was so difficult for German tongues to pronounce and so 

difficult for Germans to remember, came from northern Moravia, and was of good German 

origin.”484 Josef Hadaszczok was born in 1865 in Frýdek on the Silesian border. According to 

his first language assessment of his army career he spoke fluent German and Slovak.485 Similar 

to the examples shown above, Hadasczok offered more than one opportunity for a nationality. 

While army bureaucrats had to decide between a German and a Slovak nationality, Deák might 

have categorized him of “mixed nationality.”486  

 

Officers’ Language Acquisition 

 

Parliamentary and press debates highlighted that a large number of officers did not speak the 

languages of the recruits they trained. Public critics were partially correct, but it has to be asked 

for the reasons of officers’ lack of language preparation throughout my period of investigation. 

Thus, how did army bureaucrats organize language courses for officers? This chapter shows 

that the most important reason was often the result of the army’s assignment practice which 

remained throughout my period of investigation. Career officers were, at the latest after four 

years, assigned to another regiment in a different part of the Monarchy. Roda Roda did not 

exaggerate when he wrote: “Hardly anyone seriously sought to learn the language of the 

regiment. Why, when he expected to be deployed elsewhere in the near future.”487 Despite army 

organization, my sources reveal that many officers were also unwilling, and sometimes, unable 

to learn another language when they were already in officer rank. 
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The first section of this chapter describes how Habsburg career officers looked back on 

varying language knowledge and education when they began their military careers. The army’s 

language requirements favored these officers who looked on a multilingual family background, 

were educated in a military preparatory school, or military academy where they learned another 

regimental language (discussed in chapter 1). However, the army’s assignment practice often 

meant that even these officers were deployed in a regiment or battalion where they did not speak 

the recruits' language(s). The personnel files show that most career officers after only three to 

five years were assigned to a different regiment, battalion, or service branch, located elsewhere 

in the Monarchy. Some high-ranking career officers changed regiments as many as ten times 

during the course of their careers. Many of the career officers were therefore required to learn 

more than one other language. 

 

 Only at first glance does the army language system favor native German speakers in 

terms of career advancement. Thus, Kronenbitter is partially correct when arguing that German-

native-speaking officers had it easier when starting their careers (Startvorteil).488 The officer 

personnel files I have examined indicate that these officers who spoke only German when 

joining the army more often failed in their career then these who spoke already another language 

in addition to German.489 The best route for a successful officer career therefore was to come 

from a non-German speaking background and to learn fluent German, the language most used 

and taught in the army. From among these bilingual non-native German speakers the linguistic 

landscape of the Monarchy favored speakers of Slavic languages, because six of the eleven 

regimental languages were Slavic: Czech, Croatian, Polish, Ruthenian, Serbian, Slovene, and 

Slovak. Autobiographical archival records and novels demonstrate that authors regularly 

mentioned comrades of Slavic language background who had it easier to communicate with 

soldiers of another Slavic language.490 For example, the reserve officer Wladislaus Michejda 

who spoke Polish and German at the start of his army career,491 more easily learned another 

Slavic language such as Czech, than did his fellow officer Theodor Michalsky who spoke fluent 

German and Hungarian. Michalsky’s career ended apruptly when he had to learn Slovene within 
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box 2343, Panc to Panek; box 3721, Weinberger to Weiner; and box 3821, Wohlfahrt to Wohlmutheder. 
490 For example: Henz, Ein Roman von Krieg und Liebe, 32 
491 ÖStA/KA/Gbbl, Wladislaus Michejda, born 1867. 
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three years, and his superiors assessed him as still not speaking the language.492 Many officers 

left the army service after the expiration of the given deadline to learn a regimental language. 

The officer personnel files demonstrate that some officers managed to be assigned to a new 

regiment before the expiration of their deadline as long as they had other outstandingly well 

abilities (to be discussed later in this chapter). 

 

 There were several reasons why officers were unable to learn a particular language. My 

sources reveal that some were untalented while others simply unwilling. Ministerial archival 

records indicate that it was also the War Ministry who failed to organize classes on a large-

scale and to ensure that officers were given enough free time beside their daily duties or before 

being assigned to a new regiment, to learn them. The author of an article published in an 1882-

issue of Österreichische Militärische Zeitschrift, among the most important and widely read 

military journals in the Monarchy, referred to “military autodidactics,” meaning that army 

bureaucrats expected officers to acquire language knowledge primarily on their own. The 

author recommended officers to use text-books that focused less on grammar, but would enable 

them to quickly train soldiers by themselves.493 Indeed, the joint army’s organization could 

have offered numerous opportunities to organize language classes more appropriately. Over the 

years, the Corps Commands and the Ministry of War were faced with many suggestions about 

how to improve language classes, which they usually rejected with high cost.  

 

At least in theory, there was an institution located in many garrisons that might have 

been suitable for organizing officers' language courses. The officer clubs (Offizierscasinos) 

were not only smoker's salons or restaurants,494 but also included libraries with books in many 

languages.495 Administrators organized lectures on a wide variety of themes. In their 

autobiographies, many officers criticized the scientific or cultural level of these clubs. For 

example, Procurement Officer Josef Leb recalled that “officers had to be commanded to attend 

the scientific lectures, because only few would have gone voluntarily. Officer clubs had their 

own libraries, but what was read was mostly inferior.” Leb also mentioned that the officer clubs 

were only rarely used for language classes: “Officially we had Russian lessons every year. I 

 
492 ÖStA/KA/Gbbl, Theodor Michalsky, born 1877. 
493 Piers, Wilhelm. Über militärische Autodidaktik, Österreichische Militärische Zeitschrift 23, 3 (1882), 12-3, 

12. 
494 As just one example for the statutes of a k.u.k. casino: OStA/KA/RKM, 5. Abt., 56-3/2, 1907, Statuten für das 

Offizierscasino in Plevlje, 1897. 
495 HL, Jegyzék, no. 1717, Katalog der Offiziersbücherei in Bestschanka.  
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remember a single attempt to organize such a lesson, which has never been repeated.”496 

Because all officers stationed in a particular garrison were obliged to become members of these 

clubs, this would have been an appropriate place to offer language classes.  

 

Suggestions for self-acquisition of language abilities were regulary raised in the press. 

An anonymous author in the widely read military journal Danzers Armee-Zeitung in 1904 

suggested to officers how they could spend their winter break: “The weapons usually get out of 

hand, the books at hand. [...] In officers' circles it becomes very theoretically and lively. War 

games chase each other, lectures, meetings, tactical tasks, lessons in regimental languages [...]. 

Everything in an abundant tiring amount.” This article’s introduction was followed by 

suggestions of several other activities, but the writer did not mention the officers’ language 

education again.497 In garrisons, where few events took place, the organization of language 

classes functioned bit better. For example, career officer Karl Nowottny recalled in his memoirs 

having spent six winter months at a small fortress. He did not indicate the name of the fortress 

but remembered that he and some other German-speaking officers used the lack of other 

entertainment to ask a native speaking Polish officer to teach them his language. Unfortunately, 

Nowottny did not mention the results of this language class.498 

 

 The Ministry of War did not only spend limited effort on organizing language classes, 

they were also not active in providing officers with language handbooks. Military language 

handbooks were available, but usually they were compiled on an officer's private initiative. 

These handbooks can be distinguished by their two main teaching methods. Military language 

handbooks of the seemingly most common type where these mainly in German by offering 

translations of standard phrases into one of the other regimental languages. The second type 

used two languages equally, German with one of the other languages. Seidel, a publishing house 

specializing in military topics, issued many of these handbooks.499 In addition to the widely 

used handbooks, hundreds of smaller-scale publications were published across the Monarchy 

regularly, and announced in the corps command reports.  

 

 
496 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/580, Josef Leb, Aus den Erinnerungen eines Trainoffiziers, unpublished manuscript, autumn 

1933, 9-10. 
497 M., Die Verantwortlichkeit des Unterabteilungskommandanten, Danzers Armee-Zeitung, 10 November 1904, 

3-4, 3. 
498 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/417:13, Karl Nowottny, Erinnerungen aus meinem Leben während der Zeit von 1868-1918, 

vol. 1, 106. 
499 Lebensaft, Seidel Ludwig Wilhelm, ÖBL. 
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The subtitles of the Seidel books explained their main purpose: “Manual for superiors 

who have to communicate with subordinates.” These books were for use by career and reserve 

officers as well as military specialists and NCOs who either wanted to improve their German 

or aimed to acquire knowledge of another regimental language. Beszédes' main approach was 

highlighted in a review of its second edition from 1880: “The scholar finds all the terminology 

that he needs for his duty, words and phrases he would otherwise have to acquire on his own 

from many other books and specialized literature.”500 The language handbooks were very 

popular. Indeed, Friedrich Beszédes' Hungarian Military Language Handbook, first published 

in 1875, was already in its fifth edition in 1902. In the foreword, the author described the 

teaching method, the approach, and the aim of his volume: “Proficiency in words is especially 

necessary in order to learn a language quite intelligibly in a short time. Unabridged words are 

in many cases sufficient to be understood.” Indeed, this handbook provided such long sentences 

and phrases, formulated in such a complicated way, that I assume that even native speakers 

rarely understood and memorized them, let alone those who spoke the language poorly. For 

example, with the following sentence Beszédes wanted to emphasize that soldiers should only 

use trees for defense when there is nowhere else nearby to hide: “Bäume bieten selbst bei großer 

Stärke nicht genügenden Schutz, decken kaum nach vorne und nicht gegen seitwärts, sind daher 

nur dann als Deckung zu benützen, wenn keine andere vorhanden ist.“501 The Hungarian 

translation was just as long and sophisticated. Beszédes taught Hungarian at the Military 

Academy in Wiener Neustadt. It is likely that his sophisticated style was an outcome of his 

approach to be judged as being fluent in the German bureaucratic language. In addition to long 

phrases, the handbook provided much shorter sentences provided for the use in daily 

occurrences in the barracks such as: “I have already sent soldiers out to find you? Do you not 

know that you are on duty today?”502 In addition, it contained phrases that might have been 

used in conversation with the civil population. They included questions such as “Where does 

the judge live? Does this village offer enough space to house a battalion?”503  

 

This handbook’s method appears to have met the needs of the officers, because most of 

the other Seidel handbooks were modelled after Beszédes’ work. Entire sentences were 

translated into one of the other regimental languages. In 1894 a book reviewer noted: “Everyone 

in the army knows the Beszédes-method, according to which several other language handbooks, 

 
500 N.N., Literatur, Die Vedette, 3 November 1880, 5. 
501 Beszédes, Ungarische Militӓr-Sprache, 135. 
502 Beszédes, Ungarische Militӓr-Sprache, 122. 
503 Beszédes, Ungarische Militӓr-Sprache, 127. 
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among them for Romanian and Croatian, have already been published, and that have proven 

themselves useful at all time.”504 Alexander von Truszkowski was the author and editor of the 

Polish Military Language handbook. In contrast to other handbooks, Truszkowski edited his 

book with official order (über dienstlichen Auftrag) as the cover page showed.505 In addition to 

Beszédes' handbook, many of the other language handbooks were published in more than one 

edition. They included Basilius Sangeorzanu's handbook for Romanian,506Alois Dukovic for 

Croatian, Josef Bauer for Czech,507 and Josef Pfeiffer for Slovene.508 Josef Edler von Jӓger, the 

editor of the Italian handbook used a slightly different teaching method. The book consisted of 

two parts. One part read like a dictionary. It provided commands and military terms in German 

and Italian. The second part provided useful short phrases/orders such as “Don't take the 

weapon out of your hand,” or “Make up your bed neatly,” thus, following the Beszédes-

method.509 An analysis of most handbooks reveals that the bulk of them focused on providing 

short sentences and phrases, as well as pronouncement, but almost none of them explained the 

grammar.  

 

Josef Dumek's New Military German-Bohemian Dictionary used a different method. It 

used two languages, Czech and German, on an equal basis. It had a foreword in both languages 

and was directed also at reserve officers who did not speak German. It contained short and easy 

understandable phrases,510 as well as military regulations and abbrevations that officers had to 

memorize and then teach to recruits. Another example that did not use German as main 

language was Bertold Scharf’s handbook. It contained normalized abbrevations by explaining 

their meaning in Polish.511 He also published a handbook using a question and answer method 

for teaching the rank and file (Dienstreglement für den Felddienst vereinfacht in Fragen und 

Antworten) in Polish.512 

 

In addition to handbooks, officers during their service sometimes collected phrases and 

noted them down in a regimental language. Usually, these handwritten private notebooks were 

only for their own use, but sometimes they passed them over to their newly assigned comrades. 

 
504 T., Buecherschau, Österreichischer Soldatenfreund, 29 July 1894, 6. 
505 Truszkowski, Polnische Militӓrsprache. 
506 Sangeorzanu, Rumänische Militär-Sprache.   
507 Bauer, Bӧhmische Militӓr-Sprache.  
508 Pfeiffer, Slovenische Militär-Sprache. 
509 Jӓger, Italienische Militӓr-Sprache, 62-89. 
510 See: Dumek, Neues militӓrisches deutsch-bӧhmisches Wӧrterbuch/Nový Vojenský Slovník Německo-Český. 
511 See: Scharf, Przepisane skrocenia i ich znaczenie w jezyku polskim.  
512 See: Scharf, Regulamin sluzbowy dla c. i k. wojska Czesc II. (Sluzba polna) w pytaniach iodpowiedziach. 
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For example, later general staff officer Franz Xaver Schubert was sent to Kolomyja in Galicia 

where he had to educate recruits of Hutsul, Polish, and Czech backgrounds. He did not speak 

any of their languages. He noted in his diary that he had only survived with the help of a private 

phrase book that one of his former classmates had compiled. This booklet contained about 200 

words and phrases: “I go barracks, and you go left, for there was no modification of the nouns 

and verbs. But it worked!”513 

 

In addition to language learning with the help of handbooks, officers used a variety of 

other methods. The wife of the Chief of General Staff Franz Conrad von Hӧtzendorf, Gina 

Reininghaus mentioned one of them in her memoirs. She recalled that from a certain moment, 

Conrad and his best friend, another officer, decided to speak only in Serbian to one another.514 

Another method to learn a language was to choose the batman (Offiziersdiener) accordingly. 

However, many autobiographical sources indicate that the servant might not help the officer 

learn a language, but rather ended up to be used as an interpreter exclusively. The officers’ 

attempts to learn the required regimental languages were often targeted with humor or even 

mockery. Regularly, satirical journals referred to these, often desperate, attempts to learn 

languages. For example, in 1908 the Vienna-based weekly satirical Die Muskete published a 

special edition on Bosnia-Herzegovina. Among the many exaggarated stories about the 

residents’ culture, the method of Lieutenant-Colonel Hussein Mehemed Beg Kapetanovich 

sought to learn regimental languages was depicted. The anonymous author emphasized that 

Kapetanovich aimed at being a good Muslim and therefore planned to marry more than one 

woman: “And because he was transferred to a regiment with Hungarian regimental language, 

he did not marry a Turk or a Serb, but a Hungarian, and also employed a German governess.”515 

From its first appearance in 1905, nearly half of the articles in each issue of Die Muskete dealt 

with the joint army, and the language diversity was often targeted. The anonymous authors were 

often officers. Thus, it gives a useful insight into the daily challenges in garrison life. Much of 

the content is certainly exaggerated, thus the journal editors were often heavily criticized for 

portraying the army and its officers in such a disgusting way.516 

 

 
513 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/833:2, Franz Xaver Schubert, Tagebuch, unpublished manuscript, compiled in 1943, 42. 
514 Conrad von Hötzendorf, Mein Leben mit Conrad von Hötzendorf, 188. 
515 Sascha, Oberleutnant Hussein Mehemed Beg Kapetanowitsch, Die Muskete, 4 June 1908, 293. 
516 Stürgkh, Politische und Militärische Erinnerungen, 277. 
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 Army bureaucrats aimed to organize language classes for officers more efficiently after 

1903 in the course of the shortening of compulsory military service from three to two years.517 

With the reduction in the length of the compulsory service, officers had less time for the same 

amount of training, and recruits picked up less knowledge of German during their military 

education. The Ministry of War ordered the corps commands not to expect officers to attend 

classes in their spare time, but to assign them during their working hours,518 and that more 

emphasis should be spent on speaking instead of grammar. Roughly two years later, most corps 

commands reported that the newly introduced language classes are already showing positive 

results. The Cracow Corps Commander, for example, insisted that there was still an insufficient 

number of Polish-speaking officers. This commander – as many others did – blamed the 

language teachers for the deficit who would not apply proper methods in their classrooms. 

Teachers still insisted on teaching grammar instead of focusing on speaking. The Cracow Corps 

Commander suggested a more Berlitz-oriented method that focuses on speaking. He asked the 

Ministry of War to assign Polish-speaking officers for studying this method. The Ministry of 

War rejected this request owing to a lack of funds. In the pro domo – for information within the 

Ministry only – the reason for the rejection was outlined in detail: “The [...] expenses would be 

for this Corps alone 1,200 crowns, which could be covered [...] But we have to take into account 

that other corps will soon after come up with similar requests.”519 

 

 The Ministry of War often rejected suggestions to improve the army language system 

claiming there was a lack of funds. In the period I have investigated the Ministry of War never 

provided a sufficient number of language classes for officers. Moreover, they increasingly 

expected their officers to learn languages, sometimes more than once, as otherwise it threatened 

their careers. Language proficiency was regularly noted and commented in the officer personnel 

files, thus these documents are useful source for analyzing which languages Habsburg officers 

spoke, learned, but also what happened in the case they failed.  

 

  

 
517 On the debate on the shorting of the military service: Kronenbitter, Krieg im Frieden, 171f. 
518 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 29-7/4, RKM-Erlass to all Militärterritorialkommanden, 19 November 1903. 
519 ÖStA/KA/RKM, Präs, 50-12/1, 1st Corps Command to Ministry of War, 15 January 1905. 
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Assessing Officers’ Language Proficiency  

 

Army bureaucrats expended only limited effort in supporting the officers in increasing their 

language proficiency. Thus, many officers were required to train recruits whose languages they 

did not speak. Nonetheless, chapter 3 has demonstrated that it was not the army officers’ overall 

language proficiency that was most important, but rather their proper deployment based on their 

language abilities. I have already demonstrated in chapter 3 that the officers' language 

proficiency was often wrongly assessed. In the end this meant that recruits had teachers who 

were unable to communicate with them adequately. Below I analyze the men who assessed the 

officers' language ability, and how, which languages officers spoke and which languages they 

learned during their military service. I also analyze how army bureaucrats treated officers who 

failed to learn a language as well as the officers’ career tactics when they were required to learn 

another language. 

 

 The army reform in 1868 changed the composition of the officers corps. Heretofore, 

becoming an officer primarily depended on social rank, personal or family networks, and 

economic wealth. Although these still played a role, the army reform in 1868 aimed at 

professionalizing the officer corps. This implied that promotion was strictly bound to the 

fulfillment of so-called objective criteria of which knowledge of the recruits’ languages played 

an important role. The officer promotion guidelines stipulated that following transfer, officers 

had three years to learn the recognized language(s) of this regiment, battalion or other service 

branch. When they failed to do so, they were not promoted. About every second year, superiors 

assessed their subordinate officers’ overall performance, and noted the results in personnel files 

(Qualifikationslisten). They noted military qualitities, including how they treated their 

subordinates, and how they behaved towards superiors. All of the information provided in these 

assessments became decisive for a promotion. In addition to language proficiency, these files 

mentioned religion, birthplace and place of Heimatzuständigkeit, fathers’ profession, and where 

the officers have been deployed throughout their careers.520 These files were of internal use 

only. Officers who were interested in any part of their assessment had to apply for ministerial 

approval. If an officer gained this approval, a superior officer would read out loud those parts 

of the assessment that interested the particular officer.521 

 
520 Myrdacz, Handbuch für Militӓrӓrzte, 197. So far, historians used these personnel files mostly only for officer 

biographies. Deák is an exception because for Beyond Nationalism he analyzed hundreds of these personnel files 

to find out the officer corps nationality backgrounds, social origin, and language knowledge. 
521 Myrdacz, Handbuch für Militӓrӓrzte, 207. 
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Military guidelines stipulated how complete information for these personnel files 

correctly. Guidelines required that superiors were to get to know their subordinates as well as 

possible, and to evaluate them without any “outer influence and personal prejudice.”522 The 

army guidelines also listed the permitted categories to be used for languages and their quality. 

The following categories were employed for regimental languages: German, Hungarian, 

Bohemian (Czech), Polish, Ruthenian, Slovene, Slovak, Croatian, Romanian, and Italian.523 

Superiors were asked to assess an officer’s proficiency in German first, followed by the 

languages of the regiment that the officer was assigned to. If an officer spoke other regimental 

languages, his evaluator was also to mention this. Proficency in domestic languages was 

followed by foreign languages.524 Over the years, the parts of the military guidelines which 

explained the language assessment became less and less comprehensive, indicating that many 

army officials noted language knowledge incorrectly, and army bureaucreats felt the need to 

explain them more appropriately.  

 

To the language category in the officers' personnel files it had to be added to which 

degree the officers spoke and wrote it. There were four possible categories: fluent/perfect 

(vollkommen), speaks it sufficiently for service use (spricht zum Dienstgebrauch genügend), 

makeshift (notdürftig), and does not speak (spricht nicht). In the last two cases, superiors had 

to note when the three-year-deadline to learn the language(s) would expire.525 There was a box 

at the end of each table where superiors had to indicate whether they proposed a promotion or 

not. In both cases, the superier had to add the reasons. When the deadline had already expired 

the phrase had to be added: passed by for promotion as long as this shortcoming has not been 

overcome (in der Beförderung übergangen, solang der Mißstand nicht behoben).526 This phrase 

was not only used when an officer failed to learn a language, but also when officers were on a 

vacation for longer than a year, went into war captivity, came before the court of honor 

 
522 Myrdacz, Handbuch für Militӓrӓrzte, 197. 
523 Vorschrift zur Verfassung der Qualifikationslisten über Militärgeistliche, A-16d (1904). In earlier versions, 

there was no strict sequence given. 
524 Vorschrift zur Verfassung der Qualifikationslisten über Stab- und Oberoffiziere des Soldatenstandes (1884), 

68. 
525 Vorschrift zur Verfassung der Qualifikationslisten über Stab- und Oberoffiziere des Soldatenstandes (1884), 

68. An exception was made for these who were already serving in the army before the language reform in 1868. 

They were not required to fulfil the new language requirements: Wilhelm Piers, Über militärische Autodidaktik, 

Österreichische Militärische Zeitschrift 23:3 (1882), 12-3. 
526 Beförderungsvorschrift für die Personen des Soldatenstandes im k. und k. Heere (1895), 50. As well as: 

Verordnungsblatt für das k.u.k Heer, Beiblatt. Erlass vom 28.3.1912, Abt. 1, Nr. 1795/I. Aufgrund der 

Wahrnehmungen bei Durchsicht der Quallisten für 1911 wird folgendes angeordnet, Pkt. 3. 
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(Ehrengericht), or fell seriously ill.527 The officer personnel files show that many officers did 

not learn a language, but indicate they were promoted later either because they had  learned the 

language, or – as more often happened – managed to change their regiment or battalion. The 

files also indicate that many officers who failed to learn a language quit army service after a 

while.  

 

 What is of additional importance for this study is what the army expected to be sufficient 

(zum Dienstgebrauch genügend) that was the level required officers to be assessed as speaking 

a language. The army handbook stipulated that an officer had to be capable of giving theoretical 

lectures to recruits in a proper, yet not perfect, manner (einen ganz korrekten Vortrag besitzt). 

Perfect grammar knowledge was not required.528 The same phrase was used in the officers’ 

promotion regulations (Beförderungsvorschrift).529 In later orders, a phrase was added that dealt 

with wartime. Officers had to be able to “instruct soldiers at the front, during field service, and 

combat.”530 However, learning a regimental language was only required until the officer 

reached the rank of captain. The Ministry of War decided that from the rank of captain upwards 

officers were not personally involved in the recruits’ edcuation any more, thus, proficiency in 

soldier languages would no longer be needed.531 

 

 The number of languages an officer was required to speak changed between 1868 and 

1914. Personnel files indicate that initially they were expected to learn all languages used in 

their regiment or battalion. There were many regiments that recognized two languages in 

addition to German.532 Afterwards this requirement was reduced to one of the non-German 

languages in which an officer had to be proficient. In addition, it was ordered that even in cases 

where an officer was assigned to a purely German-speaking regiment or battalion he had to 

learn another language.533 A ministerial decree issued in 1884 that officers in the procurement 

and sanitary branches were to choose between Hungarian or a Slavic language regardless 

whether recruits of those tongues served in their units.534 In addition to these special rules for 

 
527 Beförderungsvorschrift für die Personen des Soldatenstandes im k. und k. Heere (1895), 50. 
528 Vorschrift zur Verfassung der Qualifikationslisten über Stab- und Oberoffiziere des Soldatenstandes, 1884, 

68. 
529 Beförderungsvorschrift für die Personen des Soldatenstandes im k. und k. Heere, 1895, 50. 
530 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 29-7/4, RKM-Erlass an alle Militärterritorialkommanden, 19 November 1903.  
531 ÖStA/KA/RKM, 1. Abt., 33-16/5, War Ministry Einsichtsakt, 8 April 1898. 
532 For example: Militärstatistisches Jahrbuch für 1895, 186. 
533 ÖStA/KA/Terr, Befehle, 15th Corps Command Sarajevo, box 90, no. 61, 26 September 1908, Verzeichnis 

aller Erlässe, die sich auf die Beschreibung der Stabs- und Oberoffiziere des Soldatenstandes, dann der Kadetten 

im k.u.k. Heere beziehen. 1904, Abt. 1, 9865, Erlass bleibt in Kraft. 
534 ÖStA/KA/RKM, 1. Abt., 86-19, 1884, 15th Infantry Brigade to 14th Corps Command, 16 December 1884. 
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the smaller military branches, there were exceptions from these rules for the general staff 

officers who all were career officers. Although most of them were deployed in one of the 

regiments or battalions they were never responsible for training the rank and file, thus, were 

excluded from the other career officers’ language requirements.535  

 

The army expected general staff officers to learn foreign languages, in particular these 

spoken in (neighboring) countries that might become future war allies or opponents. Every 

general staff officer had at least to become proficient in one of the following foreign languages: 

Albanian, Bulgarian, English, French, Greek, Italian, Russian, or Turkish.536 Chief of General 

Staff Franz Conrad von Hötzendorf commented: “The international languages, Russian, Italian, 

English, and especially French.”537 Thus, the only language taught to all future general staff 

officers was French. As early as 1887, the army decreed that officers who applied for the 

General Staff Officer Academy (Kriegsschule) should speak one regimental language in 

addition to the educational language German.538 Conrad considered requiring additional 

domestic language knowledge unacceptable, because he believed that the focus of the staff 

education had to be on foreign languages. Moreover, he emphasized, that general staff officers 

should not have “a one-sided preference for language masterminds, rather the main emphasis 

must be placed on the fact that applicants have the necessary intellectual, moral, and physical 

abilities.”539 The Ministry of War ended this debate by stipulating that after having graduated, 

general staff officers should always “proceed with a good example towards younger officers in 

regiments and battalions. They should strive to learn the language of the regiment to the best of 

their abilities, so that they can supervise their subordinates, and instruct them during wartime 

combat. They should at least be able to give brief instructions in the regimental language, and 

to understand messages given in this language.”540  

 

The missing abilities to speak domestic languages did not cause major problems in 

peacetime, but chapter 7 and 8 will demonstrate that they met with difficulties during wartime 

when staff officers had to work together with reserve and Honvédség-officers. During a joint 

 
535 ÖStA/KA/RKM, 1. Abt., 33-16/5, War Ministry Einsichtsakt, 1. Abt., 8 April 1898. 
536 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/35, Franz Putz, Vienna Corps Command order, no. 1, 9 January 1907. 
537 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/35, Franz Putz, Memoire, Franz Conrad von Hӧtzendorf: Über die erforderlichen 

Sprachkenntnisse im k.u.k. Generalstab und das Verhältnis der Generalstabsoffiziere zu den Regimentssprachen. 
538 Broucek, Theodor Ritter von Zeynek, 31. Allmayer-Beck, Die Führung vielsprachiger Streitkräfte, 377. 
539 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/35, Franz Putz, Memoire, Franz Conrad von Hӧtzendorf „Über die erforderlichen 

Sprachkenntnisse im k.u.k. Generalstab und das Verhältnis der Generalstabsoffiziere zu den 

Regimentssprachen“. 
540 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 29-7/4, RKM-Erlass to all Militärterritorialkommanden, 19 November 1903.  
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delegation meeting in 1906 in Budapest, the Hungarian participants demanded that all general 

staff officers speak Hungarian to ensure in war time joint operations with the Honvédség. 

Conrad immediately rejected this claim, and continued to oppose the introduction of further 

language courses in the General Staff Academy.541 Shortly before the outbreak of the First 

World War, Conrad issued “Instructions for the Training and the Education of the General Staff 

Officers” which left it to the officers to choose which additional regimental language they learn. 

Superiors should then only approve their choice.542 General staff officers constituted only a 

minority among career officers. It is therefore more important to analyze closely the language 

abilities of the bulk of career officers who were mostly involved in the education of the rank 

and file.  

 

The already mentioned personnel files are the only available source for a quantitative 

analysis of the officers' language proficiency between 1868 and 1918. Most of them are 

preserved in the War Archive in Vienna and arranged alphabetically. They contain the files of 

the career and reserve officers as well as of military specialists. The bulk of these officers were 

born between 1830 and 1890.543 Owing to their low number and different language 

requirements I omitted the military specialists whom I will discuss later in this chapter. My 

analysis distinguishes between two groups: first the second lieutenants (career officers as well 

as reservists), who were mainly responsible for educating the rank and file, second, the ranks 

starting with the first lieutenants up to the generals of which the overwhelming majority were 

career officers who spent most of their professional life in the army. I analysed a sample that 

consists of a total of 243 career and reserve officers of which 130 belonged to the first group. 

The second group consists of 113 officers. I analyzed a representative number by considering 

that some surnames tend to be more common among particular nationalities. The sample 

includes the following boxes: Blaschko to Blašković, Breitenegger to Brendl, Michalsky to 

Michel, Stunić to Sturm, Sugár to Sukup, Panc to Panek, Weinberger to Weiner, and Wohlfahrt 

to Wohlmutheder.544 I counted language abilities of Serbian, Croatian, Serbo-Croatian, and 

Bosnian in one group and refer to them as Croatian/Serbian. I did not consider proficiency in 

non-Habsburg languages. Most frequently French, Russian, and English were noted. According 

 
541 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/35:1, Franz Putz, Diary, 5 December 1906. 
542 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/1689:1, Karl Zausner, letter to Conrad, 18 December 1913. 
543 For this particular survey I have omitted the cadets who, although involved in recruit education, were not in 

officer rank, but are also part of this collection. 
544 ÖStA/KA/Quall, box 207, Blaschko to Blašković; box 274, Breitenegger to Brendl; box 2046, Michalsky to 

Michel; box 3393, Stunić to Sturm; box 3401, Sugár to Sukup; box 2343, Panc to Panek; box 3721, Weinberger 

to Weiner; and box 3821, Wohlfahrt to Wohlmutheder. 
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to the army’s regulations I counted languages assessed as fluent and sufficient as speaking a 

language. However, quite often other categories were used, although forbidden, including well 

(gut), casual (gelӓufig), and correct (korrekt). I counted these categories as speaking a language. 

 

Among the 130 second lieutenants there were thirty-six who spoke solely one language 

(mostly German), seventy-one who spoke two languages (mostly German and one other 

language), twenty-two spoke three languages, two spoke four, and one spoke five regimental 

languages. Thus, the vast majority of officers of lower rank who were responsible for training 

the rank and file spoke two languages. In addition to German, thirty-five spoke Hungarian, 

twenty-seven, Czech, fourteen, Italian, thirteen, Polish, ten, Croatian/Serbian, ten, Romanian, 

five, Slovak, four, Slovene, and two, Ruthenian. At first glance, these numbers indicate that 

there were not nearly enough officers to educate all recruits in their own languages. As already 

demonstrated in chapter 3, these figures appeared to be less drastic considering in which 

regiments or battalions these officers were deployed. The second officer group constitutes 113 

officers who reached ranks ranging from first lieutenant to general. Nine of them spoke solely 

one language which was German, forty-seven spoke two languages, forty-seven spoke three 

languages, eleven, four languages, and one spoke five languages. Thus, the average officer of 

higher rank in this group spoke two or three languages. In addition to German, thirty-six spoke 

Czech, thirty-one, Hungarian, twenty-seven, Croatian/Serbian, sixteen, Polish, nineteen, Italian, 

eleven, Romanian, nine, Slovene, eight, Slovak, and six, Ruthenian. 

 

The numbers shown above shed light only on officers’ language proficiency by the end 

of their military careers. Thus, it has to be analysed how many of these officers spoke these 

languages already before their army career started, and how many were required to learn 

another language at one point in their professional life. Again, the personnel files are a useful 

source for analyzing how many officers were required to learn a language, how many succeeded 

or failed. Contrary to the recruits’ personnel files that contained only one box for their entire 

army service (with the exception of NCOs), officers’ linguistic abilities had to be asessed 

regularly by completing a new column. From my sample of a total of 130 second lieutenants, 

fifty-seven had been required to learn another language when they were assigned to a new 

regiment or battalion. Thirteen officers had to learn Czech, eight, Polish, Seven, Slovene, seven, 

Hungarian, seven, Croatian/Serbian, five, Romanian, five, Ruthenian, three, Slovak, and two, 

Italian. From a total of 113 first lieutenants up to general rank seventy-nine had been required 

to learn another regimental language. Seventeen officers were expected to learn Czech, 
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seventeen, Hungarian, twelve, Polish, ten Croatian/Serbian, seven, Romanian, six, Ruthenian, 

four, Italian, four, Slovene and two, Slovak. Both groups demonstrate that at least once in their 

career, a large number of officers had been required to learn a language.  

 

 As already indicated earlier, the language assessment in the officers’ personnel files was 

in many cases far away of reflecting reality. There was no standardized language test, rather an 

officer commission that consisted of superiors responsible of assessing their subordinates’ 

language proficiency.545 Army inspectors regularly had to intervene when the personnel files 

were not completed correctly or the language assessment did not reflect reality. As a result, the 

figures presented above have to be treated with caution. There were many examples were 

someone's language ability was attested incorrectly, wrong deadlines were set, or wrong 

categories used. For example, in 1884, a medical unit in Innsbruck was seeking a Czech-

speaking officer. When the newly assigned officer whose personnel file noted that he had 

already learned Czech sufficiently in the cadet school, arrived, his superiors immediately 

rejected him with the comment: “Knowledge that has probably passed away.”546 A lieutenant-

colonel whose Hungarian knowledge was assessed as being fluent, left the joint army to become 

an officer in the Hungarian Territorial Defense. After some time, he sought to re-join the 

Habsburg army, because of his insufficient proficiency in Hungarian.547 Such incidents were 

often reported, and the Ministry of War regularly ordered that the assessments have to reflect 

reality.548 The promotion guidelines ordered superiors to assess the language skills without 

“outer influence and personal prejudice.”549 In 1905 Jožef Pogačnik, a member of the Austrian 

parliament and delegate of the Croatian-Slovene Club, asserted that language assessment to be 

still dependent on someone’s personal affection.550 In addition, ministerial archival records 

reveal that the assessment depended on the evaluation skills, and linguistic abilities of 

committee members. 

 

My analysis of ministerial records shows that not only was language proficiency often 

wrongly assessed, but also other language rules were often ignored, including that officers had 

to speak only one of the other non-German regimental languages in a regiment, battalion or 

 
545 ÖStA/KA/Terr, Befehle, 4th Corps Command Budapest, box 44, no. 94, 5 December 1895. Among these 

superiors was also a general staff officer. 
546 ÖStA/KA/RKM, 1. Abt., 86-19, Sanitätstruppe to 15th Corps Command Innsbruck, 10 December 1884. 
547 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 12-1/31, RKM-Vortrag, 24 September 1896, Transferierung des Obstlt. Albert Vajna de 

Pava. 
548 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 12-1/31, RKM, 25 September 1896. 
549 Myrdacz, Handbuch für Militӓrӓrzte, 197. 
550 ALEX/SPAR, 1905, Pogačnik, 27524. 
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other service branch. For example, in 1897, the artillery inspector reported to the Ministry of 

War that a dragoon was assessed negatively (Mangel), because he did not speak Hungarian, 

although this officer already spoke the other regimental language, Romanian.551 In the next 

year, the Human Resources Department of the Ministry of War sent out a reminder to all 

subordinate military institutions and informed them about the guidelines. It is likely that the 

situation mentioned above happened more often throughout the Monarchy as ministerial 

reminders like these were given regularly.552 My analysis of officer personnel files indicates 

that there were many inconsistencies in the language assessment. However, it is almost 

impossible to provide precise numbers how many officers were required to learn a regimental 

language, and how many failed. From among my sample presented above, the 243 career and 

reserve officers, fifty-five were given a deadline to learn a language. This number has to be 

treated with caution. It appears that sometimes an officer did not speak a language, but no 

deadline was given. Sometimes someone left the army who did not speak the required language 

of his regiment, but no reason was noted. Thus, in addition to the quantitative analysis presented 

above and the reported shortcomings in ministerial records, a qualitative analysis by using 

particular examples can help to provide a more comprehensive picture of the shortcomings in 

officers' language requirements and the assessment.   

 

Lothar Weindorfer was a career officer born in 1867 in Wolfsberg, in Carinthia, who 

attended Slovene classes in the cadet school. He served in many garrisons throughout the 

Monarchy during his career, among them Klagenfurt, Graz, Mezzolombardo, Trento, Riva del 

Garda, Maribor, Celje, and Lviv, before he was retired at the rank of captain. His first promotion 

assessment was in 1888 when his superiors noted fluent German as well as sufficient Slovene. 

He received the same assessment in 1889 and 1890. In 1891, he was also assessed as speaking 

Russian. Four years later, he was assigned to a new regiment, and Slovene was no longer 

mentioned, and he was given a deadline of three years to learn the regimental language, Italian. 

According to the rules, all languages an officer spoke had to be mentioned in his file, even when 

he did not need them in his new regiment. Seemingly, Weindorfer learned sufficient Italian 

within the deadline. In the same year, French was mentioned instead of Russian. In 1901, he 

was again assigned to a regiment that required Slovene. Although having been assessed as 

speaking Slovene in earlier years, he was given a deadline to learn it. What is not noted in the 

file is why that could have happened. Was he wrongly assessed earlier, or did he forget the 

 
551 ÖStA/KA/RKM, Inspector of Artillery, Corrections of officer personnel files, 1897. 
552 ÖStA/KA/RKM, 1. Abt., 33-16/5, Einsichtsakt, 8 April 1898. 
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language? His deadline passed without being assessed as speaking Slovene, and in 1907, he 

was assigned to a Galician infantry regiment, and again a deadline was given. This time he was 

required to learn both regimental languages, Polish and Ruthenian. Indeed, according to the 

rules one of them would have been sufficient. He did not learn a language, and the deadline 

passed, but he was assigned immediately afterward to another regiment that recruited from 

around German-speaking Graz.553 Although Weindorfer missed more than once the required 

language skills, it obviously did not harm his career. 

 

Like Weindorfer many others made it to higher ranks without speaking the required 

regimental language(s) properly or at all, and whose language abilities were once noted, but 

afterwards downgraded. For example, Captain Johann Michel was born in Pest (today part of 

Budapest) in 1839. His personnel file indicates that he spoke German, Hungarian, and Italian 

fluently at the start of his army career. Five years later his Italian was downgraded to virtually 

non-existent.554 According to his superiors, Second Lieutenant Theodor Pandurov, who hade 

been born in Timișoara in 1881, spoke fluent German, and basic Hungarian when he joined the 

army. His personnel file indicates that he learned the Hungarian regimental language 

sufficiently. In 1907, his Hungarian was assessed as being non-existent.555 Unlike in the other 

two cases mentioned above that of Michel and Weindorfer Pandurov’s negative language 

assessment ended his army career prematurely. 

 

The examples mentioned above indicate that even when someone's deadline to learn a 

language expired, he could have been promoted, as long as he managed to change his regiment 

or battalion. Exceptions from the rule were granted in many cases.556 Personnel files indicate 

that superiors in many cases did not insist consequently that officers learned a language or 

allowed officers to advance without learning it. This often happened when an officer had an 

overall excellent assessment. Indeed, the Ministry of War answered to queries regularly, such 

as one in 1901 of the Military Command in Zadar with “exceptions are possible only in cases 

where an otherwise very efficient officer, despite all efforts to learn the language fails as he 

lacks any language talent, and the condition of his unit is impeccable that can undoubtedly be 

traced back only to his personal influence.”557 These officers where usually soon after assigned 

 
553 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Lothar Weindorfer, born 1867. 
554 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Johann Michel, born 1839. 
555 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Theodor Pandurov, born 1881. 
556 ÖStA/KA/RKM, 1. Abt., 33-3/9, 1901, Dossier: Johann Cantarutti. 
557 ÖStA/KA/RKM, 1. Abt., 33-3/9-4, Ministry of War to Military Command in Zadar, 8 December 1901. 
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to another regiment where they did not longer had to learn the language in which they already 

failed.  

 

The example from the Military Command in Zadar mentioned a case when supervisors 

intervened in favor for an officer, but there were also cases reported in autobiographical records 

that officers themselves became active by using their personal or family networks. It is rare that 

officers made their intervention public on their own, usually their comrades described such 

efforts. One of these rare cases was General Carl von Bardolff, a high-ranking military 

bureaucrat. In his memoirs, he meticously outlined his – in the end successful – intervention. 

He recalled a talk in an officer club in Graz in 1887 when being a young officer. The other 

officers present pointed to his complete lack of any Slavic language. In the course of a war, 

they told him, he would play “a very poor role in front of his platoon of fifty Croats.” Bardolff 

asserted that it was his comrades who motivated him to intervene directly at the Ministry of 

War to be assigned to a solely German-speaking regiment, what he did. The ministrial 

bureaucrats quickly rejected his claim with the comment that he should learn the language. One 

of his comrades then suggested going straight before Francis Joseph, while another one told 

him not to do so, because it would be outrageous to ask for something that is an important part 

of officer duties. Bardolff decided to follow the first suggestion. Equipped with a letter from 

his uncle, a high-ranking officer, Bardolff travelled from Graz to Vienna to speak to Francis 

Joseph in person.  

 

This time Bardolff’s intervention was successful. Moreover, Francis Joseph approved 

his deployment in Vienna. Afterwards, he immediately went to visit his uncle who worked in 

Francis Joseph’s Military Chancellery. There he met with the head of the office, Arthur Bolfras, 

who reprimanded him: “Do you have any idea how many reserve officers we have? [...] If they 

all go to the Emperor, for about half a year, the emperor would have nothing else to do, but 

meet with reserve officers who do not want to learn a language.” In the end, Bardolff was 

rewarded for his unwillingness to learn another language. He served for many years in a 

German-speaking regiment in Vienna and was then transferred to a general staff office. 

However, staff officers had to return to troop service after a while, and he again struggled with 

the language requirements. Again, he came before the Ministry of War asking to be transferred 

to a regiment which uses solely German. This time, he was not welcomed, and even worse, 

assigned to a Transylvanian regiment.558 This regiment was reported to consist of about seventy 

 
558 Bardolff, Soldat im alten Österreich, 44. 
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percent native Romanian speakers, and twenty-five percent German speakers. Thus, the vast 

majority of the recruits did not speak German, furthermore at that time, parts of this regiment 

were deployed in the Ottoman Sanjak Plevlje, Southern of Bosnia-Hercegovina where Bardolff 

was confronted with civil residents who spoke exactly that language, he had refused to learn at 

the beginning of his officer career.559 

 

Bardolff’s episode demonstrates that officers in some cases were able to intervene 

successfully. In this case, Francis Joseph accepted the request, while the ministerial bureaucrats 

were stern. However, in most cases, Francis Joseph did not support such claims. Many officers 

therefore did not even try to intervene at the highest bureaucratic level. They were aware that 

in constrast to Francis-Joseph’s well-known standard statement “it was a pleasure,” in terms of 

regimental languages, he was direct, and even cynical. For example, the career officer Eduard 

Zanantoni was promoted head of a Corps Command’s general staff that oversaw Croatia-

Slavonia. He aimed to thank Francis Joseph in person, thus met him in an audience. He recalled 

that the monarch asked many questions: “Whether I know the country and its people, and if I 

also speak the local language. When I answered with no, Francis Joseph said rather indignantly: 

And how could you then have become the chief?”560 Indeed, Zanantoni did not anything wrong. 

According to the language rules, he had reached a rank when he was no longer required to speak 

a language. Although in his case, it would have been suitable for his task as general staff officers 

were expected to oversaw the political opinion and mood of civil residents.  

 

As soon as an officer reached the rank of captain or became a general staff officer, and 

had other outstandingly good abilities, he was promoted. For all others, particularly at the 

beginning of their careers when personnel files indicate that they were assessed negatively, they 

were never promoted, and were not assigned to another regiment in accordance with their 

language abilities. As consequence, many of them left the army. For example, Second 

Lieutenant Alois Weinelt, born in 1868 in Moravia, was deployed in Olomouc and Cracow. As 

solely German speaker he had joined the army as a reservist in 1893 but aimed to become a 

career officer. In 1896, it was noted that he still did not speak the regimental languages, Czech 

and Polish. His superior officer had incorrectly already mentioned this as a deficieny before the 

deadline expired. Weinelt did not succeed in learning the language within three years. His career 

 
559 See: Scheer, Österreich-Ungarns Präsenz im Sandžak von Novipazar (1879-1908). As well as: Scheer, A 

Micro-Historical Experience in the Late Ottoman Balkans. 
560 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/6:1, Eduard Zanantoni, Erinnerungen aus meinem Leben, unpublished manuscript, 1922, 
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ended when he was judged “not suitable to become a career officer.” He remained second 

lieutenant in the army for another five years, but was never promoted, because of his language 

shortcoming.561 

 

For most of the time analyzed in this book, Francis Joseph's standpoint towards the 

language system was of prime importance. Following 1898, when Archduke Francis 

Ferdinand's Military Chancellery was set up, the heir to the throne began interferring in army 

politics. Although he had no direct means of adopting the regimental language system, many 

officers began to take into consideration Francis Ferdinand's opinion as the soon-to-be-expected 

monarch. Officer autobiographical records often referred to anecdotes, when meeting with the 

heir to the throne. While Francis Joseph always emphasized the high value of language learning, 

and aimed at respecting all regimental languages, the Archduke was usually depicted of having 

a radical different standpoint. Günther Kronenbitter has written that Francis Ferdinand always 

aimed at upholding the privileged position of German as the dominant language in the Habsburg 

army.562 Archival material indicates that it would have been likely that Francis Ferdinand would 

have more tended to turn a blind eye on a solely German-speaking officer who was unwilling 

to learn another language, in particular when this officer had to learn Hungarian, a language he 

himself did not speak and often disqualified. Autobiographical records also indicate that, unlike 

Francis Joseph, he neither especially welcomed officers who were learning a language nor when 

they already spoke more than one language. For example, Franz Conrad von Hötzendorf's wife 

Gina remembered an episode dealing with the languages her husband spoke. When Conrad 

became chief of general staff for the first time in 1906, he started learning Hungarian. When he 

met the heir of the throne, Francis Ferdinand addressed him: “I have heard, Conrad, that you 

learn Hungarian. Better to learn Chinese than this Nöcknöcknöck.”563 I have not found any 

evidence so far that Francis Joseph ever directed such an offensive comment to an officer. It is 

therefore not surprising that the officer mentioned above, Carl Bardolff, who refused to learn 

another domestic language, and even intervented at the monarch, was later awarded head of 

Francis Ferdinand's Military Chancellery.  

 

In the course of the shortening of the compulsory military service from three to two 

years in 1903, the importance of officers' language abilities for training duties increased. In 

 
561 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Alois Weinelt, born 1868. 
562 Kronenbitter, Krieg im Frieden, 287. 
563 Conrad von Hötzendorf, Mein Leben mit Conrad von Hötzendorf, 190. 
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addition, such a shortening requested a better organization of the language system. For this 

reason, the internal and published debate on the regimental languages gained a climax. From 

now on, even officers, who were serving in a service branch that only recognized German, were 

required to learn another language. There was only one exception when someone already spoke 

a second regimental language. In other cases, the corps commanders decided which language 

courses officers and cadets had to attend. However, this rule gave superiors autonomy over the 

officer promotion, and was prone to be misused based on personal affection and prejudices. 

Thus, in 1903 the Ministry of War decreed to set up committees at the corps commands. Headed 

by a high-ranking officer the examiners had to prove the officers’ abilities of the regimental 

languages. The focus had to be on speaking when instructing non-German-speaking soldiers 

and instruct them during field service and combat. Already before 1903, but particularly in the 

years after the turn of the century, army guidelines had started to focus more on wartime 

efficiency of the army language system. Thus, the Ministry of War informed corps 

commanders: “Is the knowledge of the soldiers’ mother tongues for officers and NCOs already 

of outstanding value for peacetime service, education, and prosperity, in wartime, it will 

become an indispensable necessity, in particular after the introduction of the two-year service, 

during which the recruits can not acquire much knowledge in German.”564 

 

Francis Joseph decreed in 1905 that in assigning any officer to a new regiment, battalion 

or other service branch the most important factor had to be the officer’s existing language 

abilities.565 The Minister of War, Heinrich Pitreich, added: “Because the soldier should be 

trained and educated in that language, which he most easily and securely understands, in which 

he is accustomed to think, and therefore does not have to translate, which ensures that 

misunderstandings are as much as possible avoided.” Indeed, ministerial bureaucrats as well as 

politicians and journalists had already regularly demanded such assignment practice following 

the army reform in 1868.566 However, at around the same time some requirements became less 

strict. The officer promotion guidelines (Beförderungsvorschrift) from 1908 stipulated that 

officers who were transferred to a unit without their own request can only be excluded from 

promotion “when they obviously do not show any willingness to learn another language.”567 

This order again enabled superior officers to flexibly interpret language rules, and to decide out 

of other motives than objective criteria. 

 
564 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 29-7/4, War Ministry Decree to all military territorial commands, 19 November 1903.  
565 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 9-2/2, 1905. 
566 ÖStA/KA/KM, Präs, 50-31/1, 1905, Addendum: Regimental Languages. 
567 Beförderungsvorschrift für die Personen des Soldatenstandes im k.u.k. Heere (1908). 
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The Reserve Officers 

 

The first part of this chapter has focused on career officers, rather than on the reserve officers 

who in addition to their own officer education were primarily responsible for the recruits 

training and education. The status of reserve officers was implemented in the course of the army 

reform in 1868. The Defense Act has stipulated that men who graduated from secondary schools 

had the opportunity to avoid serving for three years among the rank and file. They were offered 

to serve only for one year by leaving the army as a reserve second lieutenant. This is the reason 

why they were often called the One-Year-Volunteers. This opportunity, to avoid a three-year 

army service, was also granted to artists. In contrast to the secondary school graduates, they had 

to apply for permission from the Ministry of War.  

 

 Historian Ernst Zehetbauer has emphasized the purpose of the reserve officers to be 

the “link” between the officer society and the civil middle-class society, which was precisely 

the army bureaucrats’ aim. In addition, they were interested in to ensure that the army has a 

sufficient number of quickly mobilized officers of lower ranks during wartime.568 In 1910, for 

example, reserve officers constituted a total of 13,717.569 In his memoirs, the reserve officer 

Robert Nowak concluded that the reserve officers always “reflected the rank and file's linguistic 

composition” (Spiegelbild der Mannschaft). Nowak’s assertion shows a far too rosy scenery, 

when comparing it to other archival records.570 According to Zehetbauer the reserve officers’ 

nationality-backgrounds were as follows: 60.2 percent Germans, 23.7 percent Magyars, 9.8 

percent Czechs und Slovaks, 3.1 percent Poles and Ruthenians, 2.1 percent Croats, Serbs and 

Slovenes, and 0.5 percent Italians.571 As demonstrated ealier in this chapter, these 

categorizations had to be treated cautiously as army officials tended to count speakers who 

know also German fluently as being of German nationality. However, these numbers prove 

correct what Norman Stone has argued that “no nationality without a large middle class could 

provide many reserve officers; and almost all of the civilian officers were drawn from three 

nationalities: German, Magyar, and Czech.”572 What nationality statistics do not show is the 

reservists’ religious composition. Indeed, by 1900, around eighteen percent of the Austro-

 
568 Zehetbauer, Das Reserveoffizierssystem Österreich-Ungarns, 9-10. 
569 Zehetbauer, Das Reserveoffizierssystem Österreich-Ungarns, 119.  
570 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/726:4, Robert Nowak, Sammelsurium an kürzeren und längeren Fronterlebnissen, 

unpaginated and undated. 
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Hungarian reserve officers were Jewish (not including the Jewish medical officers in the 

reserve), which was few times higher than the proportion of Jews in the Monarchy (4.5 

percent).573 Although Deák already showed a high percentage, autobiographical records tended 

to exaggerate by showing ever higher numbers. For example, the procurement-officer Josef Leb 

noted: “It is true that in the school for one-year volunteers there had been up to thirty percent 

Jews.”574 

 

 The nationality and social backgrounds of career officers became increasingly mixed 

until 1914, and so were these of the reservists. In 1868 reserve officers primarily recruited from 

the wealthier middle class or even upper class, while later they increasingly originated from the 

lower middle class. All of them needed to speak the army language to a certain degree575 which 

soon became a problem as an increasing number of young men graduated from secondary 

schools where they had not learned that language. The Ministry of War regularly reported a 

steady decrease of particular nationalities among reservists, in particular native speakers of 

Czech, Hungarian, and Polish. Army officials regularly debated of how to attract all 

nationalities to become reserve officers because they were in constant need for officers of lower 

rank to train the conscripts in their native tongues. The reported motives to become reserve 

officers were not always loyalty to the state and the army or an interest in the military, rather 

they wanted to avoid the many years of army service among peasant and working-class men. 

These men, irrespective of their linguistic backgrounds, usually joined the army when they were 

already politicalized, some of them (including native German speakers) were even very active 

in their local national movements. It is likely that what Danzer's Armee-Zeitung mentioned for 

the rank and file was also valid for these young men who had an intellectual background: they 

had “often had already undergone an anti-Austrian, nationalist pre-school.”576 While career 

officers, according Dreisziger, would have resisted nationalist fervor, some reserve officers and 

part of the rank and file were more likely to become imbued with nationalism.577 This study 

demonstrates that even exaggerated national loyalty did not necessarily prevent soldiers from 

being loyal to the army and its language rules.  

 

 
573 Deák, Beyond Nationalism, 133. 
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 All who aimed at becoming reserve officers had to attend the annual recruitment for 

the rank and file at their place of residence (Heimatzuständigkeit). In contrast to the rank and 

file’s recruitment process, there are only rare examples of autobiographical records which deal 

with the reservists, but it is likely that the same language shortcomings became apparent as for 

the rank and file (discussed in chapter 3). Robert Nowak, for example, was among the last 

peacetime cohort. His examination took place in 1913 in Moravia: “There was a lot of activity 

in the large hall of the municipal building in Brünn [Brno]. On that day, only the one-year-

volunteers were examined. Several hundred gathered here, Germans and Czechs [...] These two 

nations [...] usually lived side by side and did not mix up. […] But here, in the Redoutensaal, 

the spirit of k.u.k. Army was already traceable, they enjoyed equal rights and were treated the 

same.”578 As shown for the rank and file, they were separated along native tongues, thus, 

German- before Czech-speaking volunteers were sworn in. Following the implementation of 

the compulsory military service in the occupied lands in the early 1880s, army bureaucrats 

extended concessions for young men to become reserve officers. They wanted to have as many 

as reserve officers from Bosnia-Herzegovina, to ensure that the local recruits were educated by 

so-called own commanders. As a promotion into an officer's rank was very costly – uniforms 

and weapons were to be purchased privately – many reservists from Bosnia-Herzegovina got 

the right to apply for financial support from their local government.579 

 

 At least officially, reserve officers in contrast to the young career officers were allowed 

to decide freely to which regiment or battalion they liked to be assigned to.  Autobiographical 

sources I have examined indicate that sometimes local commanders practiced different 

assignment methods. Career officer and later novelist Rudolf Henz was born in 1897 in Lower 

Austria. He recalled in his autobiographical novel published in 1935 his assignment as one-

year-volunteer: “There was a reason that I wore a fez and spoke broken Croatian. It was eight 

days before Christmas, in the Krieau [in Vienna], when the first lieutenant grouped us about 

120 one-year-volunteers, and ten by ten we were assigned to Italian, Slovenian, Bosnian, and 

Romanian regiments. I was assigned to the Infantry Regiment No 87, one of the Slovene 

regiments. It was stationed in Cilli [Celje]. Budapest [where Bosniaks were garrisoned] lured 

me more, and luckily I found a comrade who preferred the Slovenians over the Bosniaks.”580 

This reference indicates that there were the more fancyer places most reservists sought to be 

 
578 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/726, Robert Nowak, Der letzte Friedensjahrgang, undated unpaginated manuscript.  
579 ABiH/ZVS, Opšta Grada, 32-17, 15th Corps Command to Government, 9 May 1907. 
580 Henz, Ein Roman von Krieg und Liebe, 34. 
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assigned to, and the other, less convenient places. It is likely, that one-year-volunteers who 

spoke Ruthenian, Romanian, or Polish, therefore languages the army bureaucrats often 

desparately needed, not in all cases really decided on their own where to be deployed. Superiors 

tended to assign them to Galician and Transylvanian regiments where their language abilities 

were needed. Thus, proficiency in particular languages often resulted in that these future 

reservists were assigned to the less attractive places, among them very often these who stemmed 

from these provinces. What was a bitter experience of these men, on the other hand, ensured 

that recruits from these provinces were trained in their native tongues.  

 

The education of the reservists started in early autumn every year. In the first two months 

they were taught military basic knowledge, and how to educate recruits. In the subsequent six 

months they already exercised at company level with recruits. For the remaining time they were 

expected to educate and train recruits themselves.581 When being a young officer, Plzeň-born 

General Julius Lustig-Prean von Preanfeld taught in a reservist school in Graz which was 

attached to the Infantry Regiment No 7, and had only German as regimental language. In 

contrast to the recruits, he recalled, the reservists hailed from across the Monarchy. About half 

of them were native German speakers. The rest had Hungarian, Czech, Slovene, Romanian, and 

Italian language backgrounds. Prean assumed that most of them opted for Graz in order to 

improve their German, although he recalled that many of them were assigned to this regiment 

without speaking it. He remembered that Czechs mastered German fastest, while Hungarian 

and Italian speakers needed much longer to learn it.582 While the army’s assignment system 

perhaps met the interests of future reserve officers, to escape their home provinces for a while 

and to learn German, this meant on the other hand that many recruits were confronted with 

educators who did not speak their languages adequately. As for Prean’s example, training 

conditions worsened as many recruits there spoke their local dialects rather than standard 

German (Hochdeutsch).  

 

 At the end of the year the reservists had to pass an exam. Between 1868 and 1878 4,785 

men applied in Austria to become reserve officers, while in Hungary the number was 4,506. A 

total of 4,265 Austrians passed the exam, while in Hungary only 1,602 men passed. Some others 

passed the exam to a degree that they qualified to become an NCO, while others did not qualify 

 
581 Zehetbauer, Das Reserveoffizierssystem Österreich-Ungarns, 50-1. 
582 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/5:1, Julius Lustig-Prean von Preanfeld, Aus den Lebenserinnerungen eines alten k.u.k. 

Offiziers, unpublished manuscript, winter 1940/41, 9. 
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at all and had to serve among the rank and file which meant being in army service for another 

two years.583 Archival material I have examined indicates that the reasons for this high drop out 

rate were as colorful as the applicants’ linguistic backgrounds. Some of them failed, because 

they were assessed as untalented to become officers, others were rejected because of political 

reasons, when superiors accused them as being nationalists. A high number of recruits failed, 

because of their missing language abilities. That was especially the case for applicants from 

Hungary. While many Austrian citizens regardless of their native tongues still spoke German, 

at least basically, an increasing number of native Hungarian-speaking conscripts who graduated 

from secondary schools in Hungary had learned only Hungarian as second language, while non-

native Hungarian speakers learned the state language Hungarian. Native German-speaking 

volunteers from Hungary had it easierst. 

 

As early as 1889, the Minister of War Friedrich von Bauer, informed Francis Joseph 

about the high drop out rate, and decrease of German-speaking applicants. He suggested that 

applicants should be gathered in the future in classes according to their first language, rather 

then educating them jointly in German. Teaching officers should be elderly officers who spoke 

their languages.584 Corps commands were also ordered to spend more emphasis on the linguistic 

abilities of the committee members who were responsible for the exams. For example, the Sibiu 

Corps Command needed to ensure a sufficient number of Romanian, Hungarian, and German-

speaking examiners.585 Officially, this was already the rule since the army reform in 1868 when 

local commands were required to put the exam committes together accordingly, meaning that 

at least one member spoke a reservist’s native tongue.586 However, army bureaucrats still 

expected non-German-speaking reservists to learn the army language adequately within a 

couple of months.587  

 

Army archival records show that the linguistic diversity of the reservists posed a 

challenge to army bureaucrats. For example, in 1885 reservist Marian Masovcic joined his 

regiment which recruited from around Graz. His German was assessed as so poor that his 

superiors allowed his transfer to enable him to pass his volunteer year successfully. He was 

deployed in the Infantery Regiment No 22 that recruited from around Sinj, in Dalmatia, where 

 
583 Zehetbauer, Das Reserveoffizierssystem Österreich-Ungarns, 37-9. 
584 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 82-1/1, RKM to MKSM, 10 February 1889. 
585 ÖStA/KA/Terr, Befehle, 12th Corps Command Hermannstadt, box 72, no. 40, 4 June 1895. 
586 N.N., Militärische Notizen. Durchführungs-Bestimmungen zum neuen Wehrgesetz in Oesterreich-Ungarn, 

Militair-Wochenblatt 2 (1869), 14-5. 
587 Zehetbauer, Das Reserveoffizierssystem Österreich-Ungarns, 82.   
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most recruits spoke his native tongue.588 In 1893, a company commander of Infantry Regiment 

No 27 reported from Ljubljana to his regimental commander, because two Hungarian-speaking 

volunteers asked for relocation. These reservists had declared being unable to follow the 

German classes. The request was approved, although the personnel files of both indicate that 

they spoke German to a certain degree.589 In addition to officers, sometimes even the fathers of 

reservists handed in requests for relocations.590 Corps command orders regularly mentioned 

that such cases occurred, in particular in terms of the reservists’ poor German abilities. 

Subordinate army offices were therefore regularly reminded to ignore the language assessments 

as noted in the personnel files, but to check themselves as soon as possible.591 

 

In addition to army bureaucrats, journalists regularly discussed reservists’ language 

abilities, because they did not speak German, the languages of the recruits, or both. In many 

cases, regardless of the language used, journalists described these shortcomings with a 

nationalist undertone. For example, the Agramer Zeitung was based in Zagreb, but printed in 

German, and according to Milka Car tended to reflect in their coverage the conflict between 

imperial and Croatian/South Slavic loyalties.592 In 1896, an anonymous author published a 

lengthy article by picking up the story of a one-year-volunteer who spoke solely Croatian. 

While starting the report with more empathy for this young man who was expected to 

communicate with officers in a language he did not speak, and upon becoming an officer would 

never become accepted, the author concluded with a “serious reminder to young Croats: Learn 

as many foreign languages as possible, so that you can demonstrate your value everywhere, [...] 

because to speak foreign languages does not hinder you from placing the most beloved, our 

Croatian mother tongue, above all the other languages.”593 

 

Both Francis Joseph and his ministerial bureaucrats were aware of the need to provide 

a sufficient number of officers who could speak the recruits’ languages. They classified as more 

important that reserve officers recruited from all Habsburg nationalities, instead of being able 

to adequately communicate in German. Finally, army bureaucrats had acceed the changed 

educational system across the Monarchy and the overall decrease of German speakers. They 

 
588 ÖStA/KA/AdT, IR 27, box 255, 267, k.u.k. Militärverpflegsmagazin in Vienna to Infantry Regiment No 27 in 

Graz, 26 March 1885.  
589 ÖStA/KA/AdT, IR 27, box 255, 83, 7th Feldkompanie to Regimental Command in Ljubljana, 21 October 

1893. 
590 ÖStA/KA/AdT, IR 27, box 255, no. 83, Paul Poth to Ministry of War, 6 December 1893.  
591 ÖStA/KA/Terr, Befehle, 4th Corps Command Budapest, box 44, no. 86, 21 October 1890. 
592 Car, Narratives of Modernization in Periodicals. On the German-Language Agramer Tagblatt in 1918. 
593  N.N. Local-Chronik. Ein gegebener Fall, Agramer Zeitung, 2 October 1896, 4. 
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ordered that “nobody should be excluded from the one-year-volunteer service, only because for 

not speaking German.”594 In 1909, the army leadership finally responded to the changed 

primary and secondary school education across the Habsburg Monarchy. There was not only a 

decline in the number of German speakers, but also an overall decrease of one-year volunteers 

from among all nationalities. Afterwards German knowledge was no longer required of 

reservists, but also the degree they had to speak a particular regimental language was reduced. 

However, it was expected that the reservists would at least “acquire enough language 

knowledge to be able to understand and give messages appropriate for a wartime scenario,” 

both in German and in another regimental language.595 

 

In contrast to the career officers, most reservists after a year or maximum two took off 

their uniforms. They were only from time to time called back for trainings and maneuvers. Most 

of their lifetime, they spent in civil professions. They returned to their estates, offices, or 

universities. They became landowners, physicians, journalists or politicians. Many of them 

profited from the German knowledge they acquired during their military service. To some of 

them, I refer to throughout this book as journalists or politicians. They regularly commented 

and criticized the language system of the army publicly but were able to look back on their own 

experience as reserve officers.  

 

Military Specialists in Officer Rank  

 

The regimental language system encompassed more than military education and training of the 

recruits. In addition, the army had to ensure that members of the rank and file were able to 

express themselves in their native tongues when brought before a military court, needing 

spiritual or medical care. The army therefore had to provide a sufficient number of physicians, 

members of the clergy, and auditors who spoke the regimental languages, and had to assign 

them adequately at places where they were needed. These military specialists were a very 

heterogenous group not only owing to their professional education but owing to their varied 

social and linguistic backgrounds. One of the few things they shared was that they were in 

officer rank. While some of them spent their entire professional career in the army, others served 

in the military for only a year or two – many of these were reservists.  

 
594 Grießl, Vorschriften in Militär-Angelegenheiten für den Seelsorge-Clerus.  
595 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 29-7/4, War Ministry Decree to all military territorial commands, 19 November 1903 

Addendum: Verordnungsblatt für das k.u.k Heer, Beiblatt, Erlass, 22 September 1909, Abt. 5, No. 3929., Pkt. 4. 
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The Ministry of War imposed very different language requirements on military 

specialists in officer rank. Some needed solely excellent German, while others needed to speak 

the regimental languages. While some of them almost never dealt with the rank and file, others 

had to do with them in life-threatening situations. Rather than being deployed in an infantry 

regiment or battalion, many of these military specialists served in one of the so-called special 

service branches (Spezialwaffen) which recruited from across the Monarchy. The recruits 

assigned to the units of special military service branches had a wider variety of language 

backgrounds than the infantry regiments because they were often deployed according to their 

civil profession. This diversity posed a challenge to army buraucrats’ organizational abilities.596 

For example, the institutions of the medical branch were scattered across the Monarchy. 

Physicians were not only employed in military hospitals. They were also assigned to regiments 

and battalions. There, they were responsible for the medical treatment of all army members in 

a garrison, and had to ensure sanitation and hygiene not only in the barracks but also in the 

surrounding area.597 In first place, therefore their professional abilities were important, instead 

of their language abilities to communicate with the rank and file. 

 

Many military physicians and pharmacists were reserve officers. Medical students 

among the one-year-volunteers were usually assigned to one of the military hospitals as 

assistants nearby their university. Military hospitals were located in all larger garrison towns. 

These reservists who had already finished their academic education were assigned to a military 

hospital somewhere in the Monarchy. The same was the case for pharmacists. In addition to 

being educated with the other soon-to-become reserve officers, they had to attend lectures and 

practical exercises that career military physicians and pharmicists held. To their reserve officer 

exam military medical and pharmaceutical knowledge was added. In 1879, there had been all 

together 1,872 reserve physicians, pharmacists, and veterinarians in the Habsburg army.598 In 

addition to reservist-physicians, there were career physicians who spent virtually all of their 

professional life in the army. However, because they were a limited number, these men were 

usually responsible for management and administrative work.  

 

 
596 ÖStA/KA/RKM, 1. Abt., 86-19, 15th Infantry Brigade to 14th Corps Command, 16 December 1884. 
597 Myrdacz, Handbuch für Militӓrӓrzte. 
598 Zehetbauer, Das Reserveoffizierssystem Österreich-Ungarns, 51-3. 
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The sanitary branch (Sanitätstruppe) recruited from across the Monarchy, physicians as 

well as nurses. In addition, this military branch needed many recruits, including for the kitchens, 

as guards, and in the stables. According to army statistics from 1883 the sanitary branch 

comprised forty-one percent “Germans”, fourty percent “Slavs,” fifteen percent “Hungarians,” 

and four percent “Romanians.”599 As explained above these percentages did reflect neither all 

the language abilities nor an affilitation with a particular nationality. They only indicate that 

about half of the members spoke a Slavic language, and that there were many Hungarian 

speakers. All medical personnel were required to have perfect German knowledge.600 These 

percentages could have been sufficient as long as they were deployed accordingly which was 

not an easy task. Sickened recruits from all units stationed in a particular garrison were usually 

sent to the nearby hospital or sanitary unit. As regularly companies were sent to other Habsburg 

provinces, garrison towns were confronted with ever-changing linguistic backgrounds of their 

patients. In a letter exchanged among a sanitary unit, its local military command, and the 

Ministry’s Department of Human Ressources it was emphasized in 1884: “A company which 

consisted in 1881 out of German and Croats only, today has only German and Polish soldiers, 

and perhaps in the next only Germans and Slovaks.”601 

 

The army leadership was aware of the impossibility to issue general orders regarding 

the assignment of the medical personnel and their language abilities. They preferred to decide 

on a case-by-case basis.602 The Ministry of War informed commanders of the sanitary branch 

to ensure whenever possible to employ personnel who cover all or at least the “most important 

languages.” This assignment procedure had to ensure that there was at any time someone on 

duty whom physicians and nurses could use as interpreter in case of an emergency. The Ministry 

of War regularly ordered its subordinate commands to take the officers' language abilities into 

account when assigning them, but owing to the ever-changing linguistic composition of 

deployed companies, this was not sufficient to ensure that their language knowledge met local 

needs.603 Regulations stipulated that in addition to German, the medical personnel had to speak 

another language to a decree to ensure communication with patients.604 Officers’ personnel files 

indicate that this order often remained theory, but the army tended to assign reserve officers to 

 
599 ÖStA/KA/RKM, 1. Abt., 86-19, Gutachten der 2. Abt. RKM, 1884. 
600 Myrdacz, Handbuch für Militӓrӓrzte, 181. 
601 ÖStA/KA/RKM, 1. Abt., 86-19, Sanitätstruppe to Command of the 15th Infantry Brigade, Innsbruck, 10 

December 1884. 
602 ÖStA/KA/RKM, 1. Abt., 86-19, Sanitätstruppe to Command of the 15th Infantry Brigade, Innsbruck, 10 

December 1884. 
603 ÖStA/KA/RKM, 1. Abt., 86-19, Gutachten der 2. Abt. RKM, 1884. 
604 Dienst-Reglement für das k.u.k. Heer (1889), 368. 
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ensure the recruits’ language rights. For example, the Vienna-born reserve-physician Walter 

Stupka spoke solely German and was assigned to the military hospital in Vienna.605 The 

reserve-physician Carl Fiedler, born in Prague in 1867, was assessed as speaking fluent Czech, 

and sufficient German. He was assigned to the Military Hospital in Prague.606 Career military 

physicians were usually deployed across the Monarchy regardless of their language knowledge. 

Another attempt was to send already employed personnel to language classes. A sanitary unit 

reported in 1884 their attempt to require physicians and other officers to learn another language, 

particularly Hungarian, or a Slavic language.607 Such attempts often failed.  

 

Personnel files indicate that many career physicians spoke already more than one 

language when they joined the army. However, even they became sometimes challenged when 

they were not deployed accordingly or had to change garrison more than once. For example, 

the physician Emil Blasius was born in 1849 in Budapest. He started his career in the Hungarian 

Territorial Defense. In 1872, he joined the Habsburg army where he served until his retirement 

with a general rank (Generalstabsarzt) in 1909. His personnel file indicates that in the early 

years he spoke German and Hungarian fluently, as well as English and French. In the 

subsequent years, it was added that he learned Czech, Croatian, and Italian to a degree to 

communicate with his patients. He certainly needed this language as in the course of his army 

service he was assigned to regiments with recruits who spoke almost solely Czech and 

Hungarian. Later in his career he was promoted chief physician in Osijek, in Croatia. Finally, 

he headed the military hospital in Transylvanian Sibiu.608 

 

By the end of his career, the military physician Nathan Weindling reached a high rank 

that of a regimental physician (Regimentsarzt). Born in 1866 in Klasno, Galicia, he studied 

medicine in Cracow. When he joined the army, he was already fluent in German and Polish, 

but spoke also French. In addition, superiors rated him as speaking sufficient Ruthenian. During 

his career he served in Przemyśl, in Galicia, and Nyíregyháza, in Hungary. His first regiment, 

the Galician Infantry Regiment No 58, recruited from around Ivano Frankivsk, and comprised 

many native Ruthenian speakers. Later he was assigned to a Hussar regiment that recruited 

from around Budapest and comprised almost only native Hungarian speakers. His personnel 

 
605 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Walter Stupka, born 1885. 
606 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Carl Fiedler, born 1867. 
607 ÖStA/KA/RKM, 1. Abt., 86-19, Sanitätstruppe to Command of the 15th Infantry Brigade, Innsbruck, 10 

December 1884. 
608 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Emil Blasius, born 1849. 
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file indicates that his language knowledge was sufficient for a Galician regiment. By the time 

he was deployed in Budapest, his rank was already high enough that he was not required to 

learn Hungarian.609 In addition to the above analysed examples of multilingual military career 

physicians, there were many others promoted who did not have the needed language abilities. 

 

In addition to human medical specialists, the army had to employ veterinarians. They 

were responsible for the physicial conditions of many thousands of horses and dogs used in the 

army. To this branch many recruits were assigned to serve as horse or dog keepers, thus, 

veterinarians dealt with these conscripts and had to communicate with them. The career 

veterinarian Ignaz Weinberger, born in 1866 in a small village in the Hungarian province of 

Pozsony, spoke German and Hungarian fluently when he joined the army. In 1905, he was 

assessed as speaking basic Slovenian, but only two years later his Slovenian was categorized 

as fluent. Until 1909 he acquired sufficient Romanian, and basic Slovak knowledge.610 In 

contrast to human medical personnel no specific orders were issued stipulating the degree they 

had to speak these languages. Some spoke another language than German, others did not. 

Archival sources indicate that veterinarians were officially required to learn their regimental or 

unit language. However, usually army bureaucrats did not care as much as in the cases of career 

officers and physicians, or as the next example demonstrates the members of the clergy.  

 

The members of the military clergy were a very heterogeneous group, not only because 

of the many denominations they represented and the different religious obligations they had to 

ensure. They also differed owing to their status in the army. There were military clergy who 

spent virtually their entire professional lives in the army, but the bulk was assigned for a shorter 

period, while at the same time headed a local religious community. According to army statistics, 

for example in 1905, the members of the military clergy numbered 360 men.611 This number 

was considered to be sufficient in peacetime. The table presented in chapter 3 has shown that 

the overwhelming majority of soldiers were Roman-Catholics as Roman-Catholicism was the 

most widespread religion in the Habsburg Monarchy. They were followed by Jewish, Protestant 

Augsburg Confession, while Greek-Orthodox, Greek-Catholic, and Protestant Helvetic 

 
609 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Nathan Weindling, born 1866. I thank Paul Weindling for providing me with his oral family 

history. 
610 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Ignaz Weinberger, born 1866. 
611 Militärstatistisches Jahrbuch für 1904, 149. 
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Confession constituted a much lower and roughly equal number.612 According to their language 

proficiency, the overwhelming majority of the clergy was noted as Germans, followed by 

Czechs/Moravians, Magyars, Poles, and Croats/Serbs.613 As already analyzed above, it is 

almost impossible to find out if someone such as the Roman-Catholic priest, Rudolf Zhanel, 

who was born in Moravia and spoke German and Czech fluently, was counted as a German or 

as a Czech.614 The Greek-Catholic priest Victor Blasian, born in Transylvania, spoke Hungarian 

and Romanian fluently. He could have been noted down as either Hungarian or Romanian.615  

 

Military spiritual welfare was reformed in 1868 for all recognized denominations: 

Roman-Catholic, Greek-Catholic, Greek-Oriental, Protestants Augsburg Confession, 

Protestants Helvetic Confession, Jewish, and Muslim.616 From 1868 onwards not only the 

Catholic religion was fully recognized in the army, but also all other recognized religions 

organized equally based on the number of believers in a particular regiment, battalion, or service 

branch. Protestant welfare was headed by a newly introduced military superintendent,617 who 

headed eight preachers. For the Greek-Catholics, it was specified that they were attached to the 

Roman-Catholic military ordinate. However, there was only one Greek-Oriental military priest 

to be employed in peacetime.618 Thus, during peacetime in total fifteen priests were systemized 

for a thousand recruits, to which during wartime, eleven had to be added.619 Following the 

implementation of a compulsory military service in the occupied lands in 1881, one imam per 

Bosniak regiment was foreseen. These three imams were headed by a military mufti located in 

Sarajevo. For the rank and file of Jewish faith the local rabbi was responsible. During wartime 

a reserve field rabbi was foreseen.620 The regulations stipulated one member of the clergy 

employed per regiment, who had to represent this denomination that had the majority among 

the rank and file, and who should speak this recognized language most recruits spoke.621 Army 

bureaucrats were unwilling to hire more clergy in peacetime because they feared an increase in 

 
612 Militärstatistisches Jahrbuch für 1904, 151. The table becomes tricky taking a closer look at this case not 

only in terms of their categorization to a particular nationality. It is likely, that also these were counted who were 

not yet clergy, but still students or seminarists of which many served among the rank and file. 
613 Militärstatistisches Jahrbuch für 1904, 151. 
614 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Rudolf Zhanel, born 1867. 
615 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Victor Blasian, born 1875. 
616 Militärstatistisches Jahrbuch für 1910, 190-1. Other denominations constituted 4,456 including 244 non-

denominational (konfessionslos). 
617 Trauner, Die Militärseelsorge bis zum Zweiten Weltkrieg im Überblick, 28. 
618 Legler, Militärseelsorge in der österreichisch-ungarischen Armee, 66-7. 
619 Rosner, Die griechisch-katholische Kirche Österreich-Ungarns im Ersten Weltkrieg, 271-2; and: Legler, 

Militärseelsorge in der österreichisch-ungarischen Armee, 67. 
620 Legler, Militärseelsorge in der österreichisch-ungarischen Armee, 69. 
621 Rosner, Die griechisch-katholische Kirche Österreich-Ungarns im Ersten Weltkrieg, 271-2; and: Legler, 

Militärseelsorge in der österreichisch-ungarischen Armee, 67. 
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costs. While these numbers were reported to be partly sufficient in peacetime, during wartime 

they became quickly insufficient (to be discussed in chapters 7 and 8).  

 

Army bureaucrats sought to regulate the duties and requirements of all denominations 

jointly, in one handbook (Dienstvorschrift für die Militär-Geistlichkeit). This handbook was 

confusing, because there were many particularities and exceptions for each denomination. One 

edition followed another, all comprising clarifications. I have compared the handbook issued in 

1887 (when imams were already added) with the one from 1904 after the reduction of the 

compulsory military service from three to two years. The members of the clergy were appointed 

by the head of their religious authority, for example the local bishops. Applicants had to meet 

certain criteria: a good degree in theological studies, a maximum of forty years old, an 

impeccable conduct (tadelloses Vorleben), an Austrian, Hungarian or Bosnian-Herzegovinian 

citizenship, healthy and strong physical condition, at least three years of experience in civil 

pastoral care, as well as capability of doing the pastoral care independently (without previous 

orders given by their religious authority). In a later version these requirements differed only in 

one point. The clergy had to consent to take the oath on the monarch (Diensteid), previously 

they were the only group among the military who were excluded from being sworn in.622 The 

ranks of the clergy corresponded with the ones from the officers. For example, a clergy heading 

a military parish was in the rank of a major.623 

 

 As was the case for the officers, the earlier guidelines place less emphasis on outlining 

work requirements in detail.624 The handbooks outlined the peacetime tasks of the clergy. They 

had to advocate among soldiers: “to fulfil their duties, respect the law, obedience to superiors, 

and love for the monarch.” There was no mention of required language knowledge in the clauses 

about the clergy promotion rules in the 1887-handbook. In 1904, guidelines stipulated that 

military clergy were only promoted, when in addition to other existing requirements they spoke 

German and at least one other regimental language. However, if a member of the clergy failed 

at learning a second language, while passing his other requirements, he was still allowed to 

serve. He was simply not promoted.625 

 

 
622 Dienstvorschrift für die Militär-Geistlichkeit (A-16.c.) (1887 compared with 1904). 
623 Legler, Militärseelsorge in der österreichisch-ungarischen Armee, 20-1. The borders of local religious 

communities most often paralleled local military commands’ borders. 
624 Dienstvorschrift für die Militär-Geistlichkeit (A-16.c.) (1887 compared with 1904). 
625 Dienstvorschrift für die Militär-Geistlichkeit (A-16.c.) (1887 compared with 1904), 19. 
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In addition to organization of pastoral care for soldiers, the clergy worked in military 

hospitals, prisons, and schools.626 Clergy handbooks stipulated that if there was no clergy of the 

respective faith or with the necessary language knowledge, they were responsible for finding a 

member of the local civilian clergy of their faith. They were even requested to ask clergy from 

one of the other denominations to help out when there was no clergy of their own faith nearby. 

When they had to assist the gravely ill of another religion, they were required “to lovingly 

remind them of the duties of a sick person close to death, to comfort them and to encourage 

them in their trust in God, without, however, becoming annoying or intrusive, even when 

someone refused to accept their assistance.”627 Clergy members were also required to write 

diaries, in which they had to note “remarkable occurrences and professional experience.” The 

Roman-Catholic clergy was given additional duties as all Catholic recruits and officers together 

with their families were no longer under their local civil but the military parish’s jurisdiction 

and the register books (Matriken). The Catholic military clergy was therefore responsible for 

weddings, funerals, and baptisms of their entire garrison.628 Although the duties of the military 

clergy often required to speak the languages of the conscripts, the handbook left it to the cergly 

to organize themselves, even when that meant that for example an exclusively Bosnian-

speaking imam had to offer spiritual service for a dying Ruthenian-speaking Greek-Catholic 

recruit.  

 

Clergy members constituted an almost equal number of army specialists with military 

auditors in peace time. The number of auditors remained almost unchanged in the period of 

investigation, for example, according to the army statistics for 1904 they numbered 350.629 

Military trials were usually conducted in German, but if the recruit did not speak the language 

the trial was conducated in his native tongue, as long as it was among the recognized and 

landesüblich. From time to time the question arose whether the court language system should 

be similiarly organized to that of the regiments.630 Every recruit had the right to use his own 

language when dealing with military courts. Courts had to provide interpreters. In peacetime 

military courts often had to interact with local civil courts.631 Thus, debates regularly indicated 

the different language obligations for Austria and Hungary. In Austria, it was debated if military 

 
626 Members of the clergy had to provide religious classes in the military preparatory schools for the students of 

their denomination. Legler, Militärseelsorge in der österreichisch-ungarischen Armee 25 
627 Dienstvorschrift für die Militär-Geistlichkeit (A-16.c.) (1887 compared with 1904), 23. 
628 Legler, Militärseelsorge in der österreichisch-ungarischen Armee 15-6. 
629 Militärstatistisches Jahrbuch für das Jahr 1904, 149. 
630 Pitreich, Meine Beziehungen zu den Armeeforderungen Ungarns, 31-3. 
631 Brezina, Österreichische Militärgerichtsakten, 35f. 
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courts had to accept letters from civil courts in the local languages, or if parts of the trial should 

be in the defendants’ language. Overall, the army bureaucrats were more likely to ensure that 

in Hungary the state language was always recognized. There was a debate to which extent 

Hungarian had to be recognized in Croatia-Slavonia.632 For Austria which lacked “a single state 

language” it was ordered that it should be decided case by case (“the practical need and the 

courtesy towards the defendants are decisive”).633  

 

 The language knowledge of the military legal specialists differed from that of the other 

specialists.634 They needed to speak fluent German, and one other domestic language. Their 

personnel files indicate that speaking a second language had positive career implications. For 

example, attorney Alois Suitner began his army career in Innsbruck, his hometown, where he 

had been born in 1869. Through his career he exclusively served in his home region, in 

Rovereto, Cavalese, and Trento. His superiors assessed him as speaking fluent German, and 

sufficient Italian throughout his career. As some army units from Tyrol comprised an 

approximately equal number of native German and Italian speakers, his knowledge appears 

sufficient to have been promoted.635 The Prague-born auditor Josef Stupetzky (1848) spoke 

Czech and German fluently. Throughout his career he was solely deployed in a Bohemian 

regiment, for which his language abilities appear to have been sufficient.636  

 

The personnel files I have examined show that – as in the cases of Suitner and Stupetzky 

– the army often deployed auditor in their home region or in accordance with their language 

abilities. However, there were many cases in which they were required to learn another 

language and failed. The personnel files indicate that this lack did usually not harm their career, 

as long as they met the other requirements. For example, Franz Panek, who was born in 1869 

in Lang Enzersdorf, in Lower Austria, and spoke solely German, was required to learn the 

regimental language Czech. He failed. Only later his superiors assessed him as speaking 

adequately in Czech.637 It is likely that his other abilities were rated outstanding. Thus, he was 

promoted to major (Majorauditor) and deployed in the Ministry of War.638 

 

 
632  N.N., Gemeinsame Angelegenheiten. Die neue Strafprozeßordnung. Die babylonische Sprachverwirrung, 

Grazer Tagblatt, 21 January 1911, 29. 
633 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 33-1/79, KM-Einsichtakt, 22 July 1906. 
634 Brezina, Österreichische Militärgerichtsakten, 90. 
635 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Alois Suitner, born 1869. 
636 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Josef Stupetzky, born 1848. 
637 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Franz Panek, born 1869. 
638 N.N., Verordnungsblatt des k.u.k. Heeres, Pester Lloyd, 24 April 1907, 4.  
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Conclusion 

 

Chapter 4 has demonstrated that the Habsburg career officers were a heterogenous group. What 

they shared was that a large number of them spoke more than one language. Although all of 

them spoke German and used it in daily communication, they were not necessarily of German 

nationality. Many officers, whom the army possibly categorized of German nationality, could 

have also identified with one of the other Habsburg nationalities, or vice versa. The three 

examples presented above should underline why I avoid throughout this study to categorize 

particular officers (as well as NCOs and soldiers) with a certain nationality. However, even 

when many of the officers were already bilingual at the beginning of their careers, during their 

careers many were assigned to regiments and batallions were they were required to learn 

another language. Chapter 4 has demonstrated that the linguistic backgrounds and language 

proficiency of officers increasingly enabled the Ministry of War to ensure that conscripts were 

educated in their own language – at least in theory when these officers were deployed in 

accordance with their language abilities. However, the army did not always take existing 

language knowledge into account when it comes to officer assignment. That language 

assessments of officers noted in their personnel files were often not reflecting reality worsened 

the training conditions of both officers and the rank and file. In particular career officers were 

required to change their garrison about every fourth year which implied that their subordinates 

spoke other languages. Thus, many officers were given a deadline to learn another language. 

Many officers failed, but the Ministry of War never spent enough emphasis on supporting their 

language acquisition. As a result, some officers, in particular these who spoke already another 

language in addition to German when joining the army, had an easier time of making a 

successful career than these who spoke only German. Both Francis Joseph and his bureaucrats 

were aware of the language system’s shortcomings, but until 1914 they spent only less effort to 

improve the system.  

 

I demonstrated that the army managed to organize the military training for all recruits 

in their languages as long as army officials deployed officers and NCOs appropriately. Some 

of them were able to use their existing language abilities, either because they had acquired them 

earlier, or they were from the same linguistic backgrounds as the recruits. However, there were 

also many examples where recruits were not trained in their native tongues. That often resulted 

from the ever-changing linguistic landscape, and from the impossibility of organizing the 

system always everywhere appropriately. It was not only language abilities of officers which 
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affected the training of the recruits. Additional skills were important too, including teaching 

competency, and empathy for the soldiers’ cultural backgrounds. However, this chapter has 

shown that many shortcomings appeared from the very beginning of which army bureaucrats 

were aware of, but they spent only little effort on improvements was it the organization of a 

sufficient number of language classes, or punishing officers who refused to learn or use the 

recognized languages.  
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Part III: The Habsburg Army Language System in the Public Sphere 

 

In the first part of this study I analyzed the legal framework of the army language system. This 

provides an essential background information when drawing attention in part II on how the 

system affected the officers’ and the rank and file’s military service. In many cases the legal 

framework and its subsequent regulations permitted an unexpected elasticity in interpreting the 

army language rights. A flexible interpretation of the rules, however, was not exclusively 

nationally motivated: convenience and personal interest often played an important role in how 

they were interpreted. What was hitherto left open was how and when the army language system 

became visible or better audible in the public sphere, although earlier chapters already indicated 

that the army language system was commented and criticized in political institutions and in the 

press regularly. 

 

The public character of the army language system has to be divided into two spheres. 

First, the so-called garrison life when army members’ language use got involved in the local 

civil society, and second, the political debate that took place in the parliaments, diets, and the 

print media. In the third part of this book, I analyze how the army language system became 

increasingly visible in the public sphere, and who criticized it and how. Because there were few 

towns across the Monarchy were not at least one Habsburg army institution was located, the 

public debate of the regimental language system offers a unique overview of the Habsburg 

political discourse by reflecting all provinces and all nationalities. It is important in this context 

to highlight that one or two battalions of each regiment were usually not stationed in their home 

region. Thus, thousands of recruits served in a different linguistic civil environment than their 

own.  

 

The third part of this study shows that politicians as well as journalists took advantage 

of the army language system: whenever the word, “language,” appeared in print in any 

Habsburg tongue, it attracted attention. Through the press coverage Habsburg citizens were 

increasingly confronted to reflect upon the connection of the army's language use with their 

national rights.639 In multilingual places, Judson argues, political movements attempted to 

 
639 Hantsch, Die Nationalitätenfrage im alten Österreich, 33. There were some topics not allowed to be 

discussed in Austrian press. It was not permitted to write negatively about the monarch and his family, and state 

institutions such as the army. For the legal basis see: Olechowski, Die Entwicklung des Preßrechts in Österreich 

bis 1918. This study also briefly mentions the legal framwork in Hungary, Croatia, and Bosnia-Herzegovina, 

509-11. 
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mobilize popular support by demanding linguistic equality for their side. As political conflict 

developed around language issues, representatives of each “side” scoured the region for 

potential voters, attempting to mobilize people of a variety of nationalities for nationalist 

political parties.640 These efforts of national(ist) activists met with army bureaucrats who were 

required to respect the recruits’ language rights while being ordered to avoid a public debate, 

and spending too much effort and budget on the implementation of the army language system. 

 

  

 
640 Judson, Guardians of the Nation, 9. 
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Chapter 5: Garrison Life  

 

There was virtually no larger town or city in the Monarchy where at least one joint army 

institution was not deployed.641 In this context, it is important to note that one or two battalions 

of each regiment were usually not stationed in the home province from which the rank and file 

had been recruited. Thus, thousands of recruits served in a different linguistic civil environment 

than their own. For example, recruits from Bosnia-Herzegovina, the so-called Bosniaks, were 

stationed in Vienna’s Alserkaserne, while hundreds of rank and file together with their officers 

from across the Monarchy were sent out to the occupied lands.642 Thus, the Habsburg army’s 

deployment policy caused civilians to be regularly mixed with soldiers from elsewhere in the 

Monarchy. This mixture was often highlighted in autobiographical sources. For example, 

Bohemia-born Carl Patsch, a museum director in Sarajevo, recalled in his autobiography a 

railway journey to Bosanski-Brod: “There was military here from all branches speaking the 

many languages of the Monarchy.”643 The career officer Karl Künzl spoke German, and basic 

Polish, and was sent with his mainly Polish-speaking recruits to the South-Slavic-speaking 

environment in Jabuka close to the Bosnian-Herzegovinian border.644 In addition to Czech- and 

German-speaking recruits, numerous Hungarian speakers were stationed in Josefov, a military 

fortress town in Eastern Bohemia.645 

 

The Army and Local Society 

 

The overwhelming majority of the Habsburg army recruits were housed in military buildings 

for the entire duration of their military service. Barracks were usually located on the periphery 

of towns, close to the busier roads,646 or in city centers. The presence of the military, a daily 

experience for many civilians, played an important role in accelerating cultural and linguistic 

exchange as well as helping boost local economies. Economic life grew around barracks and 

garrisons that specialised in the soldiers' needs. Marcella Husová has written that “of course, 

the special amusements of the military were not missing.”647 Tobacco stores, pubs selling cheap 

 
641 See: Seidels kleines Armeeschema. 
642 See: Urrisk, Wien. 2000 Jahre Garnisonsstadt; as well as: Neumayer, and Schmidl, eds., Des Kaisers 

Bosniaken.  
643 BH/Südost-Institut, 14.5, Carl Patsch, no. 261, Autobiography, compiled after 1935, 49. I thank Dejan Zadro 

for providing me his transcript. 
644 ÖStA/KA/Quall, Karl Künzel, born 1884. 
645 Husová, Die österreichisch-ungarische Garnison, 270. 
646 See: Seidels kleines Armeeschema, 1914. 
647 Husová, Die österreichisch-ungarische Garnison, 270. 
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alcohol, and many brothels opened their doors nearby.648 A local garrison often had a positive 

impact on the local economy, while at the same time worsening some aspects of daily life, 

owing, for example, to crowds of drunken soldiers. Garrisons were also considered to pose a 

threat to local morals, especially of the female population.649 Unlike officers who often met in 

their messes, most of the rank and file attended local pubs, as messes for the rank and file 

(Soldatenheime) were not to be founded until the First World War.650 

 

The army language system was not only apparent in the aural landscape of garrison 

cities and towns, but also visible in the inscriptions inside and outside the various military 

buildings. In addition to portraits of Francis Joseph and images of famous battles, there were 

also lists of restaurants recruits were forbidden to visit, or sanitary orders on the barracks’ walls. 

The posters were, for the most part, in both the German army language and the languages of 

the resident recruits.651 Inside the buildings, army officials tended to use the other regimental 

languages more often; outside, German was dominant. Owing to the army language, the written 

character of the regimental language system was overwhelmingly German across the 

Monarchy. This practice often reflected the languages neither of the recruits nor of civil 

residents. 

 

Politicians, as well as members of the army, regularly criticized inscriptions and posters 

that used solely German, or in which one or another local language was omitted.652 For example, 

in 1904, the Austrian parliamentarian Karel Kramář, delegate of the Bohemian Club, requested 

additional Czech signage on an army building in Kutná Hora, a small town near Prague, in 

addition to German. The Minister of War had apparently already promised to add Czech 

signage, but the task had not yet been carried out.653 In 1905, the city council of Ivano-

Frankivsk, in Galicia, demanded the Ministry of War put up Polish signs in addition to German 

ones on local garrison buildings. The Ministry approved the demand but responded with the 

“principal position” that any public debate had to be avoided, as it would ensure that other 

towns immediately afterward put forward similar requests. In this case, the Ministry decided to 

permit the use of other languages, but German was to be placed most prominently. Ministerial 

 
648 See in particular the first map: Wingfield, The World of Prostitution in Late Imperial Austria, 18. 
649 See in particular these parts discussing the army presence and local prostitution: Wingfield, The World of 

Prostitution in Late Imperial Austria. 
650 Lankes, München als Garnison im 19. Jahrhundert, 535. 
651 Kisch, Das Lied von Jaburek, 60. 
652 Auffenberg-Komarow, Aus Österreichs Höhe und Niedergang, 216. 
653 N.N., Reichsratsdelegation, Redner: Kramarz, Das Vaterland, 18 May 1904, 3. 
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army bureaucrats noted that this would be ensured if German was used on the left side of a 

building, or above the other language(s). The signage of all languages used had to be in the 

same size and font. Although the Polish-dominated city council in this case insisted only on the 

use of Polish, the Ministry of War also called for recognizing Ruthenian because local residents 

included speakers of that language.654 The army bureaucrats in many cases supported local 

claims for language parity, but ministerial archival records clearly indicate that such decisions 

were never followed by a general order rather army officials retained their practice of deciding 

case-by-case.655  

 

 Language use in the army was also visible in the many military cemeteries, or military 

graveyards within local civil cemeteries. The bulk of officers and many of the rank and file’s 

gravestone inscriptions were in German. Some of these gravestones are still visible today, and 

show that only some officers – or their descendants – decided to use other languages than 

German regardless of their native tongues and in which Habsburg province the graves were 

located. For example, at Mirogoj, Zagreb’s main cemetery, some family tombs of former 

officers used both German and Croatian inscriptions. The inscription on the gravestone of a 

career officer buried in the Catholic Lviv cemetary used all local regimental languages, 

German, Ruthenian, and Polish. It was still visible when I visited the graveyard in 2016. 

Archival material does not indicate that any complaints were raised about these multilingual 

gravestones by Habsburg soldiers. 

 

In addition to the language used for signage on army buildings, the local regiments and 

battalions were represented and commemorated in publications referring to their histories. The 

library of the War Archive in Vienna preserves a collection of the histories of almost all 

regiments, battalions, and other service branches. An anonymous author – most likely an officer 

– published an article in 1876 in one of the most important military gazettes, Österreichische 

 
654 ÖStA/KA/RKM, Präs, 50-14/2, Ministry of War to k.k. Ministry of Territorial Defense, 8 July 1905. 

This practice was similar tot he civil linguistic landscape: Bilingual or even multilingual signage on buildings 

and businesses were a daily experience in many of the Monarchy’s cities and towns. For example, in Ostrava, on 

the Galician-Moravian-Slovak border the cathedral’s façade still reflects multilingual practices that followed the 

army’s advice. On the left above the main entrance, an inscription in German with Czech below reads “The 

construction of this church was started on 4 October1883.” On the right-hand side above the main entrance, the 

inscription with Czech above German reads “finished and inaugurated on 3 March 1889.” Just a few streets 

away, a house still bears an advertisement from Habsburg times which runs from the left-hand side in German to 

right in Czech, as a band above the former shop. 
655 The language used on administrative buildings other than military and for street signs was regularly discussed 

publicly, and each Habsburg territory followed its own agenda. As just one example: Berecz, The Language of 

Street Signs in Dualist Transylvania and the Banat, 23-36. 
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Militärische Zeitschrift, and highlighted the purpose of these histories: “There is rarely any 

other medium which is so suitable to raise the military spirit, to revive the noblest virtues of 

warriors: love for the emperor and the fatherland, faithfulness, courage and self-sacrifice, 

because these reviews of the glorious past of military units which the soldiers belong to as 

family members.”656 The majority of these histories were in German. The others were mainly 

in Hungarian.657 One might therefore wonder if these history books enabled these so-called 

soldier-sons to identify with their army-family, when their so-called parents did not use their 

native tongues. Indeed, autobiographical archival material from the rank and file that I have 

examined never mentioned this issue.   

 

The anonymous author mentioned above highlighted the purpose of these history books, 

and strongly recommended the publication of excerpts in a popular style in the other regimental 

languages to be used for recruit education. He emphasized that at least one copy of each history 

book should be available for the officers of a battalion, and one copy per company for 

recruits.658 Such brief histories were published, but often on a small-scale, and without the 

Ministry of War’s financial support. For example, in 1890 the Budapest Corps Command 

announced that Infantry Regiment No 38, which recruited from around Kecskemét, had 

compiled such a brief history to be used for the education of NCOs and recruits. It was published 

in German and Hungarian, and “can be purchased in German for 50 Kreutzer, and in Hungarian 

for 34 Kreutzer.”659 The Ministry of War expected officers and recruits to purchase their own 

copies.  

 

 Besides the written character, army language diversity most often became public 

through oral communication. The languages officers used when speaking with one another, or 

with recruits and local residents, influenced how they appeared in public. There were many 

occasions when army members marched through towns and villages or swarmed out during 

their spare time. Thus, the army’s language practice became audible for civilians on a daily 

basis. In addition to general trends of increasing or decreasing acceptance of the army across 

the Monarchy, as discussed in the introductory chapter, the symbolic character of language use 

 
656 N.N., Ueber die Verfassung der Specialgeschichte eines Truppenkoerpers, Österreichische Militärische 

Zeitschrift,1876, 3, 14-5, 14. 
657 As only one example: Radnitzky, Emléklap a cs. és kir. 10 számu III. Frigyes Vilmos porosz király névet 

viselö huszár ezred Történétböl. 
658 N.N., Ueber die Verfassung der Specialgeschichte eines Truppenkoerpers, Österreichische Militärische 

Zeitschrift,1876, 3, 14-5. 
659 ÖStA/KA/Terr, Befehle, 4th Corps Command Budapest, box 44, no. 81, 1 October 1890. 
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changed during my period of investigation. In the late nineteenth century, as Urbanitsch has 

noted, “language was no longer a primary means of communication, but a distinctive feature 

for a group that wanted to be different from others.”660 Robert Evans has pointed to the constant 

“politicization” of language use.661 These developments also influenced the relationship 

between the army and the civilian residents across the Monarchy. 

 

Military education and training comprised far more than daily exercises in which the 

ranks learned to follow German-language commands. Recruits needed to be able to express 

themselves clearly in a variety of military activities, including presenting their demands and 

desires during the daily or weekly garrison meeting (Garnisonsrapport), or when they came 

before the military court, needed a military physician, or needed spiritual support.  The 

education and training of the rank and file was the Habsburg army’s most important and time-

consuming peacetime task. Garrison life did not necessarily take place solely within army 

facilities. There was a variety of reasons why officers and recruits regularly left, mainly for 

exercises and leisure. From time to time the army supported the local police or gendarmes. 

These so-called Assistenzeinsätze occurred in cases of unrest or environmental disasters.  

 

The army was regularly called in to support the local police during numerous violent 

political protests, including demonstrations and strikes across the Monarchy. Conflicts were not 

solely nationally motivated, although they were often presented as such among local politicians 

and journalists.662 Domestic military interventions often caused enmity among parts of the 

population as incidents in which army units confronted mass demonstrations were often staged 

by members of their own nationalities. Only in rare cases did officers’ autobiographical writings 

refer to this challenge and proof of their troops’ obedience. General August von Urbanski 

mentioned in his memoirs that his soldiers were called on for support during a worker strike in 

1902 in Trieste, in the Austrian Littoral. After his soldiers had successfully countered the 

strikers, Urbanski was summoned to Vienna to appear before Francis Joseph. He recalled that 

the monarch was seemingly positively surprised about the “behavior of the regiment’s [native] 

Italian[-speaking] soldiers […] as from among the striking crowd even relatives and party 

comrades yelled at the soldiers, accusing them of betrayal.” Urbanski concluded that at no time 

 
660 Urbanitsch, Der Ausgleich zwischen den Nationen, 65. 
661 Evans, Language and State Building, 3. 
662 For examples in Brno in 1905, and in Prague in 1908: Wingfield, Flag Wars and Stone Saints. Or during the 

Badeni Crisis in 1897 in Graz: Deák, Beyond Nationalism, 68. 
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had he “feared that his men would refuse to obey his orders.”663  The historian Emil Dreisziger 

has concluded that in general “the troops as a whole did their duty. There were, however, 

individual cases of disobedience.”664  

 

In addition to military support during unrest, there were many other more regular 

reasons why army members came into close contact with civil residents, most prominently daily 

military exercises. Several times a week, recruits and their commanding officers and NCOs left 

the barracks for military exercises, which were met with crowds of civilians who stopped by to 

watch them or even accompanied them on the roads for a while. While marching, local residents 

became aware of the languages the soldiers spoke when communicating with one another. Often 

the rank and file started to sing or superiors intonated a song. In terms of the army’s daily 

linguistic practices in the garrisons, such singing, in particular, is often reflected in archival 

sources. The civil residents carefully watched which songs were sung in which languages. 

Singing is therefore a suitable example of how the army language system appeared and was 

discussed in public, as well as how army institutions dealt with the issue. 

 

In the late nineteenth century, singing in public was a daily experience. Both civilians 

and soldiers had a wide repertoire of songs for virtually every occasion. Each regiment had its 

own regimental march, which sometimes had official – and sometimes unofficial – lyrics.665 

There were military song books, but most often the marching men decided occasionally what 

to sing. Thus, songs were often a mixture of historical military soldier songs, more recent 

popular ones, and so-called patriotic folk songs.666 Military archival sources indicate that the 

Ministry of War did not regulate in which languages songs were to be sung, but there were 

discussions about which songs might not be suitable. Many officers recalled the singing practice 

in their diaries and memoirs. For example, the career officer Franz Karl Ginzkey, born 1871 in 

Pula, wrote about a military exercise – of course, from a romanticized perspective: “Soon there 

was play, laughter, and singing; we sang in groups, in Slovak, Italian, and German.”667 The 

Sopron-born career officer Anton Lehár recalled a maneuver in the vicinity of Braşov in 

Transylvania where the recruits sang songs in a variety of regimental languages: “In chorus we 

 
663 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/58:4, August von Urbanski. Das Tornisterkind, 87f. 
664 Dreisziger, Ethnic Armies, 41-2. As just one other example for the so-called Szeklerland: Hajdu, Das 

Alltagsleben österreichischer Offiziere in Ungarn, 103.  
665 Hois, Die Musikhistorische Zentrale, 217f. During the war it was planned to issue a volume with German 

soldiers' songs, as well as with Hungarian and Czech songs.  
666 Hois, Die Musikhistorische Zentrale, 217f. 
667 Ginzkey, Der seltsame Soldat, 135.  
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sang our most beautiful songs, Österreich Dein Ehrenkleid, trug ich Freud und Leid, Maros 

vize folyik csendesen, Du alter Stefansturm, Ti si moja, and Sti tu.”668 Mixing up songs of 

different languages, in Lehár’s case German, Hungarian, Croatian, and Romanian, was not 

limited to recruits but was also common practice among officers. For example, the career officer 

Rudolf Henz, recalled in his novel that while officers spoke with one another only in German, 

when it came to singing, “we started with a German soldier's song, followed by a Hungarian, 

Czech, Croatian, Polish, Ruthenian, Romanian, Slovene, and Italian song, with everyone 

singing every song. However, the Hungarians, Czechs, and Croats jealously oversaw a strict 

sequence.”669 

 

Officers and the rank and file also sang during maneuvers when they had to practice on 

a larger scale, or jointly with other regiments and military service branches.670 Often, Francis 

Joseph, together with generals, archdukes, and foreign representatives, visited these maneuvers. 

Language use played an important role during them. For example, the career officer Karl 

Nowottny recalled a maneuver around the turn of the century in Silesia in which he and his 

fellow officers, NCOs, and recruits had to line up before the high-ranking spectators. Francis 

Joseph went from one to the other, and “with everyone, he talked about the most current theme 

for his home province, in the probably most common language.”671 On the last day of a 

maneuver, Nowottny recalled that Francis Joseph passed by his battalion and asked the 

commanders to which regiment they belonged. When they answered, “fourth battalion of the 

Infantry Regiment No 13,” Francis Joseph immediately addressed some phrases in Polish to the 

rank and file.672 Autobiographical records of the rank and file demonstrate that the use of their 

own language during these occasions seemingly left a deeper positive long-term impact on their 

identification with the army and the state than did officers who were able to communicate with 

them properly during daily military training. An indication of this is that language use in daily 

military service is almost never mentioned in recruits’ diaries.   

 

 In addition to military exercises and maneuvers, officers and the rank and file left the 

barracks for a variety of other (semi-)official activities. They attended religious and other local 

 
668 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/600:1, Anton Lehár, Geschichten erzählt, vol. 2, 35. 
669 Henz, Ein Roman von Krieg und Liebe, 217. 
670 N.N., Die Delegationen, Wiener Zeitung, 20 December 1913, 4-10, 5. See also: Zehetbauer, Das 

Reserveoffizierssystem Österreich-Ungarns, 10. 
671 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/417:13, Karl Nowottny, Erinnerungen aus meinem Leben während der Zeit von 1868-1918, 

vol. 1, 123. 
672 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/417:13, Karl Nowottny, Erinnerungen aus meinem Leben während der Zeit von 1868-1918, 

vol. 1, 105. 
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(patriotic) events regularly. The most prominent event of the year was Francis Joseph’s 

birthday, which was celebrated on 18 August. There were also occasions when the barracks 

opened for the public, for example on a regimental day or to commemorate historical battles in 

which the Habsburg army had been victorious. In the course of these events, officers gave 

speeches, marches were played, and songs were sung. On such occasions Habsburg army 

language practices met with the local linguistic environment as these events were often 

performed in public. Laurence Cole correctly demonstrates throughout his study about veteran 

associations, Military Culture and Popular Patriotism in Late Imperial Austria, that the 

Habsburg military and civil world could never be completely separated, because each carefully 

oversaw the others’ activities, and language use, participated at one another’s events, and often 

even co-organized festivities.673 However, for most of participants, it was not the language use 

that mattered. Deák has argued correctly something that is also reflected in autobiographical 

sources I have examined: “Watching the military passing by was for the peasants, what was for 

the town dwellers the regular Sunday concerts of the regimental band, the most colorful events 

in their lives.”674 

 

Jeroen van Drunen has analysed the two-hundredth anniversary of Chernivtsi’s home 

regiment, Infantry Regiment No 41, in April 1901, which resulted in extensive patriotic 

celebrations. He argues that across the Monarchy civil state authorities faced similar challenges, 

but “multilingual Bukovina required creative solutions in order to ensure the event’s 

success.”675 The locally employed army branches were called to “present the most outstanding 

military feats of the regiment and its heroes.” Moreover, Karl Dvořák, the author of this 

regiment’s history emphasized that “such a representation must be made with oratorical verve 

in the mother tongues of the men, clearly audible to everyone and free from disturbing 

influences, which is completely unfeasible in front of such a large number of troops with its 

multitude of languages.”676 On this occasion, seemingly the only monument for a regiment 

throughout the Monarchy was erected that used all recognized languages: German, Ruthenian, 

and Romanian.677 The career officer Adolf Stillfried von Rathenitz remembered that annually 

on his battalion’s foundation day a field mess was celebrated, after which he “as every year, 

 
673 Cole, Military Culture and Popular Patriotism. 
674 Deák, Beyond Nationalism, 67. 
675 Van Drunen, Habsburg Bukovina’s Celebrated Multilingualism. On language politics in Bukovina see: 

Burger, Sprachen und Sprachenpolitiken. Niederösterreich und die Bukowina im Vergleich. 
676 Dvořák, Geschichte des k. und k. Infanterie-Regiments Erzherzog Eugen Nr. 41, 88. 
677 N.N., View of the Street with Soldier Monument, Chernivtsi, Lviv-Center. Urban Media Archive, no. 03808 

(online: http://www.lvivcenter.org/en/uid/picture/?pictureid=3808). 
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addressed a speech first in German, then in Czech to the officers and the rank and file […] I 

always had the latter translated. Without understanding a word of this difficult language, I 

learned to memorize the entire speech. This caused astonishment and admiration among my 

officers, and pleased the Czech part of the rank and file.”678 Although the German language 

dominated in the army, it would have met severely negative reactions from both civil residents 

and the rank and file if speeches were not delivered in their languages too, or at least parts of 

them. In addition to Stillfried von Rathenitz, there were other commanders who did not give 

the speeches themselves in the other languages, but instead passed this task over to other 

officers.679  Hitherto, I have found only a few examples in archival sources of officers who 

disrespected this tradition based on nationalist motives, more often they did so out of 

convenience. In both cases, neither the Corps Commands nor the Ministry of War issued general 

orders for how to respect the regimental language(s) on the occasion of festivities. Steven Beller 

has analysed the parade on the occasion of Francis Joseph’s sixteenth jubilee of reign in June 

1908: “Which language used, in which language the crowd shouted – all this was of concern 

for newspapers, in their conclusion reflecting separateness more than unity.”680 Yet, it was only 

the journalists who interpreted the use of the different languages as reflecting separateness. 

Soldiers’ autobiographical archival material indicates that using different languages one after 

another did indeed reflect the diversity of the army, but at the same time it supported the 

development of an esprit de corps. 

 

The programs of festivities were usually announced and afterwards commented on in 

the local press. In bi- or multilingual regions, observers reported on who gave speeches, in 

which languages, and which languages songs were sung. For example, in 1888, the Gazzetta di 

Trento reported that the commander of the local regiment had attended a local civil event. He 

had given his speech solely in German, adding that he had emphasized that the Habsburg army, 

despite its linguistic diversity, was among the very first rank in Europe. In this case the 

newspaper did not comment, but just reported about the event, mentioning that the speech was 

followed by enthusiastic cheers.681 The public also watched carefully over the repertoire when 

bands performed. Even the emperor's or peoples’ anthem (Kaiser- bzw. Völkerhymne), which 

it was emphasized should “unite the linguistically divided peoples,”682 regularly caused debates. 

 
678 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/862:1, Adolf Stillfried von Rathenitz, Erinnerungen aus meinem Leben, unpublished 

undated manuscript, 123. 
679 Manescul, Meine Dritte Kompanie, 38. 
680 Beller, State Consciousness Raising in the 1908 Jubilee Parade in Vienna, 46-71. 
681 N.N., Festa militare in Lavarone, Gazzetta di Trento, 23 April 1888.  
682 Hois, Die Musikhistorische Zentrale, 157.  
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The lyrics of the anthem were translated into all domestic languages, and the debate often arose 

about which language singers started in, if a regimental commander sang only in German, or 

which language was omitted.683 

 

 In addition to important state and military events, there were numerous festivities that 

the military regularly organized or co-hosted. For example, the Sopron-born career officer 

Anton Lehár recalled the Braşov garrison, in Transylvania, where each nationality had their 

own casinos and balls. The festivities local garrisons organized were very much requested 

because many military and civil residents saw them, as Lehár has argued, to be “neutral ground, 

and believed they simulated a unity that was already in the process of dissolving, as later events 

demonstrated.”684 Locally deployed officers were regularly invited to attend civil events during 

which their knowledge of the local residents’ languages mattered more than that of the rank and 

file. As Chief of the General Staff in the Zagreb Corps Command, Eduard Zanantoni was 

invited to the funeral of the local Greek-Oriental patriarch in Sremski Karlovci. A dinner was 

afterwards prepared during which speeches were given in Serbian, a language he did not 

speak.685 Zanantoni’s fellow career officer, Franz Xaver Schubert recalled his days as a young 

officer in the Carpathians: “I aimed to always be commanded to the various local church 

festivals of the Greek-Orthodox, Greek-Catholics, and Jews. I was very much interested, but 

had no clue about their culture, because I was never educated for these tasks.”686 In addition to 

not knowing the local cultures, he did not speak the languages of the residents. 

 

Events without publicity were these organized inside the officer clubs. They were 

increasingly founded across the Monarchy during my period of investigation.687 There, officers 

and their wives met with local middle- and upper-class society. These clubs were often located 

in city centers. For the most, German was the colloquial language there. In addition, officers 

and their families participated in the clubs of the local civil associations. However, they always 

had to be careful not to get into an alleged nationalist circle. As all officers spoke German, they 

usually ended up prioritising German cultural clubs, although many of these associations 

 
683 See: Stone, Army and Society in the Habsburg Monarchy, 101. 
684 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/600:1, Anton Lehár, Geschichten erzählt, vol. 2, 29-30. 
685 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/6:1, Eduard Zanantoni, Erinnerungen aus meinem Leben, unpublished manuscript, 1922, 

155. 
686 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/833:2, Franz Xaver Schubert, Tagebuch, unpublished manuscript, compiled in 1943, 50. 
687 An increasing number of clubs were to be found across the Monarchy, serving different purposes and 

pursueing different political/cultural aims, some met with great interest of behalf of military members. However, 

there were also cross-nationality clubs. See for a couple of examples presented throughout the monograph: Cole, 

Military Culture and Popular Patriotism in Late Imperial Austria. 
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followed a clearly nationalist agenda. Perceived to be loyal to the Habsburgs as well, nationalist 

clubs were found among all nationalities, and many changed their political character over the 

years, also owing to the changes in their membership. It was often not easy for officers to 

determine the real political character of a particular club. When officers were invited by their 

resident family members, they often had to choose between loyalty to their family (and 

nationality) and the Habsburg army. To avoid risking their careers, many career officers decided 

to attend only events in Habsburg loyalist circles or in the military officer casinos.  

 

The degree of politicization in the national clubs depended on the respective province. 

These clubs, although named similarly (for example, Czech club, German association), often 

did not follow the same ideology everywhere. For example, General Josef Stürgkh reported that 

associations in Austrian Trieste usually had a nationalist character, irrespective of the language 

they used. He recalled the result in his memoirs: particular career officers and their wives 

preferred to engage only in the so-called “black-yellow community,” which meant other 

officers and imperial bureaucrats.688 Officer autobiographical records indicate that they 

considered this question important, because they often wrote about their leisure time and 

relationships with local middle- and upper-class society. The career officer Eduard Hentke 

recalled that Ljubljana was from the late 1880s to the early 1890s a “pleasant garrison […] the 

officers harmonized with the Slovene population” and participated in local clubs, the German 

Casino, and the Slovene National House, the Narodni Dum. Rok Stergar has argued that officers 

regularly appeared at so-called Slovene events to demonstrate their neutrality of the army 

towards all nationalities.689 It is likely that most of the officers tried so across the Monarchy 

until 1914. However, while the relationship with residents in Ljubljana was often described 

positively, for example, Hentke reported the opposite for Moravian Brno. The officers would 

have had no contact with the Czech-speaking upper class, and therefore never attended local 

civil clubs.690 Indeed, not only were these clubs of nationalities depicted as prone to disloyalty, 

but many officers highlighted that local German institutions in particular were very nationalist. 

In contrast to career officers, autobiographical archival records reveal that reserve officers 

tended to join their various national associations’ clubs, regardless of whether they were seen 

to be nationalist, patriotic, or loyal to the Habsburgs.  

 
688 Stürgkh, Politische und Militärische Erinnerungen, 257. This was also the case for Bosnia-Herzegovina: 

ÖStA/KA/NL, B/862:1, Adolf Stillfried von Rathenitz, Erinnerungen aus meinem Leben, unpublished and 

undated memoir, 15-6. 
689 Stergar, The Evolution of Linguistic Policies and Practices of the Austro-Hungarian Armed Forces, 67. 
690 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/98:77, Eduard Hentke von Hehshart, Leben und Wirken, 1858-1919, unpublished undated 

unpaginated manuscript. 
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 Music and singing played a major role in all festivities, regardless of whether they were 

organized by the army or local civil associations. These events had in common that military 

bands were often hired. Simon Kotter has argued that Francis Joseph aimed, when allowing 

their public performance to address a sense of commonality among all the social strata and 

nationalities of his citizens.691 Each regiment and battalion had its own band, which employed 

career military musicians, and recruits. Their engagement in local events was often followed by 

a public and bureaucratic discussion for which association they played, for which they did not, 

and of which songs were performed. First and foremost, these bands were criticized for being 

more likely to play for civil associations and events than for the military, for the sake of earning 

money.692 In 1911, an incident was discussed in the Austrian parliament. Some delegates 

reported that a military band had performed for the German national Südmarkfest in Klagenfurt, 

the provincial capital of Carinthia, but had not attended a so-called “Slovenian festivity.” 

Delegates claimed that all nationalities should be treated equally when regiment commanders 

permitted a performance for civil association festivities.693 This demonstrates that even 

nationalist associations were interested in hiring military bands. The musicologist Fritz Trümpi 

argues that they often did so simply because military bands were much cheaper than civil bands, 

thus they and their associations regularly criticized not only this practice, but often reported 

allegedly disloyal playlists.694 However, the Ministry of War usually did not issue general 

orders about where and for whom they were allowed to perform. The Ministry left it to 

regimental commanders to investigate for themselves the character of a festivity for which 

military bands had asked permission to perform.695 The only general order stipulated that bands 

were forbidden from being hired when political demonstrations seemed likely afterwards.696  

 

In addition to corps command orders and newspapers, travel guides announced local 

events with music performances. The wide-spread travel guide Hölzel recommended that 

tourists, when travelling to Olomouc, visit the town’s park, where in summer the military band 

gave concerts once or twice weekly for which “the upper-class society gathers.”697 Another 

widely used travel guide, Woerl, emphasized the tourist spots of Cracow where the military 

 
691 Kotter, Die k.(u.)k. Militärmusik, 56. 
692 Kotter, Die k.(u.)k. Militärmusik, 107f. 
693 ALEX/SPAR, 1911, Jarc, 5500. 
694 Trümpi, Der Oesterreichisch-Ungarische Musiker-Verband im imperialen Kontext, 235-53 
695 Kotter, Die k.(u.)k. Militärmusik, 59. 
696 VHA/9. KK, Präs, 794, 9th Corps Command to all subordinate infantry regiments, 13 November 1885. 
697 Hölzel's Illustrierter Führer durch die königliche Hauptstadt Olmütz, 4. 
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band perfomed every Sunday and more than once a week, on the street in front of the military 

casino.698 Local newspapers carefully watched the playlists of these bands, in particular which 

languages were used in the lyrics. For example, a journalist of the Bosnian-Herzegovinian 

Muslim newspaper Musavat complained in 1911 that the repertoires of military bands in 

Sarajevo were dominated by “German” composers and lyrics. The author declared himself to 

be Habsburg-loyal, but emphasized his disappointment that public events saw only German 

lyrics regularly used.699 The career officer Lehár, son of the famous composer Franz Lehar, 

recalled that his father, who was a military bandmaster, “avoided all extremes. In the nationalist 

hotspot of Prague, he was heading a purely Czech band, but performed virtually solely in 

German localities.” His band was often asked to play Die Wacht am Rhein, and they did so. 

Only afterwards did his superiors remind him that Die Wacht am Rhein would be “a purely 

German song, and the Austrians shall not care about it.”700 Rok Stergar has written that in 

Ljubljana they performed so-called Slovene marches, including the unofficial national 

anthem.701 The reports of the corps commands indicate that army officials carefully watched 

that all regimental languages, as well as all nationalities, were treated equally during 

performances. 

 

 When private assocations hired military bands, they decided upon the repertoire, but had 

to seek for permission from the corps or regimental commanders. For example, in 1885, General 

Leopold Croy, Commander of the Ninth Corps located in Josefov, sent a secret order to his 

subordinate regiment commanders that they had to ensure that no anti-Habsburg songs were 

performed. For his corps command area, parts of Bohemia, he put special emphasis on Die 

Wacht am Rhein, Kde domov muj, Was ist des Deutschen Vaterland, and Hej Slovane.702 In 

contrast to the songs in Czech, Kde domov muj, and Hej Slovane, the German song Die Wacht 

am Rhein was forbidden in Cisleithanian Austria.703 However, until 1914, even military bands 

performed it in public regularly. In Bohemia, two songs regularly caused debates: the German, 

Die Wacht am Rhein, and the Czech, Kde domov muj. Both were performed very often. While 

the first was clearly forbidden, there was a regular debate about if the character of Kde domov 

muj was patriotic or nationalist. The title can be translated as either “where is my home”, or 

 
698 Woerl's Reisehandbücher. Illustrierer Führer durch die königliche Hauptstadt Krakau und Umgebung, 15. 
699 N.N., Njemački jezik, Musavat, 3 June 1911, 2-3. 
700 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/600:1, Anton Lehár, Geschichten erzählt, vol. 1, 49. 
701 Stergar, The Evolution of Linguistic Policies and Practices of the Austro-Hungarian Armed Forces, 68. 
702 VHA/9. KK, Präs, 794, 9th Corps Command to subordinate infantry regiments, 13 November 1885. 
703 Entscheidungen des k.k. Obersten Gerichts- also Cassationshofes, Neue Folge, I. Band, No. 2389, 24 June 

1899, Vienna: Manz’sche k. u. k. Hof-Verlags- und Universitäts-Buchhandlung, 1900, 357-8. 
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with “where is my fatherland,” because the Czech word domov can mean both. The lyrics were 

a-political and simply praised nature and countryside. It was therefore more the purpose for 

which it was sung, when, and by whom that caused debates. Kde domov muj was not forbidden 

until 1915 (to be discussed in chapter 8). Today this song is the national anthem of the Czech 

Republic. 

 

The reports of the Bohemian Corps Command indicate that before 1908, there were 

virtually no conflicts with recruits who sang Kde domov muj. In that year, a so-called partial 

mobilization was announced in the course of the Bosnian-Herzegovinian annexation crisis. 

German and Czech-speaking soldiers gathered in the barracks to be sent to the Habsburg 

borders with the Ottoman Empire, and Serbia, as a military conflict seemed likely. The situation 

heated up, because neither the rank and file nor their officers knew if they were going to war 

and would return home. The Corps Command frequently reported to Vienna about incidents 

which occurred during mobilization and transport. They often reflected on press reports that 

commented on military preparations. Military bureaucrats then started to investigate the 

reported incidents by interviewing the officers and NCOs involved. For example, Second 

Lieutenant Ernst Wahla from the Infantry Regiment No 98 reported that he took part in a 

transport. He and two other officers were at the end of a column when soldiers started to sing 

Kde domov muj. Wahla informed his comrade, who commanded the column, and did not speak 

Czech, of this song’s “Czech national” character and that “this song should not be sung because 

of the present political condition in Bohemia, and because of the German soldiers who 

constitute approximately an equal number of the transport, and could answer with a counter-

song,” most likely Die Wacht am Rhein.704 Czech-language newspapers afterwards reported 

about the incident in a way that suggested all the soldiers had been forbidden to sing Kde domov 

muj. The Corps Commander then sent an address to Wahla’s regiment and claimed that Kde 

domov muj was in no way meant to be an inciting song (Hetzlied) but was rather the “Bohemian 

national anthem.” The regimental officers therefore had to be informed that “a ban of this song 

is inopportune,” and Wahla was criticized for his “overzealous” activity. The Corps Command 

encouraged all officers in their area to intonate this song as often as possible, “as soldiers were 

in a very emotional condition, leaving their home for Bosnia.”705 Interestingly, the Corps 

 
704 VHA/9. KK, Präs, 1937, IR 98, Lt. Ernst Wahla to the battalion’s command in Hohenmauth, 12 December 

1908. 
705 VHA/9. KK, Präs, 1937, 9th Corps Command to Infantry Regiment No 98, 22 December 1908. 
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Commander in no way shared Wahla’s concern about the expected reaction of the so-called 

German soldiers.  

 

 The annexation crisis ended without a war. The bulk of soldiers returned home safely. 

However, in the tense years before the First World War, all corps commands increasingly 

blamed civilians for influencing the rank and file with nationalist ideas. When another partial 

mobilization was announced in 1912, during the course of the First Balkan War, troops were 

again called to the Monarchy’s south-eastern borders. The disintegration of the Ottoman Empire 

finally caused another war in 1913, and some of the new Balkan states fought against one 

another over former Ottoman territory. Austria-Hungary was the great European power most 

affected by these developments, particularly as both wars were fought in the vicinity of 

Habsburg territory in south-eastern Europe, affecting civilians who shared nationalities with 

Habsburg citizens, such as Serbs and Romanians.706 This time, the Corps Command’s reports 

emphasized that civilians from Bohemia who accompanied the soldiers more often started to 

sing Kde domov muj. They assumed that the motives for singing the song had slowly but surely 

turned from patriotic to nationalist. The officers who commanded regiments from Bohemia now 

avoided this song more often than they had in 1908.707  

 

Even during the final year of the First World War, Kde domov muj was still sung, as 

chapter 8 will show. In more than just the Czech case, ministerial bureaucrats as well as many 

officers were still convinced that patriotic songs helped to improve the morale of soldiers 

regardless of their native tongues. There would have been, therefore, a variety of examples to 

show how the joint army’s language system in the garrisons became publicly debated in peace 

time. What is clear is that the Ministry avoided giving general orders on how to deal with 

language issues, and often decided their response on a case-by-case basis to avoid the spread of 

claims among other nationalities. Thus, officers who worked in the many garrisons were often 

required to make decisions ad-hoc. As long as no conflict arose, the Ministry of War and the 

army commands did not intervene. The language practices therefore allowed flexibility in 

interpretation – thus laying the ground for misinterpretation and decisions based on nationalist 

motives or personal prejudices. 

 

  

 
706 Mulligan, The Origins of the First World War, 23. 
707 VHA/9. KK, Präs, 2550, 8th Corps Command to Ministry of War, 5 December 1912. 
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Mixed Languages as a Result of Language Contact  

 

Earlier parts of this study demonstrated that the army language system affected soldiers’ 

military training. In addition, my various archival records demonstrate that army language 

diversity had another impact on soldiers. Owing to the army’s deployment policy a large 

number of officers and recruits were confronted on a daily basis for three years with other 

languages than their own. As many recruits did not serve in their home region, they experienced 

a different linguistic environment in nearby civil societies. Thus, most men increasingly used 

words, grammar, and phrases from other languages; most often, their linguistic practice was 

affected by the dominating German language. Officers, NCOs, and recruits tended to mix 

languages often. Both officers and rank and file autobiographical records indicate that almost 

none of them assessed this result of language contact negatively. Officers and the rank and file 

often had fun mixing languages or assessed it positively as a way to become more multilingual 

because of their army service. Moreover, autobiographical sources reveal that the mixing of 

languages became an important characteristic of army members, and thus probably enhanced 

the development of an esprit de corps, probably even more than did the shared uniform, the 

oath to the monarch, or army propaganda. Politicians and journalists however assessed the 

mixing of languages completely differently. In particular, national(ist) activists advocated for 

upholding the so-called purity of a language as the most important feature of a nation. They did 

so because many officers and recruits maintained the language practice they had adopted in the 

army even after they had fulfilled their military service, and upon their return home, influenced 

their family members, neighbors, and friends. My sources indicate that nationalist activists’ 

concerns and rhetoric did not differ; rather, similar criticism was raised among all nationalities 

across the Monarchy. 

 

Mixing languages was not exclusively an army phenomenon, but rather characterized 

speakers across the Monarchy in all places where people of different languages lived and 

worked together. Like for the army, it was most often nationalists (and linguists) who 

complained about such practice. For example, in multilingual Bukovina where German, 

Ruthenian, and Romanian speakers lived, it was common practice to consider one of the 

domestic languages as “Bukovina German.” A brochure published in 1901 listed the “mistakes 
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and peculiarities” of this “mixed language.”708 Jeroen Van Drunen has called it a nationally 

indifferent practice, an “indifference not limited to nationalism as such, but extended deep into 

one of its core elements: language. Slavic grammar found its way into German, German words 

entered Romanian, Romanian expressions surfaced in Bukovinian Hungarian.”709 Novels about 

Habsburg society portrayed numerous examples of how and when citizens learned another 

language, or mixed them. It is likely that the Moravian clerk’s family described by novelist 

Franz von Saar ended up mixing up the two local languages on a daily basis. His protagonist, 

Mister Fridolin, requested his offspring talk to him exclusively in German, their mother and 

their housemaid in “Bohemian.”710 

 

Van Drunen has already mentioned two mixed languages, Bukovina-German and 

Bukovina-Hungarian, but the Habsburg army, owing to the variety of languages officers and 

recruits spoke and their deployment practices, knew more than just one so-called mixed 

language. Archival sources, memoirs, and novels refer to a variety of terms, although they often 

did not further explain what these meant. Among these mixed army languages were the so-

called “military Polish,”711 Ponanski, “a mixture of Italian and Slavic,”712 and Army-Hungaro-

Slavic.713 Autobiographical records regularly mentioned comrades who mixed two languages 

when speaking to the rank and file. For example, the officer Engelmund Kube wrote that his 

commander, Tyrolian-born Colonel Igenio Castelpietra spoke a mixture of Italian and 

German.714 Career officer Rudolf Henz serving with a Bosniak-regiment, mentioned his 

subordinate Cadet Jerabek, who spoke perfect German but communicated with the rank and file 

in Czech-Croatian (tschechisches Kroatisch).715 Soldiers’ autobiographical records up until the 

First World War also contain many French terms, still in common use by the Habsburg army. 

For example, the NCO Franz Klojpustek almost exclusively used the term Menage when he 

referred to military food provisions.716 

 
708 Van Drunen, Habsburg Bukovina’s Celebrated Multilingualism. He refers to: Theodor Gartner et al., 

Bukowiner Deutsch. Fehler und Eigenthümlichkeiten in der deutschen Verkehrs- und Schriftsprache der 

Bukowina. Vienna: Schulbücher-Verlag, 1901.  
709 See: Urbanitsch, Pluralist Myth and Nationalist Realities. 136-7. Urbanitsch focuses on mutual loanwords 

among Habsburg domestic languages. 
710 von Saar, Mährische Novellen (Herr Fridolin und sein Glück), 51. 
711 Torresani, Aus der schönen wilden Lieutnants-Zeit, 34. He mentions one example: „Obzaci na dol, psia krew, 

szlusowac lokcie (Absätze durchdrücken, Elbogen schließen!)“ 
712 Forgács, Német Jӧvevényszavaka a Magyar katona nyelvben, 32. 
713 By referring to an example: N.N., Herr Stabsfeldwebel, meldige horzám, já szom Horchpost!: Hatvanhatos 

Tábori Újság, 66, 1, 1, 5. 
714 ÖStA/KA/NL, B 401:9, Engelmund Kube, Das Ersatz-Bataillon des ehem. Schützenregiments Czernowitz 22 

während des Weltkrieges 1914/1918, compiled on the basis of his war diary in September 1937. 
715 Henz, Ein Roman von Krieg und Liebe, 32. 
716 HGM/Archivalien, Kriegstagebücher, 2004/43/6/3-4, War Diary of Franz Klojpustek. 
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The mixed languages most often employed in my sources are Army-German and Army-

Slavic.717 Army-German was already mentioned in chapter 4, when the career officer Alexander 

Rosenfeld, better known under his pen name Roda Roda, described the language of officers’ 

offspring, the so-called Tornisterkinder, as well as of other professionals who worked outside 

their home region. He asserted in his autobiographical novel that all the Tornisterkinder-officers 

spoke Army-German as “all the bigger and smaller peoples (Völker und Völkchen) of the 

Monarchy had smeared their military German with their linguistic mistakes.”718 Army language 

diversity, however, affected not only the linguistic practice of this offspring but that of all 

officers, native German speakers as well as those who learned German in the army. 

Autobiographical records demonstrate that many officers tended to call the use of this language 

one of the most important army characteristics. Indeed, the career officer Theodor von Lerch 

recalled in his memoirs, “one could also recognize an officer, even when he wore a civilian 

suit.”719 The novelist Franz Theodor Csokor in his famous play Third of November 1918, 

instructed theatre directors on the first page about how actors needed to speak to ensure that the 

audience gets the spirit of the army: “All men speak the so-called k.u.k. Army-German, which 

is colored by everyone’s own language.”720 Even women’s novels in journals presented officers 

as being real Habsburg officers only when speaking Army-German. The Bohemian novelist 

Aloisia Kirschner publishing under her nom de plume Ossip Schubin, wrote in Prager 

Abendblatt (1877), a story about a young woman who emphasized at a ball in Prague that since 

she had an officer fiancé, “it has a special charm for me, if someone speaks Army-German.”721 

 

Army-German was mentioned in many novels that depicted the Habsburg military, 

regardless of the language in which they were written. Most often, when addressing the 

Habsburg army and its officers, they highlighted the mixed languages as an important 

characteristic. For example, the novelist Friedrich Torberg commented satirically, “the German 

language is far too limited to meet the need for expression that the k.u.k. army had,” which was 

why phrases and words in other languages enriched it. Torberg provided readers with some 

examples, including a full sentence in German that uses Slavic grammar (Es ist sich anher zu 

 
717 Although the army languages were often used in Habsburg public, it was not until the late twentieth century 

that scholars began to analyze these languages. What all these scholarly approaches have in common is that is is 

virtually impossible to define them as Habsburg citizens across the Monarchy used them often differently, and 

often occationally. For just one example, for a recently published article, see: Meyer, Armeeslawisch. 
718 Roda Roda, Roda Rodas Roman, 269. 
719 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/33:4, Theodor von Lerch, Die Todgeweihten, unpublished undated manuscript, 30. 
720 Csokor, 3. November 1918, 10. 
721 O. Schubin, Wips Seynsberg, Prager Abendblatt, 20 July 1877, 5. 
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melden), or the fact that the soldiers’ underwear was called gattje (from the Polish word gacie,) 

while for a particular uniform, Zwilchgarnitur, the German term was not used; rather, this was 

called cvilinky. NCOs were often called Zupak, from the South Slavic word župak, meaning the 

inner part of the bottom.722  

 

Officers apparently had no objections to use Army-German, because it simply reflected 

their language abilities, the garrisons in which they had served, and the recruits they had worked 

with. National activists, however, regularly called it an attack on the purity of the German 

language. For example, Georg Auffahrt published a booklet in 1910 entitled Das Buch vom 

Offizier. Ein Mahnwort zur Erhaltung soldatischer Ideale (The book about officers. A warning 

to uphold soldier ideals). One of the so-called threatened ideals was the German language 

Habsburg officers spoke. Auffahrt also criticized how all other languages were practiced in the 

joint army: “The purity of language is very poor in the army. [...] Where there is so much 

influence from so many languages […] the character of each language must involuntarily suffer. 

Therefore, we have reason to claim that there is a need for special emphasis on the purity of 

languages.”723 A journalist referred to Army-German in the liberal Viennese daily Neue Freie 

Presse in 1873 by criticizing that it was used not only in oral communication but also in army 

correspondence.724 Both army bureaucrats and officers tended to ignore such warnings and 

critics. Thus, Auffahrt’s suggestion that army bureaucrats ensure that, at least, teachers be 

employed who themselves used the standard languages (Hochsprachen) was never 

recognized.725  

 

In addition to Army-German, national activists, and in this case also army bureaucrats 

and officers, accused soldiers of speaking another mixed language: Army-Slavic. Authors of 

archival records for the most part used the term “Army-Slavic” to refer officers to who mixed 

different Slavic languages by simultaneously using German terms and phrases.726 Unlike Army-

German, national activists regularly criticized Army-Slavic for ignoring the recruits’ language 

rights, either out of convenience or from nationalist motives. They accused officers of being 

unwilling to properly learn a particular Slavic language. For example, Austrian parliamentarian 

Josef Kadlčák, delegate of the Bohemian Catholic-National Party from Moravia, referred to 

 
722 Torberg, Kaffeehaus war überall, 216f.  
723 Auffahrt, Das Buch vom Offizier, 84. 
724 N.N., Inland, Neue Freie Presse, 4 September 1873, 2. See also: N.N., Preußischer Schwindel in 

österreichischer Officiersuniform, Wiener Sonn- und Montags-Zeitung, 19 April 1875, 1. 
725 Auffahrt, Das Buch vom Offizier, 85. 
726 Meyer, Armeeslawisch. 
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Army-Slavic in a speech in 1908 as a “Gallimaufry which has to be stopped once and for all.” 

He called such practice unacceptable “neither from the national nor from any other standpoint 

should the Bohemian [Czech] language in the regiment become such gibberish. It is a Chinese 

language that neither a Bohemian nor a German understands.” The parliamentary protocol 

mentioned an interjection at this point. Someone in the audience shouted, “it is an Austrian 

language.” Kadlčák replied: “Unfortunately, you can call it an Austrian regimental language, 

the real language of the peoples (Volkssprache).”727 

 

 Unlike Army-German, even some (career) officers considered Army-Slavic in their 

autobiographical sources to be unacceptable. Like Kadlčák, the career officer Ludwig 

Hessheimer called it a “strange gibberish,” in his autobiographical novel.728 One of his 

comrades, reserve officer Robert Nowak, added that “some superiors did not tolerate the use of 

Army-Slavic.” They characterized it as stemming from officers’ unwillingness to learn a 

language properly.729 Officers tended to refer to the use of Army-Slavic as a practical way or a 

desperate attempt to master the education of soldiers who spoke a variety of Slavic languages, 

in particular when not themselves having a Slavic background. Most often its use was not 

nationally motivated. For example, the Moravian-born career officer Otto von Kiesewetter 

mentioned that officers who did not speak the soldiers’ language “soon spoke the regimental 

language, broken Army-Slavic (radebrechte diese Regimentssprache).”730 The military 

physician in Roda Rodas short story “Galician journey” asked a patient questions in “Army 

Slavic, a mixture of all Czech-Croatian-Polish tongues and dialects of Austria-Hungary.”731 

The protagonist of Józef Wittlin's novel, a Hutsul soldier, called it something “which you had 

to get your ear used to first, a ragout of all Slavic languages.”732 

 

 Officers’ memoirs and diaries often refer to the language challenge, in particular when 

they were newly transferred to a regiment/battalion or were passed a new cohort of recruits in 

the autumn. Many of them remembered that their commanders immediately ordered them to 

start teaching, regardless of if they spoke the languages. This practice was a bitter experience, 

 
727 ALEX/SPAR, 1908, Kadlčák, 4487. He also offered examples for Army-Slavic such as “strosaky na gangu 

pucovat, klenkübunky a kvergryvy.” 
728 Hesshaimer, Ein k.u.k. Offizier erzählt mit dem Zeichenstift, 29. 
729 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/726:4, Nowak, Sammelsurium an kürzeren und längeren Fronterlebnissen, unpaginated and 

undated. 
730 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/861, Otto von Kiesewetter Edler von Wiesenbrunn, Aus der Goldnen Leutnantszeit. Der 

Offizier der alten österr.ungar. Armee, January 1936, 11. 
731 Roda Roda, Galizische Fahrt, Neue Freie Presse, 3 September 1915, 1-3, 2. 
732 Wittlin, Das Salz der Erde, 188. 
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in particular for those officers not assigned in accordance with their language abilities. It is 

likely that superiors often made fun of their younger comrades by throwing them in cold without 

preparation. This undertaking can be interpreted as a kind of initiation ritual that, according to 

Christoph Ulf, helped shape a common identity.733 The career officer Ludwig Hessheimer was 

only one among many officers who outlined such practices in detail. A native speaker of 

German, the first garrison he was sent to as a lieutenant, was the Hungarian capital, Budapest. 

Immediately upon his arrival, his captain ordered him to take over a soldier school. He 

remembered, “I did not really understand. First, I was dressed formally; second, and more 

important, I had to learn the regimental language first, a mixture of Serbian, and Hungarian, as 

recruits were Bunjevci from the Banat.” Hessheimer replied to his captain that he would be 

unable to do so at the moment, but his superior insisted he take over his duties: “A long, bony 

finger pointed to the soldier room: Get going.”734 Officers’ autobiographical writings reveal 

that many of them felt lost and uncomfortable. In some cases, this experience even laid the 

groundwork for future animosities directed at particular languages, and therefore nationalities. 

Many of these young officers felt themselves incapable and ineffective and were afraid that 

their lack of language proficiency would harm their careers.  

 

 The novelist and former career officer Rudolf von Eichthal pointed to the probably most 

important outcome of these language shortcomings, which officers were reminded of almost 

daily: loss of prestige. In one of his short stories, an officer asked a recruit who guarded the 

Hofburg in Vienna to report. The guard answered in his own language, probably 

Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian because many Bosniaks were deployed in Vienna. The officer 

nodded and pretended to understand him. Immediately afterward the officer left the scene, and 

all guards would have burst out laughing because they were aware that the officer had not 

understand their report at all.735 Józef Wittlin's novel also mentions a lieutenant colonel who 

prepared himself to give a speech to a Galician audience: “He mentally repeated the speech he 

should give to the recruits in Ukrainian. He had mastered this language quite well, and yet he 

felt the rush of stage fright all over his body. His consciousness of the stage fright humbled him 

all the more, as he was supposed to talk to people who were so much lower than him.”736 The 

career officer Adolf Stillfried von Rathenitz, who spoke Polish poorly, was sent to Cracow to 

train the recruits of the Infantry Regiment No 20, which recruited from Nowy Sacz and 

 
733 Ulf, Von Sinn und Unsinn identifikationsstiftender Rituale, 46. 
734 Hesshaimer, Ein k.u.k. Offizier erzählt mit dem Zeichenstift, 30.  
735 Eichthal, Ich hatt‘ einen Kameraden, 23 and 72. 
736 Wittlin, Das Salz der Erde, 306. 
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consisted for the most part of Polish speakers. He remembered that “he was often in a great deal 

of embarrassment, even in despair,” and mentioned that in the end he managed to educate his 

recruits, but only with the help of interpreters. He was aware that he totally missed out on “the 

important personal contact” with recruits, although superiors asssessed his company in the end 

as being very well trained. In his own opinion, Stillfried was only successful, because of his 

“diligence, conscientiousness, and sense of responsibility. In spite of all that, I had the 

conviction that if there had not been a language barrier, I could have been much more 

profitable.”737 The bulk of officers helped themselves out using interpreters. A Second 

Lieutenant supported Stillfried: “He was my interpreter for everything about which I had to talk 

to the recruits.”738 Newly arrived in a Galician regiment, career officer Franz Xaver Schubert 

recognized that many of his Ruthenian-speaking recruits for whom he had to organize the 

school, were illiterate. He confided in his diary that he did not speak the Ruthenian regimental 

language, but had to teach them reading and writing. Schubert commented that he succeeded at 

this task only with the help of an NCO.739 Awareness of not being capable of performing officer 

duties on their own did not help raise their confidence in themselves. 

 

 Officers’ language knowledge was regularly criticized in the state and provincial 

parliaments, and in newspapers. For example, the Austrian parliamentarian František R. 

Reichstädter, delegate of the Bohemian National-Socialist Club, described an incident during a 

1905-speech that had seemingly happened in a town in Moravia: “An officer sat in the coffee 

shop and wanted to report to his captain. He ordered an orderly to repeat his report. The recruit, 

a Slav, I do not know whether he was a Pole or a Czech, did not understand a word of German 

and the officer did not understand a word of Slavic; therefore, they were unable to communicate. 

At first the officer tried to use hand signs, but the recruit did not understand. The officer then 

asked the waiter to interpret. It is awkward that an officer has to command a recruit with whom 

he cannot communicate. Some bystanders who heard the failed communication afterwards 

commented publicly that the officer would probably better take the waiter to the next battle to 

ensure the ability to communicate with his own soldiers.”740 It is likely that the way in which 

such incidents were regularly described to the public, affected officers’ opinions about 

particular languages, and therefore nationalities. 

 
737 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/862:1, Adolf Stillfried von Rathenitz, Erinnerungen aus meinem Leben, unpublished 

undated manuscript, 33. 
738 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/862:1, Adolf Stillfried von Rathenitz, Erinnerungen aus meinem Leben, unpublished 

undated manuscript, 26. 
739 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/833:2, Franz Xaver Schubert, unpublished diary, compiled in 1943, 49. 
740 ALEX/SPAR, 1905, Reichstädter, 27375. 
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Even when their lack of language abilities did not harm their careers, and officers were 

able to train their recruits in their languages, either poorly by themselves or with the help of an 

interpreter, it often negatively influenced their acceptance as leaders, thus threatening success 

in combat. The career officer and novelist Robert Michel outlined that a lieutenant who spoke 

the soldiers’ languages would more easily be accepted than military leaders who did not.741 For 

example, the Sopron-born career officer Anton Lehár was able to communicate, and recalled 

his time as company leader in Komárom/Komárno: “The recruits with whom I was able to 

speak in their mother tongue – which not all company commanders were able to – went through 

the fire for me.”742 Many officers’ memoirs and diaries demonstrate that recruits were more 

likely to consider officers their own when they spoke their language, regardless of whether they 

were of the same nationality. Plzeň-born General Julius Lustig-Prean von Preansfeld 

remembered an episode where a first lieutenant violently disciplined a recruit, but concluded 

that the same officer “was one of the few in the battalion who was fluent in Czech, and therefore 

enjoyed great popularity among the [Czech-speaking] rank and file.”743 Roda Roda emphasized, 

“thus, Slavs and Magyars were grateful to an officer who spoke their language, even if he 

otherwise harassed them.”744 

 

 In addition to communication, officers had to perform with their recruits during 

exercises and maneuvers when superiors were in attendance. For example, during inspections, 

attending generals usually addressed the same questions in the same order to the recruits: “How 

old are you? How long have you been serving? Are your parents still alive?”745 As most 

inspectors did not speak the soldiers' languages, their officers were expected to translate. 

Officers therefore tended to prepare themselves and their recruits in advance by practicing the 

expected standard questions. Some inspectors used this opportunity to check the language 

proficiency of the officers. General Ernst Wurmbrand remembered an occasion when an 

inspector proved his mastery of Czech. In front of his Czech-speaking colonel, he was asked to 

tell his corporal to report in Czech: “I knew that the general could not even say good morning 

in Czech, so I remained calm, and spoke to my corporal in a gawking gibberish, mixed with all 

the Bohemian swear words I knew. The Corporal, who spoke German, remained quite serious 

 
741 Michel, Die Verhüllte, 66. 
742 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/600:1, Anton Lehár, Geschichten erzählt, vol. 2, 56. 
743 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/5:1, Julius Lustig-Prean von Preanfeld, Aus den Lebenserinnerungen eines alten k.u.k. 

Offiziers, unpublished manuscript, winter 1940/41, 19. 
744 Roda Roda, Roda Rodas Roman, 383-4. 
745 Eichthal, Altösterreichische Soldatengeschichten, 24-6. 
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and answered in Czech. The general asked, what did he say? I answered: He said that when the 

enemy saw them, he immediately withdrew. Very well, the general said to me, I was very happy 

with everything and most of all that you learned Czech so quickly, because this language is 

very difficult but necessary. My colonel was speechless.”746 Officers often tended to remember 

such scenes with amusement, although when they happened it made them feel inferior and 

incapable. Officers were afraid that their superior officers would afterwards assess them 

negatively, and that such incidents would harm their careers.  

 

 Recruits’ autobiographical sources indicate that irrespective of their native tongues, 

and therefore nationalities, they did not experience the use of mixed languages and/or officers’ 

poor language abilities all that negatively. However, there are fewer recruits’ diaries preserved 

in archives than there are those of officers, and most often they do not deal with the language 

and nationality question in detail. What does still exist is often oral. In past years, I have spoken 

with many Habsburg soldiers’ offspring who contacted me after they read one of my academic 

articles or press interviews. For example, Hazel Bargiel, the offspring of Josef Kolbe, a 

Habsburg soldier who served in the Infantry Regiment No 50, which recruited from around 

Alba Iulia, was told as a child a story that of course now overlaps with her own interpretation: 

“Usually, he [her grandfather] took himself very seriously, but when he was addressing the 

Hungarian or Romanian soldiers of his company, he must have said something in their language 

that had a double meaning, because they all burst out laughing.”747 In some families in Slovenia, 

there is still a story told that their grandfathers, when serving as recruits, made jokes about a 

German command word that they had to use very often because it was the standard answer to a 

given order. The command-answer Jawohl (yes, sir) reminded them of the Slovenian word for 

ox (vol). It is likely that in many cases the Slovene-speaking recruits followed an officer’s or 

NCO’s order, they thought of answering with yes, or ox, and burst out laughing after their 

superior had left the scene. Most recruits (and also reserve officers) tended to criticize the 

shortcomings of their army service when they had, as the army journal termed it, “undergone 

an anti-Austrian, nationalist pre-school.”748 Those who were already politically active in a 

nationalist movement before joining the army often interpreted the weakness in officers’ 

language skills as a violation of their language rights.  

 

 
746 Mikoletzky, ed., Ernst Wurmbrand, 291-2. 
747 I thank Hazel Bargiel for sharing her family story (www.josefkolbe.com/military/officer-cadet-school).  
748 P., Am Vorabend der zweijährigen Dienstzeit, Danzer's Armee-Zeitung, 12 January 1911, 1-8, 1. 
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 As long as someone was around who spoke their language, be it an officer, an NCO, 

or a fellow conscript, peacetime recruits apparently had no issues with superiors who spoke 

their languages brokenly. Archival material shows that not only did this experience make them 

feel slightly superior, but they also used language diversity by learning new languages, in 

particular German. They too tended to mix up languages, and this became a characteristic of 

former recruits, a sign of recognition, and in the end produced an esprit de corps. It was almost 

exclusively nationalist activists who criticized this practice and accused the army of having 

caused the dilemma. For example, in 1887, the Hungarian weekly Eger entitled a lengthy article 

A katonai szellem (the spirit of infantrymen). The anonymous author complained about native 

Hungarian-speaking soldiers mixing their language with German. He provided readers with lots 

of examples, including that many soldiers were likely to say pite ujláb when they asked for 

vacation. These are two German words (bitte Urlaub), but their pronunciation was 

Hungarianized. The author added another daily phrase from military life, meaning that someone 

reported to superiors about a damaged boot, “melybe kórság, csizma cseresnye,” mixing 

German and Hungarian.749 In 1900, the novelist István Tömörkény entitled an article Katona a 

kötélen (the language of infantrymen), providing examples from his own experience. He had 

been an NCO in Infantry Regiment No 46, which was stationed in Bosnia-Herzegovina in the 

late 1880s. As just one example that is employed more than once, meldige horzám was 

Hungarian spelling but means one of the most common used German phrases in the army: I 

report with obedience.750 Despite heavy criticism, the German language of command even 

regularly made its way into speeches given in the Hungarian parliament. When delegates 

stressed the army language system and raised examples from their own military experiance they 

often had to use German words. In 1887, Miklós Gabányi emphasized that he was enlisted as 

one-year-volunteer in 1869 into the Infantry Regiment No 62 that recruited from 

Marosvásárhely and comprised in almost equal number native Hungarian and Romanian 

speakers. Among some other sentences that used German terms, he used the German term for 

training (abrichten): “Mikor ki voltunk abrichtolva (When we were out for training).” The 

protocols mention laughter in the auditorium, meaning that many understood the German 

parts.751 

 

 
749 Z., A katonai szellem, Eger, 29.3.1887, 1-2, 1. 
750 Tömörkény, Katona a kötélen, 7-11.   
751 OK/G, Képviselőházi napló, 1901, 367.  
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 Archival sources reveal that the mixing of languages was not only a daily army 

experience but became an important characteristic of members of the Habsburg army. National 

activists opposed this language practice, but seemingly with only little, or even without any, 

success. However, they tended to criticize the practice whenever possible, bringing up 

examples. Therefore, it is likely that they even helped spread knowledge of the mixed languages 

to an even wider audience. Although the journalists’ aim was obviously to draw readers’ 

attention to the negative impact of the German language of command on the purity of the other 

Habsburg languages, most people laughed about mixing languages in this way, and increasingly 

tended to use these German phrases. Christa Hämmerle analyzed for many years soldier diaries 

from Habsburg times. She is correct when claiming that Habsburg soldiers’ autobiographical 

records were not only written in a way that “reads like colloquial language” (stark an 

Mündlichkeit orientiert) but often intermingled with terms and phrases from other languages, 

which the soldiers had learned during their army service.752 Journalists mainly reported about 

army members mixing languages in oral communication, but they did so in their 

autobiographical writings and when they exchanged letters, too. Soldiers’ diaries, regardless of 

their native tongues, were full of words and phrases from other languages. However, the 

dominance of the German army language is clearly visible because most German words used 

were connected to military service. The soldier Paolino Zardini, born in 1897 in a Ladin-family 

near Cortina d’Ampezzo, served during the First World War. His war diary is in Italian. 

However, there is hardly any paragraph in which he does not use a German word such as 

maschineg, from the German word for machine gun (Maschinengewehr) instead of the Italian 

mitragliatrice.753 The war diary of the Roman-Catholic military chaplain Jan Eybl hardly a 

single sentence that does contain not at least one German word, although it is written in Czech: 

“Když byl Plünderung, vojáci zahazovali střelivo a brali, co mohli.” In this sentence, in which 

he emphasized soldiers throwing away their weaponry and plundering, he used the German 

term for plunder, Plünderung.754 

 

In colloquial language, many of German command words and phrases survived the First 

World War and the dismantling of the Habsburg army in 1918. They were even used by 

subsequent generations. Ediltrud Felszhegy published a list of German army terms which were 

still in use in Hungary in 1939. She noted Hungarianized words first, followed by the German 

 
752 Hämmerle, ed., Des Kaiser Knechte, 13. 
753 Zardini, Diario di Guerra 1915-1918, 24 
754 Garkisch, ed., První světová válka v denících feldkuráta P. Jana Evangelisty Eybla, 24 November 1914. 
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word and ending with the “real” Hungarian expression: “tagvake – Tagwache – ébresztő 

(reveille), urlap – Urlaub – szabadság (vacation), lénung – Löhnung – zsold (payment), linkcum 

– Links um! – Balra át! (Left around!), mansaft – Mannschaft – legénység (squad), manéber – 

Manöver – gyarkorlat (manouver).”755 I have put the word real into quotation marks because 

the word zsold is also not of Hungarian origin, deriving from the German word Sold. 

Felszhegy’s effort was only an early attempt to show how the German command language 

influenced the other domestic languages, in particular army terms. Recently, many scholars 

from different disciplines have dealt with this topic for the other Habsburg languages.756 Even 

centuries after the dismantling of the army, this linguistic practice is used to demonstrate the 

“military spirit” and the real language used in the Habsburg army and daily interactions in 

garrisons. The 1985-film c.k. Dezerterzy (k.k. Deserters) is set in the last year of the First World 

War, in 1918, in a garrison in Upper Hungary, which is today Slovakia. Although the film is in 

Polish, officers and soldiers often use German terms and phrases. There is only one main actor 

who speaks exclusively German throughout the film: the commanding officer’s parrot.757 

 

Language contact in the army affected both linguistic practices in communication and 

jokes and songs. The best-known example was propably the military song Kanonýr Jabůrek 

(Cannonier Jaburek). The lyrics of this song are primarily in Czech, but the song also 

incorporates – sometimes “Czechized” – German command words and phrases. The song tells 

the story of a valiant cannoneer named Jabůrek, who, according to the song, took part in the 

Battle of Königgrätz, where the Austrian army was defeated by the Prussians in 1866. Even 

after the enemy cannonballs tore off his arms, he continued to load his cannon with his bare 

feet. Finally, his head was blown off, flew to the Austrian general in charge, and informed him, 

“sorry, I cannot salute.” One part of the lyrics reads as follows: “A u kanonu stál a pořád ládo 

[from the German word laden/load], a u kanonu stál a furt [from the German word 

immerfort/ongoing] jen ládoval. Vzdor hroznému dešti kulek, fójervertr 

[Feuerwerker/artillerymen] Franz Jabůrek s luntem [Lunte/fuse] u kanonu stál a pánvičku 

pucoval.V tom ho zahlíd Kronprinc Fridrich, herje den Kerl erschiess ich [this part is entirely 

in German, and means: I am going to shoot this man], a už hází potvůrka rachejtle na 

 
755 See: Felszeghy, A császári és királyi hadsereg nyelve Magyarországon; see also: Korcsmáros, Adatok a 

magyar katonanyelvhez, 5496, as well as: Forgács, Német Jӧvevényszavaka a Magyar katonanyelvben.   
756 For Ruthenian: Mocharitsch, Ruthenische Militärterminologie in der Habsburgermonarchie. For Polish: 

Suchorzebska, Zur Geschichte der polnischen Militärsprache in der Habsburgermonarchie. 
757 Janusz Majewskiego, C.K. Dezerterzy, 1985 (www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vmef_8MY46w). Based on a 

Kazimierz Sejda’s novel from 1937. 
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Jabůrka.“758 The meaning of the lyrics was interpreted differently: on the one hand, as an anti-

war persiflage on and a criticism of diehard Czech loyalty to the empire, and on the other, as a 

“true miracle of valor.”759  

 

Archival records show that many of the rank and file, independent of their nationalities 

and language backgrounds, sang Cannonier Jaburek and laughed about mixing one language 

with another. For example, General August von Urbanski recalled in his memoirs that during a 

maneuver in the 1870s, his soldiers consisted “for the most part of Croats, some Hungarians, 

and only a few Germans.” The only non-German lyrics they sang were this song, which he 

called was in “Barrack Czech” (Kaserntschechisch).760 The song became more widespread 

when the novelist Egon Erwin Kisch titled one of his feuilletons in the Prager Tagblatt after it. 

The story dealt with a pub fight in Prague between recruits from the Austrian Territorial Defense 

and the joint army. Kisch explained that the only moment when they stopped beating one 

another was when they started singing this song: “The epipo has seventeen four-line stanzas 

and is written in Czech-German. Actually, it is Czech, but is so interspersed with military terms 

[…] and German curses that there is not much Czech left.”761 

 

 

  

 
758 Frant. Kolára, Udatný rek Kanonýr Jabůrek. Kratochvílná píseň na světlo vydaná na příklad všem mládencům 

od civilu a militéru (http://svejkmuseum.cz/Pisnicky/jaburek.htm). 
759 Heinrich Holek, Das Lied vom heldenmütigen Kannonier Jaburek, Arbeiter-Zeitung, 18 July 1926, 10. 
760 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/58:4, August von Urbanski. Das Tornisterkind, 29. 
761 Kisch, Das Lied von Jaburek, 60-2. 
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Chapter 6: Language and Politics 

 

The k.u.k. army had to disintegrate when politicians made the national affiliation of soldiers 

and officers the most important and decisive question.  

Ludwig Hesshaimer, career officer and novelist762 

 

Hesshaimer was not alone in his opinion. Most officers’ memoirs and diaries reflect the 

seemingly common conviction that politicians focused on the army language system’s 

shortcomings insofar as it harmed their national rights rather than on the hardships 

organizational shortcomings caused. The reserve officer Robert Nowak emphasized in his 

memoirs the role politicians played in the army language system: “Someone was always able 

to get along with the rank and file, certainly, but as soon as politicians were involved, the 

situation became critical.”763 However, it is impossible to clearly separate the two opponents, 

politicians on the one side and soldiers on the other. Although army members were forbidden 

to actively take part in politics and even to vote during their military service, politicians and 

journalists included hundreds of reserve officers, former NCOs, conscripts, and even members 

of the military clergy and retired career officers. There were even some career officers who left 

the army and afterwards, looking for a new profession, became politicians or journalists.764  

 

Earlier chapters have already demonstrated that parliamentarians from all nationalities 

regularly commented on and criticized the army language system. They also often proposed 

improvements. When reading the minutes of the parliamentary debates from Vienna and 

Budapest, it becomes obvious that the regimental language system was most often discussed in 

the former. Reasons for this are outlined later in this chapter. Indeed, the two parliaments in 

Vienna and Budapest, the many provincial governments across the Monarchy, and the later diet 

in Sarajevo provided numerous platforms for debating the shortcomings of the army language 

system. However, this chapter does not simply repeat the complaints politicians and journalists 

raised, rather, it analyses their rhetoric and the reaction of army bureaucrats. I demonstrate that 

army bureaucrats tended to reject all complaints about the army language system’s 

shortcomings, however justified they might have been, as solely nationally motivated. Pieter 

 
762 Hesshaimer, Miniaturen aus der Monarchie, 32. 
763 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/726:4, Robert Nowak, Sammelsurium an kürzeren und längeren Fronterlebnissen, 

unpaginated and undated. 
764 See for example on political activity of retired career officers: Marin, World War I and Internal Repression, 

199. 
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M. Judson detects a similar outcome for debates at a regional civil level: “Although the 

government recognized the existence of nationalist claims, they [ministers and bureaucrats] 

refused to treat them as anything more than the overheated rhetoric of particular political 

parties.”765 Thus, over the course of more than forty years, the army language system was never 

seriously corrected. There were also voices which focused on shortcomings by not connecting 

it (exclusively) to a national cause. These voices were rare and usually ignored. 

 

The Austrian Political Debate 

 

The army language system was often on the agenda, although roughly half of the debate stressed 

the German language of command and bureaucracy. Debates heated up regularly, delegates or 

crowds from the gallery interfering with those who spoke too loudly. Especially in the Viennese 

parliament, the k.k. Reichsrat, almost every issue raised was immediately transformed into a 

national issue. Here delegates met who were elected from across Cisleithanian Austria with its 

variety of locally employed language rules by representative voters from a wide range of 

ideological backgrounds.766 For a foreigner, such as the American writer Mark Twain, who 

attended meetings from the gallery in 1898-99, it was an unusual experience to see how 

Austrian parliamentarism presented itself. He published his experience soon after his trip in 

Stirring Times in Austria and explained to his English-speaking readers: “The House draws its 

membership of 425 deputies [....]. These men represent peoples who speak eleven languages, 

meaning eleven distinct varieties of jealousies, hostilities, and warring interests.”767 However, 

as overheated as debates often became, the parliament was not dismantled before spring 1914, 

and as such scenes became normality for Austrian citizens. 

 

In Parlament und Verfassung in Österreich (Parliament and Constitution in Austria), 

published in 1911, Gustav Kolmer a novelist, journalist, and for a couple of years a parliament 

stenographer, depicted a debate between Francis Joseph and some delegates from Bohemia in 

1900. One of them emphasized that state bureaucrats should seriously consider when 

parliamentary delegates proposed improvements to the language system in parliament “because 

then the population relies on mediation through politicians” and would be less prone to unrest. 

Kolmer drew readers’ attention to Francis Joseph’s opposing opinion, which claimed that 
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politicians should calm the population’s mood rather than stirring them up. For the monarch, 

the delegates’ “extreme positions” (scharfe Ausfälle) during parliamentary meetings would 

exclusively result in “disquietude among the population, who would then tend to react even 

more violently on the streets.”768  

 

After having analysed the debates in the Austrian parliament it becomes obvious that 

many parliamentary delegates never raised criticism of the army language system in general 

speaking on behalf of all conscripts; rather, they spoke only for their own nationalities. In 

Vienna, delegates from a variety of parties met, including Christian-Democrats, Conservatives, 

and Socialists/Social Democrats. Most of the parties formed around particular nationalities. 

Even the self-proclaimed supranational Christian and Socialist parties were divided along 

linguistic, and therefore national lines. Many of their voters therefore expected their delegates 

to speak (exclusively) for their nationalities.769 Although delegates from all parties and all 

nationalities regularly raised almost the same issues, there was virtually no case where criticism 

of the army language system was brought up jointly, spanning more than one province, or 

nationality. More often, the same criticism was raised by one delegate after another, each, as 

Twain has emphasized, “jealously” watching that the government did not favour one nationality 

over another. Twain concluded: “Nearly every day someone explains to me that a revolution 

would not succeed here. It could not, you know. Broadly speaking, all the nations in the empire 

hate the government, but they hate one another, too, with devoted and enthusiastic bitterness; 

[…] the nation that rises must rise alone; then the others would joyfully join the government 

against it.”770  

 

There are only a few examples of a delegate addressing the shortcomings of the army 

language system by representing all soldiers, and not exclusively those of his own nationality. 

“I know from my own experience – I was a soldier myself for two years – that knowledge of 

the regimental language is necessary for the officer, like fins are for a fish. He can not help 

himself, otherwise he is dumb,” Ignac Žitnik, an Austrian parliamentarian, reminded his 

audience in 1907, concluding: “So it is not a purely chauvinistic question, but a practical 

one.”771 Žitnik, a Roman-Catholic priest born in 1857, was a delegate of the Slovene Club from 
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Carniola. He was among the very few parliamentarians who openly criticized the officers' 

language abilities without transforming it immediately into a national concern. In particular, 

the last comment is a rarity. Yet, did Žitnik aim to criticize army bureaucrats who tended to 

reject all criticism as being nationally, and therefore “chauvinistically,” motivated? Or did he 

address his fellow delegates, who overwhelmingly tied criticism about real shortcomings 

exclusively to nationalist claims? Perhaps he just wanted to emphasize that the issue was overly 

nationalized by all sides? Žitnik was an important Slovene politician, but in his rhetoric, he did 

not speak exclusively for Slovene-speaking recruits. He went on to say that “we have to demand 

that, both in the interest of the military service and as equal citizens.”772 Again, it was left open 

who he was precisely targeting with the we. Comparing Žitnik’s rhetoric with that of his 

parliamentary contemporaries, one finds the use of we usually implied only the recruits of 

someone’s own nationality. Having read more of Žitnik's speeches, I assume that he might have 

sought to hit two or three birds with one stone. He used more general rhetoric to avoid military 

bureaucrats calling him a nationalist, while at the same time aiming to satisfy his Slovene 

voters.  

 

Earlier in this study I referred to Pieter M. Judson and Rok Stergar, who argue that 

nationalists often criticized men like Žitnik as nationally indifferent, meaning disloyal to their 

own nationality. An analysis of the debates of the Austrian parliament indicates that those 

delegates who represented voters from more than one nationality tended to adopt more general 

rhetoric. Some might have argued more cautiously to avoid disappointing their voters, who 

stemmed from a variety of nationalities. The auditor Wilhelm Binder from Cracow, a delegate 

from Galicia for the towns of Biała, Neusandec, and Wieliczka pointed to “our wish that every 

officer and NCO speak the languages. In doing so, however, I would like to say that it should 

be avoided that soldiers of our people [unseres Volkes] be assigned to units with a foreign 

regimental language.”773 In Binder's case, it is likely that when he referred to “our people,” he 

meant all Galician voters he represented, Polish-, Ruthenian- and Yiddish-speaking, 

irrespective of their native languages and therefore nationalities.  

 

In a speech in 1910, the Galician parliamentarian Wladimir Kozłowski-Bolesta, a 

delegate of the Polish Club, referred to the increased necessity for language abilities among 

officers after the reduction of military service from three to two years. Ministerial archival 
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sources I have examined indicate that army bureaucrats themselves called it an urgent necessity 

to organize language courses more properly when the rank and file served for a shorter time. 

While Kozłowski-Bolesta started his speech by addressing shortcomings valid for all soldiers, 

regardless of their languages, he quickly turned to address only the Polish speakers by 

emphasizing that “we were awarded an extension of the rights of the Polish language in the 

cadet schools.”774 Both Žitnik and Kozłowski-Bolesta represented particular nationalities, the 

Slovene and the Polish, who usually tended to speak exclusively for their own nationalities. 

However, they are examples of delegates who concentrated on the shortcomings of the army 

language system in general than exclusively arguing nationally, as will be discussed later. 

 

Nationalist delegates’ claims were usually clearly made only on behalf of one 

nationality, and therefore language, and in many were cases fully subordinated to their 

ideological (national) program. Often the same phrases were used more than once during one 

speech. For example, parliamentarian Jožef Pogačnik, a delegate of the Croatian-Slovene Club 

from Carniola, claimed: “During peacetime it would be fine if the officer orders his NCO, tell 

the soldiers this and that in Slovene, but during a war there will never be enough time for 

that.”775 The core of this criticism certainly stressed that officers did not speak their 

subordinates’ languages themselves, instead using their NCOs as interpreters. Kasimir 

Rzeszódko, a delegate for the Polish Club, exclusively referred to the poor training conditions 

of soldiers of Polish nationality “who should be assigned to Polish regiments only.” He went 

on: “The sons of other nations are allowed to have confessors and preachers in their native 

languages, while the Poles enlisted in regiments where the regimental language is not Polish 

are not even given the opportunity to talk with their priests in their mother tongue. That is a 

fact.” This rhetoric, bringing up examples such as “Polish soldiers can not speak to priests,” 

was usually not followed by detailed information, such as in which regiment and when exactly 

this had happened, and who played a role. However, although Pogačnik’s and Rzeszódko’s 

rhetoric differed from Binder’s, Kozłowski-Bolesta’s, and Žitnik’s, in all cases state 

bureaucrats tended to accuse delegates of arguing exclusively out of nationalist motives, and 

thus dismissed them. 

 

Like Rzeszódko, many other parliamentarians started their speeches by referring to 

particular incidents. These incidents were usually immediately printed in newspapers across the 
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Monarchy, but in very many cases the necessary information – when and where exactly they 

had happened, and who was involved – was not provided. The Ministry of War was often 

accused of having caused such shortcomings; thus, it afterwards had to find out the context and 

the complete story. Ministerial archival records reveal that in many cases, ministerial 

bureaucrats started an investigation and sometimes even proved the incident described in 

parliaments to be wrong. However, the public audience, and not only the nationalists, already 

believed their delegates, and became concerned about the language rights of “their” sons, 

husbands, and brothers serving in the army. In an attack hidden in half a sentence, Rzeszódko 

accused army officials that their officers’ lack of language knowledge often resulted in more 

violence towards recruits (Soldatenmisshandlungen),776 which of course made the interested 

public, relatives, family members, and friends even more concerned about their fellows’ 

situation. Violence towards recruits was a serious issue, but as this delegate (and often others) 

employed a nationalist tone, he made it relatively easy for army bureaucrats to dismiss claims 

immediately and easily. My analysis reveals that, in the end, the government almost never 

reacted seriously to critics, regardless of who brought them up in parliament and how. 

 

 A regular criticism stressed that officers learned the soldier languages only to a degree, 

in order to better insult their men. In 1907, the widely read popular satirical magazine 

Simplicissimus published a caricature that described this phenomenon. Two former conscripts 

were talking about the language system while walking along a street. One, an alleged native 

German speaker, asked the other: “Hey, Wenzl, in which language do they command you, 

German or Bohemian?” Wenzl, usually used to indicate a native Czech speaker, answered: 

“They command in German so that we learn it, but they insult us in Bohemian to ensure that 

we understand.”777 The historian Alexander Jordan is therefore correct to a certain degree that 

the “old army joke about the real character of Habsburg regiments is right, in that they were 

commanded in German but insulted and cursed in the other languages.”778 In a parliamentary 

speech in 1905, Václav Klofáč, a delegate from the Bohemian National Socialists, claimed that 

the exclusive purpose of the regimental system was to “enable officers to even more efficiently 

insult citizens who are trained for war service in their mother tongue.“779 The parliamentarian 

Evgen Jarc, a delegate of the Croatian-Slovene Club from Carniola, asserted his “wish” that 
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officers should not speak the regimental languages only to the degree of knowing the “bad 

words and curses.”780 Autobiographical records reveal that this practice was widespread. 

 

Even when many delegates spoke only for one nationality, this did not necessarily mean 

that they connected misadministration of the army language system to the violation of national 

pride or turned it exclusively into what army officials and Žitnik might have termed 

“chauvinistic.” Many Austrian parliamentary delegates, when dealing with the army language 

system, started their speeches with some words about soldiers’ grievances, bringing up 

particular incidents, but they usually used them only as a starting point for more general national 

demands. This rhetoric was used not only in the Viennese parliament, but also in the many 

Austrian provincial diets. An example is the rhetoric Emanuel Engel (Young Bohemians) and 

Bedřich Pacák (Young Czechs) used during a meeting in 1899 in Prague. Both delegates 

declared that if the army leadership would not respect its own legal regulations regarding 

officers' language proficiency, they would not consider “our nationality's sentiment” 

(Nationalitätengefühl).781 Václav Klofáč, a Bohemian National Socialist, questioned the 

purpose of the regimental language system, which would have by no means been introduced 

“out of respect for our national rights.”782  

 

The examples shown in previous chapters already demonstrate that parliamentary 

delegates, in addition to the officers’ poor language abilities, often criticized the dominance of 

German in the joint army. However, many complaints were not exclusively directed against 

German as the language of command and bureaucracy, but rather at the fact that some other 

regimental language dominated in a regiment or battalion over another locally used language. 

Complaints were raised in parliament and delegates of the allegedly marginalized language – 

and therefore nationality – sought support among army bureaucrats. For example, the above-

mentioned delegate from the Ruthenian Club, Lewyckyi, tied the high rate of suicide among 

soldiers to the lack of a sufficient number of Ruthenian-speaking officers. However, Lewyckyi 

took the bad conditions in the army for Ruthenian-speakers only as a starting point, because he 

seemingly mostly wanted to criticize the growing dominance of Polish in Galicia: “Before being 

assigned to a [Galician] regiment, the officers should take an exam in the Ruthenian, and not 

just the Polish, language.”783  
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Delegates in the Austrian parliament had the right to speak in their native languages, 

although speeches were usually given in German to be understood by most of the audience. For 

example, Josef Kadlčák from Moravia, delegate of the Bohemian Catholic-National Party, 

started his speech during a meeting of the Lower House in Vienna’s parliament in 1908, as 

many of his peers did, in his own language, in this case Czech. After having spoken a few 

sentences in Czech, Kadlčák switched to German. This practice was widespread. In 1908, the 

regimental language system could already look back on forty years since its implementation. 

Thus, Kadlčák’s speech was meant to be a summary stressing all the critical issues that had 

been on the table since 1868. He mainly referred to the conditions in his home region but added 

that similar complaints had been raised across the Monarchy: the officers’ lack of language 

abilities, in particular Czech, Slovene, and Polish. The latter specific example, however, 

Konstantin Lewyckyi (Lewyckzj Kost), delegate of the Ruthenian Club, would have 

contradicted immediately.784 A joint movement occurred only in rare cases, for example, in 

terms of what bureaucrats then termed Pan-Slavic sentiment. Regardless, of what the Pan-Slavic 

movement meant, to whom, where, and at what point in time,785 for the army language system, 

it meant that delegates who represented different Slavic Habsburg nationalities sometimes 

raised criticism on behalf of the Austrian or Habsburg Slavs. Kadlčák’s and other 

parliamentarians’ Pan-Slavism usually addressed only Austrian Slavs, while Hungarian Slavs, 

including Serbs, Croats, Ruthenians, and Slovaks, who were represented in the Hungarian 

parliament, were most often omitted. When analysing the debates in the Austrian parliament 

between 1868 and 1914, it becomes obvious that when the army language system and its 

shortcomings were stressed, most politicians raised criticisms one by one, but they never put 

them forward jointly to more strongly emphasise army bureaucrats, even when their critiques 

stressed the same issues. 

 

Parliamentary speeches regularly caused public debates about particular shortcomings 

of the army language system. However, they usually did not last for longer than a couple of 

weeks or heated up in one particular Austrian province only. Only once was there a widespread 

and long-term debate connected to the army language system between 1868 and 1914: the so-

called zde-affair. This affair gained public attention throughout the Monarchy and was heavily 
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discussed several years, mostly from 1898 to 1903. This affair was not only debated in the 

printed press throughout the Monarchy but also kept both law courts and regional parliaments 

busy.786 When reading the press reports, it is almost impossible to trace the affair back to a 

particular incident. Pieter M. Judson concludes, as the following chapter discusses, that in the 

end, “printed media sources tell the historian far more about their producers than about their 

subjects.”787 The core of the affair was that “Czech soldiers” had answered a command with 

the Czech word for here, zde, instead of the required German command word, hier. The soldiers 

were punished for disobedience. Newspapers then referred to the allegedly Czech standpoint 

this was an unjustified mistreatment of their language by the army, and the German command 

language’s attempt to denationalize them. In December 1899, the parliamentarian Karel 

Kramář, member of the Bohemian Club, resumed discussion in a delegation meeting about the 

zde-affair by claiming that “the zde-affair resulted from the contradistinction that while Czechs 

are allowed to take the oath in their native language, they are urged to report exclusively in 

German.”788 During a meeting of the Bohemian provincial parliament, a politician called it: “A 

serious insult to the Czech nation [...] as if one wanted to spit into the face of the Czech 

nation.”789  

 

In 1902, parliamentarians of Czech nationality referred to the zde-affair and shouted in 

the Vienna parliament, “down with the German command-language.” They did so in German 

to ensure that all present on that day could understand.790 These parliamentarians expressed 

their worries that the German command language would denationalize and Germanize Czech 

soldiers. Both parliamentary delegates and journalists spoke on behalf of the soldiers, but what 

about these soldiers whose rights they defended so vehemently? Were they discontented with 

the language system, and did they themselves feel denationalized? As the previous chapter has 

demonstrated, most recruits for the most part thought neither that they were losing their national 

identity nor that they were being Germanized. The few autobiographical sources housed in 

archives today indicate that virtually no recruit ever mentioned that the language of command 

had an effect on their identities. Recruits, regardless of their native tongues, simply learned 

these German terms and often used them even after they finished their military service 

(discussed in chapter 5). Officers on the other hand often highlighted the purpose of the army’s 
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language laws. They argued that while the regimental languages preserved cultural identity, the 

language of command advocated commonality – therefore, it had been precisely this set of 

words and phrases that all recruits had to memorize which enabled soldiers to create an esprit 

de corps.791 Perhaps no one expressed the lack of a denationalizing character to the command 

language more drastically than one Hungarian. As early as 1889, on the occasion of the new 

Defense Acts, the Hungarian minister president Gyula Andrássy stated in a speech: “The 

common army has neither the occasion nor the opportunity to Germanize, because in three years 

one can not Germanize people, nor undress them of their nationality, nor replace their patriotism 

with another.”792 However, the denationalization argument was stressed by all sides. An 

anonymous author claimed in Pester Lloyd in 1906: “Nothing is therefore more unjust and 

wrong than the accusation that the Hungarian soldier is denationalized in the army. The German 

command and bureaucratic language can hardly even achieve in the short service time the most 

necessary understanding of military commands and expressions. [...] Those who claim the 

opposite do not know the army.”793 Žitnik also argued for a common language of command in 

which “no soldier was ever denationalized.”794 

 

Often, incidents were brought before the parliaments and diets or raised in the press in 

which it was not clear what had actually happened. The archival records of the Ministry of War 

indicate that they often worked hand in hand with the Ministry of the Interior to gain more 

information. For example, in 1898, the Ministry of the Interior informed the Ministry of War 

that in the course of a demonstration in Prague, a delegate allegedly forbade an officer to speak 

German, which would have caused additional unrest.795 Unfortunately, archival records often 

do not indicate the results of such investigations. I have found no archival source that discussed 

in which framework the zde-affair actually happened. The army language system did not always 

forbid recruits from responding to officers’ questions with zde during their military service. 

When the question was framed as an order, the German language of command had to be used, 

but if the soldiers were asked something during daily duty, they would have been permitted to 

answer in their native tongues. Interestingly, this difference within the army’s language system 
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was never considered in the public discourse. Owing to the officers’ lack of language abilities 

– and of course, nationalism played a role too – some officers already felt offended when Czechs 

demanded the right to speak or answer in their native language during daily service. On the 

other hand, nationalists from all sides carefully awaited incidents that could start an affair, or 

as was reported in the case of the zde-affair, they sometimes actively motivated soldiers to 

create them.796 It is also likely that in some cases unsatisfied or politically active recruits 

themselves talked with the press. Although the German command language and its effects were 

criticized regularly in the Austrian parliament and press, these criticisms had no short-term 

effect: army bureaucrats rejected all claims. However, there was a long-term effect, because the 

zde-affair certainly helped heat up the general Habsburg nationality debate. What actually 

happened was that the name Zde-affair turned into a political phrase. In 1908, the annexation 

of Bosnia-Herzegovina caused an international crisis. A couple of years later, in 1912, when a 

war in the Balkans with Serbia seemed likely, Habsburg troops were mobilized again and sent 

to the border. Some soldiers openly demonstrated their support for Serbia, shouting pro-Serbian 

slogans and refusing to reply to a German command during a parade in German with hier, doing 

so rather in Czech with zde.797  

 

 In addition to criticism of the domination of German in the Habsburg army, officer 

assignment practice was also often debated in parliament. In 1905, the parliamentarian 

František R. Reichstädter, delegate of the Bohemian National-Socialist Club, argued that 

“officers who spoke the Bohemian language and considered themselves to be Bohemian were 

deployed in regiments stationed in Hungary and Galicia, just because it was feared that they got 

along too easily with the Bohemian conscripts.” He ended with a plea that “officers of 

Bohemian nationality should remain in their motherland.”798 When delegates, regardless of 

their native tongues, referred to Bohemians, they usually exclusively meant native Czech-

speakers. Parliamentarian Jožef Pogačnik, delegate of the Croatian-Slovene Club, demanded 

that “Slavic” officers not be assigned to regiments in which they did not speak the languages of 

the recruits. They should exclusively be deployed in accordance with their native tongues, to 

educate the recruits themselves and to enable them “to get to know these men’s souls.”799 The 

army’s assignment practice was regularly criticized. I have already demonstrated in chapter 3 
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that army bureaucrats and commanders were also aware of the shortcomings it caused, but they 

tended to avoid making officers of given nationality became exclusively responsible for training 

recruits of that same nationality. Members of the parliament also often argued that the use of 

the German colloquial language among officers was intending to maltreat speakers of all other 

native tongues. The parliamentarian Václav Klofáč, a delegate from the Bohemian National 

Socialists, spoke of such a “punishment” of “members of the Bohemian/Czech nation” when 

they were using their own idiom.800 The Ministers of War usually responded that no officer or 

soldier would be punished for identifying with his nationality, using his native tongue, or 

associating only with comrades of the same nationality. Army bureaucrats emphasized that they 

would only prosecute “a one-sided, ostentatious emphasis on one's own nationality, which 

could at least be interpreted as a political activity.”801  

 

 So far, this chapter has focused on parliamentary delegates who were not native German 

speakers. However, Austrian parliamentarians whoc claimed to represent so-called German 

voters were also elected from across Austria. They often used similar rhetoric to the other 

nationalities insofar as most of them turned a responsibility to their voters exclusively into one 

to their own nationality. However, the self-proclaimed Germans advocated an additional 

standpoint, that of speaking on behalf of state interests. The so-called German delegates 

advocated their nationality’s historical role as the sole defender of imperial institutions, 

including the army and its language system. They loudly claimed that they would always follow 

Francis Joseph’s will, even when the monarch adopted a totally different position. The German 

nationalists often denied the other delegates’ critiques and claims – even when they were 

justified. Moreover, they even tended to criticize when army bureaucrats advocated for the 

claims of the other nationalities, by always pointing to the threat this posed to the historical 

German character of the Habsburg army. 

 

 Parliamentary minutes usually became public as newspapers from across Austria 

published them and journalists commented on them. Therefore, a similar dichotomy of rhetoric 

as outlined above for the Austrian parliament, becomes visible in the press. Based on the 

language used, the journalists almost exclusively spoke for their own nationalities. For example, 

the German nationalist Grazer Tagblatt concluded: “We can assure the reader that it is already 

enough of a concession [...] that the army cares a thousand times more for the [other] national 
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languages, for the so-called regimental languages, than in the blessed times [before 1867-8]. 

Every year, numerous otherwise very diligent officers were not promoted because they did not 

learn the regimental languages.”802 As this more often happened to native German-speaking 

officers, as outlined in chapter 4, it is likely that the Grazer Tagblatt-author was speaking 

exclusively for them. Thus, this newspaper supported a group of army members who were 

punished for something they were officially required to do. German national activists regularly 

claimed it as their duty to preserve German dominance. For example, the Viennese writer Karl 

Hron, who started his professional life as Habsburg career officer, published a study on German 

National politics in 1897. In the chapter “Experience of a long-term career soldier,” he 

emphasized that the German language should remain dominant “because it has become a world 

language again and would now rise in importance among non-German nationalities.”803 In 

1905, parliamentarian Franz Stein, a delegate of the All-German-Club, emphasized that the 

army practice of putting speakers of the same languages into the same training units would have 

caused “each nationality to remain among themselves,” and thus would “deprive them of 

German influence.”804 

 

In their speeches, parliamentarians and journalists of German nationality often tended 

to reflect regional language struggles. They accused the other local nationality or nationalities 

of enjoying more rights in the army than did Germans. Brno-born author Wilhelm Kosch, 

professor of German literature in Switzerland, published a political pamphlet in 1909, The 

Germans in Austria. He concluded that “the Czechs, after having flooded the churches, schools, 

and civil administration, now sought to bring the language question into the army. Where the 

language of command had heretofore been German, they are now demanding a Slavic 

regimental language for Slavic regiments. That the efficiency of the army will be greatly 

threatened by this, the Czechs do not care. They hate black-yellow Austria.”805 Pamphlets which 

used such a German nationalist rhetoric were often widely read. However, almost the same 

nationalist rhetoric can be found among all Habsburg national activists, regardless of which 

language it was brought up in. The only exception is that Kosch, and many other German 

nationalist authors, connected their claim to an alleged support for the efficiency of the army 

and the survival of the overall state. In this, they differed from authors who spoke in favor of 
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the other Habsburg nationalities. Kosch was not even right – he totally ignored that the native 

Czech speakers had the right to use their language in the army, as was the case for the speakers 

of all other recognized Slavic languages. Interestingly, a year later, Kosch returned to Austria 

to teach at the university of the provincial capital of Bukovina. Multilingual Cernivtsi housed a 

regiment that often recognized three languages, Polish, Romanian, and Ruthenian. 

 

 Until 1914, the army language system was regularly discussed in the Viennese 

parliament, the provincial diets, and the press, usually by focusing on its shortcomings. Positive 

comments on the army language system were rare. Therefore, when reading only parliamentary 

minutes and political pamphlets, regardless of the author’s origin and language, one might 

conclude that the recruits’ language rights were never fully implemented and that all soldiers 

who were forced to serve were thoroughly unsatisfied. One might therefore wonder if there was 

any time between 1868 and 1914 when the army language system was not criticized but was 

described positively. My analysis of the political discussion indicates that there was only one 

particular year when the army language system was assessed positively across the Monarchy, 

at least by some, during the Badeni Crisis. The Badeni Crisis in 1897 followed the Austrian 

minister president Kasimir Felix Badeni’s proposal to require provincial bureaucrats in 

Bohemia to speak both locally recognized languages, German and Czech, which most Czech 

native speakers already did.  

 

 Across the Monarchy, German nationalists turned against the Badeni-Decree. They 

argued that native German-speaking officials could not be expected to learn the second 

recognized language of the province, Czech.806 Hungarian nationalists too turned against this 

Austrian law, because they feared it could serve as a precedent for minorities in Hungary to 

claim language rights.807 The crisis resulted in unrest across Cisleithanian Austria, and most 

violently in Graz, the capital of another bilingual province, Styria, where both German and 

Slovene were recognized as landesüblich in civil administration. The unrest became so violent 

that the army was sent to calm down protests, during which one protestor was shot.808  In his 

memoirs, Plzeň-born General Julius Lustig-Prean von Preansfeld described Graz as a pleasant 

garrison, despite its “German national orientation.” During the Badeni unrest, however, 
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conflicts arose between the military and civilian residents.809 Even many reserve officers, whom 

the army expected to be links between the military and civil middle-class society, were directly 

engaged in the protest. In 1898, eight of them came before the army court of honor after having 

spread leaflets publicly that argued for the “revocation of the Badeni decree” and the 

implementation of “German as the state language” in Austria. These reserve officers were 

reported to have taken part in demonstrations by singing the Die Wacht am Rhein which was 

forbidden in Austria because of its alleged German nationalist character. In Graz, thirty-three 

officers took part in demonstrations and all of them afterwards lost their officer rank.810 The 

German-language newspaper Pustertaler Bote, located in multilingual Tyrol, emphasized: “we 

honestly confess that we do not quite understand the big spectacle. [...] The state demands from 

the officers’ proficiency in the second language of a regiment, so why should it not be required 

of its provincial bureaucrats.”811 Voices like this in German were rare, as most German-

language newspapers from across Austria, especially these in bilingual provinces usually 

criticized the Badeni Decree and did not refer to the army language system and the requirements 

it posed on officers as a positive model.  

 

 During the Badeni Crisis there was a debate about to what extent Bohemian bureaucrats 

already spoke the other languages. While there was no debate about native Czech-speaking 

officials’ German proficiency, there usually was about the missing language abilities of native 

German speakers. The Bohemian-born president of the Joint Supreme Audit Office (Oberster 

Rechnungshof), Ernst von Plener, concluded that while it could have not be expected for them 

to speak and write Czech perfectly, they should do so to a degree that matched the regimental 

language requirement to speak a language “sufficiently for service use” (zum Dienstgebrauch 

genügend).812 While Plener downplayed the requirement by arguing that “sufficient” was 

enough, Innsbruck-born Robert Ehrhart, a high-ranking bureaucrat in the minister president’s 

office, mentioned that most “German officials in Bohemia spoke Czech only sufficiently for 

duty, meaning that they were barely able to respond to citizens’ requests, but were totally unable 

to professionally advise citizens or to correspond with local offices.”813 Even an anonymous 

author in the Deutscher Geschichtskalender, a biannual so-called calendar that reported from 
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“German lands”, asserted that “the gentlemen from the provincial offices simply do not want 

to learn the citizens’ language […] the debate is only about that a couple of hundred young 

people who annually join state service [and] do not want to learn the second provincial 

language.”814  

 

Many army officers, especially career officers, emphasized in their autobiographical 

writings that they did not understand why the Badeni Decrees caused so much anger. In their 

view, the decrees required something they were already obliged to fulfil following the army 

reform in 1868. Vienna-born novelist and First World War reserve officer Otto Friedländer 

dealt with pre-war Habsburg society in his 1949 novel. He dedicated several pages to the Badeni 

Crisis by setting his story in a career officer’s family environment. The protagonist’s 

grandfather is a Habsburg general born in Udine, which later became part of the Kingdom of 

Italy. He has “a surname that sounds German but is the son of a Croatian major and an Italian 

mother.” The general joins the family for lunch and asks his grandson, who is a state official: 

“I have no idea why you always come up with the language issue? Any decent officer has to 

speak the language of his men […] I speak five languages, three of them perfectly: German, 

Italian, and Croatian.” His son, the protagonist’s father, answers: “That is all very nice, what 

you say, but above all, Austria must remain a German country, we can not give it to the Czechs. 

[...] You are a naive soldier. You do not recognize this subtle hypocrisy. The Czech officials 

can all speak German, and the Germans do not speak Czech – the decree would mean that in 

the short term there would be only Czech officials employed in the Bohemian lands.” The 

grandfather suggests that these “German officials” should learn Czech as the army officers have 

to, while his son, an army captain emphasizes that “only because you civil officials are too lazy 

to learn Czech do we now have a severe parliamentary crisis.”815 In addition to showing the 

differences in language requirements for the Austrian civil administration and the army, 

Friedländer demonstrates that although everyone involved in the discussion was a state official, 

their self-image utterly differed. At the turn of the century, the recognition of languages in the 

army and the officers’ requirements to learn them had become such a normality that most army 

officers would never have brought them into question. At the same time, there was another 

group of state representatives who had a totally different position about language use toward 

citizens, and what the state should be allowed to require of them. In the episode described above, 

the protagonists were specifically reflecting upon language requirements and the political 
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debate in Cisleithanian Austria. The debate in Hungary differed in many respects, even 

thoughthe army implemented the same language system there, at least until 1905, when some 

exceptions were granted (discussed in chapter 3). 

 

The Hungarian Political Debate 

 

The Hungarian political debate of the army language diversity was different from that in 

Austria. The most important reason was that the Hungarian constitution did not have a 

fundamental law comparable to Austria’s Article 19 that had served as basis for the army 

language system.816 Thus, the topics discussed and the rhetoric used in Hungary often reflected 

the constitutional differences of the two halves of the Monarchy. However, much of the 

criticism stressed similar issues. Like in Austria, politicians and journalists regardless of their 

nationalities, most often stressed the army language system’s shortcomings and the hardship 

they posed on “their” conscripts, in Hungary, two other army language related themes 

dominated the parliamentary debate.817 First, as already indicated in the first chapter, during the 

army reform in 1868, parliamentary delegates opposed the dominance of German in the 

Habsburg regiments and battalions recruiting from Hungary. Second, politicians and journalists 

alike criticized that the regimental language system would downgrade the Hungarian state 

language to a regimental language, thus, sharing rank with Hungarian minority languages such 

as German, Romanian, Ruthenian, Serbian, and Slovak. Moreover, Peball and Rothenberg have 

emphasized correctly that for a long time many Hungarian politicians did not only criticize the 

language system implemented in army regiments recruiting from Hungary, but already saw in 

the army’s presence a “provocation and constant remembrance of the 1849 defeat.”818 

 

The Hungarian constitutional framework on the bureaucratic use of languages differed 

from that in Austria. While in Austria, the regimental language system was based on a 

fundamental right, the Article 19, and its restrictions respected provincial language laws 

(discussed in chapter 2), in Hungary, the army language system contradicted civil language 

laws. Inititally, the dominance of Hungarian in administration was argued with the need of a 

 
816 Galántai, Der österreichisch-ungarische Dualismus, and Katus, Hungary in the Dual Monarchy. 
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Croatian/Serbian knowledge was widespread among the officers, thus, the lack of language abilitites did not 

exeggarate in a way like with other Habsburg languages. 
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lingua franca, that the politicians of other nationalities did not oppose.819 However, as Ignac 

Romsics has written, after 1868 tolerance for languages other than Hungarian gradually 

whittled away.820 Thus, Hungarian citizens experienced that Hungarian increasingly had to 

dominate public administration, and many local officials who used other languages were 

regularly reprimanded to use Hungarian more often.821 At the same time, annually, thousands 

of more Hungarian men were confronted with the Habsburg army language system that 

respected their languages. Like Austrian parliamentarians, many Hungarian delegates were 

elected to represent their compatriots, in Hungary called minorities. They were often totally 

overheard in parliamentary debates. In constrat to the broad variety and ever-changing spectrum 

of parties, delegates represented in the Austrian parliament, two main opposing Hungarian 

ideologies dominated the political sphere until 1914: the so-called supports of the Ausgleich in 

1867, and those who opposed it, the so-called independent.822 However, similar to Austria, 

delegates of the various parties often stressed the same issues when criticizing the army 

language system. 

  

Following the army reform in 1868, Hungarian politicians, regardless of their party 

background, regularly demanded that the Habsburg army should more often use Hungarian. 

They regularly called for the introduction of Hungarian as language of command, and to be 

used in correspondence among regiments recruiting from their Kingdom arguing with the need 

of the Hungarian state for “internal national consolidation.”823 Francis Joseph regularly rejected 

these claims. The head of his Military Chancellery, Friedrich von Beck-Rzykowsky considered 

a Hungarian command language not only to be totally inpractible, but that it would “subjugate 

other nationalities in Hungary under Hungarian.” Beck countered the Hungarian criticism that 

the army language system would “always marginalize Magyars” with that in forty joint infantry 

regiments recruiting from Hungary, only in fourteen Hungarian native speakers made up more 

than fifty percent. In the smaller military service branches, they would only account for around 

ten to twelve percent. The only joint troops that had an overwhelming majority of native 

Hungarian speakers were fourteen Hussar regiments to which mostly Hungarian native speakers 

were assigned (discussed in chapter 4).824 The other critique of Hungarian politicians stressed 

 
819 Galántai, Der österreichisch-ungarische Dualismus, 92. 
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the nationality backgrounds of officers stationed in Hungary: they would tend to be non-native 

speakers of Hungarian. In response, Beck noted the widespread unwillingness of native 

Hungarian speakers to become officers in the joint army.825 Beck’s assertion was correct, at 

least for the initial years following the army reform in 1868. Afterwards native Hungarian 

speakers more often decided to join the Honvédség. The reasons were a mixture of national 

motives, but also because an advancement was easier than in the joint army.826 

 

In addition to demand a Hungarian language of command and the deployment of so-

called native-speaking Hungarian officers, Hungarian politicians regularly strongly criticized 

the downgrading of the Hungarian state language to a regimental language.827 “Magyar nyelv 

állam nyelv és nem ezred nyelv” (Hungarian is a state language and not [only] a regimental 

language) became the dominating phrase in the Hungarian political discourse targeting the army 

language system. Honvédség-General and Hungarian parliamentarian Ernst Hollán concluded 

in his speech in 1892: “Thus one can justifiably demand that the Hungarian knowledge of 

officers serving in Hungarian [joint] regiments needs to be more carefully overlooked not only 

as the knowledge of a regimental language, but as the knowledge of the state language.”828 The 

historian Imre Ress calls this assertion an effort of Hungarian politicians to achieve parity 

between German and Hungarian in the joint army, which should parallel the equality of the two 

states following the 1867-settlement. In addition, Hungarian parliamentary delegates regularly 

criticized the “Austrian principle” that recruits would have “the right to choose” the language 

in which they wanted to be trained, thus putting Hungarian “at an equal level with Romanian 

and Czech.”829 The Hungarian political discourse was well observed and known across Austria. 

The German nationalist Austrian writer Paul Samassa published a political survey in 1910 

entitled “The Peoples’ Strife in the Habsburg State,” and mentioned another problem for 

Hungarian nationalist politicians: “While usually proficiency in Hungarian offers numerous 

benefits, it is in no way beneficial in the joint army, where benefits are still connected to 

proficiency in German.”830 
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The Budapest daily Pester Lloyd regularly published the minutes of the Hungarian 

parliament. As the newspaper was in German, it became the most important media that enabled 

non-Hungarian speakers across the Monarchy to inform themselves about the Hungarian 

political debate. In 1891, an anonymous author summarized the speech of the parliamentarian 

Edmund von Gajári who responded to War Minister Ferdinand von Bauer in a delegation 

meeting: “He can not be satisfied with the fact that the Hungarian language is recognized only 

as a regimental language. [...] We who hold firmly to our constitutional law, have the right to 

expect that in our joint army both states’ laws are respected.”831 In 1893 the Pester Lloyd again 

reported about a debate during a delegation meeting. Delegates from Hungary had demanded 

to increase the use of the Hungarian language in the joint army, and that: “The Hungarian 

language should not be only recognized as a regimental language, but as a state language. The 

citizens of Romanian and Saxon tongues are also Hungarians of whom we require to speak 

Hungarian.”832 That the army language system contradicted the role of Hungarian in Hungary, 

was only one critique, indeed, the other was that the system would encourage and constantly 

remind Hungarian minorities to insist on language rights, instead of being magyarized. Kálmán 

Thaly, a politician and poetrist who published a widely-read book Ne bántsd a magyart (Do not 

hurt Hungarians) in 1857, emphasized in his parliamentary speech in 1896 that the regimental 

language system would aim at “encouraging the other nationalities at the expense of the 

Hungarian nation.”833 Samassa has concluded in his book that serving in the Habsburg army 

was for “a Slovak or Hungarian Schwab peasant the first time in his Hungarian fatherland when 

he recognized that his native language had rights.” He concluded with that they would have 

been deduced from magyarization for a while.834 Parliamentary comments and speeches in 

Budapest proved right what Samassa wrote. During a delegation meeting in 1892 Ernst Hollán 

emphasized what Hungarian politicians feared would be the army language system’s impact on 

the conscripts: “The young man who was educated in such an institution [the army] should not 

only become a good soldier, but also remain a fine [Hungarian] patriot.”835 

 

 
831 N.N., Wien, 16. November, Heeresausschuss der Ungarische Delegation, Replik auf gemeinsamen 
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The effect the regimental language system had on Habsburg army conscripts of both 

Hungarian native speakers as well as Hungarian minorities was not only part of the Hungarian 

political discourse. Politicians across the Monarchy regularly commented the situation in 

Hungary. For example, in his 1905-speech the Austrian parliamentarian Josef Tschan, delegate 

of the All-German Club, and a future Schönerer-follower, cited a Hungarian delegate: “If a 

recruit joins the army, to whom it was always advocated that the Hungarian state and language 

are of the highest value, now finds a foreign language, a psychological conflict arises in his soul 

[...]: his language that he considered the highest, does now share the statuts of Romanian and 

Serbian, and he will be punished if he does not report in the foreign and hated German 

language.”836 The use of “a recruit” without adding a native tongue or nationality can be called 

typical for the Hungarian political debate. Although parliamentarians in Budapest were almost 

as linguistically heterogenous as their peers in Vienna, the bulk of speeches which directed the 

regimental language system advocated for “Hungarian soldiers.” However, there is a language 

challenge posed not only to historians. My assumption is that also contemporaries struggled 

with the translation of Hungarian parliamentary speeches and pamphlets into German. While 

most sources in German between 1868 and 1918 carefully distinguished between native 

Hungarian speakers, the so-called Magyars, and Hungarians as Hungarian citizens regardless 

of their native tongues, there was and still is no such distinction in Hungarian. Therefore, when 

analyzing the debates in Hungarian, the context is important, to determine what exactly 

politicians referred to when for example speaking on behalf of Magyar katonák which could 

meant in Hungarian either native Hungarian-speaking soldiers, or soldiers of Hungarian 

citizenship. The latter included native speakers of German, Slovak, Serbian, Romanian, and 

Ruthenian.837 Taking a closer read on the archival sources, it becomes obvious that Hungarian 

parliamentarians virtually exclusively referred to native Hungarian speakers, even in cases 

where a regiment virtually consisted only of non-native-speaking Hungarians. Adopting 

responsibility only for our officers and recruits (of the same nationalities) as it was described 

for the Austrian parliamentarians’ rhetoric, thusly, slightly differed in Budapest.  

 

Similar to the Austrian parliament, the delegates often underlined their arguments by 

including examples from their own military experience. The parliamentarian Miklós Gabányi 

mentioned that he was enlisted as one-year-volunteer in 1869 into the Infantry Regiment No 62 
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that recruited from Marosvásárhely and comprised in almost equal number native Hungarian 

and Romanian speakers. Their captain, who was born in Moravia, he emphasized, did speak 

neither any word of Romanian nor Hungarian, and so did his second lieutenant. When recruit 

education started, his lieutenant would have come over to him with the teaching material in 

German ordering him to help out as interpreter. In that case, it would have been impossible to 

use the NCO, a Croat, who solely spoke Croatian.838 According to Gabányi, he would have 

ended up in a one-year-volunteer school were the teaching language was exclusively German, 

and had to educate conscripts together with his comrades who did not speak the languages of 

the recruits. What is different to the Austrian political debate, Géza Polónyi, like Gabányi, 

pointed to the situation of native Hungarian speaking one-year-volunteers. As already 

demonstrated in chapter 4, the drop out rate of native Hungarian speaking reserve officer 

candidates was extraordinarily high when being compared to other nationalities. Polónyi 

criticized that there were not nearly enough officers who were able to train one-year-volunteers 

in Hungarian.839 In 1892, Pázmány Dénes wordly recalled an incident that had happened in 

Maros-Vásárhely. He emphasized that a Hungarian Croatian conscript would have cried, when 

his lieutenant forbade him to report in Hungarian.840 

 

The main critique in the Hungarian debate stressed that one-year-volunteers were forced 

to learn or use German, and that their commanding officers did not speak Hungarian. However, 

there were also – although more silent voices – in the Hungarian political sphere who argued 

against this – in their eyes purely nationalist arguments. In 1889, Gyula Andrássy commented 

in the Upper House of the Hungarian parliament the new Defense Act by posing the questions: 

“First, whether it is for the Hungarian nation in general and for the volunteers in particular bad, 

if they are required to learn and speak German? Second, whether there is anything humiliating 

in this demand, whether from the point of culture or any other interest? I can not share the 

opinion that it is detrimental to a nation if it is forced to learn a foreign language besides its 

own, and I see in it a definite advantage. I think nobody will be able to say that a soldier who 

speaks beside Hungarian also German, is at a lower level of culture than, for example, a German 

soldier who speaks only his own language.”841 Unheared, as Géza Fejérváry in 1892 demanded 
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that “based on Hungarian law a one-year-volunteer- who speaks only Hungarian deserves to 

become a reserve officer.”842 

 

Francis Joseph never acceded to Hungarian demands in terms of the army language 

system until 1904-05 when he granted Hungarian a superior status above all other languages. 

The expanded regimental language system required from all Hungarian speakers regardless of 

their native tongues to be trained in Hungarian (discussed in chapter 3). This concession to 

Hungary was heavily criticized in the Austrian parliament, while for Hungarian national 

activists this concession was not nearly sufficient. An anonymous author in the German 

nationalist daily Grazer Tagblatt commented this concession: “So, we give in, again! […] As 

we know, only a few Hungarian regiments are purely Magyar. The non-Magyar soldiers will 

have to adopt the Magyar regimental language in addition to the German command language. 

However, as languages do not allow themselves to be drilled as easily as how to handle a rifle, 

the military service will suffer from these concessions. But we shall ask ourselves if we want 

continue to pay for an army that is now transforming into a Magyar national army.”843 In 1908, 

the Austrian parliamentarian Karel Kramář, delegate of the Bohemian Club who usually tended 

to critize the army language system in his parliament this time emphasized: “We will not accept 

that non-Magyars in Hungary are now going to be denationalized in the army, an army we pay 

for with our money.” Also the Pester Lloyd commented Kramař’s parliamentary speech: “The 

speaker surely supports the regimental language, but resists the introduction of the Hungarian 

regimental language in non-Hungarian regiments, in particular that the joint army is used for 

denationalization.”844 War Minister Franz Schönaich, replied to all criticism with: it would 

incorrect that “someone is now forced to use Hungarian.”845 The Bohemian delegate Franz Stein 

added that the joint army “would now serve as the most useful tool for magyarization.”846 Julius 

Bunzel in his political pamphlet Ungarn und wir (The Hungarians/Hungary and us) argued that 

“finally the German-Hungarian officers and peasants who so far resisted all efforts to be de-

Germanized, are now shown the right path they were expected to follow” to finally become 

“proper Hungarians.”847 Other parliamentarians from Bohemia criticized that concessions were 

always only granted to Hungarians and never to all other nationalities. 
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 In addition, to the criticism of the language requirements for soldiers and one-year-

volunteers it was often crititicized that officer who were deployed in Hungary did not speak 

Hungarian, or only communicating to everyone in German, even Hungarians. In 1905 a letter 

was addressed to the Head of Francis Joseph’s Military Chancellery, Arthur Bolfras. The 

anonymous author who signed with “a patriot” complained that the commander of the castle 

guards in Budapest did not speak Hungarian, while two Hungarian guard officer who were of 

“Hungarian nationality” served in Vienna: “Why are you assigning officers of Austrian 

nationality to such exposed duties? We demand to send Hungarians to Budapest in the future, 

and to stop such deployments which only brings Hungarian-blood into life, in particular as this 

officer s already the second on this post which does not speak Hungarian, while his subordinate 

guards are Hungarian speakers.”848 Although this was the only such letter I found in the 

documents of the Chancellery, its arguments are not exceptional rather reflecting the general 

critique raise in Hungary against the army’s language system. That this critique met reality is 

demonstrated in officer autobiographical sources. Newly appointed staff-officer Anton Lehár 

was sent for his first duty to Budapest. There, he recalled, even his boss did not speak 

Hungarian, “unfortunately,” as he added, and went on: “there was an imanent lack of the 

Hungarian state language among officers, which – in such a chauvinistically overheated 

atmosphere – often caused justified difficulties. After all, we were not in an occupied land but 

in the equal kingdom of Hungary. Old Austrians who sometimes wanted to overlook this have 

deliberately or unconsciously done so much mischief.”849 

 

Indeed, even before 1904-05 with the introduction of the expanded regimental language, 

there were many exceptions for the Hungarian language, especially in terms of the officer 

language education. It was not equally treated with the army language, but it took over a 

prominent position above the other regimental languages. Even when exceptions were granted, 

Hungarian politicians still claimed that the “use of Hungarian is not recognized with due 

care.”850 In 1909 the Hungarian parliamentary delegate Zsigmond Farkasházy still summarized: 

“It is nothing less than insulting the [Hungarian] nation.”851  

 

Hungarian politicians regularly criticized the dominance and spread of German in the 

Kingdom of Hungary through the army. They demanded the introduction of Hungarian as 
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language of command for joint regiments recruiting from Hungary, which was in line with their 

attempts to introduce Hungarian into other parts of the imperial bureaucracy/institutions on 

Hungarian soil. Bruno Korea Gajski and Livia Kardum called the German command language 

Hungary’s symbolic “last bond” with the overall state.852 However, there were some who 

valued the regimental language system more than the effect of the German command language 

in Hungary. In the course of the second army reform in 1889, Hungarian parliamentarian Gyula 

Andrássy spoke in the Upper House of the Parliament stressing that the “geographic situation 

between Orient and Occident requires for the Monarchy and in particular Hungary the need for 

a multi-lingual army which consists of a variety of national elements.” Thus, he argued against 

his peers who claimed for all joint army recruits to use only Hungarian during training. He 

asserted that the language of command was Germanizing soldiers only to a very limited 

extent.853 In 1906, the Pester Lloyd published a note of a Habsburg army general who had 

seemingly replied to a Hungarian query: “Nothing is therefore more unjust and wrong than the 

accusation that the Hungarian soldier would be denationalized in the army. The German army 

language can hardly affect the soldiers that much in such a short time than only the most 

necessary understanding of military commands and expressions.”854 

 

  

 
852 Gajski, and Kardum, The case of language of command in the Austro-Hungarian Army, 361. 
853 Die Einheit der österreichisch-ungarischen Armee. Rede des Grafen Julius Andrassy, 14-5. 
854 Von einem k.u.k. Feldmarschall-Lieutnant, Die Kommando- und Dienstsprache, Pester Lloyd, 2 March 1906, 

2.  
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Conclusion 

 

Chapter 5 has demonstrated that although military barracks were closed communities, their 

military residents came into close contact with civil residents on a daily basis throughout the 

Monarchy. Therefore, the army language system met with local linguistic practice. Using 

examples, festivities, songs and language use, I analyzed how conscripts experienced their army 

service, when language mattered outside military training, and how it affected their language 

use. Again, many recruits were not trained in their languages, and officers often spoke their 

idiom only poorly, or not at all. Although nationalist motives played a certain role when the 

rank and file’s fundamental language rights were ignored, this chapter has demonstrated that 

convenience and poor leadership skills, and the disposition of the officers involved, played a 

much greater role.  

 

In Guardians of the Nation, Pieter M. Judson compares the activities of nationalists in 

several linguistically mixed provinces of Cisleithania. He concludes that “nationalist activists 

took every opportunity to transform rural social conflicts into national ones and to forge from 

them enduring national loyalties and identities.”855 In the case of army’s language system 

nationalist activists took every opportunity or incident to transform shortcomings of the army 

language rights quickly into issues of national concern. With this rhetorical twist they aimed at 

achieving loyality from their rank and file, or better their voters of the same nationality whose 

rights they loudly advocated. Nationalists sought to convince their audience – in that case 

conscripts – to be their exclusive supporters because army officials were unwilling to do so. In 

April 1918, General Stjepan Sarkotic, governor of Bosnia-Herzegovina, asserted that in 

“Austria-Hungary the mutual aspirations of the peoples cancel each other out, therefore the 

monarchy will never perish because of them.”856 This chapter about the Austrian and Hungarian 

debate has proven his claim correct. Both parliamentarians and journalists regardless of their 

nationality and the language they used often adopted responsibility only for their own 

nationality exclusively. They never brought criticism before the ministers jointly which made 

it relatively easy for army authorities to reject them all by nationally motivated, even when they 

were fully aware that it was correct.  

 

 
855 Judson, Guardians of the Nation, 10. 
856 HDA, Sarkotić, box 5, War Diary, 17 April 1918. I thank Marc Stefan Peters for providing me his transcript 

of this diary. 
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Indeed, there were many garrisons in the Kingdom of Hungary, where in one and the 

same place a Honvedség and a joint army regiment were stationed both following different 

language rules. Thus, the dichotomy became public on a daily basis for conscripts as well s for 

civil residents.  However, the Kingdom of Hungary – with the only exception of Crotaian – was 

as multilingual as the rest of the Monarchy, and many citizens opposed Hungarian politics, 

while thousands of conscripts for their first time in their lives came into close contact with the 

other half’s language laws, and got to know which rights Austrian citizens were granted when 

it came to their language use. Although the Austrian and the Hungarian parliaments looked 

upon different civil language rights and regulations, and parliamentarians represented voters 

from various linguistic and political-ideological backgrounds, most of them used similar 

rhetoric. Criticism was also similar, and they way it was reflected in soldiers’ autobiographical 

writings: usually not at all. Interestingly, politicians’ concerns were not reflected in officers’ 

and the rank and file’s autobiographical writings. In these, the Hungarian situation is similarly 

described as the Austrian. Seemingly, many of them did not feel being denationalized and/or 

insulted. 

 

 I demonstrated that many politicians accused the army of causing soldiers’ 

denationalization. This argument can be found for all nationalities. However, arguments to the 

contrary can also be found: that it had no impact at all on loyalty and identity. Although the 

German language of command did not denationalize soldiers, it certainly had an impact on their 

daily and longterm linguistic practice, which was also heavily discussed by the public. Both 

autobiographical sources and newspapers show that soldiers tended to include the German 

command terms in their daily language use. Even after they had finished their military service, 

they often continued to follow this practice for a long time. Across the Monarchy, irrespective 

of the soldiers’ native languages, these German terms helped create a common esprit de corps. 

Soldiers did not replace their patriotism with another but added another reference of belonging 

– being or having been soldiers of the same army. This was a practice regularly criticized by 

nationalists from across the Monarchy.  
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Part IV: The Habsburg Army's Language System during the Great War 

 

The army language system’s primary aim was to ensure the efficient training of recruits. Thus, 

most peacetime criticism of the army language system and its implementation stressed actual 

shortcomings instead of criticizing the system itself or its wartime efficiency. This peacetime 

focus on the efficiency of the army language system had already started to change at the turn 

of the century, when owing to the Bosnian Annexation Crisis (1908) and the Balkan Wars 

(1912-13), an armed conflict seemed increasingly likely. Army bureaucrats grew more 

concerned about the wartime readiness of the Habsburg military system. Earlier chapters have 

demonstrated that army handbooks and officers’ language requirements were expanded step-

by-step with clauses dealing with wartime conditions. The situation worsened when 

compulsory military service was reduced from three to two years in 1903, as there was now less 

time for conscripts to learn German during their training, and officers’ language abilities were 

even more required.  

 

 The last part of this book analyses the role of the army language system in wartime. 

Chapter 7 deals with the organizational challenges it posed for the army leadership, while the 

last chapter demonstrates how soldiers, officers, and the rank and file experienced the army 

language system during wartime. Even before the war, some Habsburg army officials had 

questioned the loyalty of some of the Monarchy’s nationalities. They expected these men to 

refuse to mobilize en masse. The peacetime regulations respecting the conscripts’ language 

rights remained largely unchanged during war, and army bureaucrats and officers continued to 

interpret them flexibly, often out of convenience. However, many of them increasingly tended 

to distrust speakers of particular languages, including Czech, Italian, Ruthenian, and Serbian. 

This differentiation resulted in uncertainty among soldiers who increasingly felt betrayed by 

their army and their state. However, for the duration of the war, the vast majority of military-

aged men fulfilled their military obligations irrespective of their linguistic backgrounds and 

therefore nationalities.   
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Chapter 7: The Organization of Language Diversity during Wartime  

 

The Babelish language confusion caused an additional hardship for the soldiers of every 

imaginable nationality who had been thrown into this rolling coffin. 

Stefan Zweig, The World of Yesterday857 

 

In 1906, an anonymous author – very likely a high-ranking Habsburg army officer – published 

a long essay about the regimental language system in Budapest’s German-language daily, 

Pester Lloyd. The author not only considered officers’ language proficiency essential for 

operational success but argued that when officers spoke the language of the men it would enable 

the commanded to report more detailed impressions about their fighting experience. The author 

emphasized that officers could more easily win soldiers’ confidence and loyalty if they were 

able to communicate with them in their own languages. He concluded that “each officer who 

has already taken part in a campaign knows the high value and the powerful effect of appeal 

and encouragement during a difficult undertaking and under critical conditions when they are 

given in the soldiers’ native tongues; how much it spurs and elevates their courage and their 

willingness to sacrifice.”858 It was unusual for someone who was likely an officer to draw 

readers’ attention to the precarious situation of the rank and file rather than writing about the 

political and practical challenges language diversity posed for officers. Indeed, in 1914, 

virtually no Habsburg officer had taken part in a military campaign. However, the mobilization 

of some regiments during the Balkan Wars of 1912 and 1913 had offered insight into the 

challenges that language diversity would pose to the organization of the army during wartime 

(discussed in chapter 5). 

 

 In the epigraph at the beginning of this chapter, Stefan Zweig, in his famous novel The 

World of Yesterday, was referring not only to the most important and fastest means of 

transporting hundreds of thousands of soldiers to the front, the railways, but also to army 

language diversity.859 In previous chapters, I have shown that army officials had already in 

peacetime become increasingly concerned about the army’s war readiness, in particular in terms 

of the soldiers’ linguistic diversity. While it might have been easiest for Habsburg soldiers to 

blame language diversity for failed operations and high casualty rates during the war, 

 
857 Zweig, Die Welt von Gestern, 337. 
858 N.N., Die Regimentssprache, Pester Lloyd, evening number, 2 July 1906, 1.  
859 What the military use of railway lines meant for the civilian population, see: Moll, Heimatfront Steiermark, 

191. 
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autobiographical and military archival records I have examined reveal that they usually blamed 

incompetent military leaders, bad organization, and nationalism. Thus, this chapter analyzes 

how the army language system was organized and functioned during wartime, and what role 

language diversity played at the front and behind the lines.   

 

Mobilization and Battle 

 

Soon after Austria-Hungary declared war on Serbia on 28 July 1914, streets across the 

Monarchy were covered with mobilization posters.860 In those regions of Austria-Hungary 

where more than one language was recognized public announcement posters were bi- or even 

multilingual. At the same time, the Habsburg Monarchy’s and the army’s linguistic diversity 

became better known across Europe and beyond. Many male citizens of Austria-Hungary had 

permanent residences outside the Monarchy, were economic migrants, or took summer 

employment abroad.861 With the outbreak of the war, those men of military age also received 

their calls to arms in foreign newspapers. For example, the Luxemburger Wort on 3 August, 

1914, announced mobilization in three countries, Germany, the Netherlands, and Austria-

Hungary. While the German announcement was monolingual, the Dutch call used, in one box, 

German and Dutch. The Austro-Hungarian consulate in Luxemburg, however, needed far more 

space than the others. The Habsburg announcement was repeated in six languages: German, 

followed by Italian, Hungarian, Czech, Polish, and Serbo-Croatian. It spanned an entire page.862 

 

Mobilization announcements informed men to join their units as quickly as possible. Many 

wartime autobiographical records of officers and the rank and file refer to mobilization and 

language diversity. Hundreds of thousands of soldiers soon gathered at around the same time 

in summer 1914 in barracks across the Monarchy. At first, many soldiers already knew their 

superiors from peace time training.863 Most of them were therefore familiar with the army 

language system, German command words, and standard military procedures. The career 

officer Robert Michel recalled in his wartime novel the mobilization of his Bosnian-

 
860 Stone, Army and Society in the Habsburg Monarchy, 100. 
861 For the United States, see: Phelps, Austro-Hungarian Enemy Aliens. 
862 k.u.k. Österreichisch-Ungarisches Konsulat in Luxemburg, 

Kundmachung/Notificazione/Hirdetmeny/Vyhlaska/Obwieszczenie/Obznana, Luxemburger Wort für Wahrheit 

und Recht, 3 August 1914, 3. Seemingly, the sequence was sometimes chosen by the newspapers out of place 

management. The same announcement was made in another newspaper one day later in Escher Tagblatt (4 

August 1914). Here languages were announced in a different order.  
863 Norman Stone has written that in 1914 only about half of Habsburg male citizens had had three, later two, 

year military service. Stone, Army and Society in the Habsburg Monarchy, 96-7. 
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Herzegovinian soldiers: “The first days in Vienna were full of work. [...] In the morning, I 

addressed my men briefly in their mother tongue, and as soon as I ended my speech, all of them 

rushed, surrounded me, and lifted me onto their shoulders.”864 Michel’s experience in Vienna 

with his Bosniaks, showing that soldiers did not react negatively to mobilization, was repeated 

in many Austro-Hungarian garrisons. For example, the procurement officer Rudolf Giay, 

stationed in Dubrovnik, wrote in his diary: “At three o’clock in the afternoon, battalion 

members gathered between the municipal Church and the Blasius Church, where the 

commander gave a rousing speech, also in Croatian, to which residents enthusiastically 

responded with Živio [he uses the Croatian word for Hail in his German-language diary].”865 

These soldiers’ and residents’ response is similar to what was reported across the Monarchy.  

 

 Little resistance to mobilization occurred during the war’s first weeks among soldiers 

and civilians. The army leadership was pleasantly surprised, because there had long been fears 

that particular nationalities would resist mobilization.866 In Vienna and the Fall of the Habsburg 

Empire, Maureen Healy argues that even Social Democrats essentially supported the cause in 

the first year of the war.867 Norman Stone has concluded that “even the Czechs [were] giving 

no cause for complaint. […] In fact, the nationalist agitation that had characterized Austro-

Hungarian politics before 1914 vanished almost completely in 1914.”868  Army reports indicate 

only minor incidents throughout the Monarchy and among all nationalities. For example, the 

9th Corps Command reported from Bohemia that a shouting match and fight broke out between 

drunken German- and Czech-speaking soldiers on their territory. While the first group shouted 

Heil, and sang Wacht am Rhein, a song which had already been forbidden in Austria before the 

war because of its German nationalist character, the Czech speakers sang their own patriotic or 

national songs. The Corps Command in any case downplayed the incident, asserting that all of 

the soldiers involved had been falling-down drunk. Moreover, the Corps Command reported 

that the Czech-speaking soldiers sang songs directed against their officers, but not against the 

Monarchy. Thus, army officers did not intervene to stop the singing. The officers of the Corps 

Command, however, were aware that many officers who had observed such incidents could not 

adequately assess these songs, because they did not understand the Czech lyrics. Officers might 

 
864 Michel, Briefe eines Hauptmannes an seinen Sohn, 17. 
865 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/412, Rudolf Giay, Diaries, 27 July 1914. 
866 Scheer, Ringstraßenfront, 9. Stone called it the “red menace” the army had to deal with which became 

confused with anti-dynastic nationalism and added that “even” the Czechs remained obidient: Army and Society 

in the Habsburg Monarchy, 102.  
867 Healy, Vienna and the Fall of the Habsburg Empire, 129-30. 
868 Stone, Army and Society in the Habsburg Monarchy, 102.  
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have therefore only guessed about their content and meaning. There was some discussion 

among ministerial and Corps Command army bureaucrats concerning which songs in which 

languages should be permitted and which should be forbidden. For Bohemia, it was almost the 

same songs as debated before 1914, including Die Wacht am Rhein and Kde domov muj 

(discussed in chapter 5).869 I have analyzed the debate for the 9th Corps Command most closely, 

but the records of the other corps commands demonstrate that similar debates occurred across 

the Monarchy.  

 

Autobiographical records dealing with mobilization indicate that most career officers 

quickly recognized the increased need to speak the languages of their subordinates. Not only 

did soldiers tend to accept officers who spoke their languages more readily as leaders, but as 

inexperienced as both were with war, officers felt more confident when able to communicate 

with their subordinates. In Bratislava, career officer Anton Lehár, born in Sopron, was already 

offered a glimpse of what to expect at the front: “In Preßburg many residents, as well as most 

of the soldiers from Wieselburg county [today part of the Western Hungarian town 

Mosonmagyaróvár], spoke solely German, members of the civil service, many craftsmen and 

people from the surrounding villages […] spoke solely Hungarian. Most of the older soldiers 

were Slovaks. Thus, communication among the officers, the NCOs, and the rank and file was 

difficult. I was partly fine, because I spoke Hungarian and also had some Slavic knowledge 

from my time in Prague. In my battalion, one-third of the officers spoke solely German, the rest 

Hungarian; only a few were able to communicate in Slovak.”870 Mobilization also meant that 

many soldiers left their home region for the first time, and dealt with members of other 

nationalities of the Monarchy when they were transported to the front.  

 

Authors of wartime diaries and memoirs often reflected on the different languages their 

comrades spoke during transportation to the various front lines. For example, the twenty-two-

year-old technician Alois (Luis) Trenker from the Ladin-speaking Tyrolean village of St. Ulrich 

in Grӧden, a future filmmaker and actor, was sent to Cracow with his fortress artillery battalion. 

Recalling his journey through the Monarchy, Trenker commented: “We stopped in small train 

stations. [...] All of the languages of the Danube Monarchy are buzzing around, slogans in all 

languages are painted in chalk on the train wagons. It is a departure like never before, a mass 

 
869 VHA/9. KK, Präs, 73-4/5, Corps Command report, 1914. 
870 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/600:1, Anton Lehár, Geschichten erzählt, vol. 3, 86-7. 
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migration (Völkerwanderung) of fantastic size.”871 Galician-born wartime volunteer officer and 

later novelist Józef Wittlin wrote about the war in his novel Das Salz der Erde (The Salt of the 

Earth). The main character, an ordinary soldier, recalls the railway journey from his home in 

Galicia through the Monarchy to the front: “Na zdar, the Czechs call out of the carriages to the 

Magyars when they roll past, Eljen, call the Csikós-men who had turned into Honvéds: Živio, 

Hoch, Niech zyje, Hurra, Evviva, Daj Bože harazd. The battalions of the colourful Monarchy 

greeted one another in passing.”872 Archival sources demonstrate that starting with the early 

railroad transports to the front, there were problems not only owing to the many languages 

soldiers spoke but also to the languages used in local administration.  

 

The different language regulations employed in the Austrian and Hungarian 

bureaucracies had already concerned military authorities, ever since the army reform in 1868. 

During the war, they affected mobilization and transport in many ways. The Galicians, who 

Wittlin mentioned above, were Austrian citizens who were a mixture of Poles, Ruthenians, 

Hutsuls, and Yiddish-speaking Jews. Becoming thirsty in the summer heat, they left the train at 

a station in Hungary and tried to drink from a well. A local Hungarian-speaking police officer 

sought to stop them, but the soldiers pushed him away. Wittlin’s protagonist explained: “The 

gendarme has ears, why does he not understand what Semen Baran, a very smart man, explained 

in German? [...] if he were at least an enemy, a Russian, a Serb, but this is one of ours, an 

imperial (ein Kaiserlicher), no, this was not an imperial man (ein kaiserlicher Mensch), an 

imperial person will always somehow understand another imperial person, even if it is in 

German. This gendarme is a royal man. […] And if it were not for the Jews, who were already 

in the world before the tower of Babel, and who speak all the languages, it would have come 

already at Huszt station [today Chust in Ukraine] to a great war between the emperor’s and the 

king's peoples. The station official called in broken German for some Jews to tell the angry 

crowd that the police officer was not letting them drink from the well for their own good.”873 

The well was suspected to contain infected water. The Prague-born journalist Egon Erwin Kisch 

served as an NCO during the First World War. He recalled in his wartime diary Schreib das auf 

Kisch (Write it up, Kisch), published in 1930, that as soon as his Bohemia-based battalion left 

Austria travelling through the Kingdom of Hungary en route to the Balkans, not only civil 

officials’ linguistic usage but also street and building signs changed from German to Hungarian 

 
871 Trenker, Sperrfort Rocca Alta, 29. 
872 Wittlin, Das Salz der Erde, 28. 
873 Wittlin, Das Salz der Erde, 189-91. 
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and then Croatian.874 In his war diary, General Stjepan Sarkotić, military commander of Bosnia-

Herzegovina since January 1915, mentioned a railway journey in December of that same year. 

At Lješnica, the station commander was a Honvédség-officer who had not only retired long 

before the war and was only activated for easy war service, but also spoke solely Hungarian. 

Sarkotić noted that this officer’s German knowledge was exceptionally poor.875  

 

In addition to internal language diversity, there was a second important linguistic 

challenge in wartime, because Habsburg army units soon mixed with Hungarian-commanded 

Honvédség and Croatian-commanded Domobranstvo.876 Until 1914, German was to be used as 

the sole language for joint combat of all Habsburg armed forces.877 This principle had, however, 

become increasingly weakened even before the declaration of war on 28 July, 1914. An army 

order maintained the superiority of German, “but at the same time acknowledge that other 

languages can be used as well [and] that the language should be used that best ensures rapid 

and secure communication.”878 This order aimed at easing joint combat with the Honvédség at 

the command level. However, archival sources indicate that at the command level, the officers 

of the joint army and the Hungarian Territorial Defense also retained their bureaucratic 

language practices for political reasons, despite the need to discuss operations jointly. For 

example, Sarkotić wrote that he more than once insisted on the use of the German army 

language when organizing his military territory, but Honvédség-officers under his command in 

Bosnia-Herzegovina continued to speak in Hungarian, despite being proficient in German.879 

 

Even during peacetime, Habsburg officers had often served in regions far from their 

birth places, where they commanded recruits whose languages they did not speak. During 

wartime, this situation worsened, particularly because all reserve officers were mobilized. 

Bruno Spitzl, the Roman-Catholic military priest of Infantry Regiment No 59 from Salzburg, 

recalled in his war memoirs the composition of the reserve officers of his almost exclusively 

German-speaking regiment. It was already mixed during peacetime, but when the war started, 

volunteer reservists had the right to choose their regiment. As a result, officers whose native 

languages were Hungarian, Polish, and Ruthenian commanded his Salzburger.880 Bodo 

 
874 Kisch, Schreib das auf Kisch, 24. 
875 HDA, Sarkotić, box 1, War Diary, 5 December 1915. 
876 Czermak, In deinem Lager war Österreich, 27-8. 
877 Peball, and Rothenberg, Der Fall U, 86. The army leadership already sent out orders to corps commands in 

Hungary and Slavonia of how to take over civil administration. 
878 Horel, Soldaten zwischen nationalen Fronten, 232-3. 
879 HDA, Sarkotić, box 1, War Diary, 7 December 1915. 
880 Spitzl, Als Feldkurat mit IR 59 im Weltkrieg, 45. 
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Kaltenboeck served as a reserve officer during the First World War. He wrote in his war novel 

Armee im Schatten (Army in the Shade), published in 1932, that his Slovene-speaking fellow 

officers consisted of the following: “the first is lieutenant Törös, a Hungarian, who spoke only 

broken German; the second, a first-aid attendant who has a Czech name, Adamek, but was a 

Pole, who speaks German fluently but only broken Slovene; the third is a Czech officer with 

the German surname Herzog; and the fourth is first lieutenant Goglia, an Italian from Trieste 

who speaks German and Croatian as his mother tongue.”881 Sarkotić wrote that his Hungarian-

speaking general staff officers were excellent from a professional point of view, but none of 

them spoke German or Croatian, the languages mainly spoken in Bosnia-Herzegovina, his area 

of command.882 The examples mentioned above mainly concerned interaction among officers, 

NCOs, and rank and file, who for the most part had received peacetime training. This situation 

soon changed.  

 

The first campaigns caused high casualty rates. Thus, less experienced reserve officers 

and rank and file had to replace career officers and soldiers who had fulfilled their compulsory 

military service already during peacetime. Between August 1914 and January 1915, the total 

number of officers decreased from 53,000 to 25,000, while the rank and file decreased from 

1,180,000 to 546,000. By mid-1916, the army was able to raise the number of rank-and-file 

soldiers through mobilization to almost the same levels as in 1914, but there were never again 

more than 36,000 officers fit for service. Erwin A. Schmidl has concluded that “the army never 

recovered from the initial casualty rate.” This resulted in an increase in reserve officers, who 

now had to take over command duties for which they had not been adequately trained. Together 

with newly mobilized and quickly trained soldiers, they were sent to the front lines, where, 

meanwhile, soldiers who survived the initial campaigns were often promoted to NCO rank.883 

Virtually none of those who were now expected to command and fight had received proper 

military training, and many of the reserve officers and newly promoted NCOs were not familiar 

with the German army language.884 Indeed, Sarkotić recalled that in late 1915, reserve officers 

on the front lines even commanded entire companies and therefore became responsible for 

duties usually reserved for experienced career officers. He ended his diary entry by posing the 

rhetorical question: “How will that end!”885 

 
881 Kaltenboeck, Armee im Schatten, 14. 
882 HDA, Sarkotić, box 1, War Diary, 7 August 1914. 
883 Schmidl, Habsburgs jüdische Soldaten, 130. 
884 See on Bohemian regiments: Lein, Pflichterfüllung oder Hochverrat, 56-7. See also: Stone, Army and Society 

in the Habsburg Monarchy, 100. 
885 HDA, Sarkotić, box 1, War Diary, 6 November 1915. 
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Historians have often argued that the reserve officers tended towards disloyalty more 

often than the career officers, owing to their alleged nationalist attitudes. The military historian 

Christoph Allmayer-Beck argues that it was primarily Habsburg reserve officers who stood out 

in terms of insubordination and desertion. He argues this was the case because they were not as 

integrated into the army system as their career comrades. Therefore, they “could be more easily 

carried away by the nationalist currents of their home regions.”886 Allmayer-Beck has asserted  

that the reservists lacked integration, but it was again their unfamiliarity with the language 

system and the tasks they were expected to fulfil that caused dissatisfaction. More than only 

nationalism caused insubordination and desertion among reserve officers; they also regularly 

experienced a higher casualty rate among the rank and file and were less successful in 

operational terms than their better trained, more experienced, and more multilingual (career) 

comrades. It is likely that many reservists were overwhelmed by their duties. While the army 

leadership criticized the alleged nationalist convictions of reserve officers in general, the career 

officers and the public often blamed only one group among them: the Jews.  

 

Jewish officers were accused of causing operational failures, owing to their alleged 

socialist-internationalist and Habsburg nationalist attitudes, which reflected the Monarchy’s 

nationalities.887 Schmidl has concluded that one-fifth of all reservists had been of Jewish faith 

or family background; thus, after 1915, they played an important role in commanding at the 

front.888 As Jews constituted such a high number of reserve officers, they were very often 

portrayed in the other officers’ autobiographical writings. Jews were prominent targets of 

criticism. As reserve officers mostly replaced career officers of lower ranks, Jewish war 

engagement in all military service branches rose.889 Because about 25,000, educated middle-

class Jews held commissions as reserve officers, Marsha Rozenblit concludes that “in theory, 

Jewish participation in the army should have led to increased integration,” but the reality was 

different.890 Overall, career officer autobiographical sources reveal that all reserve officers, 

regardless of their religious and nationality backgrounds, were depicted as outsiders, not being 

 
886 Allmayer-Beck, Die Führung vielsprachiger Streitkräfte, 377. Desertion was terminated with “eigenmächtige, 

nicht entschuldbare Abwesenheit“ (arbitrary, non-excusable absence). Brezina, Österreichische 

Militärgerichtsakten, 142. 
887 The author has analysed several examples from the final year of the First World War and demonstrates how 

soldiers blaimed Jews when expressing their general mood against the war and the state: Plaschka, Avantgarde 

des Widerstands, 229-30. See also: Healy, Vienna and the Fall of the Habsburg Empire, 146. 
888 Schmidl, Habsburgs jüdische Soldaten, 130. 
889 Rozenblit, Reconstructing a National Identity, 86. 
890 Rozenblit, Reconstructing a National Identity, 82-3. 
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“real” officers. This great mistrust, envy, and anger can be traced back to peace time, when it 

took much longer time for career officers to gain officer status than reservists, who had fewer 

military professional skills and less experience (discussed in chapter 4).891 

 

The longer the war lasted and the higher the casualties rose, the more difficult it was to 

take into account the officers’ and NCOs’ language abilities when assigning them to a unit. 

Communication became increasingly difficult.892 The remaining officers and NCOs fit for 

combat were deployed where they were needed. In addition, army officials increasingly avoided 

sending reservists from supposedly disloyal nationalities, Czechs, Italians, Romanians, and 

Ruthenians, to command soldiers of the alleged same nationalities. Thus, in times when mutual 

understanding became increasingly decisive, not only for military efficiency and success but 

also for combatants’ survival, language knowledge was considered much less than it had been 

during peacetime. This situation affected more than just the commanding officers and NCOs. 

Rank-and-file soldiers who had recovered from wounds or illnesses, as well returning POWs 

later in the war, were assigned to units where they were needed, irrespective of their language 

abilities. Indeed, Infantry Inspector General Karl Pflanzer-Baltin concluded in 1918 that this 

situation had begun in late 1914 and since then increased dramatically: “I found the units put 

together without regard to language abilities.”893  

 

In addition to promotions and re-enlistment, there was another reason for soldiers to be 

demoralized on a large-scale. Career officer Ernst Horsetzky recalled in his autobiographical 

report, published in 1920: “We were overwhelmed by their sheer numbers, were not prepared 

for their reintegration, none took care of their mental condition (Seelenzustand), and many of 

them were only granted four weeks of vacation.”894 Iris Rachamimov concluded that only a 

small percentage were labelled as “suspected of disloyal activity,” and thus were immediately 

sent back to their units.895 Richard Georg Plaschka has analyzed the situation in Kragujevac, in 

Habsburg-occupied Serbia, where from April 1918 onwards, 2,400 returnees from Infantry 

Regiment No 71, mostly Slovak-speaking, were assigned to one of the spare battalions 

(Ersatzbataillone). Most were given only four weeks vacation, the food supply quickly became 

 
891 Scheer, Habsburg Jews and the Imperial Army before and during the First World War, 55-78. 
892 Horel, Soldaten zwischen nationalen Fronten, 232-3. Czermak, In deinem Lager war Österreich, 27-8. 
893 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 29-1/1-6, 1918, Infantry Inspector Pflanzer-Baltin to MKSM, 20 May 1918. 
894 Horsetzky, Die vier letzten Kriegswochen, 21. The army treatment of the returnees influenced the fighting 

morale of the former POWs. In Innere Front, Plaschka, Haselsteiner, and Suppan analyze examples from across 

the Monarchy and considering all nationalities. 
895 Rachamimov, Austro-Hungarian Censors during World War I, 172. 
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insufficient, and they soon rioted in the barracks and in the nearby town. Plaschka emphasizes 

that their ire was directed particularly against “officers, military clergy, Jews, and Germans.”896  

 

During the First World War, despite the rising mutual distrust, language regulations had 

not changed. At least officially, the military leadership, commanding officers and NCOs were 

still obligated to respect the soldiers’ language rights. Although the Austrian and Hungarian 

governments declared states of emergency across the Monarchy, which limited or abandoned 

civilian rights altogether, the language rights of Article 19 were not among them.897 However, 

the Austrian and Hungarian emergency laws introduced wide-scale censorship of 

communication and the exchange of information. In addition to soldiers, food, and military 

goods, there was therefore another steady exchange between the front lines and the rear. In 

addition to letters, censors had to ensure that no newspapers and magazines that could possibly 

harm morale were read on the front lines.898 In Vienna and the Fall of the Habsburg Empire, 

Maureen Healy has argued that “the greatest challenge to state censors [was] trying to maintain 

an information barrier between the front and the home front.”899 Thus, many language 

limitations resulted from the army leadership’s and government’s need to hinder the spread of 

anti-state propaganda and military information about the front lines.900 Restrictions were 

imposed on the use of languages, as, for example, not all military censorship offices accepted 

letters in all languages. Iris Rachamimov has analyzed the challenge of censors who had to label 

the content according to categories such as “suspicious, disloyal, and unpatriotic.”901 Gustav 

Spann has summarized that state authorities were interested in the loyalty, reliability 

(Zuverlässigkeit), and general mood (allgemeine Stimmung) of citizens. Censorship offices 

were thus separated based on languages used for correspondence instead of the alleged 

nationalities of the authors.902  

 

Language diversity posed a challenge for the censorship of letters to and from the front 

 
896 Plaschka, Avantgarde des Widerstands, 229-30. 
897 Führ, Das k. u. k. Armeeoberkommando und die Innenpolitik in Österreich, 17f, and: Scheer, 

Ringstraßenfront. 
898 Olechowski, Die Entwicklung des Preßrechts in Österreich bis 1918, 511-21. 
899 Healy, Vienna and the Fall of the Habsburg Empire, 131. 
900 The censors were regularly reminded to work “objectively,“ meaning without being influenced of personal 

prejudices towards particular nationalities: Lukan, Die politische Meinung der slowenischen Bevölkerung, 223. 

See also: Scheer, Ringstraßenfront, 9-10; Healy, Vienna and the Fall of the Habsburg Empire, 122-59; and 

Hasiba, Das Notverordnungsrecht in Österreich. See on the historic character of state of emergencies: Lüdtke, 

and Wildt, eds., Staats-Gewalt. Ausnahmezustand und Sicherheitsregimes.  
901 See also: Rachamimov, Austro-Hungarian Censors during World War I, 158. 
902 The Habsburg censorship offices were grouped according to Habsburg languages, but included also other 

languages such as Hebrew, English, and French: Spann, Vom Leben im Kriege, addendum 3, and 150.  
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across the Monarchy. In October 1914, Trieste, as only one example, faced with about 1,000 

telegraphs and 6,000 letters daily.903 Military commands reported frequently that there were 

never enough censors to read the Bable of languages employed in the post that passed through 

the military offices. Censorship slowed the post, because letters (in extralocal or less-known 

languages) had to be sent elsewhere to be read to make sure the content was properly judged. 

An example of censorship from southern Hungary demonstrates that after numerous complaints 

from other army offices about missing correspondence, army authorities started an 

investigation. They detected that for a couple of weeks, the postal officials in Novi Sad had 

destroyed all letters written in Cyrillic because there were simply no censors available that could 

read it.904 Another challenge was to find sufficient and suitable personnel for censorship. 

Usually, these censors were insured and retired officers or women with higher school degrees, 

who usually were the daughters or wives of officers. Their work was regularly, because they 

often not only blackened out military information and political propaganda but also censored 

from the point of view of morale.905 Assessing content in so many languages often resulted in 

the press taking months to reach its readers, or not reaching them at all. For example, in 

December 1914 the military priest Iuliu Hossu asked the army to allow wounded native 

Romanian speakers to receive copies of Românul, arguing: “Our heroes deserve this little 

sacrifice from us. They suffer a lot […] without hearing any Romanian word. […] In their 

names, please, […] support me in this regard.”906   

 

As letters to and from the front often needed weeks or even months for delivery, the 

army produced pre-printed postcards. The so-called Ich bin gesund, es geht mir gut-cards, 

named after the sentance printed in the center of the postcard in nine different languages “I am 

healthly, I am well” may have been the most widely used multilingual war witness. The nine 

languages appeared in the following order: German, Hungarian, Czech/Slovak, Polish, 

Ruthene, Italian, Slovene, Croatian/Serbian, and Romanian. These were surrounded by the 

comment that it was forbidden to write anything else on the card. This card provided soldiers 

the opportunity to evade censorship, sending home the all-important message without delay and 

at no cost. However, the other wartime source that showed language diversity was reporting the 

very opposite. The list of war casualties (Verlustlisten), which become longer and longer 

 
903 Klabjan, Od Trsta do Sarajeva in nazaj, 762f. See also: Rachamimov, Austro-Hungarian Censors during 

World War I, 157-77. As well as: Ulrich, Feldpostbriefe im Ersten Weltkrieg. Bedeutung der Zensur, 40-83.  
904 Scheer, Ringstraßenfront, 97f.  
905 Busch, Major Kwaplitschka, 110, and 146. 
906 N.N., Românul, 14/27 December 1914, 1.  
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following the outbreak of the war in summer 1914, employed the same name in ten languages 

on its cover page, in two to columns: on top left side in German, followed by Hungarian, Czech, 

Polish, and Ruthenian, and on the right side, Croatian, Romanian, Slovene, Slovak, and 

Italian.907 

 

Spiritual and Medical Support 

 

In addition to organizing mobilization, man-power, joint combat, and censorship, army 

bureaucrats had to ensure spiritual and medical support in all needed languages. The second 

chapter has demonstrated that the organization of medical and spiritual welfare was sometimes 

already insufficient in peacetime. There were many conscripts for whom the army officials 

could not ensure clergy who offered Easter or Christmas celebrations in their languages, or 

physicians who were able to communicate with them. Peacetime had already offered a glimpse 

of what to expect. During the war, the quickly and constantly changing linguistic landscape of 

the soldiers made the task of providing sufficient medical and spiritual care almost impossible. 

Both posed additional hardships to all men involved and thus can often be found in 

autobiographical sources. The native German-speaking soldier Karl Außerhofer from 

Vorarlberg, Austria, appears to have been very pious. He devoted large parts of his diary to 

religious thoughts. He recalled the summer of 1915 at the front. For two months, no Roman-

Catholic mass was held on Sundays because no priest was assigned to his unit.908 Außerhofer’s 

assertion indicates that even the Roman-Catholics, the largest and best organized Habsburg 

denomination, lacked personnel during the war, not to mention, one whose clergy at least spoke 

the language of the soldiers. As in peacetime, the army leadership expected members of the 

clergy to offer religious service for soldiers whose languages they did not speak, and spiritual 

support for soldiers of other denominations when no clergy of that respective faith was 

available. Moreover, members of the clergy were required to fulfil additional tasks during the 

war.909 They were responsible for recording the last will, supporting officers in writing 

condolence letters to families, administering the funerals and filling out the military parish 

registers meaning, during a war, mostly death registers.910 They also had to support army 

 
907 k.u.k. Kriegsministerium. Alphabetisches Verzeichnis der in den Verlustlisten angeführten Namen. Vienna: 

k.k. Hof- und Staatsdruckerei, 1914-1919. 
908 Wisthaler, ed., Karl Außerhofer. Das Kriegstagebuch, 22 August 1915.  
909 Recently argued also for the Romanian-speaking clergy: Zaharia, Habsburg Romanian Military Chaplains and 

Wartime Propaganda, 290. 
910 They completed the soldier identification tags. Legler, Militärseelsorge in der österreichisch-ungarischen 

Armee, 58. 
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officials in keeping up fighting morale, whenever possible in the soldiers’ languages, both at 

and behind the front lines.  

 

Military regulations required the clergy to speak the soldiers' languages to a degree in 

order to work “in the confessional, at the hospital beds, and to motivate soldiers to endure 

fighting.”911 Front line service brought many priests into life-threatening situations or into 

captivity, and thus the number of clergy from all denominations decreased during wartime. As 

early as November 1914, the Roman-Catholic military bishop Emerich Bjelik called on all 

dioceses to allow priests to volunteer in the army, in particular these who spoke more than one 

language. Local bishops did not welcome this “allowance.” It meant that they had to ensure 

spiritual care for civilians at the home front with fewer priests, because the army had already 

called hundreds of priests to arms. For example, the Tyrolian diocese of Brixen-Bressanone 

noted that in 1916, forty-four priests were serving in the army, two of whom had already died.912 

Despite bishops’ concerns about losing priests, within only a few weeks, 450 priests enlisted 

and were assigned to units and military hospitals.913 The Roman-Catholic field vicariate, also 

responsible for the Greek-Catholics, reported that not until September 1916 did they manage to 

provide at least twelve to twenty-two priests for each division. Many priests who responded to 

the bishop’s call spoke solely German, which enabled the vicariate to provide at least one priest 

for each battalion from Tyrol. The Roman-Catholic priest Viktor Lipusch cynically asserted 

that army bureaucrats would have “called this a sufficient number.” At that time, a total of 1,874 

Roman-Catholic and 177 Greek-Catholic clergy had already been deployed to the front.914 At 

first glance, these numbers seem to be high, but upon closer examination, they meant that one 

priest had to provide spiritual support for more than a hundred soldiers, who were often fighting 

along a several-kilometre wide front line. Many priests had to carry the heavy field mass 

suitcase themselves, or to wait for carriers for many hours, sometimes unsuccessfully.915  

 

Soldier autobiographical records indicate that there was never a sufficient number of 

clergy of all religions available, and this is not to say that those assigned spoke the soldiers’ 

languages. For example, the above-mentioned Außerhofer noted in his diary that he and his 

comrades had to wait months until a new priest was assigned to their unit. Although this priest 

 
911 Vorschrift zur Verfassung der Qualifikationslisten über Militärgeistliche (1904), §33-34. 
912 Schematismus des Säkular- und Regular-Klerus der Diözese Brixen (1916), 195-6. 
913 Reichl-Ham, Militärseelsorge im Ersten Weltkrieg, 285-6. 
914 Lipusch, ed., Österreich-Ungarns katholische Militärseelsorge, 98f. 
915 Garkisch, ed., První světová válka v denících feldkuráta P. Jana Evangelisty Eybla, 10 July 1915. 
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hailed from the same region as Außerhofer, he was unable to communicate with him because 

the priest was a Ladin speaker who did not know German.916 In this case, Außerhofer’s Italian-

speaking comrades were probably able to talk to the priest, while German speakers did not 

understand him at all. Ionela Zaharia has demonstrated for the rank and file that their confidence 

in these priests increased because they considered them their own when they spoke the same 

language(s).917 Similar findings were reported for the officers. Autobiographical records show 

that to speak with one another, priests and physicians often helped themselves out by using 

vulgar Latin, as did reserve officers who had learned that language in gymnasia. Greek-Catholic 

and Orthodox clergy often similarly used Old Church Slavonic. In addition to offering spiritual 

support to soldiers, members of the clergy were often expected to help out in local religious 

communities when there were no other available. For example, the Roman-Catholic military 

priest Jan Eybl, born 1882 in Prachatic in Bohemia, and a Czech native speaker, recalled in his 

war diary that he was asked to conduct a funeral at a nearby cemetery, where cholera had taken 

the local population.918 

 

In the last minutes before a battle, language and mutual understanding increasingly 

mattered for confidence and morale, not to mention the moment before a soldier died. In the 

end, clergy had to prepare soldiers for possible sudden death. The army leaders expected them 

to convince soldiers that their war commitment had a deeper meaning. The Roman-Catholic 

military priest Drexel recalled a field mass during which, as he preached, enemy planes flew 

over head, indicating a coming Russian attack: “I had just prepared the soldiers of my regiment 

for this hour.”919 What Drexel did not mention was that he did so in German exclusively. My 

sources indicate that for soldiers, their last words, addressed to their families at home, were 

most important. The native German-speaking soldier Josef Pölzleitner recalled the situation in 

his military hospital: “Linn had become unconscious, he fantasized, moaned and moaned, 

nearby, Dubowy, without arms and with only one leg; beside him, many other wounded, 

Ruthenians and Poles, whose language we did not understand. It was heartbreaking and none 

of us will ever forget those agonizing hours.”920 Wounded and dying soldiers desperately sought 

someone nearby to talk to. Owing to the army’s language diversity, thousands of last words 

 
916 Wisthaler, ed., Karl Außerhofer – Das Kriegstagebuch, 16 July 1916. 
917 Zaharia, Habsburg Romanian Military Chaplains and Wartime Propaganda, 290. 
918 Garkisch, ed., První světová válka v denících feldkuráta P. Jana Evangelisty Eybla, 25 December 1914, and 2 

March 1915. 
919 Drexel, Feldkurat in Sibirien, 9-11. 
920 Pölzleitner, Landsturm im Hochgebirge, 109-10. 
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were not understood during the war, nor noted down properly. Many letters with last words 

letters to the beloved at home therefore tended to be short and impersonal.921   

 

Army authorities were aware that religious rules could not entirely be followed during 

wartime. The second chapter has demonstrated army bureaucrats’ awareness that, in terms of 

the spiritual support of wounded and dying soldiers, different religious practices had to be 

respected. For example, in the cases of Muslims and Jews, the treatment of the corpses, the 

funeral ceremony, and how they were to be buried was of primary importance. Roman-

Catholics and Greek-Catholics needed to confess, and most importantly to be absolved before 

death. According to religious rules, priests had not only to hear confessions but to fully 

understand the confessor in order to recognize when he showed repentance. Owing to the seal 

of confession, church authorities forbade the use of interpreters until 1917.922 The duty of the 

members of the clergy was to go from wounded to wounded, offering spiritual support and 

noting last words for families at home, even in cases where they were unable to communicate. 

In his wartime novel, Wittlin described an incident in which a priest who spoke Hungarian and 

German was called to a military hospital to absolve a dying Hutsul who, in addition to his 

vernacular, spoke basic Polish. The physician offered to organize an interpreter, but the priest 

refused. He then listened to sins he did not understand. Wittlin wrote: “After a prolonged 

struggle with his own conscience, however, he decided that valor was to be valued above 

language knowledge. [...] First, he forgave him all sins in a language that neither Les [the 

soldier] nor his compatriots nor the Honveds [...] understood. And not even many officers, 

especially the career officers who had been taught at the cadet schools, understood this 

language. Perhaps Dr. Badian [the physician] would have understood, if he been there. 

Miseratur tui omnipotens Deus [...]”923  

 

To ease the Catholic clergy’s duties, the Military Bishop Emerich Bjelik published a 

multilingual confession booklet in 1914, the so-called Notbeichtspiegel.924 This booklet aimed 

to permit priests to take confessions even when they did not speak the soldiers’ language. All 

 
921 Legler, Militärseelsorge in der österreichisch-ungarischen Armee, 58.  
922 1. Codex Iuris Canonici (1917) can. 890, § 2: "Obligatione servandi sacramentale sigillum tenentur quoque 

interpres aliique omnes ad quos notitia confessionis quoquo modo pervenerit." I thank Anselm Kleinlangehorst 

for this information. 
923 Wittlin, Die Geschichte vom geduldigen Infanteristen, 319-22. 
924 There was already the so-called Polyglottus available, see Houlihan, but the Notbeichtspiegel was especially 

for Habsburg wartime service in the regimental languages. As early as 1901, Bjelik compiled an overview over 

the military spiritual welfare and the work of the vicariate: Bjelik, Geschichte der k. u. k. Militär-Seelsorge und 

des apostolischen Feld-Vicariates. 
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Catholic priests read Latin; thus, it was used in this book. In addition to Latin, the booklet 

contained seventeen languages: the regimental languages, as well as French and Church Latin, 

with numbered questions and answers. The booklet’s foreword explains in Latin (Usus 

Chartarum) how it is to be used. The priest reads the Latin version out loud, and shows, using 

the number, the part to be read by the soldier. If a soldier was illiterate or unable to read because 

of his wounds, the priest read the question out loud in the soldier’s language. Each question 

provided possible answers in the regimental languages, and when, the soldiers pointed to the 

number (associated with a given answer). The absolution was given in Latin.925 A practical detail 

was that the pages were perforated, thus enabling priests to easily take out only the languages 

needed and to duplicate them easily if necessary. Most autobiographical sources by priests do 

not mention this booklet, although it was widely used. The Roman-Catholic priest Pius Parsch 

mentioned in his wartime diary that in only one day at the front, he heard confessions from 

about one hundred soldiers, among them “very many who spoke other languages, including 

Ruthenians,” which meant mostly Greek-Catholics.926 

 

Catholic priests were permitted to perform a so-called general absolution. They had 

already been required to familiarize soldiers with this unusual form of absolution during 

peacetime.927 Autobiographical sources I have examined show that many priests were 

uncomfortable with this exceptional absolution, as were many soldiers. For example, the 

Roman-Catholic military priest Pius Parsch questioned the legitimacy of a general absolution. 

His war diary shows that he regularly travelled around the Russian and Italian fronts to hear the 

confessions of as many soldiers as possible in person. Although a native German speaker, he 

was responsible for Czech-speaking soldiers, and he busied himself by learning Czech during 

his wartime service. Parsch tried to provide mass at least once a week in Czech and in German 

for all his soldiers. He emphasized that many other clergy dealt similarily with believers who 

spoke a variety of languages. However, he recalled that not all of them were as highly engaged. 

Some of them tried to spend most of their military duty safely behind the front.928 Trying to 

learn a language during wartime was not exceptional and did not occur only among clergy and 

officers. For example, the military physician Vijo Vittur, born in 1882 to a Ladin-speaking 

family, served on the Tyrolian front. He entrusted to his war diary that during bombardment in 

 
925 I thank Fabian Tirler for sharing with me a copy of the booklet, and explaining how it was used. The booklet 

is spart of the historic collection of the diocesan school Vizentinum in Bressanone-Brixen. 
926 PPA, Pius Parsch, War Diary no. 6, 30 November 1916. 
927 Legler, Militärseelsorge in der österreichisch-ungarischen Armee, 56. 
928 PPA, Pius Parsch, War Diary, 1915-1918. 
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June 1915, he learned Italian while working in a field hospital, being responsible for wounded 

Italian-speaking Habsburg soldiers, as well as captured Italian and Romanian soldiers who were 

used as auxiliary workers.929 In his monograph about military resistance, Richard Georg 

Plaschka has mentioned several examples of military priests who were met with antipathy from  

soldiers because they were simply unable to fulfil their war service properly or had no skills for 

treating soldiers. Others simply encouraged them to advance “with the cross in their hands,” 

and immediately after left the front.930 However, it is likely that those priests who were unable 

to communicate with the soldiers tended to spend less effort doing so, as was the case for 

officers. 

 

Many prayer books were already available in peace time in the various languages. Many 

published during wartime aimed to ease the duties of clergy of all denominations. Handbooks 

needed approval from the relevant highest religious military authority and from civil censors. 

The second chapter has shown that Corps Commands usually announced planned publications 

and asked subordinate military institutions how many were needed and in which languages. 

During war, these documents became increasingly in demand, while planning became almost 

impossible owing to the continually evolving linguistic landscape of soldiers on front lines. 

Both military and religious authorities expected clergy to preach to soldiers that the war was a 

consequence of sin and secularism; thus, obedience, following orders, doing their duty, and 

even sacrifice – Imitation of Christ – were promoted as the only contributions soldiers could 

make that would bring them back home to their loved ones.931 In addition to prayer books, there 

were handbooks containing sermons for soldiers in all regimental languages available for the 

use of the clergy. The handbooks provided texts for every wartime occasion. For example, the 

Roman-Catholic priest Alois Hudal published such a handbook in 1917, with such chapters as: 

“Departure to the Front,” “Our Oath of Allegiance,” “Before the Attacks,” “After a Battle,” and 

“In the Field Hospital.”932 This handbook met with great interest and was even reviewed. The 

reviewer, the Roman-Catholic priest Josip Pazman, highlighted its purpose, in particular 

because it was available in German, Italian, and Slovene, and said that “it serves a need that 

was already great in peacetime, but now is recommended for all priests serving in the field.”933 

 

 
929 Vittur, Na recordanza al dotur de Pescol Vijo Vittur, 601, and 619. 
930 Plaschka, Avantgarde des Widerstands, 233-4. 
931 Zaharia, Habsburg Romanian Military Chaplains and Wartime Propaganda, 290. 
932 Hudal, Soldatenpredigten, table of content. 
933 Pazman, Hudal: Soldatenpredigten, Bogoslovska smotra, 300. 
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In 1915, Arnold Frankfurter, head of the Habsburg Israelite Military Welfare in Vienna, 

published a pocket-sized prayer booklet addressed to the “Jewish warriors in combat.” In 

addition to the emperor’s anthem, as in the Roman-Catholic booklets, it offered prayers for the 

many situations on the front lines, such as “Prayer before the Battle,” in German, Hebrew, and 

Hungarian.934 The bulk of these prayer books avoided speaking about killing, and instead 

highlighted the soldiers' sacrifices for their monarch, homeland, and for god (often mentioned 

therein, in this sequence). In addition to prayers, these booklets often contained die-hard 

propaganda. Hudal’s read as follows: “Soldiers! Loyalty to the Emperor is God's command. 

[...] Your Emperor, who is at the helm of the kingdom, is the representative of God.”935 The 

members of the clergy handed such prayer booklets out to soldiers.936  

 

In addition to depending on disposition and leadership skills, as described in chapter 2, 

rank-and-file soldiers’ acceptance of officers often resulted from the latter’s language abilities, 

regardless of their native tongues. My sources show that this was also the case for the members 

of the clergy, whose compassion for the soldiers mattered, as did their not adhering too strictly 

to religious rules. Many clergy visited the wounded of all denominations when there was no 

other priest nearby, and they listened and tried to record last words. The members of the clergy 

were responsible for “all the wounded,” irrespective of which regiment they belonged to, 

whether the soldier was an enemy or one of their own, and what the soldier’s religion was.937 

Clergy memoirs and diaries I have examined indicate that many would have behaved in this 

way even had they not been instructed to do so. Indeed, the Roman-Catholic military priest 

Viktor Lipusch characterized his peers' attitude thus: “Practical necessity and humanity were 

for most of us more important than religious rules. The soldiers were grateful for every kind 

word.”938 The war volunteer and novelist Wittlin wrote even Protestant clergy from Hungary to 

whom service in their native tongues was so important, as celebrating in Church Latin for 

nearby Roman-Catholic soldiers and giving only the homily in Hungarian.939  

 

Often, members of the clergy were expected to help officers who did not speak the 

 
934 Frankfurter, Andachtsbüchlein für jüdische Krieger im Felde, 10 and 42. Field Rabbi Ernst Deutsch translated 

Frankfurter’s text into Hungarian. 
935 Hudal, Soldatenpredigten, 105. Available in German, Slovene, and Italian. 
936 Legler, Militärseelsorge in der österreichisch-ungarischen Armee, 58. 
937 Vorschrift zur Verfassung der Qualifikationslisten über Militärgeistliche (1904), §33. 
938 Lipusch, Österreich-Ungarns katholische Militärseelsorge im Weltkriege, Chapter: Die Militärseelsorge an 

der Front. Die Feldseelsorge that is based on his own experience as military priest during the First World War, 

140. 
939 Wittlin, Das Salz der Erde, 318. 
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languages in front of soldiers. The Roman-Catholic military priest Jan Eybl, born 1882 in 

Prachatic, in Bohemia, and a Czech native speaker, recalled in his war diary that upon arrival, 

the officer asked him to hold a speech, and afterwards another officer requested adoration from 

him in front of the entire regiment.940 The army leadership also regularly organized huge field 

masses. They then published pictures of them in magazines or issued them as postcards. Thus, 

religious service often also had to serve propaganda purposes. Images show priests, sometimes 

bishops, speaking in front of hundreds of soldiers. What they do not indicate is the languages 

the clergy were using. The Roman-Catholic priest Alois Spielmann, director of the Vincentinum 

boys’ school in Brixen-Bressanone, reported throughout the war what happened in his school 

and in his town, which was located next to the southwestern front and in which military 

hospitals had been set up. In August 1918, he recalled: “Service for the Hungarian soldiers in 

the Church of the Vincentinum, celebrated by His Excellency Bishop Majlath from Karlsburg 

in Transylvania. Afterwards, address in the church in Hungarian, and to all Hungarians in the 

middle courtyard of the Vincentinum.”941 In addition to these more significant events, 

Spielmann regularly reported about the situation of the wounded, food shortages, and religious 

services provided. Travelling bishops held large-scale ceremonies which mainly served 

propaganda purposes. They were organized regularly, across the Monarchy and on all front 

lines. When hundreds of former POWs returned from Russian camps, a huge mass was 

celebrated for them. Ionela Zaharia has outlined: “To strengthen the men’s loyalty, […] all 

chaplains celebrated […] everyone in his own rite, in the languages of the returnees, which 

included a renewal of the pledge of allegiance to the Emperor, and a speech that sought to 

emphasize the holiness of swearing oaths.”942 Before being granted a four-week leave, returning 

POWs were required to undergo a sorting process in “reception stations,” including medical 

quarantine and so-called “disciplinary re-education” (disziplinäre Nachschulung).943  

 

The Habsburg-army’s lack of clergy, already apparent in the summer of 1914, increased 

dramatically during the war. From among approximately 3,000 Catholic priests, fifty-three 

died, fifty-one were seriously injured, and 150 were captured.944 The army reported in 

September 1916 that twelve to twenty-two Roman-Catholic priests were provided for each 

division; two years later, there were only up to eight members of the clergy to provide spiritual 

 
940 Garkisch, ed., První světová válka v denících feldkuráta P. Jana Evangelisty Eybla, 10 July 1915. 
941 BIV, Spielmann-Chronik, 20 August 1918. 
942 Zaharia, Habsburg Romanian Military Chaplains and Wartime Propaganda, 297. 
943 Rachamimov, Austro-Hungarian Censors during World War I, 171-2. 
944 Legler, Militärseelsorge in der österreichisch-ungarischen Armee, 57. 
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support for all denominations. For example, the Roman-Catholic priest Benno Kobal reported 

for his division that in September 1918, among these eight, one Roman-Catholic and one 

Orthodox were missing at the front, the Greek-Catholic had fallen ill, and one Roman-Catholic 

was on vacation. The clergy available for this division thus consisted only of himself, who 

spoke German, Slovene, and basic Croatian; Franz Beranek, who spoke German, Czech, and 

basic Slovene; and Richard Zorn, who spoke German and Czech. To these Roman-Catholic 

priests could be added the field imam Hazif Salih Hotić, who spoke Croatian, Arabic, Turkish, 

Persian, and basic German.945 Considering that the Catholic spiritual support was the best 

organized in the army and that their believers could be found among soldiers of all nationalities, 

these numbers indicate that the situation for the other believers was even worse. There is no 

single member of the clergy reported in this list for soldiers of Protestant, Orthodox, and Jewish 

faith.  

 

Members of the clergy spent a huge amount of their war service in hospitals, where they 

worked hand in hand with another group of military specialists whose language abilities were 

of vital importance: the physicians and nurses.946 Army bureaucrats were already aware during 

peacetime that they were often unable to provide all patients with physicians with whom they 

could communicate. As was the case with religious services, this deficit accelerated during the 

war. The Hungarian Minister President István Tisza complained to his Honvédség-minister 

Samu Hazai in January 1915: “The fact that a relatively large proportion of soldiers are sent to 

hospitals in which no one can communicate with them in their mother tongues not only has a 

detrimental effect on their mental state but also affects their medical treatment 

unfavourably.”947 During the war, the army command began collecting field reports from 

military physicians serving on a number of fronts. Some of these reports were lengthy providing 

detailed medical figures and even suggestions for how to avoid the spread of venereal diseases, 

but only a minority mentioned language diversity. Among these few was one by the Bohemia-

born physician Gottlieb Arnstein, who worked at the Balkan front. While soldiers employed at 

this front hailed from all Habsburg language groups, Arnstein reported that most physicians 

originated from the Corps Command area that recruited from Lower Austria and Moravia. Most 

spoke only German and Czech. He recalled that most physicians were completely unable to 

 
945 ÖStA/KA/AdT, IR 47, box 296, Evidenzdaten der bei der 28. Infanteriedivision eingeteilten 

Militӓrgeistlichen, Ausweis an das Feldsuperiorat der k.u.k. 11. Armee, gez. Divisionspfarrer Benno Kobal, 1 

September 1918. 
946 The role of the clergy and their work in the military hospitals together with physicians and nurses is described 

in: Mader, ed., Feldkaplan Karl Gögele und seine Verwundetenspital.  
947 Wertheimer, Graf Stefan Tisza. Briefe 1914-1918, Tisza to Hazai, 17 January 1915, 157. 
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communicate with their patients.948 Autobiographical records of army physicians I have 

examined show that most of them – while often presenting detailed numbers of the injured and 

ill, and their own medical achievements – did not mention language diversity at all.949 

 

While physicians seldom mentioned the language diversity of soldiers, the rank and file 

often reflected on the language dilemma in terms of the provision of medical treatment. For 

example, the Viennese NCO Alfred Trendl was wounded on the Balkan front in September 

1914 and sent to a hospital in Zagreb, where doctors and nurses spoke solely Croatian. He was 

unable to communicate with them because he did not speak the same language.950 Trendl 

recovered, only to be wounded again at the Eastern front in November 1914. He recalled that 

the few words of Romanian he had picked up when visiting his sister in Romania helped him 

to communicate with Romanian-speaking military nurses. He was better treated than other 

wounded soldiers who were unable to communicate.951 During his way to the front, military 

technician Luis Trenker passed a transport of wounded soldiers. The coachman was “an old 

Bosniak with whom he exchanged only a few words, because he speaks as much German as I 

speak Serbo-Croatian.”952 The Zagreb-born novelist Miroslav Krleža who served in a military 

hospital during the war, emphasized the situation of the wounded soldiers in his wartime novel, 

The Croatian God Mars, published in 1922. Soldiers were often unable to speak to one another: 

“Dear brothers, I beg you to be quiet, it hurts (es tut weh), it hurts so much (mir tut's so 

schrecklich weh)! Vidovic shouted” in German, while Hungarian-speakers asked one another 

what weh meant (Mindig ez a Weh! Mi az Weh?) Afterwards a Slovak explained that it means 

“it hurts.”953 

 

The army provided physicians and nurses with expedients to ease their duties.954 For 

example, postcard-sized leaflets that contained terms in nine languages for the most important 

medical classifications for the wounded: slightly wounded, wounded, badly wounded, ill, 

seriously ill.955 The army also printed posters and booklets to remind soldiers of sanitary care 

and how to protect themselves from illnesses. For example, the military physician Emanuel 

 
948 ÖStA/KA/AOK, Qu. Abt., Sanitӓtschef, box 2317, A-K, no. 7, Generalstabsarzt Dr. Gottlieb Arnstein. 
949 Vittur, Na recordanza al dotur de Pescol Vijo Vittur. 
950 PP, Trendl, War Diary, 8 September 1914. 
951 PP, Trendl, War Diary, 27 November 1914. 
952 Trenker, Sperrfort Rocca Alta, 161. 
953 Krleža, Der kroatische Gott Mars, 294. 
954 Houlihan, Catholicism and the Great War, 101. 
955 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/401, Engelmund Kube, Sprachkarte, Reservespital des Roten Kreuzes in der Straka’schen 

Akademie in Prag III., undated. 
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Freund published a wide-read handbook, How to protect against Syphilis, in 1916, which came 

out first in German but was then reissued in several translations.956 Immediately after this, it 

was publicly criticized for its style, as it graphically described not only the effects on the 

diseased men but also how syphilis would spread to their wives and children especially after 

they returned home.957 

 

 During the war, many thousands of soldiers died. Especially right at front, there was 

often no time to separate them according to their languages, or even denominations. The 

Roman-Catholic military priest Viktor Lipusch remembered a typical scene for the clergy in 

military hospitals: “The priest went through a room of severely injured soldiers, to find out who 

was likely to die soon and asked them of which nationalities they were: Are you German, 

Magyar, Russian, [...] Are you Roman-Catholic, Serb, Jewish?” When there was no 

communication possible, the clergy looked for the soldiers’ identification tags.958 Many soldiers 

were then buried in mass graves. The languages used during the funeral proceedings mattered 

to the mourning comrades who gathered around the burial places. Usually, all available clergy 

attended these ceremonies, and language diversity was considered as much as possible. Officers 

gave speeches in which they sought to use the languages of all attending soldiers. Doro 

Manescul recalled in his wartime novel the actions of an officer: “Lieutenant Colonel 

Szeparowicz sprinkles holy water on the dead with a branch, then he takes a pioneer’s shovel 

and plants crosses on the four sides of the grave, speaking in all locally used languages. [...] 

After, I said the Lord’s Prayer in Romanian and Ruthenian [...] the Jews took prayer books from 

their backpacks and prayed to Jehovah for the salvation of the souls of the fallen.”959 

 

 Photographs indicate that most inscriptions on Habsburg army mass graves and 

cemeteries during the war were in German, although sometimes there were inscriptions in the 

other languages. The Roman-Catholic priest Karl Drexel who went into captivity and spent 

many years in a POW camp in Siberia wrote in his memoirs that fellow prisoners erected a large 

cross in the center of their cemetery. On the four sides of the pedestal were inscriptions in 

German, Hungarian, Ruthenian, and Russian. The unveiling ceremony took place in July 1919, 

and the residents of the camp gathered to bid farewell to their comrades. Drexel's homily was 

 
956 For one example: Freund, Kako da se čuvate od sifilitike. 
957 R.G., Rezension von Dr. Emanuel Freund, Wie bewahrt Ihr euch vor Syphilis, Zeitschrift für die Bekämpfung 

von Geschlechtskrankheiten (1916), 245.  
958 Lipusch, Österreich-Ungarns katholische Militärseelsorge im Weltkriege, 422. 
959 Manescul, Meine Dritte Kompanie, 63-5. 
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in German. Another Habsburg military priest followed with a homily in Romanian. Finally, a 

Protestant concluded in Hungarian.960  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
960 Drexel, Feldkurat in Sibirien, 192-3. 
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Chapter 8: Language Diversity on the Frontlines 

 

In the midst of the war, we not only fight against the enemy, but we also fight against one 

another, and harm ourselves as much as the enemy harms us. 

General Stjepan Sarkotić, wartime commander of Bosnia-Herzegovina961 

 

Starting with the outbreak of the war in 1914 a growing number of men had to fight in the 

Habsburg forces, and a large number of women were in a way integrated into the home front 

machinery of supply.962 The initial war euphoria passed quickly when the first casualty rates 

were announced across the Monarchy.963 In addition, thousands of suspects were imprisoned or 

even worse punished by death, and daily needed goods were increasingly shortened.964 After 

the war, the public increasingly accused the army and its members of having planned the war, 

started the war, and lost it in the end. Following 1918, the joint army was called by many 

Habsburg successor states' politicians as having been the uniformed expression of foreign 

imperial rule, of the so-called prison of peoples (Völkerkerker), with which none of its 

suppressed nationalities could have ever identified with. Even more, many former Habsburg 

soldiers, officers and rank and file, found themselves in post-war states celebrating veterans 

that had fought for the enemy.965 

 

 Throughout this study I have argued that most army bureaucrats were convinced that 

every Habsburg citizen had a distinct nationality, one that was first and foremost related to 

native tongues. Thus, conscripts had not only the right to use their native languages, but the 

obligation to suit into one of the recognized language categories, and therefore nationalities. 

This study has also shown that following or ignoring language rights and rules was not always 

an outcome of someones nationality rather was often a situational decision resulting from a 

variety of motives, including practicality, convenience, and ignorance. The previous chapter 

has demonstrated that the flexible interpretation of language rights out of other motives than 

national continued into the summer of 1914, although it changed steadily. Thus, how did 

 
961 HDA, Sarkotić, box 2, War Diary, 20 July 1916. 
962 See for Austria: Scheer, Ringstraßenfront; for Vienna: Healy, Vienna and the Fall of the Habsburg Empire; 

and for Styria: Moll, Heimatfront Steiermark, 181-95. For Hungary: Pastor, The Home Front in Hungary, 124-

34. As most comprehensible overview: Rauchensteiner, Der erste Weltkrieg und das Ende der 

Habsburgermonarchie. 
963 k.u.k. Kriegsministerium. Alphabetisches Verzeichnis der in den Verlustlisten angeführten Namen. Vienna: 

k.k. Hof- und Staatsdruckerei, 1914-1919. 
964 Führ, Das k. u. k. Armeeoberkommando und die Innenpolitik in Österreich, 49f. 
965 Gerwarth, The Vanquished. Why the First World War failed to end, 1917-1923; Newman, Croats and Croatia 

in the Wake of the Great War; as well as: Di Michele, La Grande Guerra degli Italiani d’Austria. 
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language diversity affect soldiers’ identification with the army, the state, and the monarch? 

During wartime an increasing number of officers, but also rank and file, became convinced that 

loyal or disloyal behavior was not an outcome of personal decisions rather characterized 

particular nationalities in general. “The fight against one another,” as Sarkotić has emphasized 

above, often reflected the different languages Habsburg soldiers spoke. The political 

nationalization of language use that had become evident during peacetime, therefore extended 

and radicalized during the war.  

 

Language Diversity and Wartime Experience 

 

The previous chapter has shown the organizational challenges that the language diversity of 

soldiers posed to army leaders during wartime. Indeed, many of the problems were the same as 

in peacetime, but they accelerated as Habsburg army units became soon more mixed and proper 

communication became decisive for someone’s survival. As soon as troops arrived at the 

fighting front, the first experiences there with language diversity offered only a glimpse of what 

could be expected. Thus, many in their autobiographical sources reflected on the linguistic 

diversity, in particular officers of their subordinates. In his memoirs, General August von 

Urbanski recalled his first warlike situation at the front. His battalion comprised about fifty 

percent Czech, twenty percent German, twenty percent Polish, and ten percent Italian-speakers: 

“Half of the Czechs spoke German, while virtually no Pole spoke it. The Italians spoke Italian 

and German.”966 The procurement-officer Josef Leb recalled in his memoirs that officers and 

soldiers of his magazine located in St. Marein im Mürztal, in Styria, hailed from across the 

Monarchy: “Initially, they consisted of seven Germans, three Czechs, one Pole, one Slovak, 

and two Ruthenians.”967 As it was in peacetime-autobiographical sources, authors usually 

assigned officers and rank and file nationalities, and almost never used a phrase such as (native) 

speakers of particular languages, as I do throughout this study.  

 

In the initial months, officers almost exclusively highlighted the linguistic and ethnic 

mixture as it posed an operational and organizational challenge on them. They highlighted 

situations, in which they did not understand their soldiers, or even soldiers were unable 

communicating with one another. However, as long as units were very mixed it was more or 

less guaranteed that interpreters were always easily available. Many officers reported that the 

 
966 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/58:4, August von Urbanski, Das Tornisterkind, 249.  
967 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/580, Josef Leb, Aus den Erinnerungen eines Trainoffiziers, 18. 
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mixing of troops became so intense that there was always someone around who spoke the 

necessary language.968 As already in peacetime, NCOs were often expected to help out as 

multilingual intermediaries between the officers and the rank and file. The career officer 

Theodor von Lerch noted in his memoirs that his “Sergeant Bicske strode through the ranks by 

speaking Hungarian, German, and Romanian.”969 After having been assigned to a Hungarian-

speaking unit, a German-speaking reservist wrote that he had to speak English to be understood 

by at least some of his soldiers.970 Already in peacetime, English was sometimes the only 

opportunity to communicate, because lots of soldiers worked in the United States before the 

war and had returned earlier or recently for their military service.971 Despite censorship, 

Austrian newspapers reported that some soldiers were only able communicating with officers 

by hands.972  

 

Language diversity posed a challenge to commanding officers not only when having to 

fight with own soldiers from the joint army, but in particular when mixing with the other 

Habsburg forces. Perhaps basic communication between units of the different Habsburg forces 

was sufficient when soldiers had had pre-war training. For joint operations with one of the allied 

armies such as the Ottoman, Bulgarian and German requested additional knowledge. For 

example, an order of the Habsburg occupation regime in Montenegro asked subordinate 

military institutions to report not only officers fit for war combat, but also to mention if they 

speak Turkish or Bulgarian.973 Historians show that the Ottoman army leadership who 

themselves had to organize multilingual soldiers, was well aware of the language challenges. 

The Ottoman army had many officers who until 1914 were educated in the Imperial German or 

Habsburg army. Thus, many Ottoman officers were familiar with their army organization, and 

languages used. In particular officers who spoke German were deployed on front lines where 

they had to cooperate with Habsburg army commands and units.974 Although joint combat 

would have been easier for the Imperial German army, because of the the same language of 

command, autobiographical sources I have examined indicate that German officers were not 

that skilled in fighting with soldiers from different language backgrounds as the Habsburgs and 

 
968 Walzel, Kémszolgálat a háborúban, 90. 
969 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/33:4, Theodor von Lerch, Die Todgeweihten, unpublished undated manuscript, 100. 
970 Stone, Army and Society in the Habsburg Monarchy, 100. 
971 N.N., Das Englische als Regimentssprache, Agramer Zeitung, 30 June 1911, 4. Yet, I have never found any 

recruit personnel file proving this right. However, the overwhelming majority of Hungarian conscripts’s files are 

not preserved in archives.  
972 Gammerl, Subjects, Citizens and others, 133. 
973 DACG, Fondi Austrisko vojno Guvernerstvo u Crnoj gori, fasc. 1 und 2, Kreiskommandobefehl Ipek no 

20, 19 January 1917. 
974 See: Grüßhaber, The “German Spirit” in the Ottoman and Turkish Army. 
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the Ottomans were. Wilhelm Czermak called it the “unimaginable situation for German army 

officers being unable to talk to their subordinates.”975 They therefore often tended to blame the 

linguistic diversity of their ally of hampering operations. The Imperial German army officer 

Gerhard Velburg recalled his assignment to a Habsburg unit: “They handed over to me these 

three guys to build a new communication line. The first is a Bosniak, the second a Czech, and 

the third a Hungarian. None of them speak German. Moreover, they are even unable 

communicating with one another.”976  

 

In addition to challenges language diversity posed on allied warfare, most of daily 

combat had to be organized and carried out together with the other Habsburg armed forces, the 

k.k. Landwehr, the Hungarian Honvédség, and the Croatian-Slavonian Domobranstvo. 

Autobiographical records I have examined often referred to front line situations in which 

soldiers and their commanding officers of lower rank mixed. Officers had to plan and carry out 

joint operations, or even for a while they commanded everyone’s other soldiers. For example, 

the German-speaking career officer Robert Nowak recalled that he had to communicate with 

Honvédség-officers who did not even speak basic German.977 Some officers – who were able 

to do so – helped themselves out by commanding in two languages. For example, the career 

officer Theodor von Lerch recalled a general passing a group of restings soldiers on the way to 

the front. The soldiers stood up and saluted. The general greeted them with a mixture of German 

and Hungarian, and commanded soldiers to remain in place: “Bleiben, Maradni, Nicht 

aufstehen, Guten Morgen, Jo reggelt, dem Regiment.”978 The Viennese soldier Alfred Trendl 

wrote in his diary about an incident when a Honvédség-captain commanded Elöre: “That meant 

march, or something like that in the Honvédség, and we marched.”979 Situations as mentioned 

above occurred regularly while repeatedly given secret orders insisted on the importance of a 

close cooperation and steady oral communication between commanders and subcommanders 

at all levels, between infantry and artillery, and of course between the different Habsburg armed 

forces.980 Indeed, many Honvédség-soldiers did not speak Hungarian, rather were native 

German, Slovak, Romanian, Ruthenian, Serbian, or Croatian-speakers. They did in the best case 

 
975 Czermak, In deinem Lager war Österreich, 28. 
976 Velburg, Rumӓnische Etappe, 126. 
977 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/726:4, Robert Nowak, Sammelsurium an kürzeren und längeren Fronterlebnissen, 

unpaginated and undated. Czermak reported something similar: Czermak, In deinem Lager war Österreich, 27-8. 
978 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/33:4, Theodor von Lerch, Die Todgeweihten, unpublished undated manuscript, 101. 
979 PP, Trendl, War Diary, 8 September 1914. 
980 k.u.k. Armeeoberkommando, Geheim! Abschnitte aus der Gefechtslehre, Teil XII. (Entwurf) Der Angriff, 

April 1918. See too: K.u.k. Armeeoberkommando/Op. Nr. 32698, Geheim! Erfahrungen der Armeegruppe von 

Eben im Stellungskampf, October 1916. 
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understand the Hungarian commands.981 For many of them it was perhaps easier to mix with 

units of the Habsburg army, or the Austrian Territorial Defense, the k.k. Landwehr, than to fight 

in the ranks of their Hungarian army. As already stipulated during peacetime it soon became a 

survival strategy that orders directed at soldiers were read out loud in front of them and were 

immediately translated.982 

 

An order issued in the first days of the war at the Balkan front indicated another 

challenge. This rule aimed easing to distinguish between commands given by own army 

members, and the Serbian enemy, particularly when front lines were close. At the Monarchy’s 

southeastern borders, thousands of soldiers and officers were deployed who spoke the same 

language as the enemy did. The order stipulated that field guards should be really careful 

because “Croatian” is “in general identical with the Serbian language.” The order insisted that 

even guards from the Croatian Territorial Defence, the Domobranstvo, should always employ 

German commands to avoid confusion among own soldiers.983 More than once it happened that 

enemy troops used this situation as war tactic. Sarkotić recalled in his diary more than just one 

such incident. Serbian soldiers were allegedly told to speak German close to the front to confuse 

Habsburg soldiers. They therefore came closer and closer by shouting “Živio Franjo Josip!” 

(Long live Francis Joseph), and soon after began throwing hand-grenades.984 

 

Autobiographical records offer a wide range of examples in which particular situations 

language diversity posed a challenge to officers. This was during advancements and retreats, in 

the trenches, when organizing procurement, and providing medical and religious support. The 

career officer Ludwig Hesshaimer recalled the delicate challenge of collecting scattered soldiers 

after a battle. They belonged to different units, and therefore spoke different languages.985 

Patrols were sent out regularly into the direction of the enemy to ascertain its position and 

military strength. The career officer Oscar Strubecker recalled in his memoirs when his artillery 

patrol had to cross its own lines and went into the no man’s land to find out suitable artillery 

positions. He and his comrades had to pass guarding Honvéds: “From the Magyars no other 

word is to be brought out than Nem tudom [I do not know]. We managed to find an at least a 

 
981 Nachtigal, Privilegiensystem und Zwangsrekrutierung, 168. 
982 Manescul, Meine Dritte Kompanie, 143. 
983 ÖStA/KA/Terr, Befehle, 13th Corps Command Zagreb/Agram, box 76, no. 8, 13 August 1914. 
984 HDA, Sarkotić, box 2, War Diary, 29 May 1915. 
985 Hesshaimer, Ein k.u.k. Offizier erzählt mit dem Zeichenstift, 30. 
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little bit German-speaking officer and to report him about our duty.”986 The career officer Leo 

Schuster needed to pass front line guards. Usually, all soldiers from the same frontline section 

were given a password. The guards had to shout the so-called Feldruf and the soldiers and 

officers knew the correct answer. Schuster remembered that once a Honvédség-guard who did 

not understand his reply, stopped him when trying to get back to his unit.987 The worst outcome 

for all examples mentioned above could have been that own guards or soldiers thought they are 

confronted with enemy soldiers, and began to shoot. We do not know how many died, because 

of mutual misunderstanding. Diaries and memoirs, I have examined, and which are accessible 

today tend to portray that even delicate situations were mastered. In the end, these who got lost 

and died because of such confusions were unable to report any more. 

 

In addition to operational success, language diversity tended to increasingly threaten 

someone’s physical survival. The military clergy was often in the first line. The Roman-

Catholic priest Karl Drexel served in a Tyrolian infantry regiment. In his war memoirs, he 

remembered a moment in which language knowledge became not only tactically decisive. At 

the Eastern front a patrol was sent out to ascertain the exact location of the Russian enemy. The 

patrol sneaked to a camp at the edge of a forest. It was dark, and they were unable to see the 

people gathering there. From a distance they tried to listen to their conversation. They 

understood only one word: Skolko (How much) and were still not sure if these foreigners were 

Russian soldiers or what they assumed could also be own Slavs, such as Slovaks, Poles, or 

Serbs. They had to come even closer. Only then, as one soldiers of the patrol understood Polish, 

and another one Croatian, they recognized that they have come too close to the Russian lines. 

Drexel afterwards was among many thousands of other Habsburg soldiers who went into 

Russian captivity. He recalls after having spent many years in Siberia: “Subconsciously, we all 

recognized the difficulties of our old army, which was so multilingual.”988  

 

Not only advancement and retreat, even the more stable trench or mountain warfare 

knew a steady exchange between the rear area and the front. The soldier Karl Außerhofer who 

fought at the Italian mountain front noted in his diary that “every day about thirty men go and 

come. Virtually all of them are speaking another language: ten percent Germans, the others 

 
986 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/748, Oscar Strubecker, Die 12cm Kanonen-Batterie 11 des k.u.k. Festungsartillerie-

Regiments Kaiser Nr. 1/6. Feldkompanie 1914-1918, unpublished undated manuscript, 91. 
987 Kloss, ed., Leo Schuster, 89. 
988 Drexel, Feldkurat in Sibirien, 20. 
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Czechs, Poles, and Bosniaks.”989 The military physician Vijo Vittur mentioned a coming and 

going of “Bohemians, Galicians, and Croats.”990 There was another situation in addition to 

fighting where language diversity became an important issue: before the martial court. Frontline 

officers were enabled to punish soldiers’ misbehavior immediately afterward without any trial. 

In many cases, soldiers had no opportunity at all to explain what actually happened. There are 

no archival documents provided which indicate in how many cases it happened that someone 

was sentenced to death and executed because of mutual misunderstanding. Even when language 

diversity was not the main reason for death penalties and failed military operations, it certainly 

brought both soldiers and officers more often into delicate and lifethreatening situations, and it 

helped that all of them more often felt themselves left alone. Journalist and NCO Egon Erwin 

Kisch in his wartime novel recalled when his Bohemian unit reached the suburbs of Belgrade 

in December 1914: “It rained and became darker and darker, comrades lost one another, I ended 

up in a column of Magyar Honvéds, whose language I did not speak, and felt even more lonely, 

than ever before.”991  

 

Autobiographical records reveal that the language diversity often led to loneliness, 

despite soldiers were always surrounded by others, and lived in trenches and burrows like in 

sardin cans.992 This was particularly the case where there was none nearby to speak with. NCO 

Alfred Trendl, a native speaker of German, after assignment to a unit with Czech-speaking 

soldiers wrote in his diary: “Considering that I did not have any friends among the Czechs. I 

not even once had a proper conversation. I spent my lonely hours with my diary, my only friend, 

and wrote and wrote.”993 In his wartime novel that mainly refers to the last weeks of the war 

and home-coming young artillery officer Eugen Weber more than once reported about 

loneliness. For example, he reported about the situation of a young cannonier, Jurichich who 

“was a Croat and was unable to speak five words in German, he is unable to communicate with 

anyone in his battery. In his sparetime he sits around and stares, the other soldiers explain by 

hands what he has to do, like to a Negro from Central Congo.”994 Another soldier, Weber 

depicted, was Leopold Hauer who hailed from one of Vienna’s proletarian suburbs. He shared 

his war experience with a first leutenant by using his Viennese dialect: “All of a sudden, I was 

in Italy, among Slovaks only or whatever they might have been, I was alone and just kept on 

 
989 Wisthaler, ed., Karl Außerhofer – Das Kriegstagebuch, 11 July 1916. 
990 Vittur, Na recordanza al dotur de Pescol Vijo Vittur, 621. 
991 Kisch, Schreib das auf Kisch, 232. 
992 Recently argued: Zaharia, Habsburg Romanian Military Chaplains and Wartime Propaganda, 290. 
993 PP, Trendl, War Diary, 29 March 1917. 
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marching (auf amal war i mitten in Italien und unter lauter Slowaken oder was dös war'n, und 

bin muattaseel allan in der ganzen Remasuri weiterg'hatscht).”995 As was already reported for 

peacetime even when the officer had to speak German, this not necessarily meant that they were 

able to understand all of its many dialects.  

  

The examples shown above demonstrate that the situation was only gradually better in 

the case of native German-speaking soldiers as most of them were at least able to express 

themselves towards NCOs and officers. These who spoke a Slavic language had it easier to at 

least communicate with other Slavic speakers. The situation was worst for exclusive Hungarian, 

Italian, or Romanian speakers who ended up among speakers of other languages. Many 

autobiographical records indicate that most of the rank and file mixed languages to 

communicate with one another. Werner Schachinger, the editor of a Bosniak soldier’s memoir, 

has concluded that soldiers “who originated from all the provinces, communicated properly in 

a conglomeration of words composed of all sorts of languages.”996 However, autobiographical 

records I have examined demonstrate that even when an increasing number of soldiers felt 

lonely, this did not necessarily affect their loyalty towards the army and the Monarchy, 

irrespective of their linguistic backgrounds.  

 

Like the Roman-Catholic priest Drexel mentioned above, an increasing number of 

Habsburg soldiers went into captivity. In the camps they were often divided by nationality, thus 

along their supposed to be native languages, often separated into alleged Habsburg loyal and 

disloyal. For example, those who were categorized as Germans and Hungarians, whom enemy 

countries such as Italy and Russia alleged a Habsburg loyal nationality were usually separated 

from the others. This division only to a limited degree influenced war operations as many of 

them did not return before the end of the war.997 During the war, Habsburg bureaucrats tried to 

assign official visitors according to language abilities, usually through the Red Cross Society. 

One of these many Red Cross nurses was the noble woman Nora Kinsky who was assigned 

because of the many languages she spoke. Kinsky travelled through Russia to visit POWs. In 

August 1916 she went to a camp in St. Petersburg and recalled in her diary: “The poor prisoners 

looked very devastated. […] A Honvédség-Captain was almost crying as he was able to speak 

with me in Romanian, he did not speak any other language.”998 Probably he was one of the 
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quickly promoted reserve officers, as usually all Honvédség-officers spoke Hungarian. Kinsky 

also spoke Hungarian. One of the POWs, she visited, Rodion Markovits, remembered her in his 

wartime diary: “Now she walked through the hall, shaking hands with everyone, and then she 

began to speak Hungarian.” Afterwards, the POWs asked Kinsky to support their camp library, 

and the question came up in which languages books were needed. The POWs decided out of 

practical motives, and requested solely German ones because it was the language spoken by 

most prisoners.999 German also often dominated in official camp activities as it was seen as the 

lingua franca, and most captured spoke or at least understood a bit of it.1000  

 

War captivity was another place where Habsburg language diversity mattered, although 

it was mainly the officers’ and soldiers’ self-organization of how they experienced it. Markovits 

recalled that a major lectured in German and Hungarian, and plays were performed in different 

languages.1001 Language diversity in POW camps also posed a challenge on spiritual support. 

The Roman-Catholic military priest Johannes Legler reported after the war that the pope 

donated prayer books to Habsburg prisoners in Italy, in total 60,000, including books in 

German, Hungarian, Czech, Polish, and Ruthenian language. In addition to official visits and 

camp libraries, captured officers and soldiers aimed to respect the languages in other activities 

too. Army authorities sought not only to publish prayer books in all languages, but also 

propaganda leaflets and booklets. Doro Manescul remembered a booklet in Romanian with a 

patriotic poem to which an image of the monarch was added. He translated the poem in front 

of his soldiers into other languages, and then handed them over, irrespective of the soldiers' 

languages.1002 

 

The examples shown above demonstrate that language diversity did affect the soldiers 

but probably not in a sense that most army commanders expected. While most of the rank and 

file wrote that language diversity led to increasing loneliness and sometimes even threatened 

their physical survival, officers’ autobiographical records as well as administrative records 

reveal that they more feared a decrease in their fighting morale. For example, as early as 1906, 

an anonymous author in the Budapest German-language daily, Pester Lloyd, has claimed that 

speaking to soldiers in their native tongues would have a “powerful effect” on “their courage 
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and their willingness to sacrifice.”1003 The peacetime debate already highlighted the challenges 

of providing suitable propaganda, such as having holding-on slogans in the many languages 

precisely at the time and place when they were needed. Keeping up fighting spirit whenever 

needed posed a challenge to army authorities. There was not only a need to address speeches in 

all languages in front of the soldiers, the multi-ethnic character of the Monarchy made it also 

necessary to use different content for soldiers of different nationalities. Doro Manescul has 

written in his war novel that in some companies, war propaganda was not addressed to all 

soldiers at the same time. They were often divided by “national groups” – languages – and 

taught about “cowardice” and the correct “behavior before the enemy.”1004  

 

Wartime autobiographical records mention clearly that during war it became 

increasingly impossible to inspire fighting morale and war aims without speaking the languages 

of the soldiers adequately. Many officers, among them the career officer Ernst Horsetzky, have 

claimed that it was virtually impossible to get insight into soldiers' feelings and to ascertain 

their intentions without speaking their languages. He added that this purpose was not 

exclusively an outcome of language knowledge, but also the rhetorical talent of the officers. 

Only when officers met these two criteria, Horsetzky emphasized, did they have a chance to 

influence the soldiers.1005 He himself was assisted by a Hungarian-speaking officer who 

informed the soldiers “what negative consequences there would be for their homeland 

[Vaterland] and their homes [Heim]” if they did not hold on loyally. Yet, Horsetzky continued, 

even this speech given in the soldiers' own language did not affect their mood.1006 These officers 

who were able to do so, addressed speeches in the soldiers’ languages to motive them. For 

example, a German-speaking soldier remembered that his commander, a cadet and reservist, 

gave his speech in German first, and afterwards in Ruthenian, as their railway transport also 

comprised many soldiers from Galicia.1007 Kaltenböck recalled his colonel who talked to the 

soldiers in German and Slovene: “The colonel spoke, in German. Then – after a short while – 

he repeated his words Slovenian. Not fluid, but jerky, laborious, but the soldiers' eyes lit up 

when they heared their mother tongue.”1008 Again, it was often reported that NCOs helped 

officers. For example, a Slovene-speaking NCO who spoke basic German supported career 
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officer Otto von Kiesewetter to motivate and to encourage his rank and file.1009 In his war 

memoirs, the officer Engelmund Kube recalled the efforts of his battalion commander, Tyrol-

born Colonel Igenio Castelpietra who was able to address speeches in Italian and German 

himself. However, Kube concluded that these efforts met with only little success because 

Castelpietra lacked any speaking skills.1010 

 

The army expected the members of the clergy to help out of the language dilemma and 

to take over officer tasks. The Roman-Catholic military bishop Emerich Bjelik was fluent in 

German, Hungarian, and Slovak.1011 He regularly visited the front, celebrated field masses, and 

was expected to raise the soldiers’ confidence. The career officer Eduard Zanantoni emphasized 

the high value of the bishop’s multilingualism: “After the field mass, the bishop addressed a 

fluent, heartfelt speech in German, Czech, Slovak, and Hungarian to those present, officers and 

soldiers from all nationalities.”1012 The procurement-officer Rudolf Giay depicted a scene that 

happened in December 1914 in the Bosnian town of Bratunac. Following an invitation by the 

local imam, he and his fellow officers went to the mosque. The imam gave the sermon in 

“Croatian,” before ending with some words in “German” mix with his native tongue: “Pfui Srbi, 

Abzug Russija, Živio Car Franjo Josip!”1013 It was not until early 1918 that the army began to 

organize a patriotic instruction program (Vaterländischer Unterricht) for soldiers.1014 Thus, the 

effect of this program was only to a limited extent reflected in diaries and memoirs. 

Procurement-officer Josef Leb, stationed in Tyrolian Bressanone, attended such an event. In a 

huge hall, he recalled, all the soldiers and many officers gathered to listen to a lecture entitled: 

“Why we are fighting.” He remembered that when the second lecture started, officers were 

already no longer present. Moreover, the speeches were given only in German, even though 

many soldiers did not understand this language.1015 

 

Officers often helped themselves out by intonating songs in the soldiers’ languages to 

raise their confidence in themselves and their fighting morale. Superiors could have called these 
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actions, to be unjustified but they usually did not as long as the rank and file than went on 

fighting loyally. Wartime corps command reports also emphasize that often officers did not 

know what was permitted and what was forbidden to be sung. In July 1915 an artillery unit 

asked the Corps Commander if a particular Czech song is allowed by writing that “it is supposed 

to be allowed to sing in public in Bohemia.” Their commander had forbidden the song out of 

its alleged “treacherous content.” Unfortunately, the result of this query is not among archival 

records.1016 Most officers simply reacted immediately, while an official query to superior 

institutions often needed a couple of days. NCO Alfred Trendl encouraged his native Czech-

speaking soldiers to sing their patriotic anthem, Kde domov muj. From then on, he recalled, 

“their eyes glittered,” and they followed him enthusiastically into the battle.1017 Trendl 

remembered that he let his soldiers sing Kde domov muj even during attacks. Indeed, Trendl 

allowed his soldiers to sing a song that was already forbidden to be sung at that time.1018  

 

In his 1917-book on the Austrian parliament, Wladimir Gettlich has concluded that 

during peacetime “an officer’s slightest insult to the national feelings of soldiers was severely 

punished.”1019 During the war, this standpoint changed. Soldiers of particular nationalities were 

increasingly treated worse and suspected of disloyal behavior just because of their nationalities 

and their language use. Archival records demonstrate that many officers treated the rank and 

file in a way that would have caused a different reaction of their superiors before 1914. For 

example, the procurement-officer Josef Leb recalled an event that occurred in Tyrol. A “Czech” 

military priest held a holy mass for his regiment that was on its way to the front. Military 

authorities expected him to offer the homily in Czech. “As soon as he started,” Leb wrote, 

“some artillery officers who were otherwise regularly in the church demonstratively stood up 

and left the church.” Leb criticized these officers, because after the mass the military priest 

started to sing the emperor's anthem in Czech “and all soldiers sang enthusiastically.”1020 

Superiors could have called these actions, such as leaving the mass, to be unjustified but they 

did no longer.  

 

Nationalist actions and political demonstrations against particular nationalities 

increased during wartime. NCO Kisch recalled a general’s order at the front in January 1915 
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that ordered “every soldier, regardless of his nationality, to memorize the emperor’s anthem in 

German,”1021 although there were lyrics in all Habsburg languages, and soldiers usually sang 

the anthem in their own languages. Kisch did not write about the response to this order. In 

peacetime, usually these officers would have been punished as long as the army burecrauts 

expected a debate in public to be followed. In wartime, usually such unjustified actions were 

not punished any more. During peacetime such an incident could have caused problems for 

these officers. During the war, and in particular after the mass desertion of the predominently 

Czech regiments, no army authority cared about that any more. Who more likely cared were 

the Czech-speaking soldiers in the church mentioned above, who increasingly felt unwanted in 

their own army as well as soldiers of other nationalities whose languages were increasingly 

called disloyal.  

 

 A variety of autobiographical as well as administrative sources show that even major 

shortcomings owing to language diversity did not significantly influence soldiers' and officers' 

overall loyalty or was even the primary cause for disloyal behavior. What had a negative effect 

was the growing suspicion of particular nationalities, including the use of their languages. It 

was worst for these Habsburg nationalities and languages, which had so-called co-nationals 

fighting for the enemy, including Serbs, Ruthenians, Romanians, and Italians. This situation 

posed additional hardship on soldiers of these nationalities. For example, Paolino Zardini was 

borin in 1897 in a Ladin-speaking family from Cortina d’ Ampezzo. He was enlisted during the 

First World War and wrote his diary in Italian while serving in an Italian-speaking unit. 

Throughout his diary he refers to himself and his comrades as the Austrians fighting together 

with Germans against the Italians.1022 Even if not identifying with an Italian nationality, 

soldiers, like Zardini, were often categorized in the army as Italian, assigned to Italian-speaking 

companies, and often officers and NCOs of Italian nationality commanded them. Although most 

of them did not indicate which situations arose, it is likely that it posed a great challenge on 

these soldiers’ loyalty when being constantly addressed of being of the same nationality as the 

enemy and suspected of disloyal behavior.  

 

Ongoing incidents at home and at the front exacerbated the tensions towards particular 

nationalities, especially when soldiers and officers were increasingly involved in incidents 

where they were unable to communicate with one another. Stories about these minor incidents 
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were spread throughout the army and increasingly worsened the relationship among soldiers of 

all Habsburg nationalities. Portrayals of incidents can be found in most of autobiographical 

sources I have examined. For example, the Tyrolian soldier Karl Außerhofer remembers that 

his unit had no priest for a long time, because their previous one had been arrested: “He was a 

Czech [Böhme], but was he really a spy? We did not know.”1023 The Roman-Catholic priest 

Pius Parsch described a regimental priest, a Jesuit who openly announced that he was first and 

foremost a Pole, then a priest, and only thirdly an Austrian. Army officials suspected him of 

disloyalty and sent him home.1024 In both cases, regardless if the priest involved was really 

disloyal, the soldiers lacked spiritual support. It posed a challenge to army bureaucrats what to 

higher rank: diehard loyalty or language proficiency. The historian Aliaksandr Piahanau has 

convincly argued on the example of the Roman-Catholic priest Jozef Tiso that some priests (but 

also officers and rank and file) might have also changed their opinion toward the army and the 

state during the war. Tiso was multingual, spoke Hungarian, German, and Slovak, thus, would 

have been a perfect match for being employed at the frontlines. He joined the army in the very 

beginning expressing that it would be Austria-Hungary’s “just war.” However, his wartime 

experience, including the treatment of Slovak-soldiers, caused that he changed his opinion 

during the war.1025 

 

Many of the rank and file blamed not only the shortcomings of the army, but also 

increasingly emphasized their suspicion towards Czech- and Polish-speaking soldiers. Officers 

regularly interpreted these increasing experiences with soldiers or comrades of particular 

nationalities with enriching their already existing suspicion towards them. For example, the 

career officer August von Urbanski recalled his trench experience: “I failed to talk with the 

Czechs. They would have always answered: No, German, Pan Hetman. Only after several days, 

when I used some Czech words – the only ones, I knew – they started speaking in broken 

German.”1026 The NCO Alfred Trendl entrusted his diary that especially the Czechs “understand 

German but no one wants to speak it.”1027 Trendl's situation exemplifies what thousands of 

officers and soldiers experienced. Autobiographical records tend to highlight such cases 

primarily for Czechs, and not for the other nationalities. Seemingly, it was almost only Czech 

speakers who were always expected to speak German, which was usually not the case for the 
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speakers of the other recognized languages. The longer the war lasted the more officers and 

rank and file experienced disloyal behavior on part of particular nationalities. Autobiographical 

sources most often described incidents in which soldiers of Czech nationality were involved, 

followed by Polish, Italian, Serbian, and Ruthenian. 

 

In April 1915 a mass desertion happened from two Bohemian regiments at the Eastern 

front to the Russians. Both consisted of a large number of Czech native speakers. Francis Joseph 

dissolved these regiments and stipulated that from that moment onwards so-called disloyal 

nationalities should not concentrate in entire regiments and batallions. Their officers, NCOs 

and rank and file should be mixed with units that comprised alleged loyal nationalities. Richard 

Lein has recently convincingly argued that the driving force behind this mass desertion was not 

nationalism or general unwillingness among Czechs to fight for Austria-Hungary, rather 

starvation and the experience of being commanded by officers and NCOs who did not speak 

their language.1028 In the end, dismantling these regiments did not punish the deserters or the 

Czech nationalists, but it significantly affected the many thousands of rank and file in these 

regiments who were afterwards assigned to so-called reliable regiments and battailons, in which 

they were often unable to communicate with their commanding officers and even comrades. 

Czech NCOs, reservists, and even career officers were attached to non-Czech-speaking units. 

Autobiographical sources show that most of these alleged disloyal soldiers felt betrayed by 

army authorities and, in the end, by Francis Joseph.  

 

 The order to mix soldiers of alleged disloyal with these of loyal nationalities also 

affected the latter. The career officer Paul Meixner entrusted his diary that his Czech fellow 

officers were assigned to so-called loyal regiments: “Unfortunately, a lot of loyal officers were 

relocated and were upset and angry at being suspected of disloyalty.”1029Thus, at a moment 

when native Czech-speaking officers were increasingly needed to motivate “their” soldiers, 

they were deployed in other regiments and bataillons where they had to command soldiers 

whose languages they did not speak. The career officer Eduard Zanantoni recalled his time at 

the Eastern Front, close to Przemyśl, in April 1915. He desperately sought to motivate the 

remaining soldiers of the dismantled Bohemian regiments in their mother tongue. The only 

reason why he and his peers succeeded, he argued, was that they were backed by their 
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commander: “Major Lašek. He was a Czech, a member of one of the abandoned regiments, and 

loyal.”1030 The novelist and reserve officer Józef Wittlin explained that each Galician company 

was filled with Germans, Italians, and Czechs. Like in the Czech case, army officials hoped that 

Ruthenians would no longer be disloyal when “each nation takes care of the other.” Wittlin 

emphasized that Ruthenians who hoped to fight among their compatriots (Landsleute), felt 

themselves entirely punished by Francis Joseph only because of the betrayal from some 

individuals.1031  

 

In addition, there were also these nationalities regularly reported as loyal who now had 

to mix up with the others. NCO Trendl, who only spoke German,1032 complained in his diary 

that after the dismantling of the Bohemian regiments, he had to fight at the Russian Front among 

solely Czech-speaking superiors and soldiers.1033 Eduard Lakom in his war diary more than 

once emphasized that the “absolutely trustworthy Bosnians” were mixed with Czech soldiers 

whom he called “the foreigners” in his unit.1034 After a while the rhetoric used in 

autobiographical sources changed because authors did not only fear betrayal on behalf of 

particular nationalities, instead of expected it. There is no particular incident that can be blamed 

for that shift, not even the mass desertion in April 1915. Native German-speaking soldier 

Pölzleitner remembered that during field guard three of his comrades deserted and added “of 

course they were Ruthenians.” He offered an explanation. Ruthenians, he argued, had a difficult 

situation, they had to fight for a country, they wanted to leave, and officers and NCOs 

commanded them who were often unable to communicate. Moreover, he argued, usually their 

commanders were native Czech-speakers who additionally influenced them negatively. 

Pölzleitner’s own battalion in these days comprised “496 Germans faced with 137 Ruthenians, 

seventy-three Serbo-Croats, seventy Czechs, forty-five Poles, fifteen Italians, and two 

Romanians.”1035  

 

Already before 1914, a growing number of officers were deployed to train soldiers of 

the same nationality to ensure proper communication. Peacetime experience has demonstrated 

that for these officers it was easier to be accepted and to gain respect from soldiers of the same 
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nationality. Roda Roda highlighted that soldiers were more willing to follow officers who spoke 

their languages. The best was when they belonged to the same the nationality, as he argued, and 

concluded, that such situations made it also easier for entire monolingual units to go over to the 

enemy.1036 During the war, army authorities were increasingly concerned about whether they 

should rank practicality, or distrust towards officers of particular nationalities higher. In the 

end, distrust succeeded. In addition, the lack of language abilities on the part of the officers 

broadened a (social) gap that was already enormous during peacetime, between officers and the 

rank and file. 

 

 Another outcome of a general suspicion was that officers increasingly avoided to assign 

soldiers, NCOs and officers of particular nationalities to delicate duties. Many of these duties 

were among the most dangerous. This posed an additional threat to these nationalities that were 

perceived to be loyal because they had to replace them. As a result, these so-called loyal soldiers 

after a while began to disapprove comrades of these other nationalities owing to blame them of 

having caused additional hardship. But even in the last weeks of the war, officers very often 

highlighted that many soldiers and officers of perceived disloyal nationalities were still reliable. 

There were officers who still sought to treat all soldiers equally irrespective of their native 

tongues, thus, nationalities. For example, career officer Anton Lehár who reached the rank of a 

colonel in 1918, recalled “an experiment about which my superior shook his head.” Most of 

Lehár’s subordinates were “Italians,” and none of them spoke German. Lehár ordered his 

“Italians” to observe a tactical important point close to the Italian enemy. He remembered that 

they held out over months and none of them deserted.1037 In 1918, when Lehár experienced 

soldiers who were still loyal regardless of their Italian nationality, the multilingual Habsburg 

army had already fought a war for more than four years, and many incidents had happened that 

proved his experiment a bad idea. 

 

Autobiographical records demonstrate that there would have been several times 

throughout the war when officers and the rank-and-file expected an immediate end of fighting. 

There were regular rumors about the war’s ending. My sources indicate that such expectations 

raised soldiers’ hopes that soon turned into disappointment. These false hopes for peace 

regularly affected soldiers’ morale. However, these gossips about a soon-to-be-exepected end 

of the war until late summer 1918 were usually strongly dependened on the respective 
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frontlines. It was not before the weeks before the actual end of the war, when most writers 

tended to entrust their diaries that they are now convinced that war will soon be over. Probably 

no one else put it more forward than General Horsetzky who posed the question: “Which fool 

would have let himself shot today if tomorrow or the day after there will be peace?”1038 Vienna-

born Fritz Weber was a young artillery career officer who served at the Italian front. He asked 

in his autobiographical wartime-novel: “What keeps people still together? [...] Loyalty, 

comradeship, the fear of being alone?”1039 Many soldiers entrusted their diaries reflections 

about how their country would look like in the future,1040 and what to do upon return. In 

particular many officers feared losing their jobs in a post-war state.1041 Prospects on the future 

can often be found in autobiographical sources. However, in this study, I pay attention on the 

role language diversity played during the last weeks of the war, the experienced dissolution, 

and the soldiers’ homecoming.  

 

 Both officers and rank-and-file autobiographical testimonies provided impressions of 

their comrades, often divided or generalized along nationalities and their convictions of the end 

of the war. General Horsetzky distinguished soldiers along these “who were already infected 

by the revolutionary plague: Croats, Serbs, Serbo-Croats, Slovenes, Magyars, and Slovaks,” 

while “Poles, Ukrainians, and Romanians” were distant, “only the Germans remained 

untouched.” However, Horsetzky also mentioned that the overall morale remained “unaffected” 

(unerschüttert) until October 1918, and even after, the relationship would have been well 

between soldiers and officers regardless of their nationalities, “even among Czechs.”1042 

Horsetzky, however, was a high-ranking general who was not directly engaged with soldiers. 

In general, autobiographical sources demonstrate that it is almost impossible to generalize as 

for most cases the same number of authors can be found who reported the contrary. Historian 

Arnold Suppan has concluded that at the Italian front already on October 20, 1918, the 

organized retreat of troops caused increasing mutinies and subordination. Thus, soldiers 

regardless of their nationalities were no longer keen to hold the front, because they were 

increasingly confronted with food shortages, and affected by so-called Kriegsmüdigkeit (war 

weariness).1043 In Vienna and the Fall of the Habsburg Empire, Maureen Healy characterizes 
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the overwhelming majority of soldiers with their lack of “willingness to sacrifice and holding 

out,” regardless of their nationalities.1044 

 

 Horsetzky, as many others, often pointed to the Germans as being the almost exclusively 

reliable soldiers, but there is the same number of autobiographical records that indicate the 

contrary. The situation was very much depended on the place, and often changed on a daily 

basis at the several frontlines as well as in the hinterland.1045 Procurement-officer Josef Leb 

recalled in his memoirs compiled on the basis of his diaries in 1933 that in late October, which 

he spent in Bressanone-Brixen nearby the Italian frontline, officers received an order to group 

the soldiers in accordance with their natonalities. This order did not result in any unrest among 

his subordinates. Moreover, he recalled, “the Czechs' confidant whom I determined, was a 

committed Social Democrat, but kept discipline until the last moment. It was the same with the 

Croats and Serbs. [...] I was deeply hurt by the fact that under the command of an NCO twelve 

Upper Austrian peasants left my department during night. That was a gross ingratitude.”1046 

Upper Austria indicates that these soldiers were mostly of German nationality. Career officer 

Lehár recalled that in his railway transport “Czechs” and “Hungarians” were separated who 

until they reached the station “marched in exemplary discipline.”1047 General Sarkotić entrusted 

his war diary an incident that took place at the last day of October 1918 when he was located 

in Doboj, in Bosnia: “The worst of the bad news was the order to let soldiers vote, whether they 

are monarchic or republican-minded [...] We woke them up during the night. At 8 o'clock in the 

morning I was told: fifty-seven percent monarchists, forty-three percent republicans. Strangely 

enough, among the latter, the cadre of the Kaiserschützen-Regiment [recruiting mostly from 

Tyrol] took first place.”1048 Kaiserschützen meant that most of the soldiers were of German 

nationality. 

 

Usually autobiographical sources reflect only the experience of one person, within his 

closer environment at one particular part of the frontline. A comparison, however, demonstrates 

that the behavior of the troops was to a large extent dependend on the particular frontline, earlier 

casualties in fighting, food supply, as well as the leadership skills and disposition of their 

 
1044 Healy, Maureen. Vienna and the Fall of the Habsburg Empire, 122. 
1045 Suppan gives an overview over several places, including the Italian front, Prague, Ljubljana, Budapest, 

Cracow, Sarajevo, and Zagreb, Suppan, Umsturz und Neuordnung im südöstlichen Mitteleuropa 1918/20.  
1046 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/580, Josef Leb, Aus den Erinnerungen eines Trainoffiziers, unpublished, compiled in 

autumn 1933. 
1047 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/600:1, Anton Lehár, Geschichten erzählt, 6-14 November1918. 
1048 HDA, Sarkotić, box 5, War Diary, 30/31 October 1918. 
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commanding officers and NCOs, instead of only an outcome of their belonging to particular 

nationalities. To a certain extent also linguistic abilities of officers and NCOs could have 

become decisive, whether they were able to communicate when organizing the repatriation. For 

example, Engelmund Kube and his regiment were deployed in Chernivtsi, where he observed 

growing unrest and plunder among soldiers: “Unfortunately, we, officers, from the other crown 

lands no longer had any influence on these men, nor spoke their Romanian or Ukrainian 

regimental languages. Some brave officers of their nationalities, I believe, would have managed 

to put an end to this unnecessary destruction.”1049 Procurement officer Leb concluded that “like 

him, thousands of other commanders would agree that all units did their duty until the end of 

the war.”1050 

 

 As already demonstrated above in the last war days it was ordered to return home with 

soldiers not in line with their units, but to group them along nationalites, respectively native 

languages. Even in these last days of the war or immediate afterward, soldiers’ language 

diversity posed a challenge. Horsetzky recalled that it was not an easy task to re-organize 

smaller military units according to nationalities by looking for suitable new commanders who 

spoke the needed languages.1051 This separation along nationalities also happened when soldiers 

were already captured. Again, it was these who spoke more than one language for whom the 

situation was easier to manage. Vienna-born officer Ludwig Schwenk had a native German-

speaking father, and a Croatian-speaking mother, but did not speak his mother’s tongue. When 

Montenegrin soldiers captured him and his comrades in November 1918, a Czech comrade told 

him having been asked to set up a list of his fellow-officers according to “who is politically 

reliable.” Most desicively, the Montenegrin army was interested in the nationalities of the 

Habsburg officers. Schwenk mentioned that there had been no other option than German, while 

his Czech comrade tried to convince him to mention Croatian as his mother tongue. Schwenk 

asked himself how this could work when not speaking any Slavic language.1052 Being finally 

categorized as German, caused worse treatment and longer imprisonment.  

 

  

 
1049 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/401:9, Engelmund Kube, Das Ersatz-Baon des ehem. Schützenregiments Czernowitz Nr. 

22 während des Weltkrieges 1914/1918, unpublished manuscript, September 1937, 10. It was not exclusively 

soldiers who increasingly plundered, but also local civil residents, see for example: Moll, Heimatfront 

Steiermark, 192. 
1050 ÖStA/KA/NL, B/580, Josef Leb, Aus den Erinnerungen eines Trainoffiziers, unpublished manuscript, 

compiled in Autumn 1933, 74. 
1051 Horsetzky, Die vier letzten Kriegswochen, 39. 
1052 Schwenk, Als Kriegsgefangener durch Serbien 1918-1919, 66. 
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Conclusion 

 

Chapter 7 has argued that the organizational failure to fully implement the language rules during 

peacetime continued into wartime, but soon became insufficient. The lack of officers and 

NCOs, clergy, and physicians who were able to communicate with the rank and file was not 

only a matter for satirical caricatures or a political issue; rather, it turned into a question of 

military success and physical survival. While soldiers in these units hailed from a variety of 

language backgrounds, they at least learned standard procedures and exercised jointly. These 

peacetime recruits became experienced with the army language diversity, and aware of its 

challenges. When fighting at the front, soldiers often did not remain in their units. Especially 

during advances, they mixed with neighboring units. Failure to understand commands properly 

when in a group of other soldiers was less of a problem, as those who did not understand the 

given command could simply follow their comrades. Nonetheless, they might also get lost in 

no man’s land or be sent back to organize food or other needed goods from magazines at the 

rear. They therefore often went into situations where they had to interact with speakers of other 

languages. In addition to rank-and-file soldiers, the language diversity increasingly complicated 

officers' operational qualities. 

 

In terms of the army’s language diversity, my sources indicate that wartime can be 

roughly divided into three phases. In summer 1914, recruits and officers who already knew one 

another from peacetime were mobilized and sent to the frontlines. Officers they already knew, 

who were familiar with their regiments and battalions, cultures, and languages, commanded 

these recruits. The first operational challenge was to combine and operate jointly with 

Honvédség and Domobranstvo-units that used Hungarian and Croatian as their command 

languages. The first months of fighting were disastrous for the Habsburg military. High casualty 

rates resulted in an on-going need for new soldiers and commanders. The many wounded who 

recovered were only sent back to their original units in theory. In practice, they had to fill units 

where they were needed; they were usually re-assigned to their original regiments, but not 

necessarily to a company in which the other soldiers spoke their languages. This second phase 

at the front overlapped with the third. After an alleged mass desertion of Czech-speaking 

soldiers in 1915, the situation worsened as army authorities' conviction that Czechs were prone 

to disloyalty increased. With Italy’s and Romania’s entries into the war on the enemy side in 

1915 and 1916, respectively, two more Habsburg nationalities had to fight against so-called co-

nationals. This caused increasing hardship for Habsburg Italians and Romanians, who were now 
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even more strongly suspected of disloyalty.1053 This resulted in an army order which stipulated 

that nationalities thought to be loyal were to be mixed with those thought to be disloyal. How 

soldiers of different nationalities experienced this mixing is analysed in the next chapter. 

 

While chapter 7 focused on operational and administrative challenges during war, the 

final chapter of this study analysed the political purpose of wartime language use. Ministerial 

and army command reports, as well as autobiographical records I have examined, indicate that 

no one seems to have blamed the language diversity, even though, I have shown that language 

diversity caused more hardship and higher casualty rates, and led to a decrease in fighting 

morale, and an increase in soldiers’ loneliness and fear. During peacetime manouvers most 

officers and rank and file remained in their regiments and battalions. There are almost no 

wartime autobiographical records in which authors did not emphasized the linguistic diversity 

of soldiers. However, for a long time, they noted down this mixture by not suspecting one or 

another group of speakers of being necessarily disloyal. They mentioned diversity as something 

worth to be mentioned, a peculiarity, although many of them did army service in peacetime and 

should have been familiar with the language diversity. In the first months of the war, officers 

only highlighted the linguistic and ethnic mixture as it posed a personal challenge on them. The 

highlighted situations, in which they did not understand their soldiers, one another, or even 

soldiers were unable to communicate with one another. But language use became increasingly 

connected to an expected behavior of its speakers, be it loyal or disloyal. 

 

Most of sources deal with the language diversity, but neither autobiographical nor 

administratice records trace one's disloyal behavior back to an incident where he was not fully 

understood. What is therefore of even greater importance is what authors did not mention. It is 

certain that the language diversity hardened the duty of both officers and the rank and file. It 

also added another component to the worsening of the overall fighting spirit and attitute towards 

the army, the monarch and the state. Autobiographical sources indicate that as long as all 

nationalities met similar challenges, language diversity did not have a major impact on loyal or 

disloyal behavior. However, soon a process accelerated which already began before the war: to 

connect the use of a language automatically to disloyalty, and to suspect the speakers of 

 
1053 What I terminate here with co-nationals meant that “another European state might claim to embody their 

national project” to refer to Rachamimov who beside Italia, Serbia and Romania, also included Germany: See 

also: Rachamimov, Austro-Hungarian Censors during World War I, 159.  Such labelling through military 

authorities was a daily life experience during wartime, however, it did not say anything about with which state or 

nation they identified with.  
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particular languages of tending to disloyalty. What has actually changed in the recent years 

before the outbreak of the war was the public debate about language as the most decisive 

element for national affiliation has accelerated and had affected convictions of many conscripts 

and officers who believed that natonalit ideas to be reality. However, this did not necassirly 

negatively influcend their loyalty towards the army and the state. Thus, many who believed in 

their national belonging, still served loyally and respected the legal framework. 

 

In the introduction, I referred to Wilhelm Czermak’s book, In deinem Lager war 

Österreich. Die österreichisch-ungarische Armee, wie man sie nicht kennt (In your camp was 

Austria. The unknown Austro-Hungarian army) in which he blamed the myriad languages used 

in the Habsburg army's regiments and battalions for its operational failures.1054 This part has 

shown that soldiers’ language diversity did not greatly hamper operations, but it contributed to 

soldiers’ desertions. Thus, Alexander Jordan is also correct when summing up “the more mixed 

units proved to be as effective as the more nationally homogeneous ones.”1055 However, that 

many soldiers were unable to communicate led to a decrease in confidence, and increased anger 

toward particular nationalities. Language did serve propaganda purposes during the First World 

War. In addition, the use of particular languages increasingly already led to an accusation of 

the speakers to be disloyal. 

 

 

  

 
1054 Czermak, In deinem Lager war Österreich, 27-8. This argument is also apparent in literature. For example: 

Wawro, The Outbreak of World War I and the Collapse of the Habsburg Empire. 
1055 Jordan, Krieg um die Alpen, 156. 
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Summary 

Between Civil Rights and Practicality: The Habsburg Army Language System, 1868-1918 

 

The debate that followed the settlement with Hungary in 1867, and the subsequent constitutions 

in both halves of the Monarchy in that same year, implemented compulsory military service. In 

1868, the administration of language use in the Habsburg army was reformed. Even before this 

reform, army officials had discussed the language in which military commands would be given 

and to what extent the soldiers' native tongues should be used during their military training and 

education. After the 1868-reform, the Habsburg army language system followed Article 19 of 

the Austrian constitution. It guaranteed all conscripts the right to use their native tongues while 

fulfilling their three-year (later two-year) compulsory military service. This right was also 

implemented for recruits from Hungary, and in the early 1880s, for those from Bosnia-

Herzegovina. At least in theory, all languages recognized were treated equally, with the 

exception of German, the army's lingua franca. It was to be used for commands and 

administration. Until 1867/68, the main purpose of Habsburg armed forces had been to train 

professional soldiers for fighting wars, and to counter domestic riots and unrest. Thereafter, 

Francis Joseph and his military bureaucrats also expected soldiers to become adherents of the 

supra-national state, to distance themselves from daily nationalist politics, and to propagate 

among other citizens to love the Monarchy especially after their return to civilian life.  

 

 Military authorities were convinced that the recognition of the conscripts’ native 

tongues was the most suitable tool for both: training effective soldiers and transforming 

conscripts of varying nationalities into loyal citizens. However, in a Monarchy in which citizens 

spoke more than eleven recognized languages and numerous additional dialects, organizing 

military education posed a challenge to the army bureaucrats who sought to follow two basic 

principles in implementing the language system that Francis Joseph had approved in 1868. The 

army leadership maintained these principles until 1914. The first principle was persistence, that 

is, avoiding taking any general decision. Decisions were usually made on a case-by-case basis. 

Army bureaucrats decided occasionally to improve shortcomings of the language system by 

often targeting only one or two languages in one province. Thus, any public debate was usually 

limited to a particular province. The second principle was to avoid public debate in terms of 

criticism of the army language system’s shortcomings. The first aim was easier to achieve than 

the second because the bureaucrats could not control public debate. This study demonstrates it 
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was the first principle that ensured that the army language system endured some fifty years with 

only few changes.  

 

 The debate over the army language system’s shortcomings had two opposing parts: 

the internal administrative debate and the public political debate. The first group, Francis Joseph 

and his army bureaucrats, instructed subordinate officers that the effort to spent on the 

implementation of the army language system should be limited at all cost, but still ensure 

efficiency and practicality during peace and wartime. As early as 1868, Friedrich von Beck, 

head of Francis Joseph’s Military Chancellery, informed the Minister of War Franz Kuhn that 

“all the peculiar linguistic conditions of the Monarchy have to be taken into account, but only 

to the extent that efficient service and an efficient warlike formation of the army require.”1056 

Several restrictions were imposed on the conscripts’ language rights from the beginning. First, 

the army recognized only specific languages. Second, only these languages could be used in 

the regiments and battalions that were recognized in a particular Cisleithanian Austrian 

province as landesüblich (in Hungary and Bosnia-Herzegowina all Habsburg languages 

soldiers spoke were recognized). Third, conscripts had to hold right of residency in the province 

where their languages were recognized to be able to use them. Fourth, speakers of a particular 

language had to reach twenty percent of the total soldiers in a regiment or battalion. Finally, 

recruits had only the right to speak with superiors up to the rank of a captain in their native 

tongues. Officers therefore had to learn the languages of the rank and file only up to this rank. 

The army leadership maintained these principles and restrictions until 1914 despite the ever-

changing educational background of Habsburg citizens, and language use through ongoing 

internal migration. Even with the limitations mentioned above it would have been possible to 

ensure that the bulk of conscripts are trained in their native tongues, but a variety of other 

shortcomings caused that many more where not. My study demonstrates that shortcomings 

occurred particularly in terms of the bureaucrats' language categorization, classification 

methods, and officers’ language proficiency. 

 

 Both army bureaucrats and the public were aware of the army language system’s 

shortcomings. Politicians and journalists regularly debated the army language system across 

the Monarchy. They argued that the language system needed to be implemented in a manner 

that ensured all conscripts were trained in their native tongues. Some nationalist activists argued 

that shortcomings of the army language system would target their nationalities’ most important 

 
1056 ÖStA/KA/MKSM, 71-1/76, 1868, MKSM/Beck an RKM, July 1868. 
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national treasure, their languages. The rhetoric national activists employed in the public 

discussion of the army language system differed only to a limited extent among the various 

nationalities. Army bureaucrats, however, rejected most of politicians’ and journalists’ 

demands for improvement of the system. They did so even when the demands came from their 

own personnel who experienced the system on a daily basis when they trained recruits. The 

bureaucrats in the Ministry of War often rejected suggestions on how to improve the army 

language system, often owing to their concerns about the anticipated high cost of such projects. 

This study has shown that many of the guidelines and handsbooks that referred to the army 

language system were incomprehensible. They often caused misinterpration on behalf of 

officers. Over the years, however, ministerial bureaucrats issued virtually no orders to clarify 

and explain to their army officials of how to, for example, categorize the recruits by language 

adequately, in particular these who spoke more than one language. The shortcomings of the 

army language system remained for the most part unsolved until the dissolution of the Habsburg 

army and the state at the end of the First World War in November 1918. 

 

Politicians, journalists, and others regularly criticized the army language system and its 

administration. After the dissolution of the Monarchy in 1918, career officer Ludwig 

Hesshaimer argued what most of his comrades were convinced that army had to disintegrate 

when politicians made the question of the national affiliation of soldiers and officers the most 

important and decisive.1057 My study has proven this assertion incorrect, at least until the 

outbreak of the First World War. Most of officers’ memoirs and diaries reflect the common 

conviction that politicians and journalist would have focused on the army language system’s 

shortcomings only insofar as harming their national rights instead of which hardships 

shortcomings caused. My analysis of the army language system’s public debate demonstrates 

that national activists considered almost every shortcoming because, for example, whenever the 

word “language” appeared in print in any Habsburg tongue, it attracted attention. However, not 

every public criticism, even when it was primarily framed as a national issue and the full range 

of nationalist rhetoric was used, was necessarily disregarding the army language system’s legal 

framework. Many politicians and journalists simply fulfilled their duty of representing their 

voters, or to inform the public about shortcomings. Many of these politicians looked back on 

their own army service. Laurence Cole has argued that the Habsburg military and civil world 

could never be completely separated.1058 Army bureaucrats, however, usually tended to 

 
1057 Hesshaimer, Miniaturen aus der Monarchie, 32. 
1058 Cole, Military Culture and Popular Patriotism. 
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downplay all criticism of the language system as exclusively nationally motivated, and rejected 

it, even when they were aware that the criticisms had merit. Both politicians and journalists 

often took only responsibility for their own nationalities. They almost never raised criticism 

before ministers jointly, thus enabling the army bureaucrats to easily reject all criticism as 

nationally motivated. My study has proven General Stjepan Sarkotić’s assertion correct that “in 

Austria-Hungary the mutual aspirations of the peoples cancel each other out, therefore the 

Monarchy will never perish because of them.”1059 

 

 There were many shortcomings in the implementation of the army language system, 

but this study has demonstrated that such a complex legal framework with such a large number 

of recognized languages could never satisfy everyone. That army bureaucrats managed the 

system some fifty years owed to the fact that its implementation was characterized by certain 

flexibility on the part of both bureaucrats who implemented the rules, and the soldiers who were 

affected. The flexibility in interpreting rules for a particular situation or linguistic environment 

reflected a certain adaptability of language regulations: all military men involved in the 

language system tended to make exceptions to the rules, sometimes in favor of someone, 

sometimes not. This study has shown that one reason the system functioned for such a long 

time was that army bureaucrats and soldiers alike accepted not only its shortcomings, but also 

the exceptions to the rule. Their acceptance of linguistic diversity resulted in flexibility. I 

demonstrated that a large number of soldiers were aware that in a state of so many different 

languages, it was normal not to understand everything at all times, be it other comrades or 

officers’ orders, and that not everything was always appropriately organized owing to the 

impossibility to recognize all languages at all places at all times. These officers’ and conscripts’ 

flexibility probably made up the difference between empire-armies, respectively multilingual 

states, and so-called nation states’ armies that sought to impose only one language on all citizens 

regardless of their native tongues, thus, missing this flexibility. Ursula Prutsch was correct to 

highlight the overall “linguistic adaptability of state representatives” in Habsburg 

administrative self-assessment.1060 Also Christoph Allmayer-Beck correctly emphasized the 

self-image of Habsburg officers being far more “flexible and empathetic” than their peers in 

so-called mononational armies when they commanded soldiers of various nationalities.1061 

 
1059 HDA, Sarkotić, box 5, War Diary, 17 April 1918. 
1060 Prutsch, Historisches Gedächtnis in kulturpolitischer Machtstrategie, 75. She reflects on an administrative 

report from an Austrian consul who emphasized the difference between imperial German and Habsburg 

bureaucrats. 
1061 Allmayer-Beck, Die Führung vielsprachiger Streitkräfte, 381. See also: Allmayer-Beck, Die bewaffnete 

Macht in Staat und Gesellschaft. 
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However, not only state officials, military bureaucrats, and officers, were characterized by 

flexibility. This study had shown that it was also the case for many among rank and file who 

constituted the vast majority of army members.  

 

 Although constantly resisting Habsburg nationalistic practices and arguments, most 

army bureaucratswere convinced that every Habsburg soldier had a nationality that was first 

and foremost related to his language use. This perception also affected the implementation of 

the language system. Finally, the very act of communication was politicized. Peter Urbanitsch 

has noted that “language was no longer a primary means of communication, but a distinctive 

feature for a group that wanted to be different from others.”1062  The army language system did 

not only grant recruits the right to use their native tongues, but they were obliged to fit into one 

particular nationality-category. Urbanitsch has also asserted that in the Monarchy “a 

pacification through separation” took place.1063 This was also partially the case for the army 

because most conscripts were trained among comrades of the same native tongues, thus, 

nationalities. However, this study has proven that even these units in which recruits were mixed 

did their duty loyally, often even during wartime regardless of their native tongues. However, 

through the army's categorization practice, annually thousands of male citizens became more 

aware of their nationality based on language use was it career officers, reserve officers, military 

professionals, NCOs, or conscripts. This study, however, demonstrated that even exaggerated 

national loyalty did not necessarily prevent soldiers, regardless of their army ranks, from being 

loyal to the army and its language rules. This was even the case for these among soldiers, who 

were often depicted in historiography as being more disloyal. Dreisziger and Allmayer-Beck 

were therefore only partially correct when they argued that reserve officers and some of the 

rank and file were more likely than career officers to become imbued with nationalism and to 

be insubordinate and desert.1064 Not only nationalism resulted in insubordination and desertion 

among reserve officers, but also that they regularly experienced causing probably a higher 

casualty rate among the rank and file, and being less successful in operational terms than their 

better trained, more experienced and more multilingual career comrades. It is likely that many 

reservists were overwhelmed by their military duties. This study's chapters on wartime show 

that disloyalty more often owed to overburden or the feeling of unfair treatment rather than to 

nationalist convictions. 

 
1062 Urbanitsch, Der Ausgleich zwischen den Nationen, 65. 
1063 Urbanitsch, Der Ausgleich zwischen den Nationen untereinander, 68-9. 
1064 Dreisziger, Ethnic Armies, 8. Allmayer-Beck, Die Führung vielsprachiger Streitkräfte, 377. 
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The army leadership categorized soldiers with a particular nationality, but still expected 

them to identify with the supra-national army and state. Although the army advocated itself as 

being supra-national, standing away from nationalist attitudes, language regulations permitted 

the expression of national feelings, but only if gratitude towards the monarch and the state were 

expressed at the same time. Pieter M. Judson has recently correctly argued that “institutional 

multilingualism had the effect of strengthening both nationalist and imperial patriotic 

tendencies at the same time” which is exactly what happened with the army language 

system.1065 However, in the age of nationalism the co-existence of two, or even more, loyalties 

and identities, to the supra-national army on the one hand, and to nationality on the other, met 

great resistance from national activists. 

 

Methods that state and army used to categorize citizens made the recognition of multiple 

identities increasingly difficult, thus, bureaucratizing states required citizens to decide for one. 

In the case a soldier spoke more than one language, the army bureaucrats decided over his native 

language, thus nationality. Susan Gal asserted partially correctly that language was “assumed 

to change thought, and thus national character. Multilingualism was considered dangerous in 

that framework, raising the possibility that speakers had loyalties to more than one state [or 

nationality].”1066 However, in the army, although spending much effort to categorize speakers 

of more than one language to fit into a particular nationality, finally, usually these army 

members language proficiency ended in a career benefit, regardless if it was officers or recruits 

who became NCOs. The dominance of German in the army favored German-speaking officers 

and conscripts only at first glance. Thus, Günther Kronenbitter’s assertion that officers who 

spoke German as their native tongue had an easier time starting their careers (Startvorteil) is 

only partially correct.1067 Most of the men who became career officers or NCOs spoke another 

language than German fluently at the beginning of their careers.  It was therefore not primarily 

native speakers of German who profited, but speakers of two languages.  

 

 Certainly, the army language system was easier to implement in regions where 

conscripts were monolingual. However, the Habsburg Monarchy was characterized by 

widespread bi- and multilingualism among conscripts which posed a challenge to bureaucrats 

 
1065 Judson, The Habsburg Empire, 368. 
1066 Gal, Polyglot Nationalism, 33. 
1067 Kronenbitter, Die Führung der k.u.k. Armee und die Großmachtpolitik Österreich-Ungarns, 209. 
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seeking to count and categorize them, but also offered numerous opportunities for 

misinterpretation about recruits’ so-called “real” belonging to a particular language, thus, 

nationality. These misinterpretations resulted from a variety of motives that meant why military 

protagonists involved did not interpret rules accordingly to ensure the conscripts’ rights 

appropriately. Even in the age of nationalism, these motives were only to a certain degree 

exclusively nationally motivated. Army bureaucrats and officers often based decisions and 

argued with military efficiency and practicality resulting in ignoring soldiers’ rights from time 

to time. To them taking these rights fully into account would have meant spending much more 

effort, budget, and personnel that army bureaucrats sought to avoid at all cost. Sometimes 

someone decided out of motives stemming from his own nationality, but more often they 

resulted from convenience, practicality, and ignorance. I demonstrated that the rank and files’ 

as well as officers’ interpretation of the language system were often not owing to their linguistic 

(and therefore nationality) backgrounds, but rather depended on a particular undertaking by 

making use of the elasticity of the rules in a specific situation. It is a situation that Pieter M. 

Judson has recently described as the meaning of the concept of national indifference: “A 

particular strategy for understanding the situational character and appeal of nationalism than a 

particular substantive position of its own.”1068 To summarize: Most of protagonists, 

bureaucrats, officers, and conscripts, still decided out of other motives than their national 

belonging, although decisions were often based on a particular situation. For these who were 

affected by the army language system this meant almost no one based all of his entire 

professional life’s decisions on the nationality with which he identified most of the time, rather 

motives differed from one decision to another. However, it was not the recruits (but also 

officers) who were mainly targeted by misinterpretation and shortcomings of the language 

system who criticized it most, rather national activists regardless of their nationalities.  

 

In addition to the flexibility and adaptability of Habsburg army members that resulted 

from the language diversity, the balance between equality and inequality supported the 

acceptance of the army language system, despite its shortcomings. Although German 

dominated the Habsburg army, army bureaucrats, on top the monarch, sought to treat all other 

languages equally. At the same time each language recognized in the army was spoken in 

Habsburg provinces where they dominated, but at the same time there were other provinces 

where these languages were spoken only by a minority and were not represented in civil 

administration. This was even the case for German. Being only a minority language in Hungary, 

 
1068 Judson, Critical Issues for a History of the Habsburg Monarchy, 367. 
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the army's lingua franca, therefore shared status with Romanian, Ruthenian, Serbian, and 

Slovak, in civil administration. however, recently, Ágoston Berecz has convincingly argued 

that the sole use of Hungarian across the Kingdom was often only a wish rather than reality 

because many municipal officials still used other languages.1069 The Habsburg Monarchy 

imposed the army language system not only in Austria were provincial governments often 

recognized more than one language, but also on Hungary. In Transleithnia, forced 

Magyarization caused many conflicts with politicians during my period of investigation. They 

criticized the downgrading of their state language to a minority language. Their debate on the 

army language system confirmed what the historian Imre Ress has called their effort to achieve 

parity between German and Hungarian in the joint army, which should parallel the equality of 

the two states following the 1867-settlement. However, this study demonstrated that as long as 

speakers of particular languages, and therefore nationalities, were dominant and marginalized 

at the same time somewhere in the Monarchy, the system was balanced, and as long as – 

archival records demonstrate that clearly – the ordinary conscripts felt that the army, the state, 

and most importantly the monarch, spent enough emphasis respecting them and their languages, 

and nationalities, on an equal basis. This study has shown that in most cases when unfair 

treatment and shortcomings happened, soldiers blamed their superiors instead of it affected their 

loyalty and identification with the army, state or the monarch. The balance was also visible in 

who made career in the army, regardless if they were officers or NCOs.  

 

When I started my research in 2012, I read parliamentary minutes and posed the initial 

question whether the army language system had a negative effect on soldiers, and, if so, whether 

they all were dissatisfied. Were these parliamentary delegates correct? After several years of 

research, I concluded that archival records clearly demonstrate that regardless in which 

language soldiers wrote, they tended to describe a similar situation: Of course, some soldiers 

were displeased by the army language system’s shortcomings, but almost no one mentioned 

that this experience affected him so negatively that made him no longer identifying with the 

army, the state, and the monarch. The issues discussed in parliaments of masses of dissatisfied 

soldiers, are not visible in my archival sources. Politicians and journalists often argued that the 

language system’s shortcomings, and the ignorance of soldier language rights would never 

satisfy them, and never lead to loyalty and identification with the army. In fact, even soldiers 

who trained during peace time experienced officers and NCOs did not speak their language 

correctly, or at all, were not necessarily influenced in a way that they did no longer identity 

 
1069 Berecz, German and Romanian in Town Governments. 
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with the army, and the state as long as there was a certain balance of shortcomings among 

speakers of all recognized languages. I disagree with Robert Evans’ assertion concerning the 

army language system that “the Monarchy was destroyed not so much by national conflicts as 

by linguistic diversity in itself.”1070 Quite the contrary. Soldiers speaking a language badly, or 

mixing one language with another, over time became functional elements of the Habsburg 

army. One may conclude that they supported the development of an esprit de corps, as much 

as, or even more than, imperial symbols such as double eagles on uniforms and having sworn 

an oath to the monarch, Francis Joseph. 

 

Equal treatment of all soldiers regardless of their native tongues, thus, nationality, 

changed before the First World War. The balance of equality and inequality of treatment did 

not end abruptly with the advent of war in August 1914. Rather, it had a longer history. Already 

at the turn of the century language regulations started dealing with wartime scenarios, and army 

bureaucrats started to question the war readiness of the army with its complex and often-

contradictory language system. Partial mobilizations during the Balkan Wars (1912/13) then 

offered a glimpse of the army’s readiness in wartime. It was not so much the language diversity 

of soldiers, but rather some particular incidents caused that all army members, regardless if they 

were bureaucrats, officers, NCOs or recruits, started to suspect comrades of particular 

nationalities to be prone to disloyal behavior. However, during wartime, military leadership still 

had to follow the peacetime language system, which only officially they did. However, many 

officers interpreted the rules differently, and narrowed them. Official wartime limitations of the 

army language system resulted from the army bureaucrats’ efforts to reject nationalist political 

propaganda of particular languages, to avoid the possibility that speakers of so-called disloyal 

languages were spreading their anti-Habsburg ideas among the rank and file. This could harm 

military success. Shortcomings were now more often argued with military practicality and 

necessity. Increasingly, there was too little time to group soldiers at frontlines according to their 

native languages, even less to deploy officers and NCOs accordingly based on the principle of 

native languages. The same was the case for providing enough military auditors, members of 

the clergy, and physicians who were able to speak with all soldiers in their native tongues. This 

happened when proper communication often decided over survival or death was it by the enemy 

or by Habsburg military courts. 

 

This study demonstrated that it was not the linguistic diversity that hampered successful 

 
1070 Evans, Language and State Building, 2. 
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war operations, asWilhelm Czermak argued in his post-war study of the Habsburg army during 

the First World War discussed in the introduction, In deinem Lager war Österreich. Die 

österreichisch-ungarische Armee, wie man sie nicht kennt (In your camp was Austria. The 

unknown Austro-Hungarian army).1071 Thus, this study confirms what Alexander Jordan 

asserted that “the more mixed units proved to be as effective as the more nationally 

homogeneous ones.”1072 The reason for a decrease in acceptance of the army among soldiers 

was that some languages, and their speakers were less well treated than other. Indeed, the 

balance of equality and inequality of treatment that characterized the years between 1868 and 

1914 slowly changed and finally vanished.  

 

This study also expands upon Richard Lein’s recent argument that the driving force even 

behind large-scale mass desertion was not nationalism or general unwillingness to fight for 

Austria-Hungary, rather starvation and the experience of being commanded by officers and 

NCOs who did not speak their languages.1073 However, language diversity and its effects were 

only one reason among many others. In their wartime diaries, many soldiers expressed a 

growing feeling of loneliness even when packed in trenches like sardines in a can. However, 

these were not the moments that the rank and file experience most negatively rather that many 

officers, NCOs and comrade-rank and file were influenced by prejudices toward particular so-

called disloyal nationalities, in particular the Czech-, Italian-, Romanian-, Ruthenian-, and 

Serbian speakers. My last chapter shows that it was not the legal framework of the army 

language system that made soldiers’ daily lives more difficult, rather it was how superiors 

interpreted the language rules, in particular when treating speakers of particular languages 

differently than others, not to speak that some were more often punished. Thus, it was the 

evaporation of the Rechtsstaat, argued by many historians, among them, Pieter Judson and 

Mark Cornwall, the at least attempt to treat all citizens regardless of their native tongues, 

equally, that mostly influenced all soldiers' war experience.1074 However, the bulk of soldiers – 

even the ones whose native tongues were badly treated – still identified with the army and the 

state, and did their duty until they died, were captured, or the war ended. 

 

 

 
1071 Czermak, In deinem Lager war Österreich, 27-8. This argument is also apparent in literature. For example: 

Wawro, The Outbreak of World War I and the Collapse of the Habsburg Empire. 
1072 Jordan, Krieg um die Alpen, 156. 
1073 Lein, Die tschechischen Soldaten Österreich-Ungarns im Ersten Weltkrieg, 56-7. 
1074 Judson, Critical Issues for a History of the Habsburg Monarchy, 381. Cornwall, The Undermining of Austria-

Hungary.  
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